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I. Report of the Main Activities and Events of the Year 1989 

Introduction 

In 1989 the United Nations Asia and Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime 
and the Treatment of Offenders (UNAFEI) organized a five week international seminar 
(81st) and two three-month international training courses (82nd and 83rd), which were regu
lar training programmes conducted at UNAFEI's headquarters in Fuchu, Tokyo. A total 
of 84 government officials engaged in criminal justice administration from 32 countries, 
mainly in Asia and the Pacific region, participated in these regular training programmes. 
Appendix I shows a breakdown of these participants by country. 

UNAFEI also organized (1) the Expert Group Meeting on Adolescence and Crime 
Prevention in the ESCAP Region, in collaboration with the Economic and Social Commis
sion for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), and (2) the International Workshops on Victimolo
gy and Victim's Rights, in collaboration with the World Society of Victimology. 

Besides these activities, UNAFEI also endeavored to perform research activities, pro
vide information services and promote co-operation among related agencies, institutions 
and organizations. 

The main activities and events of the year 1989 are summarized hereafter. 

Regular Training Programmes 

1. The 81st International Seminar (6 February-ll March)-Advancement of the Integra
tion of the Criminal Justice Administration 

The main theme for this Seminar was selected in consideration of the following reasons. 
In most countries, criminal justice administration is carried out by several indepen

dent agencies, such as the police, prosecution, the judiciary, and the probation, correction 
and rehabilitation organs. Such separation is necessary for various reasons, such as the 
prevention of the abuse of power, maintenance of suitable specialization, protection of the 
fundamental rights of individuals, ensurance of adequate management, and so forth. 

However, such separation tends to cause each agency to be unconcerned with the overall 
effective administration of criminal justice as a whole. Lack of mutual understanding and 
co-operation among the agencies is often pointed out in many countries. At the same time, 
criminal justice administration is a continuous flow of procedures, and any problems ham
pering one agency's functions have a great impact on the functions of other agencies, some
times impeding fair and effective administration as a whole. Furthermore, the most serious 
problems in criminal justice administration are often related to several agencies and can
not be solved through one agency's efforts if there is not full understanding and co-operation 
from other related agencies. 

Therefore, in order to achieve an overall fair and effective criminal justice administra
tion, it is imperative that each agency has full and precise knowledge about the problems 
with which the other agencies are faced, and that each agency takes every possible meas
ure on its part to ease such problems. 

On the basis of this understanding, the aim of this Seminar was to provide participants 
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with an international forum to study and discuss together the most momentous issues select
ed from each component of the criminal justice system, namely: the police, prosecution, 
the judiciary, the correctional and rehabilitation services. 

For this International Seminar, the following five sub-topics were s~lected: 

1. Fair administration of police responsibility and provision of services to the public: the 
basis for public co-operation 

2. The exercise and control of prosecutorial discretion 
3. The independence of the judiciary and control of judicial discretion 
4. Prison overcrowding and its countermeasures 
5. Advancement of non-custodial measures for offenders 

The reasons for selecting these issues were as follows: 
Social development is often accompanied by urbanization and industrialization, which 

tend to cause the public to become indifferent and less co-operative towards police activi
ties. On the other hand, criminal activities are becoming more and more sophisticated (be
coming internationalized), and further co-operation from the public is necessary for the police 
to effectively detect and investigate such criminal activities. Therefore, how to obtain pub
lic co-operation is a pressing problem for the police, and this problem must be resolved 
by gaining the public's trust in the fair administration of police responsibility and the pro
vision of services to the public. 

In a considerable number of countries, public prosecutors are given discretionary pow
er to decide on non-prosecution even if there is sufficient evidence to prove the guilt of 
the offender. In some countries, this discretionary power is fully utilized and it is consi
dered a valuable contribution not only to the reduction of the court's caseload and to the 
realization of a speedy trial, but also to the quicker resocialization of offenders at an early 
stage without imposing upon them the burden and stigma of formal trial procedure. 
However, no one can deny that there is the possibility of abuse or mis-use of this discre
tionary power and in some other countries such discretionary power is even considered 
to be legally unjustified. The discretionary power has an effect on the operation of criminal 
justice systems and, in particular, on the size of prison populations both at the pre-triai 
and trial stages, and this issue is also included in the items to be discussed at the Eighth 
United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders. There
fore, the exercise and control of prosecutorial discretion is undoubtedly an issue which 
deserved the thorough study and discussion by the participants in this Seminar. 

An independent judiciary is a prerequisite for securing f"ir criminal justice administra
tion, but at the same time, disparity in sentencing is a widespread problem in many coun
tries. Sentencing policies also have a great effect, particularly on the issue of overcrowding 
in prisons. In these circumstances, sentencing guidelines have been established in a con
siderable number of countries and the international community is interested in issues that 
may arise from their use. Therefore, the independence of the judiciary and control of judi
cial discretion were selected as a sub-topic for this Seminar. 

It is widely acknowledged that prison overcrowding has reached critical levels in many 
countries and that it is one of the most pressing problems presently facing criminal justice 
administration. Not surprisingly, therefore, it is one of the main topics of the Eighth Unit
ed Nations Congress. It is also another problem which ca.'1 be solved only through an in
tegrated approach, that is, through full understanding and co-operation among related 
criminal justice agencies. Prison overcrowding was also an appropriate and timely topic 
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to be discussed at the Seminar. 
Non-custodial measures for offenders are widely advocated, either because they can con

tribute to minimizing the negative effects of imprisonment or because they can help ease 
the problem of prison overcrowding. The Seventh United Nations Congress emphasized 
that non-custodial sanctions are a more humane way of facilitating rehabilitative efforts 
and that these are more likely to be successful when the public is involved. In order to 
contribute to the sound advancement of non-custodial measures, UNAFEI has been ac
tively involved in producing the United Nations Draft Standard Minimum Rules for Non
Custodial Measures ("The Tokyo Rules"). The first draft was formulated as a result of 
discussions at the 75th International Training Course at UNAFEI. The Tokyo Rules will 
be proposed at the Eighth United Nations Congress. Therefore, "Advancement of Non
Custodial Measures for Offenders" was also a timely and suitable topic for this Seminar. 

A total of 30 participants representing twenty-one countries, i.e., Argentina, Bangladesh, 
Barbados, China, Ecuador, Fiji, Hong Kong, Indonesia (two participants), Kenya, Malay
sia, Mozambique, Nepal, Nigeria, Paraguay, the Philippines (two participants), Saudi Ara
bia, Sri Lanka (two participants), Sudan, Thailand (two participants), Western Samoa and 
Japan (six participants) attended the Seminar. The participants of this Seminar were senior 
police officers, public prosecutors, judges. senior prison officers and other high-ranking 
officials. A list of the participants is found in Appendix II-I and the programme of the Semi
nar is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Outline of the Programme (81st Seminar) 
Total: 112 hours 

Hours 

1) Self-Introduction and Orientation for the Course ............................. , .................... 2 
2) Experts' Lectures ..................................................... " ....................................... 22 
3) Faculty Lectures .................................................................................... , ...... , ...... 8 
4) Ad Hoc Lectures ., ...... , ......................................................................................... 2 
5) Individual Presentations on the Main Theme of the Seminar ............................. 30 
6) General Discussions and Report-Back Sessions .................................................. 15 
7) Visits of Observation ........................................................................................... 8 
8) Nagano Trip ........................................................................................................ 2 
9) Kansai Trip " ..................................................................................................... 12 

(including Visits to Kyoto Juvenile Classification Home and Kyoto District Public 
Prosecutor's Office) 

10) Evaluation and Individual Interviews ................................................................... 4 
11) Closing Ceremony ................................................................................................ 1 
12) Reference Reading and Miscellaneous ................................................................. 6 

Among the various programmes of the Seminar, special emphasis was placed upon in
dividual presentations by the participants and subsequent general discussions with regard 
to the above-mentioned five sub-topics. Through the general discussion sessions, the par
ticipants exchanged their views and experiences on the above issues and worked out five 
extensive reports of their discussions. The summarized contents of the reports are as follows: 

a) Faz'r admz'nz'stratz'on of poNce 1'esponsz'bilz'ty and provision of services to the public: the bast's 
for public co-operation 
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The participants extensively discussed and examined various police roles and func
tions, analyzed in depth the problems that police encounter in their day to day duties, and 
explored the most suitable and effective measures that can be taken to overcome such 
problems. 

b) The exercise and control of prosecutorial discretion 
The participants inquired into and examined the various systems and rules concerning 

prosecutorial discretion, and explored the most effective and suitable safeguards against 
the possible abuse of prosecutorial discretion. 

c) The independence of the judiciary and control of judicial discretion 
The participants analysed the scope and rationale of the independence of the judiciary, 

examined various factors affecting judicial independence, and explored the most suitable 
countermeasures against inappropriate discretion and sentencing disparities. 

d) Prison overcrowding and its countermeasures 
The participants surveyed the present situation of participating countries concerning 

prison overcrowding, examined and analysed its various causes, and then explored possi
ble countermeasures against such overcrowding. 

e) Advancement of non-custodial measures for offenders 
The participants sought and examined effective methods of implementing non

institutional measures, and then analysed the present systems and situations of non-custodial 
measures of the countries represented in the Seminar. 

For the Seminar, UNAFEI invited the following six visiting experts from overseas coun
tries: Mr. Hetti Gamage Dharmadasa, Commissioner of Prisons in Sri Lanka; Dr. Peter 
Johan Paul Tak, Professor in the Faculty of Law at the Catholic University of Nijmegen 
in the Netherlands; Dr. Cicero C. Campos, Chairman of the National Police Commission 
in the Philippines; Dr. Heinrich Kirschner from the Federal Republic of Germany, a Direc
tor in the Federal Ministry of Justice with Responsibility First for Administration and Sub
sequently for Criminal Law; Mr. Yu Shutong, an Advisor to the Commission on Internal 
and Judicial Affairs, the National People's Congress of the People's Republic of China; and 
Mr. John Wood, Head of the Serious Fraud Office in Great Britain. They delivered a series 
of lectures and guided discussions on issues related to the main theme. An ad hoc lecturer 
and faculty members of UNAFEI also delivered lectures and guided discussions on vari
ous relevant topics. A list of lecturers and lecture topics is shown in Appendix II-2 and 
a list of reference materials distributed is in Appendix II-3. 

The participants visited the following criminal justice or related agencies or institu
tions for the purpose of observing the operations and discussing practical problems with 
officials and staff members: the Supreme Court, Ministry of Justice, Kyoto Juvenile Clas
sification Home, Kyoto District Public Prosecutor's Office, Fuchu Prison. 

2. The 82nd International Training Course (17 April-6 July)-Innovative Measures for Ef
fective and Efficient Administration of Institutional Correctional Treatment of Offenders 

It is well recognized that the maintenance of a stable social order is one of the fun
damental requirements for a country to achieve balanced development in terms of social 
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welfare as well as economic growth. In search of this goal, various countries in the region 
have been implementing new ideas and policies relating to the prevention of crime and 
the rehabilitation of offenders. 

Within the criminal justice administration as a whole, correctional facilities are partic
ularly responsible for providing offenders who are likely to pose a threat to society or who 
require corrective supervision and training with various rehabilitative programmes while 
keeping them in safe custody in an attempt to reintegrate them into society. 

There is, however, increasing debate in western countries about whether or not cus
todial sentences inflict unnecessary pain upon the offender and that the effectiveness of 
institutional correctional programmes is questionable when compared with the amount of 
funds allocated for the administration of such programmes. 

On the other hand, countries in Asia and the Pacific region are equally confident that 
correctional facilities are capable of providing treatment programmes which can help im
prisoned offenders live in society as law-abiding citizens. 

In this regard, the corrections administration is required to develop new programmes 
and policies so as to keep pace with the progress of society. 

Faced with some serious problems, countries of the region are trying to undertake new 
projects regarding the rehabilitation of prisoners. Improved training of corrections officials 
as well as the application of advanced technology to the field of security, administration 
and educational programmes have also been encouraged. 

This Course was therefore organized to provide participants, mainly from Asia and 
the Pacific region, with an opportunity to (a) analyze the actual conditions and effective
ness of the treatment programmes which have recently been introduced, (b) identify some 
basic conditions in order to achieve close co-operation between community-based treat
ment and custodial supervision for more effective rehabilitation of offenders, (c) examine 
successful cases for the development of effective and efficient administration of correc
tional facilities, and (d) investigate methods of implementing the Standard Minimum Rules 
for the Treatment of Prisoners and some safeguards for the protection of prisoners' rights. 

This Course was also intended to clarify the problems of imprisonment to be discussed 
at the Eighth United Nations Congress for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders in 1990. 

A total of twenty-nine participants and one observer representing the following fifteen 
countries attended the Course: Brazil (two participants), China, Fiji, Hong Kong, Korea, 
Malaysia, Marshall Islands, Papua New Guinea (two participants), Peru, the Philippines 
(two participants), Saint Lucia, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka (two participants), Thailand (two 
palticipants) and Japan (ten participants and one observer). They consisted mainly of govern
ment officials with relatively senior positions in corrections and probation services. A list 
of participants is found in Appendix III -1 and Table 2 shows the outline of the Course 
Programme. 

During the Course, special emphasis was placed upon participant-centered activities 
such as comparative study; group-workshops and other programmes in which the par
ticipants were required to take part in collective discussions, actively and constructively 
utilizing their knowledge and experience. The comparative study was organized to discuss 
topics related to the main theme of the Course. It consisted of individual presentations in 
which each participant presented his or her country's paper, and then all the participants 
discussed the issues involved in the country's paper. Group-workshops were conducted 
to give the participants an opportunity to discuss issues and problems which face them 
in their daily work. The participants were divided into four groups according to the similarity 
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Table 2: Outline of the Programme (82nd Course) 
Total: 232 hours 

Hours 

1) Self-Introduction and Orientation for the Course .................................................. 2 
2) Experts' Lectures .............................................................................................. 32 
3) Faculty Lectures ................................................................................................ 12 
4) Ad Hoc Lectures ................................................................................................ 18 
5) Individual Presentations on the Main Theme of the Course ............................... 29 
6) Group Workshops .............................................................................................. 20 
7) Plenary Meetings and Report-Back Session ....................................................... 10 
8) Field Work .......................................................................................................... 8 
9) Visits of Observation ......................................................................................... 44 

10) Nikko Trip (Visit to Tochigi Prison for Women) ................................................ 8 
11) Hiroshima-Kansai Trip ....................................................................................... 16 

(Visit to Marugame Girls' Training School and Uji Juvenile Training School) 
12) Athletic Meeting and Other Activities ................................................................ 10 
13) Video and Film Show ........................................................................................... 2 
14) Evaluation and Individual Interviews .................................................................... 5 
15) Closing C",remony ................................................................................................. 2 
16) Reference Reading and Miscellaneous ................................................................ 14 

of topics they selected. Each group selected a chairperson and rapporteur. The results of 
each workshop were subsequently reported at a plenary session by the rapporteur and fur
ther discussion by all the participants followed. The topics discussed in each group were 
as follows: 

a) The extent of overcrowding, causes and feasible measures to cope with the problem 
The participants surveyed the current situations concerning the overcrowding in respec

tive countries and explored various types of countermeasures to alleviate the problem, and 
then carefully examined the feasibility as well as possible advantages and disadvantages 
of such measures when they are actually implemented. 

b) The development of effective alternatives to imprisonment and other 1'elated issues 
The participants thoroughly examined various kinds of alternatives to imprisonment 

available before the trial, at the trial and after the trial stage. They also discussed and ana
lysed substantial problems which stand in the way of more effective implementation of non
custodial measures as well as feasible solutions for such problems. 

c) Treatment programmes for specific categories of offenders 
The participants exchanged their knowledge and discussed with one another in order 

to develop more effective and proper correctional programmes for long-term prisoners, phys
ically and mentally handicapped prisoners, and juvenile offenders. Various kinds of 
programmes for these special categories of offenders were proposed and then carefully 
examined and evaluated by the participants. 

d) Staf.F training and other issues regarding the improvement of correctional administration 
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The participants extensively discussed various measures and schemes that would en
sure and further develop the ability and skills of correctional staff who playa vital role 
in the treatment and rehabilitation of offenders. They also discussed and examined the pro
tection of prisoners' human rights as well as effectiveness of institutional correctional 
treatment. 

For the course, UNAFEI invited five visiting experts from overseas countries: Mr. Clair 
A. Cripe, General Counsel, Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice, U.S.A.; Mr. Gordon 
H. Lakes, Former Deputy Director General of the Prison Service, England and Wales, Unit
ed Kingdom; Mr. Chan Wa-Shek, Commissioner of Correctional Services, Hong Kong; Dr. 
Theodore N. Ferdinand, Professor and Director of the Center for the Study of Crime, Delin
quency, and Corrections, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, U.S.A.; (lnd Mr. Hassan 
EI-Saati. Professor, the Arab Security Studies and Training Center. They delivered a ser
ies of lectures and guided discussions on the issues related to the main theme. Nine ad 
hoc lecturers, the Director, Deputy Director and other faculty members of UNAFEI also 
gave lectures on relevant topics. Appendix III-2 shows the list of these lecturers and their 
lecture topics, and a list of reference materials distributed to the participants is found in 
Appendix III-3. 

The participants visited eighteen criminal justice and related agencies and institutions 
with the entire group and ten in small groups (field work) to observe their operations and 
to discuss practical problems with their officials and staff members: Supreme Court, Ministry 
of Justice Fuchu Prison, Showroom of Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. (NEC), Tochigi Pricon 
for Women, Yokohama Customs House, Tokyo Probation Office, Kanto Regional Parole 
Board, Tokyo Juvenile Classification Home, Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department, 
Hachioji Medical Prison, Kawagoe Juvenile Prison, Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., Maruyama 
Plant, Ohme Factory of Toshiba Electric Co. Ltd., Training Institute for Correctional 
Officers, Marugame Girls Juvenile Training School, Uji Juvenile Training School, Tokyo 
District Court, Tokyo Family Court, Tokyo Public Prosecutors' Office, Ichihara Prison, 
Ishihara Juvenile Training School, Kofu Probation Office, Rehabilitation Aid Hostel 
"Yamanashi Itoku-Kai," Kurihama Juvenile Training School, Yokohama District Court, 
Yokohama District Public Prosecutors' Office. Furthermore, the participants had a series 
of discussions with Japanese volunteer probation officers who were invited to 1!NAFEI 
during the Course. 

3. The 83rd International Training Course (4 September-24 November 1989)-Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice in the Context of Development 

The main theme for this Course was selected in consideration of the following factors. 
In the past, the issue of crime or criminals was discussed from the viewpoint of the 

matter of individual criminals or victims. But it has been gradually recognized that the 
phenomena of crime are deeply related to and affected by overall socio-economic develop
ment on one hand, and that crime affects such overall sodo-economic development on the 
other hand, The concept of socio-economic development in this context has been taken 
in a broad sense encompassing economic, political, social, cultural, environmental and in
stitutional elements. It is also well recognized that the maintenance of a stable social order 
is one of the fundamental requirements for a country to achieve balanced development in 
terms of social welfare as well as economic growth. In search of this goal, various coun
tries have been implementing new ideas and policies relating to the prevention of crimes. 
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The Seventh United Nations Congre3s on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment 
of Offenders, which was held in Milan in 1985, emphasized the importance of t11is issue 
and unanimously adopted "Guiding Principles for Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice 
in the Context of Development and a New International Economic Order." These "Guid
ing Principles" stress that progress at ensuring peace in the world and social justice by 
means of a comprehensive and integrated approach should be planned and properly im
plemented on the basis of the contributions of various factors, including more effective 
programmes of crime prevention, more fair and humane policies of criminal justice and 
increased concern and protection for the rights of the victims of crime. These policies should 
not only reduce the human and social costs of criminality, but also help to establish 
safeguards to ensure equitable and full public participation in the development process, 
thereby enhancing the viability of national development plans, programmes and actions. 

The Seventh United Nations Congress not only established these "Guiding Principles" 
but also requested that the issue be examined by the Eighth Congress. The provisional 
agenda of the Eighth Congress, which will be conducted in 1990, indicates that "Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice in the Context of Development: Realities and Perspec
tives of International Co-operation" will be discussed as the first of the five substantive 
topics. 

Against such a background, it is considered propitious and important to examine in 
this Course the reality of crime prevention and criminal justice in the context of develop
ment and to discuss various issues in line with the above-mentioned "General Principles" 
adopted at the Seventh Congress and the topic relating to the provisional agenda of the 
Eighth Congress. 

On the basis of this understanding, the Course was intended to provide the participants 
with an international forum to jointly study and discuss the realities and perspectives of 
crime prevention and criminal justice in the context of development. 

The following items were among the sub-topics discussed during the Course: 

(1) Major crimes affected by development or affecting development, and countermeas
ures against them; 

(2) Search for a comprehensive and integrated approach to fair and effective crime 
prevention policies and strategies with special emphasis on the protection of the rights of 
victims and the incorporation of such policies and strategies into overall national develop, 
ment plans; 

(3) The response of the criminal justice system to development and human rights; and 
(4) International co-operation in crime prevention and criminal justice, and the role of 

the United Nations in this field. 

There was a total of twenty-seven participants from sixteen countries, viz., Costa Rica, 
Fiji, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, the Philippines (two participants), 
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sudan, Tanzania, Thailand (two participants), Zambia and Japan 
(ten participants). The participants were relatively senior police officers, public prosecu
tors, judges, prison officers, etc. A list of the participants is found in Appendix IV-l and 
the programme of the Course is shown in Table 3. 

During this Course, and likewise in other courses, strong emphasis was placed upon 
participant-centered activities such as comparative study, group workshops and other 
programmEd in which all the participants took part most actively and constructively. 

A comparative study programme was organized to discuss the above-mentioned issues. 
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Table 3: OutHne of the Programme (83rd Course) 
Total: 232 hours 

Hours 

1) Self-Introduction and Orientation for the Course .................................................. 2 
2) Experts' Lectures .............................................................................................. 33 
3) Faculty Lectures ................................................................................................ 16 
4) Ad Hoc Lectures ................................................................................................ 20 
5) Individual Presentations on the Main Theme of the Course ............................... 27 
6) Group Workshops .............................................................................................. 20 
7) Plenary Meetings and Report-Back Session ......................................................... 5 
8) Field Work ............................................................................................... " ......... 8 
9) Visits of Observation ......................................................................................... 36 

10) Nikko Trip .......................................................................................................... 8 
(Visit to Kitsuregawa Branch Attached to Kurobane Prison) 

11) Hiroshima-Kansai Trip ....................................................................................... 16 
(Visit to Marugame Girls' Training School and Kyoto Probation Office) 

12) Athletic Meeting and Other Activities ............................................................... 12 
13) Video and Film Show .......................................................................................... 2 
14) Evaluation and Individual Interviews ................................................................... 6 
15) Closing Ceremony ................................................................................................ 2 
16) Reference Reading and Miscellaneous ............................................. , ................. 25 

It consisted of individual presentations in which each participant was allocated one hour 
for the presentation of his/her country's paper, after which participants exchanged their 
views and analyzed the actual situations in respective countries. Following the individual 
presentations, group workshops were conducted to give the participants an opportunity 
to further discuss issues and problems which face them in their daily work. The participants 
were divided into four groups according to the similarity of topics they had selected. Each 
group selected a chairperson and rapporteur. The results of each workshop were subse
quently reported at a plenary session by the rapporteur and further discussion by all the 
participants followed. The summarized contents of discussions in each group are as follows: 

a) Major crimes affected by development Of affecting development, and countermeasures against 
them 
The participants analysed the present situations relating to major crimes which pose 

the most serious threat to social development, such as environmental offences, economic 
crime, drug crime, problems caused by illegal immigrants and terrorism, in their respec
tive countries, and then discussed possible countermeasures for these major crimes. 

b) Search for a comprehensive and integrated appmach to fair and effective crime prevention 
policies and strategies with special emphasis on the protection of the rights of the victims 
and the incorporation of such policies and strategies into overall national aevelopment plans 
Discussions were concentrated on such relevant issues as (1) the significance of inter

agency co-ordinated action; (2) the adequacy of laws to protect victims; and (3) juvenile 
delinquency and the protection of juvenile rights. The participants examined actual situa
tions with regard to these issues and explored various effective and proper solutions. 
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c) The response of the criminal justice system to development and human rights 
The participants discussed the role and responsibility of each segment of the criminal 

justice system in response to social development with analysis of various problems with 
which criminal justice agencies are presently faced. The participants also discussed the 
response of the criminal justice system to human rights in the context of social development. 

d) International co-operation in criminal justice administration 
The participants examined, based on the "Guiding Principles" set out in the Seventh 

United Nations Congress, new forms of crime which have relevance in the context of de
velopment, and then explored proper modalities of international co-operation and meas
ures useful in dealing with problems encountered in combating such crimes. 

For the course, UNAFEI invited eight visiting experts from overseas countries: Dr. 
Hans J Schneider, Director and Professor, Department of Criminology, University of West
falia, Federal Republic of Germany; Dr. Satyanshu K. Mukherjee, Principal Criminologist, 
Australian Institute of Criminology; Ms. Aglaia Tsitsoura, Head of the Division of Crime 
Problems, Directorate of Legal Affairs, Council of Europe; Mr. H. Adi Andojo Soetjipto, 
Deputy Chief Justice, Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia; Mr. Abdelaziz Abdalla 
Shiddo, Member of the United Nations Committee on Crime Prevention and Control; Mr. 
Ugljesa Zvekic, First Research Officer, United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice 
Research Institute; Mr. Reynaldo JD. Cuaderno, Executive Deputy Commissioner, Na
tional Police Commission, Rppublic of the Philippines; and Mr. Jae In Yoo, Director of the 
Inspection Division, Supr('~ne Public Prosecutors' Office, Republic of Korea. They deli
vered a series of lectures and guided discussions on the issues related to the main theme. 
Ten ad hoc lecturers and the Director, Deputy Director and other faculty members of UN
AFEI also gave lectures on relevant topics. Appendix IV-2 shows the list of these lecturers 
and their lecture topics, and a list of reference materials distributed to the participants is 
found in Appendix IV-3. 

The participants visited the following fifteen criminal justice and related agencies and 
institutions with the entire group and nine in small groups (field work) to observe their 
operations and to discuss practical problems with their officials and staff members: Supreme 
Court, Ministry of Justice, Fuchu Prison, Tokyo Bay Traffic Advisory Service Center, Na
tional ChuD Youth Center, Kitsuregawa Branch of Kurobane Prison, Tokyo Metropolitan 
Police Department, National Diet, Tama Juvenile Training School, Ohme Factory of Toshiba 
Electric Co., Ltd., Kawagoe Juvenile Prison, Tokyo Plant of Bridgestone Corporation, Yoko
hama Maritime Safety Agency, Marugame Girls Juvenile Training School, Kyoto Proba
tion Office, Tokyo District Court, Tokyo District Public Prosecutors' Office, Rehabilitation 
Aid Hostel "Keiwa-en", Kofu District Court, Kofu District Public Prosecutors' Office, 
Shizuoka Probation Office, Tochigi Prison for Women, Suifu Juvenile Training School, and 
Mito Juvenile Classification Home. 

The Expert Group Meeting on Adolescence and Crime Prevention 
In the ESCAP Region 

General Assembly resolution 40/35 on the development of standards for the preven
tion of juvenile delinquency calls on the regional commissions and the United Nations region-
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a1 institutes for the prevention of crime and the treatment of offenders to establish joint 
programmes in the field of juvenile justice and the prevention of juvenile delinquency. In 
particular, that resolution requests the regional commissions and regional institutes to de
vote special attention to: (a) studying the situation of juveniles at social risk and examining 
the relevant policies and practices of prevention within the context of socio-economic de
velopment and (b) intensifying efforts in training, research and advisory services for the 
prevention of juvenile delinquency. 

In pursuance of the above directive, the Expert Group Meeting on Adolescence and 
Crime Prevention in the ESCAP Region was jointly organized by the Economic and Social 
Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) and the UNAFEI in co-operation with the 
Government of Japan. The Meeting was held at UNAFEI Headquarters, Fuchu, Tokyo, 
from 3 to 10 August 1989. 

The objective of the Meeting was to provide a forum for social development and crimi
nal justice experts to discuss the following issues concerning adolescence and crime preven
tion in the ESCAP region: patterns of juvenile justice; effects of the social environment 
on juvenile offence; and juvenile justice administration. On the basis of its discussion of 
the afore mentioned issues, the Meeting was expected to formulate recommendations on 
the prevention of juvenile offence and the treatment of juvenile offenders. The Meeting 
was also intended to provide a regional contribution to the Eighth United Nations Con
gress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, to be held at Havana 
in 1990, especially with regard to topic 4 of the Congress, namely "the prevention of delhl
quency, juvenile justice and the protection of the young: policy approaches and directions." 

The Meeting was attended by twenty-one experts from the following ESCAP mem
bers and associate members: Bangladesh, Fiji, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Malaysia, Nepal, 
Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Thailand. 
A list of participants in the Meeting is shown in Appendix V. 

After extensive discussions on the above issues, the Meeting adopted the following 
recommendations: 

Plan for Action 
The Expert Group Meeting on Adolescence and Crime Prevention in the ESCAP 

Region, organized by ESCAP and UNAFEI in co-operation with the Government of Japan 
and held at Fuchu, Tokyo, 3-10 August 1989, 

Recalling General Assembly resolution 40/35 on the development of standards for the 
prevention of juvenile delinquency, which calls upon the regional commissions and the 
regional institutes for the prevention of crime and the treatment of offenders to establish 
joint programmes for the promotion of juvenile justice and the prevention of juvenile delin
quency, 

Further recalling the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration 
of Juvenile Justice (the Beijing Rules), which constitute a vital contribution to the protec
tion 'of young people's rights, and recognizing the need to strengthen implementation of 
the Beijing Rules in countries of the ESCAP region in the context of youth development, 

Bearing in mind the recommendations of the ESCAPIUNAFEI Workshop on the Role 
of Youth Organizations in the Prevention of Crime Among Youth, held at Fuchu, Tokyo, 
15 to 20 July 1985, 

Recognizing the need. to adopt an integrated approach to youth development and juvenile 
justice administration, as contained in the report of the above-mentioned ESCAP/UNAFEI 
Workshop, 
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Noting that adolescence is a transitional phase between the dependency of childhood 
and the responsibilities of adulthood and that the situation of rapid social and economic 
change prevailing in the ESCAP region exacerbates the difficulties experienced by young 
people in the process of their maturation to adulthood, 

Expressing concern that the growing incidence and the widening patterns of juvenile 
crime and delinquency in Asia and the Pacific are symptvmatic of the functional failures 
of particular socio-economic systems, institutio{is and relations in the process of rapid de
velopment, 

Recognizing that most juveniles who come into conflict with the law live in situations 
of deprivation and neglect and do not have equal access to socio-economic opportunities, 

1. Recommends that the prevention of crime and the administration of juvenile justice 
should be pursued within a framework of integrated social development and that interna
tional efforts in this regard should be directed toward the establishment of a just economic 
order focusing on the well-being of the vulnerable and marginalized young members of 
society, 

2. Requests UNAFEI, which had initiated the process for the formulation of the "Beij
ing Rules," to undertake, in co-operation with ESCAP, the formulation of standard mini
mum rules for the prevention of juvenile delinquency and youth crime, taking into account 
the recommendations of the present Expert Group Meeting and other relevant United Na
tions guidelines, 

3. 'Calls upon donor Governments, international funding agencies and other organiza
tions to provide ESCAP with the requisite financial and staff resources to strengthen its 
provision of advisory services and technical assistance to members and associate members 
of ESCAP in the prevention of juvenile delinquency and the administration of juvenile justice 
and, in this regard, to enhance linkages among all sectors within a broad social develop
ment framework, 

4. Calls upon members and associate members of ESCAP to implement the following 
recommendations of the present Meeting, taking into consideration the situational context 
of each country. 

Recommendations 

A. Guiding principles 
1. An integrated approach to addressing broad socio-economic issues in the preven

tion of juvenile offence should be developed and implemented by all government agencies 
whose activities affect youth development, including those in the fields of education, em
ployment, social services and juvenile justice administration. 

2. Socio-economic development policies, particularly in relation to industrialization and 
urbanization, should be carefully planned and implemented with a view to causing mini
mum disruption of family cohesiveness and weakening of social relations in the communi
ty. In this regard, poverty alleviation policies should receive the highest priority in developing 
countries. 

3. Systematic efforts should be made to expand and strengthen the capacity of the fa
mily and community to undertake the socialization of the young, to mobilize people's par
ticipation in the care and protection of the young and to prevent juvenile delinquency and 
youth crime. 

4. Guidance, counseling and other supportive social services should be provided not 
only for young persons but also for their parents and other care-takers of youth to provide 
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means for early intervention and to prevent the young from drifting into juvenile delin
quency and youth crime. 

5. Ethical conduct, respect for the law and the development of social skills should be 
incorporated, in an appropriate manner, into education curricula. 

6. In the socialization of young people, increased emphasis should be placed on strength
ening indigenous culhu'al values and a sense of pride in the cultural traditions of the coun
tries in the region, as a crucial aspect of strengthening the sense of identity and belonging 
of young people in the context of rapid socio-economic change. 

7. Young persons in conflict with the law should be provided full access to legal pro
tection and legal services, with due care and attention to their long-term well-being. In this 
regard, differential treatment of juvenile offenders should be adopted. Further, special con
sideration should be given to the following characteristics of juvenile delinquents: chrono
logical age, mental age, social background, nature of crime, motivation to commit crime 
and determination to be reformed. However, excessive tolerance of juvenile crime should 
not be encouraged. 

8. Young persons in conflict with the law should be provided with appropriate oppor
tunity to mature into responsible and productive citizens through education and rehabilita
tion programmes aimed at improving their social and vocational skills and strengthening 
their moral values and self-esteem. 

9. Alternatives to detention of juvenile offenders should be considered. Detention and 
incarceration should be used as a last resort and, in that process, no minor or juvenile should 
be exposed to victimization and/or subjected to the negative influence of adult criminals. 

10. Juveniles who are incarcerated in correctional institutions should be provided with 
academic education, vocational training, social skills training, recreation, religious guidance 
and other services necessary for the improvement of their character and social adaptive
ness, while bearing in mind that maintenance of positive contact with the family and com
munity would facilitate their re-integration into society. 

11. Non-institutional correctional measures for delinquent adolescents should be fully 
utilized and should be expanded to the fullest extent possible so that incarceration in cor
rectional institutions would be the last resort in the absence of other, more appropriate 
measures. 

12. Community-based programmes established in lieu of the incarceration of juvenile 
delinquents should be structured by both government agencies and non-governmental or
ganizations so as to include all sectors of the community in the effort to prevent juvenile 
delinquency and recidivism. 

B. Preventive social measures 

(a) Overall national development planning 
1. Governments should, within the context of their overall national planning systems, 

adopt an integrated and intersectoral approach to youth development as a means of prevent
ing juvenile delinquency and youth crime. In this connection, each country should institute 
a national co-ordinating body comprising of the various concerned sectors dealing with relat
ed issues, such as youth development, social services, employment, education, health, hous
ing and justice. The co-ordinating body would be responsible for monitoring the youth 
development-related work of each concerned agency/sector to ensure a coherent approach 
to addressing youth concerns. 

2. National development planning agencies should not only focus on direct investment 
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in the economic sectors but should give due consideration to social investment in youth, 
particularly investment in young human resources and aspects concerning the quality of 
life such as health, education, social services, housing and culture. Such investments in 
youth would, over the long run, provide high social rates of return and contribute to eco
nomic growth and social development through their impact on the productivity of young 
human resources. Governments should, therefore, provide sufficient allocation of financial 
and other resources to ministries and agencies working in the social field, with particular 
attention to youth-related matters. 

3. Policy makers and planners in the economic sector should take into consideration 
the social implications of economic programmes on young people. They should pay special 
attention to the effects on youth of economic adjustment policies, through those policies' 
effects on employment, prices, the balance of trade and the availability of such essential 
social services as education, health, shelter, minimum income maintenance and the like. 

4. Non-governmental organizations should be given every opportunity to play an in
tegral role in national policy-making and planning in the field of youth development. In 
this connection, government agencies and non-governmental organizations should co-operate 
in a concerted manner to promote the delivery of social services to young people. Further
more, governments should provide institutional and other support to non-governmental or
ganizations to ensure their continued viability as providers of social services to youth. 

5. Youth development policies, plans and programmes should address the concerns of 
specific target groups of youth, including such disadvantaged and vulnerable groups as 
migrant youth, street children, school drop-outs, disabled youths, and youths in crimino-
genic situations such as drug abuse and prostitution. . 

6. Governments should strengthen their information and research systems' capabili
ties in youth-related sectors so as to provide a sufficient body of information and analysis 
for effective policy-making and planning for youth development. 

7. Adequate provision should be made by governments to promote the preservation 
of indigenous values and traditions as a countermeasure against the negative effects of 
modernization on youth. 

(b) Family 
1. National policies and programmes should be instituted and strengthened to support 

the capacity of the family to fulfill its functions as a cohesive unit in society and as a provider 
of basic social services. 

2. Programmes to strengthen parental skills should be consciously planned and im
plemented by national Governments. 

3. Family life education should be incorporated in school curricula to prepare young 
people for adulthood. Such education programmes should focus on such issues as the chang
ing role of men and women in society (including the sharing of parental and domestic respon
sibilities), sex education, family planning and family life. 

4. Twenty-four-hour crisis care services should be established to provide information 
and assistance to family members, particularly young people who are victims of exploita
tion and abuse. 

(c) Community 
1. Governments should make adequate provision for the establishment of strong 

community-based social institutions run and organized by community associations, youth 
and other recreational clubs, counseling centres and residential committees. 
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2. Policies favouring the decentralization of relevant industries and featuring the pro
vision of training skills and credit facilities for the self-employment of yo'mg people should 
be devised in order to stem the tide of youth migration from rural to urban areas. 

3. Effective training programmes for voluntary community workers and youth leaders 
should be implemented to ensure leadership continuity in community associations and youth 
clubs. This should help to ensure that community-level programmes and activities related 
to the needs of young people be effectively implemented. 

4. The private sector, particularly entrepreneurs, should be mobilized to provide 
guidance to young people on business management skills to ensure the successful implemen
tation of self-employment projects by young people 

5. Outreach programmes should be established in receiving communities for new 
migrant youths to facilitate their assimilation in the new environment. 

6. Structured programmes should be instituted in communities to guide refractory 
juveniles to become reintegrated in communities. 

7. Efforts should be made to promote positive peer group influence within the commu
nity. In this connection, the formation of youth clubs managed by young people themselves 
should be encouraged so that positive peer group influence could be extended to involve 
youth in socially constructive activities. 

(d) Education 
1. The status of the teaching profession should be upgraded so as to attract into the 

education system additional well-qualified teachers who are highly responsive to the needs 
of young people. 

2. Innovative alternatives to formal classroom education, such as "street educators," 
on-the-job education, apprenticeship education and education programmes through the mass 
media should be considered so as to extend education to all sectors of the community, in
cluding street children, young slum dwellers, working youth and others. 

3. The education system should, aside from providing academic training, also provide 
avenues for vocational training to enable young people who are not academically inclined 
to obtain marketable skills. 

4. Parent-teacher associations should be made an integral part of the school system 
to enable parents to playa greater role in the academic and social progress of their children. 

5. The concept and practice of student counseling should be promoted in the educa
tion system. 

6. Programmes should be undertaken by schools and non-governmental organizations 
to promote non-sexist and non-violent behaviour among young people, particularly with 
a view to pre-empting sex-related crimes and other forms of violent behaviour. 

7. Human rights awareness programmes should be introduced into the educational cur
ricula to increase the social responsibility of youth. 

S. In recognizing the potential beneficial role of the mass media in guiding young peo
ple to be law-abiding citizens, the mass media should be called upon to assume a more 
responsible civic role. In particular, television should incorporate positive social values in 
programming. At the same time, efforts should be made to minimize programmes that stimu
late juvenile crime and delinquency, particularly those that glorify crime and sensational
ize instances of violent and destructive behaviour. 

C. Measures on juvenile justice administmtion 
1. Efficient juvenile justice administration should be promoted through the re-education 
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and reorientation of the police personnel engaged in handling juvenile delinquents. Special 
juvenile justice bureaus should be set up and should be manned by personnel who are spe
cially trained to deal with young offenders. Further, an integrated approach to training on 
broad socio-economic issues should be emphasized in juvenile justice administration. 

2. Standard national guidelines should be evolved in line with the Beijing Rules to as
sist the prosecution agencies in investigating cases of juveniles in conflict with the law. 

3. Frequent consultation between judges and personnel of other concerned agencies 
should be undertaken to promote better understanding of the social circumstances of juvenile 
offenders so as to enable all criminal justice personnel to adopt a more humane and realis
tic approach in the disposition of cases. 

4. Efforts should be made to undertake a careful classification of juvenile offenders 
entrusted to the care of institutions, the community or fit persons, for the improved re
habilitation of those juveniles. 

5. Measures should be undertaken to provide and strengthen after-care services to dis
charged juvenile offenders both by government agencies and non-governmental organiza
tions, especially with a view to the prevention of recidivism. 

6. Research and evaluation of institutional and community-based training and rehabili
tation programmes should be undertaken with a view to strengthening the positive impact 
of such programmes on juvenile offenders. 

7. Measures should be undertaken to enhance the role of community organizations in 
the rehabilitation of juvenile offenders and their reintegration into society. 

8. The countries of the region should make special efforts to incorporate the "Beijing 
Rules" in their respective legal, administrative and sOclal development frameworks. 

D. Regional co-operation 
1. The "international year of the family," which is expected to be proclaimed by the 

United Nations General Assembly, should focus on the socialization of young persons as 
one of its main themes. The effectiveness of socialization would serve as a preventive meas
ure against juvenile delinquency and youth crime. 

2. The formulation by ESCAP of a regional social development strategy, mandated 
by the Commissiob in its resolution 45/1, should include measures dealing with crime preven
tion and criminal justice administration, taking into account the Beijing Rules and other 
relevant international instruments. 

3. ESCAP and UNAFEI should take joint action to support national implementation 
of the Beijing Rules and the "Guidelines on SociallVIeasures for the Prevention of Crime 
Among Youth and on Juvenile Justice" as well as follow-up of the recommendations of 
the present Meeting. 

4. ESCAP and UNAFEI should periodically examine the efficacy of efforts concern
ing youth crime prevention and criminal justice administration of young offenders through 
the convening of regional meetings among social development and criminal justice personnel. 

5. ESCAP and UNAFEI should jointly assist Governments in strengthening national 
co-ordinating bodies for youth development with a view to promoting an integrated ap
proach to the prevention of crime among youth and the administration of criminal justice 
with particular reference to young people. In this regard, assistance should be provided 
to national co-ordinating bodies to establish mutually supportive linkages with other con
cerned agencies in diverse sectors of national development. 

6. ESCAP and UNAFEI should explore the possibility of forming mobile interdiscipli
nary training teams to provide technical support services at the national and subregional 
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levels' to formulate and implement strategies for the prevention of youth crime and the treat
ment of young offenders. 

7. Efforts should be made by UNAFEI and ESCAP, in co-operation with government 
agencies in the fields of social development and justice, to develop a standardized system 
for the collection and comparative analysis of information pertaining to the prevention of 
crime among youth and the administration of justice for young offenders. 

The International Workshops on Victimology 
And Victim's Rights 

The International Workshops on Victimology and Victim's Rights were jointly organized 
by UNAFEI and World Society cif Victimology from 16 to 17 October 1989 in the main 
conference hall of UNAFEI. Many eminent scholars and practitioners from various coun
tries as well as all the participants of the 83rd International Training Course of UNAFEI 
participated in the International Workshops. A list of participants in the Workshops is shown 
in Appendix VI. 

In the Workshops, various important themes of victimology's theory and policy were 
discussed in depth. Each session consisted of the presentation by a speaker on important 
topics of victimology and victim's rights, which was followed by thorough discussion on 
the topics among the speaker, discussants and all the participants. The speakers and their 
topics in respective sessions were as follows: 

Session l. 
Speaker: Dr. Leroy L. Lamborn, Professor of Law, Wayne State University, U.S.A. 
Topic 1) The Role of the Victim in the American Criminal Justice Process 

2) The United Nations Declaration on Victims: Implementing the "Abuse of Pow
er" Provisions 

Session 2. 
Speaker: Dr. Hans]. Schneider, Professor/Director, Department of Criminology, Univer

sity of Westfalia, Federal Republic of Germany 
Topic 1) Victimology: Basic Theoretical Concepts and Practical Implications 

2) From Criminal Policy to Victim Policy: New Tendencies in the Reform of Crimi
nal Law, Criminal Procedure and Corrections 

Sessions 3. 
Speaker: Dr. Hans. H. Kuhne, Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Trier, Federal 

Republic of Germany 
Topic Victim's Rights in European Penal Procedure Laws 

In the final session (Session 4), the chairperson summarized the preceding sessions, 
and the participants further discussed the related issues such as the theoretical background 
of victimology, prevention of victimization, victim's rights in national legislations and at 
an international level. 

The presentation papers of the speakers and the report of the discussion at the Work
shops will be published in the Resource Material Series of UNAFEL 
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Other Activities and Events 

1. Research Activities 

A. Research on alternatives to imprisonment 
An overview of alternatives to imprisonment in Asia and the Pacific region was pre

pared by UNAFEI's staff covering twelve major countries, namely: China, Fiji, India, In
donesia, Japan, Korea, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand 
and Hong Kong. These were selected mainly because substantial data was available. The 
research entailed review of all alternative measures to imprisonment at all stages of crimi
nal proceedings including investigation, prosecution, adjudication and the follow-up after 
disposition. 

Case studies on probation in Japan were undertaken by UNAFEI staff. It was com
piled using data available at UNAFEI and also additional information from selected agen
cies for the administration of probation in Japan such as the Ministry of Justice. The study 
includes detailed information on overall administration of probation in Japan including the 
legal framework, sentencing practices, supervision of probationers, and evaluation of the 
system. It was also completed in December, 1989. 

B. Third United Nations Szt1'vey of C1'ime T1'ends, Operations of Criminal Justice Systems and 
Crime Pret'ention Strategies 
UNAFEI formulated, in collaboration with the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC), 

the first draft of Regional Report for the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Preven
tion of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders. This regional report was intended to ana
lyze the responses to the Third United Nations Survey of Crime Trends, Operations of 
Criminal Justice Systems and Crime Prevention Strategies (1980-1986), and to draw con
clusions and propose recommendations regarding crime prevention and control in Asia and 
the Pacific region. 

The first draft of the report was compiled from discussions on the occasion of the ''01 ork
shop for analysing data from the Third United Nations Survey coinciding with the Eighty
Third UNAFEI International Training Course. The Workshop was attended by 27 represen
tatives of 16 countries mainly from Asia and the Pacific region. It was organized to deliberate 
the responses to the Third United Nations Survey, to draw up the regional report in accor
dance with the structure which received unanimous "pproval at the meeting held at Hel
sinki from 10 to 11 December 1988. The expert presiding over the Workshop was Dr. 
Satyanshu Kumar Mukherjee, Principal Criminologist at the Australian Institute of Crimi
nology, who has made a most valuable contribution as an editor of the regional report. The 
following visiting experts also participated in the Workf:hop: Mr. Adi Andojo Soetjipto, 
Deputy Chief Justice (Indonesia); Ms. Aglaia Tsitsoura, Head of the Division of Crime 
Problems, Council of Europe; and Mr. Abdel Aziz Abdalla Shiddo, Member of the Com
mittee on Crime Prevention and Control. The Workshop was intended to identify wide
ranging criminal issues and to make recommendations regarding both crime control policy 
and further development of data collection and analysis in Asia and the Pacific region. 

The structure for the regional report is as determined at the meeting at Helsinki on 
December in 1988. Part one, Conclusion and Recommendations. Part two, Statistics, Part 
three, Dynamics in Criminal Justice (including socio-economic and socio-cultural factors, 
crime prevention strategies and law enforcement/criminal justice strategies). Part four, 
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Criminal Justice Profile. The Workshop focused on the issues related to part one and three. 
Part four presents a profile of crime trends and criminal justice administration regarding 
Asian and Pacific countries or territories which responded to the United Nations Survey 
questionnaire: Vanuatu, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Singapore, the Philippines, Pakistan, New 
Zealand, Nepal, Maldives, Malaysia, Republic of Korea, Kiribati, Japan, Indonesia, India, 
Fiji, China, Brunei Darussalam, Bangladesh and Australia. 

2. Information Services 
During the year 1989, UNAFEI published Resource Material Series No. 34 which con

tains articles and reports presented in the 78th International Seminar and the 79th Inter
national Training Course, and Resource Material Series No. 35 which consists of the Annual 
Report for 1988 and articles and reports produced in the 80th International Training Course. 
Three Newsletters (Nos. 68-70) were published summarizing the contents and results of 
the 81st International Seminar and 82nd and 83rd International Training Courses. 

As in previous years, UNAFEI endeavoured to collect statistics, books and other materi
als on crime conditions and criminal and juvenile justice administrations not only in Asian 
countries but also in other countries. In addition to collecting information, UNAFEI made 
every effort to disseminate the information and to respond to requests for information from 
many agencies and individuals. 

3. Co-operation with Related Institutions and Organizations 

(1) Seminar on drug problems 
UNAFEI has been closely co-operating with other United Nations Regional Institutes. 
An example of this co-operation is a series of regional seminars on effective counter

measures against drug offences and advancement of criminal justice administration in La
tin America and the Caribbean, organized by ILANUD and co-sponsored by the Government 
of Costa Rica, Japan International Co-operation Agency UICA) and UNAFEI. 

The project was planned and organized based on the recommendations of the Seventh 
United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders to 
the effect that co-ordination of activities among U.N. regional and interregional institutes 
be intensified. The above-mentioned organizations including ILANUD and UNAFEI jointly 
endeavored to realize the project, and under the agreement of the organizations, the semi
nars were intended to provide high-level governmental officials from various countries in 
Latin America and the Caribbean with an international forum to jointly study and discuss 
relevant issues. Issues of special concern included prevention of drug abuse and control 
of drug trafficking in the Region, as well as promotion of regional and inter-regional co
operation in combating drug problems. 

The first seminar under this agreement was held at ILANUD headquarters from 5th 
to 17th March 1989, and a total of 21 governmental officials from 15 countries of the region 
participated. The second seminar was held also at the ILANUD headquarters from 26 
November to 9 December 1989 with the participation of 23 governmental officials from 
19 countries in the region. UNAFEI sent experts including its Deputy Director to the semi
nars to assist the programme and deliver lectures on the relevant issues. 

This project is expected to continue for five years. 

(2) ASSTC exchange programme of expeds 
Since 1987, UNAFEI has endeavored to maintain the closest possible contact with the 
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Arab Security Studies and Training Center (ASSTC) in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 
Officials of ASSTC often visit UNAFEI to provide guidance, undertake consultations 

and give lectures. Their lectures drew much attention and were very interesting for the 
participants of the International Training Course in UNAFEI. At the same time, UNAFEI 
dispatches staff to ASSTC. 

During 1989, UNAFEI invited a professor of the ASSTC as a visiting expert, and dis
patched a faculty member of UNAFEI to the ASSTC. 

II. Work Programme for the Year 1990 

In 1990, besides conducting three regular international training courses and a seminar 
for public officials mainly in Asia and the Pacific region (84th to 86th), UNAFEI will be 
involved in other important regional and inter-regional projects. Most of these activities 
have been planned in line with UNAFEI's continuing policy to make every effort to con
tribute to international endeavors regarding matters of urgent necessity in close co-operation 
with the United Nations, the governments in Asia and other regions, and related organiza
tions and institutions. The following are several work programmes for the year 1990 as 
envisaged at this time. 

Regular Training Programmes 

1. The 84th International Seminar 

The 84th International Seminar will be held from 29 January to 3 March 1990 with 
the main theme "Policy Perspectives on Contemporary Problems in Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice Administration." 

The most salient event in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice in 1990 
is the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders to be held in Cuba from August 27th to September 7th. Through discussions 
by representatives of member states and experts, the Congress intends to enhance inter
national co-operation in crime prevention and criminal justice for the twenty-first century. 
Five agenda items for the Congress cover contemporary and urgent problem for which policy 
perspectives and practical countermeasures are required. The five agenda items of the Con
gress are as follows: 

1) Crime prevention and criminal justice in the context of development; 
2) Criminal justice policies in relation to problems of imprisonment, other penal sanc

tions and alternative measures; 
3) Effective national and international action against: ( .. ' organized crime; b) terrorist crimi

nal activities; 
4) Prevention of delinquency, juvenile justice and the protection of the young; and 
5) United Nations norms and guidelines in crime prevention and criminal justice. 

Many important and pressing problems in crime prevention and criminal justice in var
ious regions including Asia and Pacific are highlighted in each of the five topics. 
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Based on the above understanding, this Seminar is intended to provide participants 
mainly from Asia and the Pacific region with an international forum to jointly study and 
discuss contemporary problems and overall issues in line with the above-mentioned agen
da of the Eighth United Nations Congress. 

A total of 30 participants will participate in the Seminar. The participants of this Semi
nar will be senior police officials, public prosecutors, judges, senior prison officers, and 
other high-ranking officials mainly from Asia and the Pacific region. 

During the Seminar, individual presentation sessions will be organized to discuss the 
above-mentioned topics from the viewpoint of comparative study. Each participant will be 
allocated one hour for the presentation of his or her country's paper which introduces actu
al situations, problems and future prospects with respect to one or more of the topics, and 
following the presentation, all the participants will have an opportunity to exchange their 
views on and discuss the problems of respective countries represented. 

General discussion sessions will be conducted in order to further examine and discuss 
each of the above-mentioned topics. All participants will exchange and discuss their views, 
based on the abundant information and knowledge obtained through the individual presen
tation sessions and lectures of the visiting experts and ad hoc lecturers. For each general 
discussion session, a chairperson and rapporteur will be selected from among the par
ticipants. Through the general discussion sessions, the participants are expected to draft 
five extensive reports on the above-mentioned topics. 

2. The 85th International Training Course 

The 85th International Training Course will be held from 9 April to 30 June 1990 with 
the main theme, "Wider Use and More Effective Implementation of Non-custodial Meas
ures for Offenders." 

Overcrowding in prisons, both of remand and convicted prisoners, can be interpreted 
as one of the outcomes of the ineffective administration of a criminal justice system as a 
whole. Long detention of large numbers of alleged offenders awaiting trial indicates ineffi
cient and deJayed investigations, prosecntions and trials. Excessive use of imprisonment 
in sentencing creates prison overcrowding which aggravates the dehumanizing situation 
in prisons and the ineffectiveness of rehabilitation under adverse conditions. In fact, many 
countries in Asia and the Pacific region are facing prison overcrowding, resulting in difficul
ties for the prison administration in maintaining security and in providing programmes for 
prisoners' rehabilitation. 

As one of the means to serve to reduce the population of remand and convicted prisoners, 
various non-custodial measures for offenders have been introduced at the levels of both 
law and practice. At the pretrial stage, efforts have been made to speed-up investigations, 
prosecutions and trials and to release alleged offenders on bail, and even pretrial diver
sions have been applied in some countries. In sentencing, an increasing range of non
custodial sanctions, such as suspended sentence, probation, community service order, hwe 
been developed. Parole, remission, furlough and work-release programmes have been im
plemented at the post-trial stage. 

Not only by facilitating the reduction of prison population do non-custodial sanctions 
justify themselves. They are more humane than custodial sanctions, since they allow 
offenders to live in the community without disrupting links with their families and do not 
impose psychological and economic burdens on offenders and their famiiies. They are less 
criminogenic in not carrying such a visible social stigma that prevent reintegration of 
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offenders into society. There is no doubt that they are more cost-effective compared with 
custodial sanctions. 

While the greater use of non-custodial penal measures is certainly desirable, there are 
many obstacles to it in most of the countries in the region. Those obstacles include lack 
of social acceptance of non-custodial measures, criminal justice officials' distrust of the ef
fectiveness and severity of those measures, insufficient allocation of manpower and finan
cial resources to the administration of non-custodial measures, and inadequate management 
of the implementation of the non-custodial measures. 

Efforts should be made to better inform the general public of the importance and ad
vantages of non-custodial measures. Information on non-custodial measures and training 
are needed for the legal profession and those involved in the application of such measures. 
However, the most important is that the adminiRtrators of those measures have to apply 
them on a daily basis. More efforts are strongly needed to enhance crime preventive and 
rehabilitative effects of non-custodial measures. 

The question of non-custodial measures for the social integration of offenders is one 
of the most important and common issues in criminal justice administration over the world. 
The Seventh United Nations Congress for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders in 1985 discussed this issue and the Eighth Congress in 1990 will further con
sider it. The Resolution 16 adopted in the Seventh Congress requested the United Nations 
Committee on Crime Prevention and Control to encourage the United Nations regional in
stitutes including UNAFEI to strengthen their programmes so as to develop effective non
custodial measures. UNAFEI submitted to the Committee the United Nations draft stan
dard minimum rules for non-custodial measures which is called the "Tokyo Rules." The 
draft is expected to be adopted in the: Eighth Congress. Currently, UNAFEI, together with 
the United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI) and the 
United Nations Criminal Justice Branch, is preparing research on alternatives to imprison
ment for the workshop in the coming Eighth Congress. 

The aim of the course is to provide participants with an opportunity to study and dis
cuss various problems of non-custodial measures for their wider use and effective implemen
tation from broad views. 

3. The 86th International Training Course 

The 86th International Training Course will be held from 10 September to 10 Decem
ber 1990 with the main theme "Search for Effective and Appropriate Measures to Deal 
with the Drug Problem." 

Many counh"ies in the world are now confronted with serious drug problems. Drug abuse 
and drug-related criminality have become widespread and are of grave concern to both 
developed and developing countries. Drug abuse is affecting the health and moral fiber 
of the population, in particular that of youth. A variety of efforts have been undertaken 
at both national and international levels to respond to the problem. However, despite the 
concerted efforts of many countries, drug abuse and drug trade are proliferating in most 
countries. Illicit drug-trafficking by internationally organized criminals has become highly 
sophisticated, and drug-traffickers and their backers are accumulating increasing wealth 
from their trade. 

Given these conditions, criminal justice administrators need to review carefully and 
to examine the existing systems and strategies, for the purposes of developing more effec
tive and appropriate measures to deal with the drug problem. 
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International co-operation of every form needs strengthening for purposes of detect
ing, investigating, and prosecuting organized illicit drug-traffickers. Recently, significant 
progress has been made in this field. An example of such progressive measures is the United 
Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances 
(Vienna Convention), adopted in December 1988. The Convention and other newly deve
loped international strategies provide for a number of instruments to facilitate internation
al co-operation, including extradition of drug-l'elated criminals, control of money laundering, 
confiscation and forfeiture of property obtained from illegal drug related activities, and mutu
al assistance in the investigation, prosecution and adjudication of drug-traffickers. It is there
fore imperative for criminal justice administrators to study these international strategies, 
as well as the practical methods and procedures for their implementation in their respec
tive countries. 

Sentencing policies with regard to drug abusers and traffickers are a further important 
issue. Some disparities in sentencing policies have been found among countries. Certain 
drug abuses are criminalized in some countries, yet not in others. Some countries are ap
plying severe sanctions for drug trafficking, while others are imposing relatively lenient 
sanctions. These disparities in sentencing policies among countries may cause difficulties 
in international co-operation. Therefore, it is considered essential for criminal justice ad
ministrators in various countries to exchange their opinions, and jointly discuss appropri
ate sentencing policies with respect to drug abuse and trafficking. 

Treatment of drug abusers and the role of citizens and the community in the preven
tion of drug abuse are additional important issues. A variety of programmes for treatment 
of drug abusers as well as for prevention of drug abuse have been implemented in many 
countries. However, it is reported that these programmes have not always yielded the results 
expected. It will therefore be timely and useful to exchange the recent experiences of the 
respective countries, to discuss the relevant issues, to develop such programmes, so that 
they may become optimally effective. 

On the basis of the above, the aim of this Course is to provide participants, mainly from 
Asia and the Pacific region, with an opportunity to study and discuss more effective and 
appropriate measures to deal with the drug problem. 

Accordingly, the following items will be among the topics for discussion: 

1. Present situation regarding drug abuse and drug-related offences; 
2. Factors causing and affecting drug abuse and drug-related offences; 
3. Efficacy and appropriateness of existing practices of criminal justice systems in deal

ing with the drug problem and drug-related criminality; 
4. The development of new schemes and measures to facilitate the investigation and 

prosecution of drug-related criminality, including promotion of international co
operation; 

5. Appropriate sentencing policies with regard to drug abuse and drug trafficking; 
6. Review and examination of strategies and programmes for the treatment of drug 

abusers, and for the prevention of drug abuse; 
7. Possible ways and procedures to develop more effective and appropriate measures 

to deal with the drug problem. 
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Nepal- UNAFEI Joint Seminar on the Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders 

The said Joint Seminar is scheduled to be held in Kathumandu, the Kingdom of Nepal, 
from 12 to 24 March 1990, with the main theme "Towards a More Effective and Integrat
ed System of Criminal Justice Administration." 

With the mutual co-operation of the Government of Nepal and UNAFEI, the Seminar 
attempts to provide the participants with the forum, where policy-makers, high-ranking 
administrators and other experts working in various fields of criminal justice mechanism 
can meet together and exchange views, opinions, information and' experiences in order to 
jointly search for the solutions of the various problems which confront the contemporary 
criminal justice administrators in Nepal. 

On the basis of the comparative examination of the criminal justice system between 
the Nepalese experts and UNAFEI staff, and also on the basis of mutual exchange of views 
and experiences among the Nepalese experts from various sectors of the criminal justice 
system, it is expected that the seminar will produce a body of recommendations and/or 
guiding principles for the establishment of a more effective and integrated syst€,ID of criminal 
justice in Nepal. 

This project will have two phases. The first week of the operation will be spent in the 
participation of observation tours by the UNAFEI delegation to various criminal justice 
agencies in Nepal (e.g., police office, prosecutor's office, court, prison, and other related 
agencies), which will enable them to have a basic understanding of the existing conditions 
of criminal justice administration as well as to conduct on-the spot consultations with prac
titioners. The second week will be fully devoted to the seminar conference. The last day 
of the seminar will be utilized for the adoption of the final recommendations. 

It is expected that a set of recommendations andlor guiding principles for the better
ment and improvement of criminal justice administration in Nepal, will be finally produced 
as the output of the Seminar. 

Research Activities 

UNAFEI will also conduct various research activities during 1990. Among them will 
be a study of the implementation of the United Nations norms and guidelines related to 
crime prevention and criminal justice in the Asian countries, with particular reference to 
the impediments in the implementation of the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules 
for the Treatment of Prisoners, and the proposed Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial 
Measures. 

The United Nations, aiming at the promotion of the countermeasures to prevent crime 
and the improvement of practical standards in the treatment of offenders at the interna
tionallevel, has adopted a number of norms and guidelines including the Standard Mini
mum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners in 1955 and is expected to adopt the proposed 
Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial Measures at the Eighth United Nations Con
gress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders to be held this year. 

Currently, significant attention is being given all over the world, especially in the de
veloping countries, to the manner in and the extent to which the United Nations norms 
and guidelines are being implemented, and to the impediments in their full implementa-
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tion. A monitoring system has been evolved within the United Nations to focus on formulat
ing effective ways and means to facilitate a practical implementation of such norms and 
guidelines. 

It is, however, difficult for the United Nations to know exactly the actual situation 
regarding the implementation of these standards solely through the reports furnished by 
various countries and to propose appropriate measures in this respect. 

UNAFEI, in collaboration with the Asia Crime Prevention Foundation, plans to under
take a research study by availing of the UNAFEI alumni network, and intends to make 
concrete recommendations for a more effective implementation of these United Nations 
norms and guidelines. 

UNAFEI will select a country expert from among the UNAFEI alumni in each coun
try, who is directly engaged in crime prevention or the criminal justice field and will re
quest him or her to prepare a summary report and a final position paper under the mbric 
"Implementation of the United Nations Norms and Guidelines." UNAFEI researchers will 
also visit each country for the field research work under this project, and discuss with country 
experts and representatives of the concerned organizations, to complete the position paper. 

UNAFEI researchers will accumulate information and statistics collected by the coun
try experts in the position papers and by themselves. 

UNAFEI researchers will complete the final report of this research, by integrating the 
final position paper of the country expert, the results of the field research and supplemen
tary information. 

The results of the research will then be reported to the United Nations at tp.e Eighth 
Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and also be distributed 
to countries concerned. 

III. Conclusion 

It is a great honour for the Director of UNAFEI to submit this report, which summa
rizes the Institute's activities during 1989, hoping that this will be accepted with much 
satisfaction by the United Nations and the Government of Japan, and that further advice 
will be furnished in order for UNAFEI to improve its programmes. 

Since its establishment more than 27 years ago, UNAFEI has made the utmost effort 
to meet the needs of the region and other international societies in the field of the preven
tion of crime and the treatment of offenders. Due to the close co-operation and assistance 
given by the United Nations, the Government of Japan, the Japan International Co-operation 
Agency, the Asia Crime Prevention Foundation, governments in and outside the region, 
visiting experts, ad hoc lecturers, former participants and various other organizations, UN
AFEI has been able to attain its aims and has gained a favourable reputation among inter
national societies. 

To cultivate personnel of ability in the field of crime prevention and the treatment of 
offenders is tmly a matter of difficulty as well as of great importance especially in this 
region where most countries have been experiencing various types of change including rapid 
socio-economic development. UNAFEI makes every effort to improve its programmes and 
activities by utilizing all of the advice and suggestions rendered to the Institute in order 
to effectively meet the needs and expectations of the respective countries and internation
al societies. 
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The total number of officials who have participated in UNAFEI training courses and 
seminars stands at 1,926 at the end of 1989. A list of the distribution of participants by 
professional backgrounds and countries is shown in Appendix VII. 

This report is respectfully submitted to the United Nations and the Government of Japan 
in compliance with Section 1 (a) of the letter exchanged between the United Nations and 
the Government of Japan in March 1970. 

28 February 1990 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix I 

Distribution of Participants by Country (81st-83rd) 

Country 
81st 82nd 83rd Total 

Seminar Course Course 

Argentina 1 1 
Bangladesh 1 1 
Barbados 1 1 
Brazil 2 2 
China 1 1 2 
Costa Rica 1 
Ecuador 1 1 
Fiji 1 1 1 3 
Hong Kong 1 1 2 
India 1 1 
Indonesia 2 1 3 
Kenya 1 I 2 
Korea 1 1 2 
Malaysia 1 I 3 
Marshall Islands 1 I 
Mozambique 1 
Nepal 2 
Nigeria 1 
Papua New Guinea 2 2 
Paraguay 1 1 
Peru I 1 
Philippines 2 2 2 6 
Saint Lucia 1 1 
Saudi Arabia 1 1 3 
Singapore 1 
Sri Lanka 2 2 4 
Sudan 1 1 2 
Tanzania 1 1 
Thailand 2 2 4 
Western Samoa 1 1 
Zambia 1 
Japan 6 10 10 26 

Total 30 27 27 84 
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Appendix 11-1 

List of Participants in the 8Ist International Seminar 

Mr. Martin Edgardo Vazquez Acuna 
Member of the Court of Appeals 
Federal Judicial Authority 
Viamonte 1147-Buenos Aires City 
Argentine 

Mr. Md Abdul Matin Sirker 
Senior Assistant Secretary 
Ministry of Home Affairs, Bangladesh 
Secretariat 
Bhaban No 8 Dhaka 
Bangladesh 

Mr. Murrell Keith Whittaker 
Deputy Commissioner of Police 
Police Headquarters 
Coleridge Street, Bridgetown 
Barbados 

Afr. Lu, Yung-He 
Vice Chief-Procurator 
People's Procuratorate of Fujian Prov
ince 
24 Dongda Road, Fuchou, Fujian 
China 

Mr. Carlos Gustavo Zapata Maya 
Chief Officer Provincial in the Bureau of 
Criminal Investigation and Interpol, 
Equatorian Police 
Government Palace-Guayaquil 
Ecuador 

Mr. Thomas Kuhunavanua 
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Assistant Superintendent of Police 
Royal Fiji Police Headquarters 
Suva 
Fiji 

M1'. Pang, Sung Yuen 
Senior Superintendent for the General 
Control and Management of Adult Pri
sons, Correctional Services Headquar
ters 
23rd and 24th Floors, Wanchai Tower I 
12 Harbour Road, Wanchai 
Hong Kong 

Mr. H. Prajitno Hartoko, SH 
Judge 
Court of East Jakarta 
JL. A. Yani 1 Pulomas Jakarta 
Timur 
Indonesia 

Mr. I Nyoman Susanta 
Head of Security Section of Denpasar 
Prison Lembaga Pemasyarakatan Den
pasar 
P.O. Box 44 Bali 
Indonesia 

Mr. George Musau Mbinda 
Training Research Officer Head-Law 
Faculty, Office of the President 
P.O. Box 19284 Administration 
Police Training College 
Embakasi-Nairobi 
Kenya 

Mr. Talhata bin Haji Hazemi 
Senior Superintendent of Prisons 
Prisons Headquarters Bukit Wira 
43000 Kajang, Selangor Darul 
Ehsan 
Malaysia 
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Mr. Francisco Heur£que Saraiva 
National Director of Prisons 
Avenida Julyus Nyerere-Number 1235-
Maputo-Mozambique 
Mozambique 

Mr. Nava Raj Shrestha 
Under Secretary 
Special Police Department 
Singh Durbar, Kathmandu 
Nepal 

Mr. D. Umaru Nshi 
Assistant Director of Prisons 
The Prisons Zonal Headquarters 
Zone 'E' Owerri Imo State 
Nigeria West Mrica 

Mr. Eusebio Torres Romero 
Sub-Commissary Third Commissaryship 
Calle Chile 1091 
Asuncion-Paraguay 
Paraguay 

Mr. Benigno S. Dacanay 
Regional Director, Region 9 
National Police Commission Region IX 
Zamboanga City 
Philippines 

Mr. Samuel B. Ong 
NBI Agent III 
National Bureau of Investigation, De
partment of Justice Afas 
NBI Taft Avenue, Manila 
Philippines 

Mr. Gawied Maran J 
Director of Criminal Department 
Riyadh Region Emirate 
P.O. Box 1261, Riyadh 11437 
Saudi Arabia 

Mr. jithakirthie Wijeratne jayasuriya 
Senior Superintendent of Police 
Police Headquarters, Colombo 1 
Sri Lanka 

Mr. Agampodi Ranjit Chandrabandu Perera 
Senior State Counsel 
Attorney-General's Department 
Colombo 12 
Sri Lanka 

Mr. Mohamed Elmahdi Yacowb 
Prisons Commission 
Darfur Rejin Prisons, Ministry of Inte
rior 
Prisons Department 
P.O. Box 551 Khartoum 
Sudan 

Mr. Niwet Comephong 
Justice of the Supreme Court 
Bangkok 
Thailand 

Mr. Cha£kasem Nitisi1'i 
Senior Public Prosecutor 
Public Prosecutorial Service Commis
sion 
Department of Public Prosecution 
Na-Huppuey Road, Bangkok 10200 
Thailand 

Mr. Taamu Turituri 
Chief Probation Officer 
Department of Justice Apia 
Box 49 
Western Samoa 

Mr. Ko Akatsuka 
Special Assistant 
Correction Bureau 
Ministry of Justice 
Kasumigaseki 1-1-1, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 

Mr. Hatsujumi Murayama 
Professor (prosecutor) 
Second Training Division 
Research and Training Institute 
Ministry of Justice 
Kasumigaseki 1-1-1, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 
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Mr. Mitsugu Nishinakama 
Assistant Director of Supervision 
Division Rehabilitation Bureau 
Ministry of Justice 
Kasumigaseki 1-1-1, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 

Mr. Hiroshi Ohbayashi 
Professor (prosecutor) 
First Training Division 
Japan. 

Appendix 11-2 

Mr. Yutaka Yamaguchi 
Probation Officer 
Sapporo Probation Office 
Nishi-12 chome, Ohdori, Chuo-ku, 
Sapporo-city, Hokkaido 
Japan 

List of Lecturers and Lecture Topics (81st Seminar) 

Visiting Experts 
1) Mr. Hetti Gamage Dharmadasa 

a) Overcrowding in Prisons and Counter
measures 

b) Non-Institutional Treatment of 
Offenders 
Electronic Monitoring of Offenders and 
Home Detention (Annex to Lecture b) 

2) Dr. Peter Johan Paul Tak 
a) The Advancement of the Fourth Gen

eration of Sanctions in Western Europe 
b) Concepts of Conditional Release in 

Western Europe 
c) Two Processes of Change in Probation 

Activities in a Comparative Perspective 
3) Dr. Cicero C. Campos 

Fair Administration of Police Responsibil
ity and Provision of Services to the Pub
lic: The Basis for Public Cooperation 

4) Dr. Heinn'ch Kirschner 
a) Integration, Diversion and Resocializa

tion in German Criminal Procedure 
b) Checks and Balances in the German 

System of Criminal Justice Administra
tion 

5) Mr. Yu Shufong 
Chinese Criminal Law and Its Recent 
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Development 
6) Mr. John Wood 

a) Prosecution Policy in England and 
Wale:> 

b) Fraud in the European Community 

Ad Hoc Lecturer 
Dr. David H Bayley, 

Faculty of Law, University of New York 
State, U.S.A. 
Police and Public Cooperation in Japan 

Faculty Lectures 
1) Professor Hideo Ufsuro (Director) 

Recent Activities of UNAFEI 
2) Professor Kunihim Horiuchi (Deputy Di

rector) 
Current Trends of Criminal Activities in 
Japan 

3) Professor Norio Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (2): 
the Court 

4) Professor Shigemi Safah 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (4): 
the Probation 

5) Professor Ifsuo Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (1): 
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the Investigation and Prosecution 
6) Professor Fumio SaUoh 

Appendix 11-3 

The Criminal Justice System in Japan (3): 
the Correction 

List of Reference Materials Distributed (8Ist Seminar) 

1. Lecturers' Papers 
1) Mr. Hetti Gamage Dharmadasa 

a) Overcrowding in Prisons and Counter
measures 

b) Non-Institutional Treatment of 
Offenders 
Electronic Monitoring of Offenders 
and Home Detention (Annex to Lec
ture b) 

2) Dr. Peter Johan Paul Tal? 
a) The Advancement of the Fourth Gen

eration of Sanctions in Western Eu
rope 

b) Concepts of Conditional Release in 
Western Europe 

c) Two Processes of Change in Probation 
Activities in a Comparative Perspec
tive 

3) Dr. Cicero C. Campos 
Fair Administration of Police Responsi
bility and Provision of Services to the 
Public: The Basis for Public Cooperation 

4) Dr. Heinrich Kirschner 
a) Integration, Diversion and Resociali

zation in German Criminal Procedure 
b) Checks and Balances in the German 

System of Criminal Justice Adminis
tration 

5) Mr. Yu Shutong 
Chinese Criminal Law and Its Recent De
velopment 

6) Mr. John Wood 
a) Prosecution Policy in England and 

Wales 
b) Fraud in the European Community 

7) Mr. Hideo Utsuro (Director) 

Recent Activities of UNAFEI 
8) Mr. Kunihiro Horiuchi (Deputy Director) 

Current Trends of Criminal Activities in 
Japan 

9) Mr. Norio Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (2): 
the Court 

10) Mr. Itsuo Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (1): 
the Investigation and Prosecution 

11) Mr. Shigemi Satoh 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (4): 
the Probation 

12) Mr. Fumio Saito'h 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (3): 
the Correction 

2. Statutes of Japan 
1) The Constitution of Japan 
2) Criminal Statutes I and II 
3) Law for Correction and Rehabilitation 

of Office Law 
4) Court Organization Law and Public 

Prosecutors Office Law 
5) Laws Concerning Extradition and Inter

national Assistance in Criminal Matters 

3. Explanation of Some Aspects of Japanese 
Criminal Justice System 
1) Criminal Justice in Japan 
2) Guide to the Family Court of Japan 
3) Correctional Institutions in Japan 
4) Community-Based Treatment of 

Offenders in Japan 
5) Summary of the White Paper on Crime, 

1988 
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6) National Statement of Japan for the 
Seventh United Nations Congress on 
the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders 

4. UNAFEI Publications 
1) Resource Material Series Nos. 31, 32 
2) UNAFEI Newsletter Nos. 66, 67 
3) Criminal Justice in Asia 

-The Quest for An Integrated Ap
proach-

4) United Nations Draft Standard Mini
mum Rules for Non-Custodial Meas
ures (Tokyo Rules) 

5) The 25Year History of UNAFEI 
-Regional Cooperation in Social 
Defence--

6) Distribution of Participants by Profes
sional Backgrounds and Coup.tries 
(1st Training Course, 2 U.N. Human 
Rights Courses and I Special Course) 
(1962-Nov. 1988) 

5. Others 
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1) Standard Minimum Rules for the Treat
ment of Prisoners 

2) Seventh United Nations Congress on 
the Prevention of Crime and Treatment 
of Offenders (Milan, Italy, 26 August to 
6 September 1985 AlCONF. 121.22) 

3) Public Administration in Japan 
4) Discussion Guide for the International 

and Regional Preparatory Meetings for 
the Eighth United Nations Congress on 
the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders (AiCONF. 144/IPM. 
1 20 January 1988) 

5) Report of the Interregional Preparato
ry Meeting for the Eighth United Na
tions Congress on the Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders 
on Topic I: "Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice in the Context of De
velopment: Realities and Perspectives 

of International Co-operation" (Vienna, 
Austria, 15-19 February 1988 AlCONF. 
144/IPM. 1 10 March 1988) 

6) Report of the Interregional Preparato
ry Meeting for the Eighth United Na
tions Congress on th~ Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders 
on Topic II: "Criminal Justice Policies 
in Relation to Problems of Imprison
ment, Other Penal Sanctions and Alter
native Measures" (Vienna, Austria, 30 
May-3 June 1988 AlCONF. 144/IPM. 
49 June 19[;8) 

7) Report of the Interregional Preparato
ry Meeting for the Eighth United Na
tions Congress on the Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders 
on Topic III: "Effective National and 
International Action against (a) Organ
ized Crime; (b) Terrorist Criminal Ac
tivities" (Vienna, Austria, 14-18 March 
1988 A/CONF. 144/IPM. 2 11 April 
1988) 

8) Report of the Interregional Preparato
ry Meeting for the Eighth United Na
tions Congress on the Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders 
on Topic IV: "Prevention of Delinquen
cy, Juvenile Justice and the Protection 
of the Young: Policy Approaches and 
Directions" (Vienna, Austria, 18-22 
April 1988 AlCONF. 144/IPM. 3 11 
May 1988) 

9) Report of the Interregional Preparato
ry Meeting for the Eighth United Na
tions Congress on the Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders 
on Topic 5: "United Nations Norms and 
Guidelines in Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice: Implementation and 
Priorities for Future Standard Setting" 
(Vienna, Austria, 27 June-1 July 1988 
AlCONF. 144/IPM. 5 11 July 1988) 
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Appendix 111-1 

List of Participants in the 82nd International Training Course 

Mr. Cesar Oliveira de Barros Leal 
State Attorney 
Procuradoria Geral do Estado 
Rua Silva Paulet 324 
Fortaleza, Ceara 
Brazil 

Mr. John Henry Vanderlei Pollok 
Federal Police Inspector 
Federal Police Department 
Cais do Apolo, N: 321 
Recife-PE. 
Brazil 

Ms. Yan, Yu-Ping 
Section Chief 
Changsha Municipal Public Security 
Bureau 
395 Huangxin Road, Changsha, Hunan 
China 

Mr. Peniame Vereivalu Salacakau 
Assistant Superintendent of Prisons 
Naboro Prison Complex 
Box 114, Suva 
Fiji Islands 

Mr. H.S. Rutton 
Senior Superintendent of Correctional 
Services 
24th Floor, Wanchai Tower I 
12 Harbour Road, Wanchai 
Hong Kong 

Mr. Kim, Chong-Jeong 
Correctional Supervisor 
Correction Division 
Correction Bureau 
Ministry of Justice 
Seoul 
Republic of Korea 

Mr. Hj. Shardin Hj. Chell Lah 
Superintendent of Prison 
Head of A Penal Institute (Malacca) 
Henry Gurney School II 
Banda Hilir, 75000, Malacca 
West Malaysia 

Mr. Whitney Loeak 
Criminal Investigator 
Majuro Atoll Local Police 
P.O. Box 796 
Delap, Majuro, 96960 
Republic of the Marshall Islands 

Mr. Alphonse Jimu 
Police Station Commander 
Gordon Police Station 
P.O. Box 1910, Boroko 
National Capital District 
Papua New Guinea 

Mr. Godfrey Niggints 
Senior Superintendent 
Bomana Corrective Institution 
P.O. Box 5161, Boroko 
Papua New Guinea 

Mr. Juan Carlos Schiappa-Pietra C. 
Director 
Asociacion de las Ciencias Sociales 
Victor Bazul 139 
Urb. Sta. Catalina 
La Victoria, Lima-13 
Peru 

Ms. Estrella 0. Avena 
Regional Director 
National Police Commission 
Regional Office No.1 
San Fernando, La Union 
Philippines 
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Ms_ Resurrecion S. Morales 
Officer-in-charge 
PersoP.nel Training School 
N.B.P. Reservation, Muntinlupa 
Metro Manila 
Philippines 

Mr. Randall Oliver Yorke 
Assistant Superintendent of Prisons 
H.M. Prisons, Castries 
Saint Lucia 

Mr. Al-Kaabi Ibrahim Abdullah 
Charge of the Offenders in Al-malaz 
Prison 
P.O. Box 52194, Riyadh 11563 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Mr. WP.NK. Gamage 
Deputy Commissioner 
Department of Probation and Child Care 
Services 
61, Sangaraja Mawatha, Colombo 10 
Sri Lanka 

Mr. Oliver B. Weerasena 
District Judge 
Magistrate District Judge's Residence 
Mt. Layinia 
Sri Lanka 

Mr. Prapun Naigowit 
Chief Public Prosecutor of the Interna
tional Affairs Division 
Public Prosecution Department 
Na Huppei Road, Bangkok 10200 
Thailand 

Mr. Apichart Sukhagganond 
Judge 
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The Civil Court 
Ministry of Justice 
Bangkok 10200 
Thailand 

Mr. Yukikatsu Aoyama 
Probation Officer in Kyoto Probation 
Office 
255, Okamatsu-cho, Imadegawa-agaru 
Karasumadori, Kamigyo-ku, Koyto-city 
Japan 

Mr. joji Dando 
Assistant Judge of Tokyo District Court 
1-1-4, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, To
kyo 
Japan 

M1'. Shinji Eguchi 
Deputy Chief 
Security Section 
Hachioji Medical Prison 
3-26-1 Koyasu-cho. Hachioji-city, Tokyo 
Japan 

Mr. Terufumi Hirata 
Deputy Chief 
Security Section 
Kobe Prison 
120 Morita, Okubo-cho, Akasli.i, Hyogo 
Japan 

Mr. Kaoru Izena 
Narcotic Control Officer 
Kinki District Narcotic Control Office 
1··1-20, Uchikyuhoji-cho, Chuo-ku, 
Osaka-city 
Japan 

Mr. Kazuo Kitahara 
Public Prosecutor of Utsunomiya Dis
trict Public Prosecutor's Office 
2-1-11, Obata, Utsunomiya, Tochigi 
Japan 

II/Jr. juichi Kobayashi 
Researcher of Criminology at Juvenile 
Guidance Section 
National Research Institute of Police 
Science 
6, Sanban-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 
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Mr. Yuichiro Tachi 
Public Prosecutor 
Sakai Branch Attached to Osaka Pub
lic Prosecutors Office 
2-55, Minamikawara-cho, Sakai-city, 
Osaka 
Japan 

Mr. Yuzuru Takahashi 
Assistant Judge of Tokyo District Court 
1-1-4, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, To
kyo 
Japan 
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Mr. Yutaka Yamaguchi 
Probation Officer 
Sapporo Probation Office 
Nishi-12 chome, Ohdori, Chuo-ku, 
Sapporo-city, Hokkaido 
Japan 

List of Lecturers and Lecture Topics (82nd Course) 

Visiting Experts 
1) Mr. Clair A. Cripe 

a) Crowding in Prisons-How do we 
manage? 

b) Special Offender Programs 
c) International Transfer of Prisoners 
d) Inmate Grievance Systems in the Unit

ed States 
2) Mr. Gordon H Lakes 

a) An Outline History of Organizational 
Change in the Prison Service of Eng
land and Wales 

b) Recent Managerial and Organizational 
Innovations 

3) Mr. Chan Wa-Shek 
a) Some Thoughts on Correction within 

Penal Institutions 
b) Behaviour Adjustment Units 
c) Education and Training as a Tool for 

Rehabilitation 
4) Prof Dr. Theodore N. Fm'dinand 

a) Classification and its Uses 
b) The Purposes of Classification 
c) Problems of Classification Systems 
d) Some Additional Problems ofthe Clas

sification Process 

e) "Why are Crimes and Delinquency So 
Prevalent in the United States?" 

5) Prof Hassan El-Saati 
Islamic Criminal Justice: Legislation and 
Application 

Ad Hoc Lecturers 
1) Mr. Shin'ichiro Tojo 

Assistant Deputy Vice-Minister of Justice 
Present Conditions and Some Problems in 
Criminal Justice Administration in Japan 

2) Professor Sadahiko Takahashi 
Faculty of Law, Kinki University 
Trends and Problems in Corrections in the 
USA-in Texas and Georgia 

3) Mr. Keiji Kurita 
Director-General of the Rehabilitation Bu
reau, Ministry of Justice 
Rehabilitation Services in Japan 

4) Mr. Kazuo Kawakami 
Director-General of the Correction Bu
reau, Ministry of Justice 

5) Mr. Takeshi Matsumura 
Director of the Security Division, Correc
tion Bureau, Ministry of Justice 
Prisoners Grievances and Effective Meth-
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ods of Security Control 
6) Dr. Ta!eeshi Iwabori 

Director of Medical Care and Classifica
tion Division, Correction Bureau, Minis
try of Justice 
Introduction to Medical and Health Care 
Services of Correctional Institutions in Ja
pan 

7) Mr. Masaji Tachibana 
Director of Education Division, COITection 
Bureau, Ministry of Justice 
Educational Measures in Correctional In
stitutions: Present Conditions and Prob
lems of Correctional Education in Japan 

8) Mr. Yoshio Mizushima 
Director of the Industry Division, Correc
tion Bureau, Ministry of Justice 

9) 1111'. Saburo Tsuchimochi 
Director of Training Institute for Correc
tional Personnel 
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Faculty Lectures 
1) Professor Hiroyasu Sugihara (Director) 

The Recent Activities of UNAFEI 
2) Professor Kunihi1'O Horiuchi (Deputy 

Director) 
Current Trends of Criminal Activities 

3) Professor Itsuo Nishhnura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (1): 
the Investigation 

4) Professor Norio Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (2): 
the Court 

5) Professor Aldo Yamaguchi 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (3): 
the Correction 

6) Professor Masa!eazu Nishi!eawa 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (4): 
the Probation 

List of Reference Materials Distributed (82nd Course) 

1. Lecturers' Papers 
1) Mr. Clair A. C1-ipe 

a) Crowding in Prisons-How do we 
manage? 

b) Special Offender Programs 
c) International Transfer of Prisoners 
d) Inmate Grievance Systems in the 

United States 
2) Mr. Gordon H La!ws 

a) An Outline History of Organization
al Change in the Prison Service of 
England and Wales 

b) Recent Managerial and Organization
al Innovations 

3) Mr. Chan Wa-Shek 
a) Some Thoughts on Correction with

in Penal Institutions 
b) Behaviour Adjustment Units 

c) Education and Training as a Tool for 
Rehabilitation 

4) Dr. Theodore N. Ferdinand 
a) Classification and its Uses 
b) The Purposes of Classification 
c) Problems of Classification Systems 
d) Some Additional Problems of the 

Classification Process 
e) "Why are Crimes and Delinquency 

So Prevalent in the United States?" 
5) Prof Hassan El-Saati 

Islamic Criminal Justice: Legislation and 
Application 

6) Prof Sadahiko Takahashi 
Trend and Problems in Corrections in 
the USA 

7) Mr. Keiji Kurita 
Rehabilitation Services in Japan 
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Amnesty Law (Law No. 20, Mar. 20, 
1947) 
Amnesty Law Enforcement Regulations 
(Ministry of Justice Ordinance No. 78 
Oct. 1, 1947) 

8) Mr. Takeshi Matsumura 
Prisoners' Grievances and Effective 
Methods of Security Control in Correc
tional Institutions 

9) Mr. Himyasu Sugihara (Director) 
The Recent Activities of UNAFEI 

10) Mr. Kunihiro Horiuchi (Deputy Direc
tor) 
Current Trends of Criminal Activities 

11) Mr. Norio Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan 
(2): the Court 
Towards an Effective Administration of 
Criminal Justice: The Role of the 
Courts-Fair and Speedy Trial 

12) jj;Jr. Akio Yamaguchi 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan 
(3): the Correction 
A Brief Note About The Development 
of Imprisonment in Japan 

13) Mr. Masakazu Nishikawa 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan 
(4): the Probation 

2. Statutes of Japan 
1) The Constitution of Japan 
2) Criminal Statutes I and II 
3) Law for Correction and Rehabilitation 

of Offenders 
4) Court Organization Law and Public 

Prosecutors Office Law 
5) Laws Concerning Extradition and In

ternational Assistance in Criminal 
Matters 

3. Explanation of Some Aspects of Japanese 
Criminal Justice System 

1) Criminal Justice in Japan 
2) Guide to the Family Court of Japan 
3) Correctional Institutions in Japan 
4) Community-Based Treatment of 

Offenders in Japan 
5) Summary of the 1987 White Paper on 

Crime, 1988 
6) 1987 White Paper on Pelice 

-Summary-
7) National Statement of Japan for the 

Seventh United Nations Congress on 
the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders 

8) Bulletin of the Criminological Re
search Department, 1988 

4. UNAFEI Publications 
1) Resource Material Series Nos. 32, 33 
2) UNAFEI Newsletter Nos. 67, 68 
3) Criminal Justice in Asia-The Quest 

for An Integrated Approach-
4) Recent Activities of United Nations 

Asia and Far East Institute for the Pre
vention of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders 

5) Delineation of Crucial Issues of Crim
inal Justice in Asia 

6) First Draft of Proposed United Nations 
Standard Minimum Rules for the Non
Institutional Treatment of Offenders 

5. Others 
1) United Nations Standard Minimum 

Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners 
2) Seventh United Nations Congress of 

the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders (Milan, Italy, 26 Au
Gust to 6 September 1985 A/CONF. 
121.22) 

3) The European Prison Rules (Council 
of Europe, 5 June 1986) 

4) Public Administration in Japan 
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Appendix IV-l 

List of Participants in the 83rd International Training Course 

Mr. Eric Alfredo ChMno Sanchez 
Lawyer-Technical Expert 
Consultive Department 
ILANUD (United Nations Latin Ameri
ca Institute for Crime Prevention and 
Treatment of Offenders) 
Apartado Postal 10071 
San Jose 
Costa Rica 

Mr. Sada Nand 
Senior Inspector of Police 
Fiji Police Force 
Serious Crime Section 
Vanua House, P.O. Box 239 
Suva 
Fiji Islands 

Mr. Parvataneni Sai Vam Prasad 
Deputy Inspector General of Police Care 
Director General of Police 
U.P. 1, Tilak Marg, Lucknow 
India 

Mr. Henry Bismarck Hutadjulu 
Head of Planning and Programming 
Subbureau of Planning Board 
Attorney General Office 
Jalan St. Hasanuddin No.1 
Kebayoran Baru 
Jakarta Selatan 
Indonesia 

Mr. David Kipkoech Arap Kimeto 
Deputy Director 
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Children's Department 
Ministry of Home Affairs and National 
Heritage 
Jogoo House 
P.O. Box 46205, Nairobi 
Kenya 

Mr. You, Sung Sao 
Chief Public Prosecutor of Branch Office 
The Sangjoo Branch Office 
The Taegu District 
Public Prosecutor's Office 
The Sangjoo City 
Kyuongsangbuk -Do 
Korea 

Mr. Arthur Edmonds 
Superintendent 
Research and Planning Branch 
Criminal Investigation Department 
Royal Malaysia Police Headquarters 
Bukit Aman, Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia 

Mr. Sharad Kumar Bhattami 
Joint Secretary 
Home Ministry 
Singh Durbar, Kathmandu 
Nepal 

Ms. Angelita Bondoc Concepcion 
Senior Planning Officer 
Crime Prevention and Coordinating 
Branch 
National Police Commission 
A1co Bldg. 391 Gil, Puyat Avenue 
Makati, Metro Manila 
Philippines 

Mr. (Attny.) Julieto P. Roxas 
Secretary Investigation Staff 
Administrative Officer 
PC/INP, CIS Command 
Philippine Constabulary/Integrated Na
tional Police Criminal Invest. Service 
Command Camp Crame 
Quezon City 
Philippines 
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Mr. Sahmi Bin/oiz 
Administration Inspector 
Emart Riyadh "Governor" 
Security Affairs Department 
Saudi Arabia 

Mr. Tseng Cheng Kuang, FJ'ancis 
District Judge 
Subordinate Courts 
Upper Cross Street 
Singapore 0105 

Mr. Azhari Khalil Mohemed 
Director of Traffic Police 
Khartoum 
Sudan-Khartoum-Traffic 
Headquarters-Khartoum 
Sudan 

Mr. Johnson Mwanyika 
Principal State Attorney 
Director of Public Prosecution's Depart
ment 
Attorney General's Chamber's 
P.O. Box 9050 
Dar-Es-Salaam 
Tanzania 

Mr. Gritsin Kanoknark 
Judge Attached to the Ministry 
Central Probation Office 
Office of the Judicial Affairs 
Ministry of Justice 
Bangkok 10200 
Thailand 

Mr. Nattachak Pattamasingh Na Ayuthaya 
Senior Public Prosecutor 
Legal Advisory Division 
Public Prosecution Department 
Bangkok 10200 
Thailand 

Mr. Winter Archim Nyamawita Kabwiku 
Senior Superintendent 
Police Headquarters 
Criminal Investigation Department 
Box 50104, Lusaka 
Zambia 

Mr. Takumi i:!.nomoto 
Judge 
Osaka District Court 
2-1-10 Nishi-tenma, Kita-ku, Osaka 
Japan 

M1'. Ken'ichi Hasegawa 
Judge 
Tokyo District Court 
1-1-4 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 

Mr. Shogo Hm'ita 
Chief Navigation Officer of Patrol Ves
sel "Shiretoko" 
Maritime Safety Agency 
5-3 Minato-cho, Otaru-city, Hokkaido 
Japan 

Ms. Reiko Imura 
Probation Officer 
Kushu Regional Parole Board 
2-5-30 Maizuru, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi, 
Fukuoka 
Japan 

Mr. Kenta1'O Kitagawa 
Public Prosecutor 
Osaka District Public Prosecutors Office 
1-12-7 Nishi-tenma, Kita-ku, Osaka 
Japan 

Mr. Kiyoshi Kitazawa 
Psychologist 
Urawa Juvenile Classification Home 
3-16-36 Takasago, Urawa-city, Saitama
ken 
Japan 
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M1', Ikuo Kurokawa 
Probation Officer 
Nagoya Probation Office 
4-3-1 San-no-mam, Naka-ku, Nagoya
shi, Aichi-ken 
Japan 

Mr, Shinji Ogawa 
Public Prosecutor 
Trial Division 
Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office 
3-1-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-lru, Tokyo 
Japan 
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Mr, Satoshi Tomiyama 
Chief Deputy Director (In Charge of Lit
igation Affair) 
Security Section, Correction Bureau 
Ministry of Justice 
1-1-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 

M1'. Shigeru Yotoriyama 
Superintendent 
International Affairs Division 
Criminal Affairs Bureau 
National Police Agency 
2-1-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 

List of Lecturers and Lecture Topics (83rd Course) 

Visiting Experts 
1) Prof Dr. Hans Joachim Schneider 

a) Restitution instead of Punishment: Re
orientation of Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice in the Context of De
velopment 
Life in a Societal No-Man's-Land: Ab
original Crime in Central Australia 
A Comparison of Crime and Its Control 
in Four German-speaking Countries: in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
German Democratic Republic, Austria 
and Switzerland' 
Crime and Its Control in Japan and in 
the Federal Rep11hlic of Germany 

b) Victimology: BaSIC Theoretical Con
cepts and Practical Implications from 
Criminal Policy to Victim Policy 
New Tendencies in the Reform of Crim
inal Law Criminal Procedure and Cor
rections 

2) Dr. Satyanshu Kumar Mul,he1jee 
Crime Victims Survey-Its Usefulness in 
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Criminal Justice Policy 
3) Ms. Anglaia Tsitsoum 

International Co-operation in Crime Pre
vention and Criminal Justice in Europe
an Countries 

4) Mr. H Adi Andojo Soetjipto 
Incorporation of Fair and Effective Crime 
Prevention Policies and Strategies into 
Overall National Development Plans 

5) Mr. Abdelaziz Abdalla Shiddo 
Implementation of the United Nations 
Norms and Guidelines in Criminal Justice 

6) Dr. Ugljesa Zvekic 
a) Development and Crime 
b) Development and Crime: Pilot Project 

in Yugoslavia-Results of the Prelimi
nary Analysis 

7) Mr. Reynaldo JD. Cuaderno 
The National Strategy of the Philippines 
to Reduce Crime in the 1980's 

8) Mr. Jae In Yoo 
The Legal Education and Judicial System 
in the Republic of Korea 
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Ad Hoc Lecturers 
1) Mr. Minont Shikita 

The Role of the United Nations in the 
Field of International Co-operation in 
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice 

2) Mr. Atsushi Nagashima 
Criminal Justice Administration in Japan 
in the Context of Her Tradition and Cul
ture 

3) Mr. Shin-ichim Tojo 
Present Conditions and Some Problems 
in Criminal Justice Administration in Ja
pan 

4) .Mr. Kazuyoshi Imaoka 
Present Conditions and Some Problems 
in Correctional Administration in Japan 

5) Mr. Kunpei Sato 
Present Conditions and Some Problems 
in Rehabilitative Administration in Japan 

6) Prof LeRoy L. Lamborn 
The Role of the Victim in the American 
Criminal Justice Process 

7) Prof Hans Heiner Kuhne 
Victim's Rights in European Penal Pro
cedure Laws 

8) Mr. Takashi Watanabe 
Present Conditions and Some Problems 
in International Assistance in Criminal 
Justice Administration 

9) Mr. Masafumi Ueda 
Present Conditions and Some Problems 
in Countermeasures against "Boryoku-
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dan" 
10) Dr. Helmut Gonsa 

Some Common Basic Ideas of the Pris
on Administrations of the Member 
States of the Council of Europe 

Faculty Lecturers 
1) Professor Hiroyasu Sugihara (Director) 

Recent Activities of UNAFEI 
2) Professor Kunihiro Horiuchi (Deputy 

Director) 
Current Trends of Criminal Activities in 
Japan 

3) Professor Itsuo Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (1): 
the Investigation 

4) Professor Norio Nishmura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (2): 
the Court 

5) Professor Akio Yamaguchi 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (3): 
the Correction 

6) Professor Shigemi Saio 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (4): 
the Probation 

7) Professor Masakazu Nishikawa 
Countermeasures against Narcotic Drug 
Problems in Asia 

8) Professor Fumio Saito 
Juvenile Delinquency and Its Control: 
Japanese Experience and Asian Perspec
tive 

List of Reference Materials Distributed (83rd Course) 

1. Lecturers' Papers 
1) Prof Dr. Hans Joachim Schneider 

a) Restitution instead of Punishment: Re
orientation of Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice in the Context of De
velopment 
Life in a Societal No-Man's-Land: Ab-

original Crime in Central Australia 
A Comparison of Crime and Its Con
trol in Four German-speaking Coun
tries: in the Federal Republic of Ger
many, the German Democratic Repub
lic, Austria and Switzerland 
Crime and Its Control in Japan and in 
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the Federal Republic of Germany 
b) Victimology: Basic Theoretical Con

cepts and Practical Implications from 
Criminal Policy to Victim Policy 
New Tendencies in the Reform of 
Criminal Law Criminal Procedure and 
Corrections 

2) Dr. Satyanshu Kuma?' lvIukherjee 
Crime Victims Survey-Its Usefulness in 
Criminal Justice Policy 

3) Ms. Anglaia Tsitsoura 
International Co-operlltion in Crime Pre
vention and Criminal Justice in Europe
an Countries 

4) Mr. H Adi Andojo Soetjipto 
Incorporation of Fair and Effective 
Crime Prevention Policies and Strategies 
into Overall National Development Plans 

5) Mr. Abdelaziz Abdalla Shiddo 
Implementation of the United Nations 
Norms and Guidelines in Criminal Jus
tice 

6) Dr. Ugljesa Zvekic 
a) Development and Crime 
b) Development and Crime: Pilot Project 

in Yugoslavia-Results of the Prelim
inary Analysis 

7) Mr. Reynaldo JD. Cuaderno 
The National Strategy of the Philippines 
to Reduce Crime in the 1980's 

8) Mr. Jae In Yoo 
The Legal Education and Judicial Sys
tem in the Republic of Korea 

9) Mr. Minoru Shikita 
United Nations Activities in Criminal 
Justice Field 

10) Mr. Atsushi Nagashima 
Criminal Justice Administration in Japan 
in the Context of Her Tradition and Cul
ture 

11) Mr. Shin-ichiro Tojo 
Present Situation ru"ld Issues of the Crim
inal Justice in Japan 

12) Mr. Kazuyoshi Imaoka 
Correctional Treatment in Japan 

13) Mr. Kunpei Sato 
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Rehabilitation Services in J apan
Present Situation and Problems-

14) Prof LeRoy L. Lamborn 
The Role of the Victim in the American 
Criminal Justice Process 

15) Prof Hans Heiner Kuhne 
Victim's Rights in European Penal Pro
cedure Laws 

16) M1'. Takashi Watanabe 
Present Status and Task of Internation
al Cooperation in the Field of Criminal 
Justice 

17) M1'. Masafumi Ueda 
Present Situation of "Boryokudan" 

18) Dr. Helmut Gonsa 
Some Common Basic Ideas of the Pris
on Administrations of the Member 
States of the Council of Europe 

19) Professor Hiroyasu Sugihara (Director) 
The Recent Activities of UNAFEI 
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice 
in the Context of Development (Realities 
and Perspectives of International Co
operation) 

20) Professor Kunihiro Horiuchi (Deputy 
Director) 
Current Trends of Criminal Activities 

21) Professor Norio Nishimura 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan 
(2): the Court 
Towards an Effective Administration of 
Criminal Justice: the Role of the 
Courts-Fair and Speedy Trial 

22) Professor Akio Yamaguchi 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (3) 
A Brief Note about the Development of 
Imprisonment in Japan 

23) Professor Shigemi Sato 
The Criminal Justice System in Japan (4) 

24) Professor Masa;~azu Nishikawa 
Countermeasures against Narcotic Drug 
Problems in Asia 

25) Professor Fumio Saito 
Reference Paper for "Juvenile Delin
quency and Its Control: Japanese Expe
rience and Asian Perspective" 

2. Statutes of Japan 
1) The Constitution of Japan 
2) Criminal Stahltes I and II 
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3) Laws for Correction and Rehabilitation 
of Offenders 

4) Court Organization Law and Public 
Prosecutors Office Law 

5) Laws Concerning Extradition and Inter
national Assistance in Criminal Matters 

3. Explanation of Some Aspects of Japanese 
Criminal Justice System 
1) Criminal Justice in Japan 
2) Guide to the Family Court of Japan 
3) Correctional Institutions in Japan 
4) Community-Based Treatment of 

Offenders in Japan 
5) Summary of the White Paper on Crime, 

1988 
6) 1987 White Paper on Police 

-Summary-
7) National Statement of Japan for the 

Seventh United Nations Congress on 
the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders 

8) Bulletin of the Criminological Research 
Department, 1988 

4. UNAFEI Publications 
1) Resource Material Series Nos. 31, 32, 

33 
2) UNAFEI Newsletter Nos. 68, 69 
3) Criminal Justice in Asia-The Quest for 
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an Integrated Approach-
4) Recent Activities of United Nations 

Asia and Far East Institute for the Pre
vention of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders 

5) Delineation of Crucial Issues of Crimi
nal Justice in Asia 

5. Others 
1) Seventh United Nations Congress of 

the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders (Milan, Italy, 26 Au
gust to 6 September 1985 A/CONF. 
121.22) 

2) Discussion Guide for the Interregional 
and Regional Preparatory Meetings for 
the Eighth United Nations Congress of 
the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders 

3) Report of the Interregional Preparato
ry Meeting for the Eighth United Na
tions Congress of Prevention of Crime 
and the Treatment of Offenders of Top
ic I: "Crime Prevention and Criminal 
Justice in the Context of Development: 
Realities and Perspectives of Interna
tional Co-operation" 

4) Drug Control in Asia 
5) Public Administration in Japan 

List of Participants in the Expert Group Meeting on 
Adolescence and Crime Prevention in the ESCAP Region 

A. Experts 

Ms. Salma Chowdhtl1Y 
Deputy Director 
Social Services Department 
Dhaka 
Bangladesh 

Mr. Moses Driver 
Superintendent of Police 
Fiji Policy Academy 
Fiji Police Force 
Suva 
Fiji 
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Mr. Y. F. Hui 
Director 
Hong Kong Council of Social Service 
Hong Kong 

Ms. Miranda Lai-foon Chung Chan 
Superintendent 
Ma Tau Wei Girls' Home 
Kowloon 
Hong Kong 

Mr. joginder Singh Badhan 
Joint Secretary 
Department of·Justice 
Ministry of Home Affairs 
Government of India 
New Delhi 
India 

Mr. Him Singh (Resource Person) 
Director 
National Institute of Social Defence 
Ministry of Welf?re 
Government of India 
New Delhi 
India 

Mr. Masatoshi Ebihara 
Probation Officer 
Tokyo Probation Office 
Tokyo 
Japan 

Mr. Takeo Momose 
Public Prosecutor 
Tokyo District Public Prosecutors' Of
fice 
Tokyo 
Japan 

Mr. Yutaka Sawata 
Chief Psychologist 
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Mito Juvenile Classification Home 
Mito-shi 
Japan 

Mr. jouji Yoshihara 
Councilor 
Youth Affairs Administration 
Management and Co-ordination ~gency 
Prime Minister's Office 
Tokyo 
Japan 

Mr. Masato Yoshitake 
Family Court Probation Officer 
Yokohama Family Court 
Yokohama 
Japan 

Mr. Mohd. Ali Abu Bakm' 
Director-General of Youth 
Ministry of Youth and Sports 
Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia 

Ms. Chandni Joshi 
Chief 
Women Development Programmes 
Ministry of Panchayat and Local Devel
opment 
Lalitpur 
Nepal 

Mr. 1'vfartin Balthasar 
Assistant Commissioner 
Division of Education and Training 
Correctional Services Headquarters 
Boroko 
Papua New Guinea 

Ms. Corazon Alma G. de Leon 
Undersecretary for Field Operations 
Department of Social Welfare and De
velopment 
Quezon City 
Manila 
Philippines 

Ms. Nenalyn Palma Defensor 
Division Chief II 
Probation Administration 
Department of Justice 
Manila, Philippines 
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Mr. Kie Bae Yi 
Senior Public Prosecutor 
Seoul District Public Prosecutor's Office 
Seoul 
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Introductory Note 

The editor is pleased to present No. 37 in the Resource Material Series con
taining materials produced during the 83rd International Training Course on "Arime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice in the Context of Development" which was held 
from September 4 to November 24, 1989 at this institute. 

Part I is made up of three sections. Section 1 consists of papers contributed 
by eight visiting experts of the course. 

Dr. Hans Joachim Schneider, Director and Professor, Department of Crimin
logy, University of Westfalia, Federal Republic of Germany, in his paper entitled 
"The Impact of Economic and Societal Development on Crime Causation and Con
trol," describes theories on the relationship between development and crime cau
sation and control, and then analyzes, by utilizing these theories, the situations re
garding development and crime in seven countries. 

Ms. Aglaia Tsitsoura, Head of the Division of Crime Problems, Directorate 
of Legal Affairs, Council of Europe, in her paper entitled "International Co-operation 
in Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in European Countries," introduces var
ious ways of international co-operation in the field of crime prevention, criminal 
policy, and criminal justice administration presently undertaken in European coun
tries. 

Mr. H. Adi Andojo Soetjipto, Deputy Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Re
public of Indonesia, in his paper entitled "Incorporation of Fair and Effective Crime 
Prevention Policies and Strategies into Overall National Development Plans," dis
cusses the crime prevention policies and strategies which should be incorporated 
in and harmonized with the overall national development plans. 

Mr. Abdelaziz Abdella Shiddo, Member of the United Nations Committee on 
Crime Prevention and Control, Republic of the Sudan, in his paper entitled "Im
plementation of the United Nations Norms and Guidelines in Criminal Justice," 
explains the United Nations norms and guidelines in the field of crime prevention 
and criminal justice, and discusses effective and proper means to ensure the im
plementation of these norms and guidelines in respective countries. 

Dr. Ugljesa Zvekic, the First Research Officer of the United Nations Inter
regional Crime and Justice Research Institute, in his paper entitled "Development 
and Crime: Pilot Project in Yugoslavia-Results of the Preliminary Analysis," de
scribes and analyzes trends and characteristics of the interrelation between devel
opment and crime in Yugoslavia. 

Mr. Reynaldo J.D. Cuaderno, Executive Deputy Commissioner of the Nation
al Police Commission, the Philippines, in his paper entitled "The National Strate
gy of the Philippines to Reduce Crime in the 1980's," examines the recent nation
al strategies designed and practiced to control and reduce crime in the Philippines. 

Mr. Y 00 J ae-In, Director of the First Inspection Division, Supreme Public Pros
ecutor's Office, Republic of Korea, in his paper entitled "The Legal Education and 
Judicial System in the Republic of Korea," introduces the current legal education 
and judicial system in the Republic of Korea. 

Section 2 contains papers submitted by four of the participants of the course. 
Section 3 contains the Report of the Course. 
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Part II presents materials produced during other UNAFEI activities which con
tain the papers of the panelists of the International Workshops on Victimology and 
Victim's Rights. The Workshops were jointly organized by UNAFEI and the World 
Society of Victimology on October 16 and 17, 1989. Many eminient scholars and 
practitioners from various countries as well as all the participants of the 83rd In
ternational Training Course of UNAFEI participated in the International Work
shops. In the workshops, three distinguished scholars, viz., Dr. LeRoy L. Lam
born, Professor of Law, Wayne State University (USA); Dr. Hans Joachim Schneid
er, Director and Professor, Department of Criminology, University of Westfalia 
(FRG); Dr. Hans Heiner KClhn.I~, Professor, Facnlty of Law, University of Trier 
(FRG), made a series of presentations, as panelists, on victimology and victim's 
roles and rights in the American and European criminal justice process. 

Many participants submitted papers of quality and substance during the 83rd 
International Training Course and it is deeply regretted that limitations of space 
precluded the publication of all papers received. The editor would like to add that, 
owing to lack of time, necessary editorial changes had to be made without refering 
the manuscripts back to their authors. The editor requests the indulgence and un
derstanding of this necessity which was required to meet editorial deadlines. 

In concluding the introductory note, the editor would like to pay tribute to the 
contribution of the Japan International Cooperation Agency UICA) for providing 
indispensable and unwavering support for the UNAFEI courses and seminars from 
which these materials were produced. The editor also would like to express his 
gratitude and appreciation to those who so willingly contributed to the publication 
of this volume by attending to the typing, printing and proofreading, and by assist
ing in various other ways. 

The editor would also take this opportunity to express his deepest apprecia
tion to the continued financial and other support rendered by the Asia Crime Pre
vention Foundation (ACPF) for various UNAFEI projects including the publica
tion of the Resource Material Series. 

April 1990 
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The Editor 
Director of UNAFEI 



PART I 

Materials Produced during 
the 83rd International Training Course, 
"Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice 

in the Context of Development" 
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SECTION 1: EXPERTS' PAPERS 

The Impact of Economic and Societal Development 
on Crime Causation and Control 

by Hans Joachim Schneider* 

I. Theory and Methodology 
of Comparative Criminology 

Until very recently criminology was 
offender-oriented 1. The prime cause of 
criminality was seen in the abnormal perso
nality of the offender, and it was believed 
that criminality could be extinguished by 
treating the convict with educational and 
therapeutic measures within the correction
al institution. This criminal etiological and 
criminal political concept is still being sup
ported today2. While there can be neither a 
criminology nor a criminal policy without the 
offender, he is but one element in the causa
tion and the control of criminality. The two 
other elements which deserve consideration 
are the victim of crime 3 and society. They 
contribute-to an individually differing 
degree-to the development of crime. Thus, 
they have to participate in the control of 
criminality. Crime develops in societal and 
individual learning processes. It also has to 
be unlearned in such processes, 

The static method of personal characteri
zation of criminal offenders according to 
physical, psychological and social charac
teristics after the multiple factor approach 
for the purpose of discrimination between 
"normal" men and criminals does not 
promise any new revelations after Sheldon 

* Professor, Dr. jur., Dr.h.c(PL), Dipl.-Psych. and Direc
tor, Department of Criminology, University of West
falia, Muenster, Federal Republic of Germany 

I dedicate this contribution to my friend William 
Clifford, the late Director of the Australian Institute of 
Criminology in Canberra. 

and Eleanor Glueck 4 exhausted this research 
approach comprehensively, employing am
ple personal and financial resources. In the 
future, empirical research into offender and 
victim careers will have to be performed to 
a larger extents. After all, offender and vic
tim acquire their social roles and their self
images within society. It is especially the em
pirical research into the processes of sym
bolic interaction between offender and victim 
in the causation of crime that deserves more 
attention. Although societal and individual 
learning processes interact in the causation 
of criminality they have to be investigated 
separately at first in the interest of a clearer 
distinction. The analysis of societal process
es of crime causation is the task of Compara
tive Criminology. Its goal and its methods, 
however, were outlined differently at first: 
Comparative Criminology was understood to 
be a method of repetitive empirical group 
comparison between criminals and non
criminals, employing the same definitions 
and research techniques, but in different so
cieties with the aim of demarcating factors 
of crime causation which are not socially 
determined 6. Soon, however, the enormous 
dependence of crime causation on society 
was discovered, and the method was 
reversed: Criminality was regarded as only 
one element in a social system, and it was 
compared with regard to the different 
societies 7. 

There are essentially two methods of in
vestigating societal processes of crime cau
sation: 
-On the one hand, the extent, the patterns, 

the development and the distribution of 
criminality (objective state of security) and 
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the attitude of tne population toward 
criminality (subjective state of security) 
can be compared in different historical 
periods of the same society (historical 
criminology) 8. 

-On the other hand, the extent, the patterns, 
the development and the distribution of 
criminality (objective state of security and 
the attitude of the population towards 
criminality (subjective state of security) 
can be compared in two or more different 
present-day societies 9. 

Both methods are of equal value and they 
are equally difficult. they both demand that 
the objective as well as the subjective states 
of security be regarded as only one element 
within the general development of the social 
system or systems. Consequently, one can
not simply review crime statistics. The 
respective economic and social structures, 
behavioral styles, ideals, and value systems 
of the population and the integration of crimi
nal justice in society have to be investigated 
as well. In order to compare criminality and 
its control in two contrasting present-day so
cieties, one must have lived in both societies 
for some time and one must equally have per
formed empirical research in both societies. 
The researcher must acquire a feeling for the 
different social nature of the two societies in 
his daily contact with representatives of 
these two different societies. 

II. Theories on the Relationship 
between Development and Crime 

Causation and Control 

The Seventh United Nations Congress on 
the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment 
of Offenders, which took place in Milan in 
1985, adopted the Milan Plan of Action. In 
this Plan of Action it says: ". .. Develop
ment is not criminogenic per se, [ ... ], 
however, unbalanced or inadequately 
planned development contributes to an in
crease in criminality." 10 The question that 
remains is what is meant by "unbalanced and 
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inadequately planned development." There 
are six theories concerning the impact of eco
nomic and societal development on crime 
causation and control: 
-The criminal-statistical approach regards 

the increase of crime during development 
not as a real but as a fictitious one 11. In 
connection with development people be
come more and more sensitive toward the 
commission of crimes. They tend to be 
less willing to accept everyday interper
sonal violence. Petty offenses such as 
shoplifting, bicycle theft and fare evasion 
are now more likely to be reported. In eco
nomically higher developed areas the type 
of social control is different. The informal 
social control of the community becomes 
more and more ineffective; the importance 
of the criminal justice system increases. 
As the population is more sensitive to the 
commission of crimes, they report crimi
nality more often to the police. The crimi
nal justice system becomes more 
effective; it seizes and registers more 
crime officially. The society becomes 
more and more aware of its crime 
problem, it increasingly realizes its crime 
problem. According to this approach the 
increase in crime during development is 
attributable to a reduction of the dark 
field, the hidden, undetected, unrecorded 
crime. The importance of the formal con
trol, the criminal justice system, grows in 
correlation with the economic and socie
tal development. However, it is essential 
to maintain informal control through so
cial groups, such as the family, the neigh
borhood, professional and recreational 
groups, and to adapt it to the new lifestyle. 
Citizens must not adopt the attitude that 
from now on the criminal justice system 
alone is to be responsible for crime con
trol. The citizens' individual responsibili
ty in matters of informal criminal control 
can best be reinforced if they are them
selves given a share in the criminal justice 
system in an appropriate way. However, 
economic and societal development does 
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not only cause an increase in officially 
recorded crime, it also causes an increase 
of the actual offenses which are commit
ted in reality. 

-The econo'mic theory was developed on the 
basis of empirical research work in Indo
nesia, Korea, Thailand and the Philip
pines 12. In societal development a sizea
ble segment of the population in society 
does not fully participate in the economic 
progress. The social changes come so sud
denly that the social infrastructure has not 
had enough time to react with an adequate 
growth in educational, medical and social 
welfare, in family planning, housing con
struction and other necessary services. 
The big cities cannot cope with the rapid 
and uncontrolled population growth in the 
rural areas. Due to the lack of infrastruc
ture, overpopulated slum areas with de
plorable living conditions emerge in big ci
ties. At the same time manpower is badly 
needed in the agricultural sector so that 
disintegrated districts are also created in 
the country 13. The following objection is 
raised against this theory: Crime is not 
only a problem of the socially deprived 
classes and areas. Crime, especially prop
erty, economic and environmental crime, 
is being committed by all classes of the 
population. 

- The opportunity them) was proposed dur
ing the Interregional PreparatolY Meeting 
for the Eighth United Nations Congress 
on the Prevention of Crime and the Treat
ment of Offenders, which took place in 
Vienna in February 1988 14

• It takes the 
following view: A high standard of living 
is connected with an increase in the num
ber of opportunities for committing certain 
types of crime. The sharp rise in the num
ber of property offenses following de
velopment is attributable to an increased 
accessibility to material goods and to the 
increased difficulty of enforcing controls. 
The anonymous urban lifestyle on the one 
hand simplifies the perpetration of crime 
by the offender and on the other hand it 

complicates his seizure and his conviction. 
The easy access to material goods 
changes their appreciation in the popula
tion. Potential victims are not watchful 
enough of their property. However, this 
theory does not account for affluent coun
tries with low crime rates such as Japan 
and Switzerland. Despite the increase in 
opportunities there is in fact a low crime 
rate in these countries. 

-The demographic theoty is related with the 
theory of youth subculture 15. During eco
nomic and societal development many 
children are born. The juvenile population 
is disproportionately high in developing 
countries. As juveniles, adolescents and 
young adults are comparatively often in
volved in the perpetration of offenses, the 
growth of crime can be explained by this 
shift in the age structure. In connection 
with the economic and societal develop
ment the developing countries are subject 
to the increase in youth subcultures with 
their own lifestyles, value systems and 
idols. Whereas in the agricultural societies 
childhood and adulthood are rather direct
ly interlinked, the industrial, communica
tion and service society unfolds a distinct 
phase of adolescence which is entirely 
dedicated to the scholastic and profession
al education and to preparation for the life 
of adults. This phase of life, during which 
the youngster and the adolescent on the 
one hand depend socially and psychologi
cally on the adults and on the other hand 
are physically regarded as adults, gives 
rise to adolescent insecurity with regard 
to their status. Youngsters and adoles
cents do not know whether they are still 
children or already adults. They alienate 
themselves from the adult society; they 
have difficulties in becoming adults be
cause they can hardly identify with adults 
and because they follow adolescent idols 
in sports and in popular music for their be
havior models. The fact that adults can
not supervise their adolescents 
appropriately, and that youngsters and 
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adolescents evade adult control causes an 
eminent amount of juvenile delinquency 16 

because socially appropriate behavior 
must be learned from adults during adoles
cence. The demographic and subcultural 
arguments focus too much on juvenile 
delinquency, which is responsible only for 
a part of the crime expansion in the con
text of development, even though this part 
is an important one. 

-The deprivation the01y17 explains the in
crease in criminality and in juvedle delin
quency in the context of economic and 
societal development with the "revolution 
of rising expectations." Large-scale so
cioeconomic change is usually accompa
nied by changes in the people's values, by 
institutional dislocations that affect peo
ple at the top as much as people on their 
way up, and even by temporary deterio
ration of some social institutions. Rapid 
social change is thus likely to add to the 
discontent of many groups at the same 
time as it improves the conditions of 
others. It may contribute to the partial dis
integration of normative control systems, 
to the collapse of old institutions through 
which some of the groups were once able 
to satisfy their expectations, and to the 
foundation of new organizations of the 
discontented 18. In connection with the 
economic improvement the population's 
expectations concerning their living stan
dards rise to such heights that they can
not always be fulfilled. This theory of 
relative deprivation does not focus on the 
fact of being objectively underprivileged 19 

but on people's SUbjective feelings of frus
tration. 

- The anomie-synnomie the01Y 20 explains 
both the increase in criminality and 
juvenile delinquency in the course of so
cietal change as well as the increase in 
criminality attributable to a clash of two 
societies with different developmental sta
tus. The resulting conflicts concerning 
lifestyle and value systems must not des
troy the social groups; t?ey must not by 
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means of socialization be internalized in 
the personalities. They must rather be 
bridged and settled peacefully. As eco
nomic and social conditions change, so do 
the extent and patterns of crime: Indus
trialization, urbanization and motorization. 
bring about changes in the population's 
lifestyle and its value and behavior sys
tems. Industrialization, urbanization and 
motorization can lead to anomie, that is, 
to the disintegration of values, social dis
organization, the deterioration of the com
munity and to the emergence of youth 
subcultures. The presence of both tradi
tional and progressive value norms and be
havior patterns in a changing society can 
provoke conflicts which must not be sup
pressed nor resolved violently. The con
flicting values must be socially integrated 
and coordinated. Such a peaceful process 
leading to renewed social cohesion, to 
value consensus and to the sharing of 
mutual norms (synnomie) 2 1 requires crea
tive energy within a society, and can be 
summoned with the aid of legally im
plemented conciliatory proceedings. 

All these six theories grant insights into 
the relationship between development and 
crime causation. The anomie-synnomie the
ory combined with the criminal-statistical ap
proach, however, provides the best 
explanation for the impact of economic and 
societal development on crime causation. 

HI. A Society Heavily Burdened 
with Crime: The Aboriginals 

in Central Australia 

1. Aboriginal Settlements in Centml Austmlia 
The Aboriginals (from Latin "ab 

origine" = from the beginning), the original 
inhabitants of Australia, came to that conti
nent from Asia on rafts and boats between 
100,000 and 10,000 years ago 22. They deve
loped a peaceful, well organized and stable 
society and a finely balanced ecological sys
tem, adjusting themselves to Australia's 
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harsh landscape and climate. When
following the rediscovery of the Australian 
continent by James Coole in 1770-a penal 
colony for deported English prisoners was 
established in 1788, the total aboriginal 
population was estimated to be no less than 
300,000. Cook was taken by the Aboriginal's 
peaceful nature, and the anthropologist Mat
thew Flinders 23 described them as being shy, 
but not timid. When they encountered the 
European intruders, their reaction was one 
of shame. By 1933 the European settlers had 
reduced the Aboriginal population to a mere 
67,000. The whites had introduced diseases 
against which the Aboriginals had no natur
al immunity, had violently attacked them and 
neglected them, had destroyed their be
havior patterns and value systems, and had 
taken away their living space. The popula
tion has increased again since 1933 and is to
day estimated at around 150,000. 

Central Australia, the "red center," is situ
ated in the south of the Northern Territories 
and is known in Australia as "the Outback." 
Its regional administrative center is Alice 
Springs, a small city with some 20,000 in
habitants. The 30,000 Aboriginals living in 
the Northern Territories constihlte about 
25% of the total population and have been 
pushed back into the infertile hinterland of 
Central Australia. the landscape of Central 
Australia is characterized by its red sand and 
white-barked ghost gums. The color of the 
sand is due to a fine coating of iron oxide 
covering the grains. Sandy plains, with a 
vegetative cover of manna and burdock 
grass, give way to scrub and bushland with 
expansive, dry salt lakes. This bushland is 
also divided by rocky mountain chains, 
which are fissured and cut by ravines and 
river gorges. Winding through these sandy 
plains and areas of bushland are wiele, inter
mittently flowing creeks in which trees and 
bushes grow. The Aboriginal settlements 
Yuendumu, Mutijulu and Papunya, situated 
between 100 km and 200 km apart in scrub 
and bushland between 150 km and 500 km 
from Alice Springs, have populations rang-

ing from 300 to 1,500 inhabitants. These set
tlements are separated by nearly impassable 
bushland without roads or tracks. Almost all 
the inhabitants of the settlements are unem
ployed and fully reliant on social security. 
The men hardly ever go hunting any more 
and the women and children seldom go out 
collecting food. Any motivation to work has 
been destroyed by their weekly social secu
rity check, which they use to buy groceries 
at the local supermarket. They have given 
up their traditional activities without being 
given a chance to develop new ones. so they 
just sit around in a state of boredom anel 
hopelessness. They have become totally reli
ant on social security and have lost all pride 
and self-respect. 

2. Reasons for the High C1'ime Rate of the 
Aboriginals 
The Aboriginal crime rate is high across 

the whole Australian continent, especially in 
the settlements of Central Australia. While 
in 1984 the imprisonment rate for Aborigi
nals in Australia was 640, that of non
Aboriginals was only 40 24 . While constitut
ing roughly 1 % of the Australian population, 
they make up almost 30% of the total prison 
population. In West Australia 1,300 Aborigi
nals per 100,000 inhabitants were in prison 
in 1979/80, compared with a figure of 81 per 
100,000 for non-Aboriginals 25. The number 
of homicides and assaults occasioning bodi
ly harm on the reserves is 10 and five times 
above the national average, respectively26. 
While the assaults committed by Aboriginals 
on the reserves are primarily against other 
Aboriginals, white institutions are usually 
the targets of their burglaries, vandalism and 
arson. Juvenile delinquency is often associat
ed with petrol-sniffing. 

There are three main causes for the high 
crime rate of the Aboriginals: 

-The community cohesion of the Aborigi
nals is being increasingly destroyed by the 
white man's domination 27. They have 
abc.:ndoned to a great extent their tradi-
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tional tribal lifestyle (for example, hunt
ing) without adopting a new lifestyle 
following the white man's models. They 
spend hours sitting on the red earth in the 
shade of a tree, "contemplating" the day. 
Their communal creativity derives its 
strength from this silent contemplation in 
the close proximity of others. Decision
making is always a group affair. The in
dividual is at one with nature and is part 
of his group and has no desire to dominate 
either of these. Although Aboriginal social 
life is by no means without conflict, their 
interaction is basically marked by toler
ance, as their behavioral patterns are 
based on this feeling of belonging to a 
group. Decisions are only reached by tLe 
group after a drawn-out, time consuming 
process of interaction. The European set
tlers who came to Australia considered 
Protestant values such as socio-economic 
development, work, ambition and dis
cipline to be important. In contrast to the 
Aboriginals, who just let things take their 
own course, the Australians of European 
origin constantly want to change things, 
to control their environment and to 
dominate their fellow beings. They are 
bent on perpetual self-assurance and dili
gence. They overran the Aboriginals in 
Central Australia and subjugated them 28. 

-In the settlements subcultures have devel
oped which see their own juvenile delill
quency and criminality as a white man's 
artifact, for which they cannot be held re
sponsible. They continue to socialize their 
children in the traditional manner, that is, 
they seldom scold them and rarely disci
pline them. "Appropriate behavior," such 
as white children learn at home and at 
school, remains alien to them 29. For this 
reason their children are encouraged nei
ther to achieve nor to compete. As chil
dren are treated with tolerance and lenien
cy when they commit delinquent acts, 
they learn delinquent behavior, especial
ly alcohol consumption, at an early age 
within the subculture of the reserve. 
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-The white man's criminal justice system 
is too formal and too abstract for the 
Aboriginals, who see an individual's mis
deed as the signal of the collapse of their 
kinship relationships. A breach of the law 
is more a group problem than an individu
alone. There is a problem between the 
relatives of the victim and those of the per
petrator. Kin relationships have suffered 
and must be restored by re-establishing 
the previous status quo. When this has 
been achieved, both offellder and victim 
are automatically reinstated in the com
munity. The main aim of the traditional 
Aboriginal tribal jurisdiction is to promote 
peace between the feuding kin and to re
store social harmony. Individual culpabil
ity is a white man's concept which has no 
credence for them at all. The white man's 
system of criminal justice, developed un
der completely different conditions of so
cial change in Europe, has simply been 
forced onto the Aboriginals with their dis
similar social structure. Such an undertak
ing is inevitably doomed to failure. 

3. Proposals for Aboriginal Cdme Prevention 
and Control 
The question must be raised what can be 

done to lower the high rate of criminality of 
the Aboriginals and to prevent their crimi
nality and juvenile delinquency in an ap
propriate way. Four measures can be taken: 

-A considerable improvement of their socio
economic conditions, inadequate housing, 
poor health and deficient education and 
the reduction of their high unemployment 
rates are crucial for the social integration 
of the Aboriginals. However, it is not 
enough simply to improve their socio
economic opportunities. 

-Both cultures, the Aboriginal and the white 
Australian cultures, have to make efforts 
to merge. This is only possible if elements 
from both cultures are adopted mutually 
on a basis of equality. The white Aus
tralian civilization could very well benefit 
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from adopting some Aboriginal behavioral 
norms and value notions. 

-The Aboriginals' informal social controls 
must be reinforced. This is only possible 
if they adopt the European concepts of 
"delinquency" and "criminality" and if 
they assume responsibility for their en
forcement. For this to succeed both races 
must have equal rights on the reserves. 
The white Australians must attempt to de
velop a relationship with the Aboriginals 
based on equal rights. 

- The Aboriginals should try and settle their 
criminal conflicts by means of reconcilia
tion and mediation with the help of 
Justices of the Peace and tribal courts, 
which would assume direct responsibility. 
Only where this proves unsuccessful, 
should formal legal proceedings be in
stituted. Even here the police officers, 
judges, probation officers and prison staff 
should be Aboriginals. 

IV. Development and Crime 
in a Socialist Developing Country: 

The People's Republic of China 

1. The Development of Crime in China 
In 1988 criminal offenses throughout the 

People's Republic of China have increased 
considerably. 827,000 cases were registered 
(in an overall population of 1.1 billion). It is 
true that the reported, recognized offenses 
have increased enormously (by 450/0) as com
pared to the preceding year. However, the 
extent of criminality as compared to the Fed
eral Republic of Germany (about 4.4 million 
offenses in a population of 61 million) must 
be seen as rather humble. It is true that the 
dark field of criminality which is not report
ed and thus remains veiled is with high prob
ability significantly wider in the economically 
and socially underdeveloped provinces than 
it is in the Federal Republic of Germany. The 
reason for this is that the majority of 
crimes-in contrast to the Federal 
Republic-is controlled by the village com
munity or in urban social units ("Gemein-

schaften") which include 10 or more people. 
These social units form around the residence 
or the place of employment. They care for 
the individual from the cradle to the grave. 
Every Chinese lives in one or several of these 
social units, which he feels socially respon
sible for and which care for their members. 
All petty crime and the greater share of 
moderately serious crime in China-as op
posed to the Federal Republic-are resolved 
informally with the help of People's concili
ation and mediation committees 30, with the 
effect that they are not counted officially as 
criminal cases. Finally, due to poor staff and 
material equipment of the criminal justice 
system and due to inadequate criminologi
cal training the intensity of criminal prose
cution and the precision of criminal statistics 
are not as well developed as in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Nonetheless, as Chi
na is underdeveloped economically and so
cially, the number of criminal offenses is 
lower. 

2. Reasons for the Increase of Crime in Con
nection with Societal Changes 

In 1988 the economic growth of the Peo
ple's Republic of China was 11%. However, 
this was bought with a high inflation rate 
(average of 18.7%) in the same year. The 
crime rate rises particularly in the economi
cally privileged areas, as was also observed 
in numerous developing countries in Africa. 
The reasons for the rise in crime rates can 
be seen in the following circumstances: 

-In connection with the economic develop
ment both the economic and social struc
ture are modified. Industrialization and 
urbanization lead to mobilization, to an in
creased mobility within society, The place 
of employment and the residence must be 
changed more frequently. Communities 
and reliable social bonds which succeed 
in controlling crime informally dissolve 
because of their rigid character. 

-In the case of China the increase in con
flicts attributable to the transformation of 
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an agriculhlral society into an urbanized 
industrial society is accompanied by a 
tremendous potential for conflict which is 
caused by the coexistence of socialist and 
western-liberal patterns of behavior and 
value systems. An economy planned by 
the state and elements of a free market 
economy are incorporated in a mixed sys
tem. The currency, which is divided into 
currency for natives and for foreigners 
favors the abuse of currency and the self
deflation of domestic capital. The coexis
tence of two prices, state-planned and 
freely negotiated prices, leads to a situa
tion of economic and social instability 
which is further augmented by the lack of 
industrial potential, by inadequate produc
tivity, by the state deficit and by the 
shadow economy. 

-In 1988 the cases of burglary have in
creased by nearly 64% as compared to the 
preceding year alone. Due to economic 
growth, burglars always find more re
warding targets in shops and in homes. To 
a growing extent people work and spend 
their free time outside their homes. Wom
en increasingly work outside their homes. 
The flats remain unattended and un
watched. Stealing objects which belong to 
foreigners or to anonymous organizations 
is 13ignificantly easier for the offender than 
stealing objects which are owned by peo
ple he knows. The trade of stolen goods 
in the big cities is easier and less 
hazardous. 

-65% of economic crime consists of embez
zlement, misappropriation and corruption 
within the administration and business en
terprises. As in most other developing 
countries, the social process has not yet 
succeeded in promoting the differentiation 
between public and private interest 3l . 

The notion of service to the public is in
adequately developed in the society. 

- In Chinese big cities the social structures 
which had grown over decades are at the 
present destroyed when whole urban dis
tricts are demolished in cr'der to clear the 
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ground for the construction of high-rise 
apartment towers. This appears to be the 
simplest and cheapest way to provide the 
highest number of people with lodging in 
the shortest possible time. Apart from the 
fact that this destroys the historical par
ticularities of the big cities, the modern 
high-rise apartment towers do not inspire 
any territorial feeling, any sense of belong
ing nor any corporate responsibility for 
delimited and circumscribed areas, be
cause the high-density residential ag
glomerations are not broken down into 
territorial, subdivided, and identifiable 
subunits and thus do not provide the 
framework for establishing resident com
munities. The monotony and likeness fo 
the ±1ats and the blocks of flats favor a feel
ing of anonymity and of social isolation 
concerning housing and living conditions. 
The immense residential areas are often 
the setting for crimes because the resi
dents do not perceive their area as a com
munal one; they do not use it communally 
and are not concerned about what happens 
in their communal areas. Modern crimi
nology has found out 32 that immense 
residential areas with apartment blocks 
must be subdivided in a way that en
courages contact among the residents and 
that strengthenf'. informal social control 
through the neighborhood. 

V. Comparison of Crime 
and Its Development 

in Four German-Speaking Countries 

1. Crime and its Development in the Federal 
Republic of Germany 

A qualitative comparison between the 
criminality, :ts development and its control 
in the four Gernlan-speaking countries is req
uisite as on the one hand these countries, due 
to their geographic neighborhood, have 
many things in common in their history, par
ticularly their social and cultural history, and 
in their modern industrial, economic and so
cial structure and because on the other hand 
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they show significant differences in their eco
nomic and societal development and in the 
extent, the structure and the control of their 
criminality and their juvenile delinquency. 
With its population of 61 million, the Feder
al Republic of Germany is by far the largest 
of the fa'll" countries. It has a fundamentally 
capitalist economic structure ("Social Mar
ket Economy") and its citizens feel bound to 
Western democratic ideals. The crime rate, 
i.e., tile numbe l ' of offenses per 100,000 in
habitants, was 7,114 in 1988 and 45.9% of 
all crimes reported were ..:ieared 33. A com
parison wit!1 other sllmlar industrial nations 
of the same size shows that the extent and 
severity of its crime is roughly comparable 
with that of France and of Great Britain 34. 

There are, however, industrial nations wi. n 
more extensive and severe crime, e.g. the 
USA, and others with much less and also less 
severe crime, e.g. Japan. In the period from 
1950 to 1988 the crime rate rose by about 
150% 35, A comparison of the trends for 
crimes reported in various industrial nations 
shows that although there are countries with 
a considerably higher rate of increase, such 
as the United States, there are also some 
with a significantly lower rate of increase, 
such as Japan 36. Traffic offenses currently 
constitute 37% of all crime convictions 37 in 
the Federal Republic of Germany. Burglary 
is the most weighty of the pi'operty crimes, 
not only because it is the commonest of tradi
tional crimes but also because it increased 
tenfold dur;ng the last 35 years, while its 
clearance rate sank drastically n. The major 
problem in the area of juvenile delinquency 
is larceny, especially the theft of automo
biles, car accessories, motorbikes, bicycles 
and of objects in or attached to these vehi
cles, and shoplifting 39. Violent crimes and 
sexual offenses hold a comparatively subor
dinate role in the criminal structure with 
2.3% and 0.7% respecti'ely of the tradition
al criminality 4 0. Organized, economic and en
vironmental crimes constitute serious 
problems in the Federal Republic of 
Germany41. 

2. Crime and Its Development in Austria 
The Republic of Austria has a population 

of 7.5 million. Unlike the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the Austrian police crime statis
tics include crimes against the state and 
traffic offenses. In 1988 the crime rate was 
5,288.2 per 100,000 inhabitants and the 
clearance rate amounted to 49.6% 42. The 
comparable figures for the Federal Repub
lic of Germany w~re 7,114 and 45.9%43, 
With a clearance rate which is 4 percent 
higher, Austria has roughly 25% less crime 
than the FRG. As the crime rates in Austria 
in 1988 for homicide were 1.7, for rape 4.4 
ann. for robbelY 17.244 (comparative figures 
for the FRG 4.1,8.6 and 47.3 45

), the assump
tion is justified that in West Germany more 
violent crime of a severe nature is commit
ted. Approximately two-thirds of all crimi
nal acts recorded in Austria are property 
offenses. As in other Western industrial na
tions, the level of recorded crime in A lLstria 
has seen a definite increase with the econom
ic and societal development since World War 
II. Whereas in 19.)3 194,916 offenses were 
recorded (2,801 per 100,000 inhabitants), by 
1988 tllis figure waS 400,621 (5,288.2 per 
100,000 inhabitants) 46. Thi~ means that the 
Austrian crime rate has doubled during this 
period, whereas the rise in the crime rate of 
the Federal Republic was about 150% dur
ing the same period. The reasons why crimi
nality in Austria has not developed as much 
as in the Federal Republic and why it has un
til today not reached the quantitative and 
qualitative extent of the Federal Republic 
can be b:aced back to the following circum
stances: Economic and societal development 
has progressed more slowly and more cons
tantly in Austria than in West Germany. It 
has as yet not reached the extent noticed in 
the Federal Republic, Social bonris and com
munities have, as a consequence of the slow
er and more constant development, not been 
harmed as much as in West Germany. There 
are not as many and as expansive industrial 
conurbations as in the FRG, i.e. areas in 
which the anonymity of lifestyle facilitates 
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the commitment of offenses and complicates 
their clearance. In Austria the societal and 
economic units'are smaller and therefore eas
ier to control. The informal control through 
social groups is less impaired and the formal 
control through the criminal justice system 
is more effective because the criminal justice 
system less often resorts to sanctions than 
that in the FRG. In 1986, 79,992 persons 
were convicted in Austria 47. The conviction 
rate of 1,267 per 100,000 inhabitants does 
not differ considera'bly from the West Ger
man rate of 1,327.9 48

, which must be at
tributed to the fact that in Austria more cases 
are cleared and more suspects are traced. 
This rea80n does not, however, satisfactori
ly explain the next to similar conviction 
rates. The strong tendency in West Germa
ny to avoid sanctions (e.g. the withdrawal of 
prosecutions by the district attorneys) prob
ably contributes to the relatively low West 
German conviction rate. In accordance with 
this tendency there is the relatively elevat
ed number of prisoners in Austria (convicts 
per 100,000 inhabitants) at 96 in 1988 (as 
compared to 86.7 in the FRG) 49. Particular
ly in the eastern part of Austria criminal 
courts pronounce far more sentences of im
prisonment \lvhich are not suspended on pro
bation than in the western part 50

• ThE'se 
differences in the criminal practice of tb.e 
courts do not exclusively depend on the 
difference in frequency and in severity of 
criminality in the two parts of Austria. They 
also reflect different attitudes of the popula
tion toward crime: In Vienna and the eastern 
part of Austria the population regards the 
criminality as more serious and more danger
ous. Due to criminal political influences from 
West Germany, sanctions are relatively 
milder in the western part of Austria. 

3 . Crime and Its Development in the German 
Democratic Republic 

The German Democratic Republic has a 
population of 16.7 million. Since its founda
tion in 1949 it has been a socialist state, 
which has effectively separated its popula-
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tion from the FRG by means of a wall and 
frontier fortifications since 1961. Through 
relentless Stalinist and bureaucratic controls 
the personal initiative of the citizens was ex
tremely limited if not suffocated. In compar
ison with the FRG, the GDR is at the present 
delayed in its economic, societal, scientific 
and technological development by decades. 
The building substance is widely derelict. 
Traffic and communication infrastructures 
are totally underdeveloped. In a Eurupean 
comparison, the GDR shows the most seri
ous environmental pollution. Leading politi
cians in the once dominating Stalinist
bureaucratic system who were subject to 
hardly any control have increased their per
sonal property through political offenses. 
These offenses were part of the criminality 
of the dark field, the criminality which re
mained veiled and was not registered. In the 
course of the liberalization of East Europe
an socialist societies, the exodus of citizens 
from the GDR reached such heights that the 
political leadership was compelled to decide 
the opening of the frontiers and internal po
litical reforms. A peaceful revolution of the 
citizens enforced a change in the political 
leadership. At the present, the two German 
states are in the process of mutually ap
proaching each other. The doctrine of crimi
nologists in the GDR which says that the 
causes for criminality in their country can be 
traced back to relics of the capitalistic 
society 51 can no longer be maintained be
cause it was used ideologically to isolate the 
society of the GDR and prevent its de
velopment. 

The number of offenses for 1988 is noted 
as 715 per 100,000 inhabitants 52 (as com
pared to 7,114 in the FRG). If one takes this 
crime rate as a basis, the FRG would have 
had almost 10 times as much criminality in 
1988. This, however, would be totally un
realistic. Today, leading criminologists in the 
GDR do not exclude the possibility that the 
criminal statistics of the GDR were "embel
lished," i.e. the figures which were published 
officially were lower than would correspond 
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to reality 53. However, the extent of criminal
ity in the FRG must be assumed to be three 
or four times as eminent. The crime rates per 
100,000 inhabitants for 1988 in the GDR are 
noted as 1 for homicide (as compared to 4.1 
in the FRG), 3 for rape (as compared to 8.6 
in the FRG), as 6 for robbery (as compared 
to 47.3 in the FRG) , as 121 for theft of so
cialist property and 196 for theft of personal 
property (as compared to 4,335.5 for theft 
and 2,632.9 for burglary in the FRG). 
Despite the lower traffic density, road traffic 
offenses playa major role in the GDR. Theft 
is by far the most common property offense. 
Due to the overall lack of goods in the GDR 
the forms of theft differ somewhat from 
those in the FRG, with the theft of spare 
parts and tools from industrial material 
depots and in transit, and the theft of build
ing materials from building sites and newly 
completed blocks being more widespread. 
The most prominent violent offenses are 
those involving hooliganism resulting in bodi
ly harm-often committed under the in
fluence of alcohol. In the GDR, economic and 
organized crimes can also be observed. Em
ployees in companies' accounting sections 
enrich themselves by fraudulently invoicing . 
for services not provided, while those in so
cialist enterprises receive bribes from con
tracting partners in the form of "presents," 
declared as "bonuses" or "expense compen
sation." Works of art and valuable cultural 
objects are stolen from museums, galleries 
and art exhibitions. Criminal organizations 
smuggle these stolen works of art abroad; 
they also smuggle foreign currency and pre
cious metals. The German Democratic 
Republic has had less criminality than the 
FRG for the following four main reasons: 

-The major part of political and economic 
criminality (e.g. corruption) committed by 
the politically and economically powerful 
has so far not been acknowledged by so
ciety. A considerable part of criminality 
(environmental offenses) was not dealt 
with by the criminal justice system. 

-The GDR is, compared to the FRG, social
ly and econorr..ically underdeveloped. 
Material goods are not as accessible and 
socially visible as in the Federal Repub
lic; they are more effectively controlled in
formally through social groups such as the 
family and the neighborhood. The work
ing and lodging mobility is not as promi
nent as in the FRG. The population did not 
enjoy freedom of travel (tourism within 
the country and abroad). The lower level 
of motorization alone results in the reduc
tion of many offenses: road traffic offenses 
and vehicle thefts are not as widespread. 
Burglary and robbery, e,g. the transpor
tation of booty in stolen automobiles, are 
facilitated by a high level of motorization. 
As there has not been a persistent satura
tion of the market with material goods as 
has been the case in the FRG, consumer 
goods arc regarded and appreciated more 
highly. At the same time immaterial 
values, such as mutual solidarity and help
fulness, are valued to a greater extent. 

- The society of the GDR has not had the 
same attraction to foreigners as the Fed
eral Republic; consequently the proportion 
of foreigners is lower and the society of 
the GDR is more homogenous. The socie
ill value system and norms have so far 
largely been influenced and unified by the 
communist ideology. In a pluralistic 
society-as in the FRG-interpersonal 
conflicts are preprogrammed to a higher 
extent. In the GDR the development of a 
youth subculture is not as advanced as in 
the Federal Republic because the young
sters were more heavily burdened and 
more integrated into the adult society. 

-The communist youth and party organiza
tion have so far supported the criminal 
justice system in its social control func
tion. The population has been given a larg
er share in the criminal justice system 
than in the Federal Republic. The deter
rent effect of the criminal justice system 
is higher in the GDR because it is not as 
lenient as the criminal justice system in 
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the Federal Republic. Approximately 79% 
of all criminal suspects are prosecuted in 
the GDR compared to 33% in the FRG 54

• 

The German Democratic Republic is an 
example of a society in which an authoritar
ian social control has kept criminality, 
juvenile delinquency and social deviance at 
a low level. However, this social control 
which suffocated all personal initiative led to 
a situation in which the society could not de
velop appropriately and in which the controll
ing agents themselves committed criminal 
offenses at the operating levels of power, be
cause they lacked democratic feedback 
control. 

4. Crime and its Development in Switzerland 
Switzerland, a neutral democratic federal 

state does not publish any police criminal 
statistics on a federal level. The police crimi
'1al statistics, which are carried out on the 
level of the cantons (states) are incompati
ble because of different criteria. The only 
statistics currently available for the whole of 
Switzerland are the statistics of convictions 
and of persons convicted 55. Switzerland has 
a population of about 6.4 million. Although 
it is at least as affluent as the FRG and 
although it has a similar political, economic 
and social structure, it enjoys less tradition
al criminality 56. However, alcohol abuse, sui
cide and economic crime are widespread 57. 

In spite of Switzerland's favorable ~conom
ic ar.d societal development there is a low 
rate of traditional crime for the following six 
reasons: 

-The political and economic units of organi
zation are smaller and easier to survey in 
Switzerland as opposed to the Federal 
Republic. The Swiss are proud of their 
country and rather too sober to over
dramatize the criminality in their country. 
The Swiss define Switzerland as a socie
ty vvith little crime; the Swiss mass me
dia hardly ever treats erime 58

• 

- Thanks to the availability of water 
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reserves for energy purposes almost 
everywhere in Switzerland, industrial set
tlements are dispersed over the whole 
country. Highly developed industrial 
conurbations with socially disorganized 
areas have not developed. 

The individual responsibility of the citizens 
and the community sense of the Swiss have 
remained unviolated despite industrialization 
and urbanization. A strong voluntary infor
mal control is exercised by social groups. 

-The Swiss population is more sedentary 
than the population in the Federal Repub
lic. Most Swiss spend their whole life in 
the canton in which they were born. 

-In Switzerland hardly any youth subcul
tures have developed. Popularity within 
the peer group is not important for Swiss 
youngsters; they prefer to participate in 
groups of heterogeneous age. The com
munications across generations is remark
ably satisfactory. 

-As the reaction of the criminal justice sys
tem to the relatively low level of crime 
consists o£ suspended sentences (proba
tion) or in short-term correctional sen
tences, there is only a very low level of 
recidivism and professional crime-areas 
which are largely responsible for crime 
causation. An ideology of offender treat
ment of a dependence of the citizen on the 
state as in Scandinavian countries has not 
developed in Switzerland. During extend
ed stays in penal institutions the convicts 
assume a criminal self-concept; they only 
playa reactive role and lose their personal 
initiative; they learn criminal techniques 
and attitudes and consequently leave the 
penal institution as professional criminals 
who in turn commit the majority of crimi
nal offenses. 

VI. A Nation not Obsessed 
with Crime: Japan 

A comparison of the frequency of total 
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criminality in Japan, the Federal Republic 
and the United States-as given by the police 
crime statistics-shows that the Federal 
Republic occupies a middle position. While 
it has less crime than the United States, it 
has more than Japan 59. In 1987, the crimi
nality in Japan was one-fifth of that in the 
Federal Republic 60. The Japanese total 
figure for the clearing up of crimes amount
ed to 64.1% in 1987 61, while the respective 
figure for the FRG was 44.2%62. The 
Japanese police were obviously more suc
cessful in tracking down crime suspects. It 
is also in terms of the severity of crime that 
the Federal Republic occupies a middle po
sition between the USA and Japan. This can 
be shown through the frequency distribution, 
i.e. the number of cases per 100,000 inhabi
tants, for homicide and robbery: In 1987, the 
crime rates for homicide were 8.6 in the 
USA, 4.5 in the FRG, and 1.4 in Japan. In 
the same year, the crime rates for robbery 
were 225.1 in the USA, 46.8 in the FRG, and 
1.6 in Japan 63. Dark field research inves
tigating criminal victimization in Stuttgart64 

and Tokyo 6 5 has shown that the German 
population is more ready than the Japanese 
to report crimes to the police, for which rea
son a larger part of Japanese criminality re
mains in the dark field. Still, the considerable 
difference in severity and frequency of crime 
between the Federal Republic and Japan 
cannot be explained only in terms of a great
er wiUingness to report crimes in the German 
population. As compared to the USA and 
Western European industrial nations, the 
Japanese development in criminality in the 
1970s until 1987 shows a moderate rise on 
a considerably lower leve1. The structure of 
criminality in Japan is similar to that of the 
Federal Republic. Theft (64%) and negligent 
traffic offenses (26%) accounted for as much 
as 90% of the total traditional criminality in 
1987. Japan and the Federal Republic are be
ing burdened to varying degrees with three 
special criminological problems: organized 
crime, drug abuse, and economic and en
vironmental crime 66. 

Japanese, German, and North American 
criminologists have empirically determined 
the following causes for the low Japanese 
crime rates: 

-Over the centuries and over many gener
ations the Japanese society has developed 
a lifestyle which is marked by diligence 
and close cooperation in groups. Due to 
unfavorable weather conditions and limit
ed arable land, the peasants were forced 
to cultivate their rice in groups and not to 
cause any difficulties for the group. This 
lifestyle, established over the centuries, 
has been transferred to the modern 
Japanese industrial society 67 • 

-The Japanese think and live as members 
of a group. They try as much as possible 
to adjust themselves to the demands of the 
group, e.g. their family or their profession
al group. Their prime goal is not individu
alistic self-fulfillment, an ideal in the USA 
or FRG, but their individuality exists ex
clusively within group relationships. The 
groups feel responsible for the behavior of 
their members (pressure of conformity). 
The individual achieves social status and 
respect only through the status of the 
group he is a member of. The individual 
receives his identity, his self-awareness 
only through social bonds. The individu
al feels obliged to his group. He does not 
want to bring disgrace to his friends, rela
tives, or colleagues. 

-Unlike in the USA or the FRG, a Japanese 
who acquires wealth does not move into 
fashionable suburbs or residential areas 
for the rich, but redecorates and enlarges 
what flat or house he already owns. There
fore, practically no poverty-stricken ghet
tos or slums developed in the big cities of 
Japan. Teachers and police officers live in 
the community in which they serve, with 
which they identify and to which they feel 
personally attached. The Japanese do not 
have an individualistic notion of man 68. 

-Japan possesses a "shame culture 69". If a 
group member commits a reprehensible 
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offense, this affects the reputation of his 
whole group, e.g. his family, which is thus 
branded. Fathers of terrorists have been 
known to commit suicide for this reason. 
The stigmatization of a family causes 
problems in the search for partners for the 
children. Family members have difficul
ties finding employment. The mass media 
increases the pressur~ of conformity by 
publishing the names of adult offenders. 
Being a member of a respectable enter
prise has a criminality-prevention effect 
insofar as a loss of job must be expected 
if an employee is convicted of a crime. 

-Paternalism in Japan does not imply 
patronization or even patriarchy, but 
paternal care. There is no insisting on con
tractuallegal status or class positions as 
is frequently the case in the USA or the 
FRG. There is more tolerance and feeling 
of mutual obligation. Human relationships 
develop between superordinates and 
subordinates. One identifies with the 
other. The affiliation with an enterprise is 
life-long. A feeling of solidarity spreads 
among employees and workers. The en
terprise takes care of its employees and 
accompanies them from the cradle to the 
grave. The Japanese employer does not 
depersonalize his workers into faceless 
parts of the machinery whose working 
power is to be exploited recklessly. On the 
one hand he develops a feeling of guilt if 
he fails to provide for the men committed 
to his care. On the other hand, an em
ployee feels guilty if he does not work 
hard enough for his enterprise. This rela
tionship of mutual obligation is perceived 
as satisfactory by both super- and subor
dinates. The worker does not feel exploit
ed, he does not develop any class 
consciousness. Nobody expects intracta
ble attitudes from another. Authority 
figures are not denied respect. Thus, the 
modern industrial community replaces the 
traditiomil Japanese village community 70. 

-Japanese society is structured hierarchical
ly. This structure is expressed in the 
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status-orientation of the Japanese lan
guage. Relationships of super- and subor
dination, e.g. between superior and 
inferior, betvveen teacher and pupil, be
tween older and younger generation are 
reflected in the choice of vocabulary, e.g. 
in the form of address. Thus, the human 
relationship between business partners 
and correspondents is distinctly and per
petually confirmed through the manner of 
conversing with each other and defining 
each other (external and internal defini
tion). Hereby, a stable social structure de
velops. Nobody is allowed to try and 
pursue his individuality at all costs, other
wise he will meet with distinct informal 
sanctions. The goal is not self-assurance, 
but mutual dependence, patience and 
tolerance 71. Thus, the Japanese can recog
nize the nature of social relationships be
tween business partners and 
correspondents by the choice of the 
vocabulary in a conversation or 
correspondence 72. 

-Crime prevention and control are commu
nity problems in Japan. The crime is de
fined, detected, accused, sentenced and 
sanctioned with the participation of the 
community 73. Here, informal control is 
more effective than formal control. In 
everyday life, nobody can afford to dis
regard what the members of his family, his 
neighbors, his colleagues or his employer 
think and do. The community supports its 
police, the police seek contract with the 
community H. In contact and counseling 
offices, the police cooperate with schools 
and enterprises. Movie stars, writers, TV 
announcers, politicians and other persons 
of public life are organized in a police 
friendship society. They lend the police 
popularity and respect. The election of the 
best police officer of the year by the coun
try's biggest newspapers is an important 
and noteworthy event in Japan. Police 
counseling offices can be contacted by 
anyone who has difficulties in handling 
problems with education, marriage, fami-
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ly, rent and job. Every police officer must 
pat a visit to every flat and every enter
prise of his precinct at least twice a year. 
It is part of every Japanese police officer's 
everyday routine to call upon the inhabi
tants of over 65 years of age, especially 
those living alone, in his precinct or at 
least to give them a phone call. Neighbor
hood associations carry out campaigns for 
the prevention of crime twice a year. Male 
and female plainclothes police officers 
counsel youth loitering in the streets. 
Honorary youth workers accompany these 
youth patrols of the police 75. There are 
only 700 full-time and paid but over 
50,000 honorary probation officers who at
tend to some 100,000 clients. It furthers 
the development of a stable, fruitful rela
tionship between the probation officer and 
the probationer if his probation officer 
lives in the same community as the client 
and if he is a private person performing 
an honorary activity. Thus, the criminal 
and his family do not view him as a 
representative of public authority, but as 
one of their neighbors who tries to help 
them. Honorary prison visitors help to 
maintain contact between prisoners and 
society by visiting the prisoner within the 
correctional institution and trying to help 
them with the solution of their problems. 
Halfway houses for former juvenile and 
adult convicts run by honorary counselors 
dedicate themselves to the discharged 
prisoners' aid. 

- It generally corresponds more to the legal 
consciousness of the average Japanese to 
settle criminal conflicts informally, e.g. 
through mediation procedures (extra
judicial control). There is a preference for 
"soft control," treatment in liberty, e.g. 
release on probation, as opposed to con
finement in a correctional institution 70. 

The reaction to minor offenses such as as
sault and battelY consists of restitutionary 
agreements between offender and victim 
within a group, such as a family or neigh
borhood. 

Japan is an example of a counhy which has 
on one hand undergone enormous economic 
and societal development after world War II 
but whose criminality on the other hand has 
remained low. Japan is the only Western in
dustrial nation to have achieved this success, 
because it has effectively managed to syn
thesize and harmonize the modern lifestyle 
of industrial society with Japanese traditions. 

VII. Integration of the Criminality 
Comparison Results 

into a Criminological Theory 

Countries with little crime are essentially 
distinguished by three characteristics: 

-In these countries informal control through 
the social groups, family, neighborhood, 
school, professional and recreational 
groups plays an important role. Crime 
prevention and control are not left exclu
sively to the criminal justice 3ystem, i.e. 
to formal control. On the contrary, people 
develop responsibilities of their own. The 
burden of crime control does not rest ex
clusively on the omnipotent state who 
keeps his citizens in dependence and reli
ance. On the contrary, democratic initia
tives have developed. 

-Community sense is of crucial importance 
in countries with little crime. Communi
ties have remained intact or have re
established themselves, e.g. the commu
nities of trade and industrial enterprises 
in Japan. There are almost no socially dis
organized ghetto areas in big cities or in
dustrial conurbations. These disorganized 
areas of high delinquency and criminality 
are marked by a deterioration of commu
nities, i.e. human relationships, a tolerance 
of their inhabitants toward criminality and 
especially juvenile delinquency, and the 
fact that children and adolescents learn 
delinquency from childhood in unsuper
vised play and youth groups. Youth sub
cultures with specific adolescent 
behavioral styles and specifically juvenile 
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idols and value notions have not developed 
in countries with little crime and delin
quency. There is no alienation of youth 
and adults; the young are, on the contrary, 
well integrated into adult society 77. 

-The criminal justice system enjoys a high 
reputation in countries with little crime. 
The police seek close contact with the 
community. The citizens support the 
police, the courts and the correctional in
stitutions as honorary officers. There are 
no prison subcultures with their own 
criminal value systems because, whenever 
possible, criminals are supervised and 
treated within the community, because 
sparing use is made of imprisonment, and 
because those criminals who nevertheless 
have to serve an appropriate prison term 
are supervised and employed in small or 
medium-size correctional institutions by a 
sufficient number of well-trained staff. 
Therefore, a professional criminalism 
responsible for a large part of criminali
ty, especially violent criminality, could not 
develop. After all, a long-term convict who 
is insufficiently supervised and employed 
in a large prison by too few and insuffi
ciently trained staff will only learn addi
tional criminal skills, criminal attitudes 
and value notions from his fellow convicts. 
Through long terms in correctional insti
tutions, he develops a criminal self-image. 

Every man is an individual person, but he 
is also a social being. Personal initiative and 
social reference must be put into a sensible 
mutual relationship. The German sociologist 
Ferdinand Tonnt'es 78 juxtaposed the concepts 
of "Gemeinschaft" (community) and "Gesell
schaft" (society), which can be guiding con
cepts in this context. The community is 
marked by intimate emotional human bonds, 
while society is characterized by loose, ra
tional, utilitarian relationships between its 
members. The community has little crime. 
Society originates many criminal offenses 
because more human conflicts arise, which 
are on one hand necessary for its develop-
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ment, but on the other hand may lead to its 
destruction if they drop out of social 
control 79 • The individual does not submerge 
in the community; on the contrary, he ac
quires his full personal development only in 
his social relations. Community and personal 
responsibility are by no means mutually ex
clusive; on the contrary, they presuppose 
each other. The destruction of social 
relations 80 and the isolation of the individu
al in an amorphous mass make him suscept
ible to criminality and victimization. 
Anomie 81, the collapse of values, the absence 
of norms, causes a rise in criminality. 
Synnomie 82

, the coherence and correspon
dence of values, prevents the causation of 
criminality. 

VIII. Some Recommendations 
for a Crime Prevention Policy 

in Relation to Development and 
Crime Causation 

Most developing countries neglect a crime 
prevention policy in the widespread but er
roneous belief that improvements in gener
al socioeconomic conditions will almost 
automatically eliminate crime. This is the 
reason for four recommendations for a crime 
prevention policy in relation to development 
and crime causation: 

-Developing countries should avoid overur
banization in one single "primate city" or 
in two or three such centers. They should 
counterbalance the uncontrolled migration 
from rural areas to such urban centers by 
promoting small-scale and cottage indus
tries in the countryside, by constructing 
new, smaller cities and by distributing in
dustrial, commercial, and governmental 
programs in rural areas. 

-Developing countries should not make 
their citizens reliable on a state welfare 
bureaucracy. They should rather en
courage personal initiative and personal 
responsibility and help them to help tllem
selves. 
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-Developing countries should prevent the 
formation of youth subcultures. They 
should support educational programs with 
vocational training; they should emphasize 
mechanical and agricuihlral skills, so that 
youth in the countryside may participate 
in small-scale rural development. Educa
tional programs should also include the 
teaching of peaceful conflict and problem 
settlement in the framework of regional, 
clannish, and tribal relationships. The so
cial control should not one-sidedly rely on 
simply taking over the formalist criminal 
justice systems of the developed industri
al nations. Traditional informal forms of 
social control (tribal jurisdiction, tribal 
courts) should rather be further cultivat
ed. informal control through societal 
groups (family, neighborhood, school) and 
informal conflict settlement deserve par
ticular support. Formal criminal proce
dure and imprisonment should only be 
applied as a last resort. In any case, citizen 
involvement in the criminal justice system 
should be encouraged. 

Development can only evolve dynamical
ly by way of a synthesis of thesis and antithe
sis. Criminological developmental policy 
must not exclusively promote the progres
sive lifestyles of a modern society, It must 
also take into consideration the traditional 
lifestyles and try to advance their further de
velopment. 
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International Co-operation in Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice in European Countries 

by Aglaia Tsitsoura * 

I. Introduction 

Since 1956, very intensive co-operation in 
criminal matters has existed among the 
member states of the COlli_Leil of Europe. 

The Council of Europe is an intergovern
mental organization which now has 23 mem
ber states, all democratic European states. 
Eastern (sJcialist) states are not members of 
the Council of Europe. However, recently co
operation with these states has begun to de
velop, taking the form of exchange of infor
mation and observers in various activities. 

The Council of Europe has no organic links 
with the European Economic Communities 
(EEC). The communities do not deal with 
criminal matters apart from exceptional 
cases which will be mentioned. 

In t'1e framework of the Council of Europe 
the body responsible in crime problems is the 
European Committee on Crime Problems, 
composed of representatives of all member 
states. This body, meeting once a year, pre
pares the programmes of the Council of Eu
rope in criminal law, criminological and 
penological matters. It creates select com
mittees which examine specific problems, for 
example, economic crime, juvenile delin
quency, etc. 

Co-operation is achieved: 

a. by recommendations to governments con
taining guidelines for legislation and prac
tice. These recommendations are not 
binding but exercise an important influ
ence on national legislations; 

• Head of the Division of Crime Problems, Directorate 
of Legal Affairs, Council of Europe 

b. by preparing conventions on criminal law 
subjects; 

c. by exchange of information and views in 
the framework of conferences, colloquia 
and seminars and the publication of bulle
tins. 

We will examine co-operation in the field 
of: 

-crime policy and criminological research, 
-criminal law and procedure, 
-penological matters. 

II. Co-operation in the Field of 
Crime Policy and 

Criminological Research 

A. Crime Policy 
The most important crime policy subjects 

have been examined by the Council of Eu
rope committees. Recommendations, con
ventions and reports reiject the results of 
these studies and achieve co-operation 
among the member states. 

A Crime Policy Conference is convened 
every five years. It evaluates current crime 
policies in the member states and tries to 
make a forecast of crime and criminal jus
tice problems in the near future. 

1. Prevention of Crime 
Prevention of crime is a priority objective 

of the Council of Europe member states. The 
increase of crime in most member states, the 
resulting overloading of the criminal justice 
systems, and the increased fear and anxiety 
of the populations, led governments to take 
more intensive measures toward the efforts 
of crime prevention. 
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Such action was considered particularly 
desirable as research had shown that treat
ment of offenders or repressive measures 
had not produced the expected results. 

Strategies for the organization of crime 
prevention have been examined by a com
mittee of the Council of Europe which pre
pared Recommendation R (87) 19, giving 
guidelines to governments in the organiza
tion of crime prevention, and of an explana
tory report. 

The committee examined measures of: 

-social prevention aimed at combating fac
tors associated with criminal behaviour 
(for example, inappropriate family environ
ment, unequal social opportunities, exces
sive urbanization, etc.); 

-situational prevention, aimed at )Jrevent
ing opportunities to commit crime and in
creasing the risk of being detected, for ex
ample, safer locking of cars and houses, 
neig-hbourhood watch, marking of valua
bles to make their sale, if stolen, difficult. 

Both approaches were considered impor
tant. However, the Council of Europe fl)
cused its attention, in particular, on situation
al prevention, which was easier to organize 
than long-term social measures, and easier 
to evaluate. 

It was stressed that effective prevention 
needed a systematic organization. The Coun
cil of Europe recommended member states 
to create National or Regional Councils of 
Prevention or similar bodies. Such councils 
exist already in many European states: Bel
gium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, 
Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom. 
They are composed of representatives of var
ious social groups and of the main authori
ties concerned with the fight against crime, 
for example, the Ministry of Justice, of the 
Interior, etc. Often, representatives of the 
mass media and of private enterprises, for 
example security companies, are also in
volved in the work of these councils. 

These councils have, inter alia, the follow-
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ing tasks: 

a. collecting information on crime and crime 
trends, on high-risk victimization groups 
and on prevention experiments and their 
results; 

b. planning and implementing prevention 
prog~ ammes and evaluating them; 

c. co-ordinating preventive activities by the 
police and other crime-prevention agen
cies; 

d. securing the public's active participation 
in crime prevention by informing it of the 
need for, and me,'ms of, action; 

e. seeking the sapport and co-operation of 
the mass media for crime-prevention ac-
tivities; 

f. initiating or encouraging research into the 
incidence of certain types of crime and 
other questions of importance for crime 
prevention; 

g. co-operating with decision-makers in 
evolving a rational and effective crime pol
icy; 

h. implementing training programmes in the 
prevention field. 

The success of national councils and simi
lar bodies for prevention led to the idea of 
creating a European body in this field. This 
is the Forum of Local and Regional Author
ities in Europe for Urban Security which was 
created in Paris on 25 September 1987. The 
aims of the forum are the exchange of infor
mation, the organization of studies, training 
programmes and pilot projects, and the pro
motion of a dialogue between European au
thorities, public bodies and asscciations con
cerned with prevention and the development 
and implementation of measures or concert
ed programmes. * 

A European and North American Confer
ence for the Security and Prevention of 

* Council of Europe l'rban renaissance in Europe-local 
strategies for the reduction of urban security in Eu
rope, Strasbourg, 1989, page 50. 
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Crime in Urban Environment is organized by 
the forum from 10 to 13 October 1989. 

2. Juvenile Delinquency 
Another topic which has been given great 

priority by the Council of Europe member 
states is the prevention of juvenile delinquen
cy and social reactions to it. 

The most recent activity in this field is 
Recommendation No. R (87) 20 and its ex
planatory report. These texts revised previ
ous policies in this field and stressed the 
need: 

-to reinforce preventive policies both at the 
social and the situational level; these poli
cies should give equal opportunities to 
juveniles coming from different social 
backgrounds to adjust in society and to ful
ly participate in social, professional and 
cultural activities; 

-to encourage the development of motiva
tion and diversion procedures so as to pre
vent the juveniles, who had committed 
offences, from entering into the criminal 
justice system and being stigmatized as 
criminals; 

-to ensure that minors are not committed 
to adult courts, and are not remanded in 
custody unless necessary; 

-to reinforce the legal position of minors 
throughout the proceedings; 

-to ensure that interventions, in respect to 
juvenile delinquency, are sought in the 
minor's natural environment, increasing 
the recourse to measures alternative to 
custodial sentences; 

-to provide for custodial sentences suited 
to the minor's condition only as a last 
resort; 

-to promote research on questions relating 
to juvenile delinquency. 
These guidelines stress the educative func

tion of justice in minors but adopt a less 
paternalistic approach than had previously 
been assumed. The minor has more rights 
and is invited to collaborate on his own treat
ment. 

3. Violence in the Family 
Violence between spouses or against chil

dren continues to be an issue. Recommen
dation No. R (85) 4 contains guidelines for 
the prevention of this phenomenon. It invites 
governments, inter alia: 

-to alert public opinion to the extent, seri
ousness and specific characteristics of vi
olence in the family, with a view to obtain
ing its support for measures aimed at com
bating this phenomenon; 

-to arrange for and encourage the establish
ment of agencies or associations whose 
aim is to help the victims; 

-to set up administrative departments (like 
the confidential doctor in the Netherlands) 
to deal with cases of ill-treatment of chil
dren and other kinds of violence; 

-to review the legislation on the power to 
punish children in order to limit corporal 
punishment in the family, etc. 

4. Sexual Exploitation, Pornography, Prosti
tution of and Trafficking in Children and 
Young Adults 
During recent years, public opinion has be

come alerted to the existence of a more or 
less organized child prostitution and pornog
raphy in various big cities in Europe. In ad
dition, public opinion and governments have 
been informed of the activities of private 
agencies or persons promoting the traffic of 
children coming from Latin America or 
Asiatic countries (with a view to prostitution 
or illegal adoption). Moreover, some tourist 
agencies organize sex tours where the prosti
hltes are often very young persons. Often 
agencies organize marriages between girls 
from extra-European countries and Europe
an citizens. Many times these girls are led 
to prostitution or similar activities. 

A select committee is now in the process 
of examining measures to counteract such 
activities: 

-informing the public and, in particuiar, 
young persons of the danger of such ex-
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ploitation; 
-intensification of controls in areas where 

child prostitUltion occurs; 
-severe punishment of adults involved in 

these activities. 

These guidelines will be incorporated in a 
recommendation. The committee will also 
examine the advisability of drawing up a con
vention for international co-operation in com
bating these phenomena. 

5. Penal and Criminological Aspects of Drugs 
Problems of drug abuse and of drug

trafficking have been examined by the Coun
cil of Europe for many years. 

Resolution (73) 6 contains guidelines for 
governments. 

Concerning drug abuse, up to now the po
sition of European states was as much as 
possible to avoid penalties and to concentrate 
on treatment. Resolution (73) 6 states, inter 
alia, that."unless alternative methods are in
appropriate, drug abusers, in particular 
minors, first offenders and offenders who are 
not launched in a criminal career should not 
be imprisoned. If they are imprisoned they 
should be placed in an institution having ac
cess to resources for treatment and rehabil
itation." 

On the contrary, severe punishment is rec
ommended for drug traffickers. Intensive in
ternational co-operation should be establish
ed in this field including: 

-exchange of information; 
-legal action facilitated by mutual aid; 
-collaboration between enforcement agen-

cies and international organizations. 

A special body incorporated into the Coun
cil of Europe since 1980 (the Pompidou 
Group), deals with problems of prevention 
and treatment of pharmacodependence. 

6. Criminological and Penal Aspects of 
Transmissible Diseases and in Particular 
of AIDS 
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Most European countries have legislation 
concerning traditional transmissible diseases 
(syphilis, etc.). However, the threat present
ed by AIDS during recent years induced 
many governments to take specific meas
ures. 

A Council of Europe committee is in the 
process of examining t'1e following questions 
in particular: 

a. the penal reactions to voluntary transmis
sion of the disease by AIDS patients; 

b. the penal reaction to negligent behaviour 
of doctors, dentists and other sanitary per
sonnel resulting in the transmission of 
AIDS; 

c. the problems of inmates in prisons suffer
ing from AIDS. 

During the first meeting of the committee 
on this question it was stressed that the prob
lem of AIDS needs to face more thorough 
prevention rather than through penal meas
ures. 

However, in some cases such measures 
may be unavoidable. Equally, while avoiding 
overt discrimination of AIDS patients, spe
cial measures should be taken in order to 
avoid contamination in prison, where AIDS 
cases are not rare, especially among inmates 
who are drug abusers. 

The committee has not yet drawn its con
clusions. 

7. Protection of the Victim 
During recent decades the study of the vic

tim, his needs and his rights has been given 
an important priority both by academic 
scholars and by decision-makers. 

Although the first victimologists (Von 
Hentig, M~ndelsohn) focused on interactions 
between the offender and his victim in the 
commission of the offence, very soon more 
attention was given to the assistance of the 
victim and the protection of his rights. 

European co-operation in this field has 
been intense. Two recommendations and a 
convention adopted by the Council of Europe 
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form a complete framework for the improve
ment of the victim's fate. 

a. Assistance to victims and prevention of 
victimization (Recommendation R (87) 21) 
Victims need assistance during the com

mission of the offence and afterwards. 
Guidelines of the Council of Europe con
tained in Recommendation R (87) 21 and 
other texts tend to raise the consciousness 
of the public (including the victim's family) 
concerning the needs of the victim. 

Moreover, governments are invited to cre
ate, develop and extend support towards 
services designed to provide assistance to 
victims generally or specific categories of 
victims. 

Assistance should include: 

-emergency help to meet immediate needs, 
including protection against retaliation by 
the offender; 

-continuing medical, psychological, social 
and material help; 

-advice to prevent further victimization; 
-information on the victim's rights; 
-assistance during the criminal process, 

with due respect to the defence; 
-assistance in obtaining effective reparation 

for the damage by the offender, payments 
from insurance companies or any other 
agency and, when possible, compensation 
by the state. The recommE'ndation also in
vites governments to: 

-make every effort to prevent crime, and 
hence victimization, both through a poli
cy of social development and through ap
propriate situational prevention measures; 

-provide the public and the victims them
selves with specific information and advice 
to prevent victimization or any further vic
timization, whilst refraining from unduly 
exacerbating feelings of fear and insecu
rity; 

-develop special policies to ascertain par
ticularly vulnerable groups and prevent 
their victimization; 

-promote programmes of concerted action 

between neighbours for the prevention of 
victimization and encourage groups with 
specific victimization risks to take appro
priate preventative measures in collabora
tion with local agencies and the police. 

b. The position of the victim in the field of 
criminal law and p1'Ocedzwe (Recommenda
tion R (85) 11) 
The position of the victim varies from state 

to state. In some European states the victim 
can be a party in a criminal process (partie 
civile). In others he is only a witness. 

Council of Europe guidelines contained in 
Recommendation R (85) 11 tend to reinforce 
the victim's position. They invite govern .. 
ments to ensure: 

-informing the victim of his rights and the 
progress of the investigation at all stages 
of the criminal proceedings (police, prose
cution, trial); 

-the right of the victim to ask for review by 
a competent authority of a decision not to 
prosecute or the right to mstitute private 
proceedings; 

-questioning of the victim in a manner 
which gives consideration to his personal 
situation, his rights and his dignity. 

According to the same recommendation it 
should be possible for a criminal court to or
der compensation by the offender to the vic
tim. Such order may either be a penal sanc
tion or a substitute for a penal sanction or 
be awarded in addition to a penal sanction. 
In determining the sentence to be given to 
the offender, the court should take into ac
count any compensation made by the 
offender or any genuine effort to that end. 

The recommendation also requires that the 
victim's privacy as well as his safety from 
any intimidation by the offender should be 
ensured. 

c. European Convention on the Compensa
tion of Victims of Violent Crime 
Compensation to the victim by the 
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offender is not always possible because very 
often the offender is unknown or has no fi
nancial means. 

During recent decades many European 
and extra-European states considered that in 
the name of social solidarity and equity, the 
victim should be compensated by public 
means when the offender is not able to do so. 

In its desire to establish common policy in 
this field, in 1984, the Council of Europe pre
pared and offered for signature and ratifica
tion, a European Convention on the Compen
sation of Victims of Violent Crime. 

The convention gives a model for compen
satior, schemes in the member states. 

1. Offences giving right to compensation 
According to the convention: 

"When compensation is not fully available 
from other sources the state shall contribute 
to compensate: 
a. those who have sustained serious bodily 

injury or impairment of health directly at
tributable to an intentional crime of vio
lence; 

b. the dependants of persons who have died 
as a result of such crime." 

Thus, compensation is restricted to yictims 
of intentional offences of violence, which are 
the most serious ones. Unintentional 
offences (for example, road traffic offences) 
are often covered by insurance. On the other 
hand, property offences are so numerous that 
the state could not afford to paying compen
sation for all of them. 

2. Nationality of the victims 
Compensation shall be paid by the state on 

whose territory the crime was committed: 

a. to nationals of the states party to the con
vention; 

b. to nationals of all member states of the 
Council of Europe who are permanent res
idents in the state on whose territory the 
crime was committed. 
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The convention introduces an exception to 
the principle of reciprocity by admitting that 
nationals of member states of the Council of 
Europe will be compensated even if their 
country of origin is not party to the conven
tion. 

3. Conditions 
According to the convention, compensa

tion may be reduced or refused: 

i. when the victim is of considerable finan
cial means; 

ii. on account of the victim's behaviour and 
in particular: 
-on account of the victim's or the appli

cant's conduct before, during or after the 
crime, or in relation to the injury or 
death; 

-on account of the victim's or the appli
cant's involvement in organized crime or 
his membership of an organization which 
engages in crimes of violence; 

-if an award or a full award would be con
trary to a sense of justice or to public pol
icy (ordre public). 

Compensation shall cover, according to the 
case under consideration, at least the follow
ing items: loss of earnings, medical and 
hospitalization expenses and funeral ex
penses, and, as regards dependants, loss of 
maintenance. 

The convention establishes also an inter
national co-operation in connection with the 
application of its provisions, including ex
change of information on legislation and 
practice and mutual assistance in concrete 
cases. 

Up to now, ten member states signed and 
four member states (Denmark, Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands and Sweden) ratified the 
convention. 

B. Co-operation in the Field of Criminological 
Resem'ch 

After the Second World War, criminolog
ical research developed extensively in Euro-
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pean states. In the framework of the Coun
cil of Europe, co-operation in this field was 
considered essential as research results were 
necessary not only in enriching scientific 
knowledge but also for guiding crime policy 
in its option. 

This co-operation is achieved in the follow
ing ways: 

a. Organization of Criminological Research 
Conferences and of Criminological Collo
quia 
Conferences are organized every two years. 

They examine broad subjects interesting 
both science and crime policy (for example, 
deviance or violence). 

Colloquia are organized in the intermedi
ate years. They deal with more specific, 
often methodological questions (for example, 
crime statistics). 

The conferences and colloquia: 

-examine the results of criminological re
search on a specific topic and indicate the 
problems which need to be examined in 
particular by further research; 

-draw conclusions for crime policy which 
are offered to the European states as a 
guide for their legislation and practice. 

A very important role of the conferences 
is that they give the opportunity to both 
criminological research workers and 
decision-makers to meet and discuss various 
problems and to achieve better mutual un
derstanding. 

In this way the gap existing between these 
two groups having, usually, different train
ing and objectives can be filled and integra
tion of research results to crime policy ob
tained. 

Among the most important topics dealt 
with by these criminological conferences and 
colloquia are the following: 

i. Subjects of organization and methodology 
-Organization of criminological research; 

-Methods of evaluation and planning in the 
field of crime; 

-Means of improving information on crime. 

These means include crime statistics 
which have been examined many times by 
the Council of Europe with a view to their 
harmonization. However, considerable dif
ferences in the legislation of member states 
do not yet permit this result to be arrived at. 
Thus, methods of improving crime statistics 
at the national level or of completing such 
statistics by methods such as "victimization 
studies" were examined. 

Comparative research in criminology; such 
research has been examined at the geograph
ical level and historical level. 

Conclusions for methodology of such re
sea:ch have been adopted by two colloquia 
he',d in 1982 and 1984. 

ii. Broader criminological subjects 

Criminality of migrant workers 
After the Second World War, various Eu

ropean states received migrant workers who 
helped their economic development. These 
foreign populations provoked a feeling of 
fear among the autochthons who thought 
that criminality might increase. A crimino
logical research conference held in 1967 ex
amined this problem in the light of research 
results and found that migrants did not have 
higher rates of criminality than autochthons. 

This problem has been examined again 
more recently in connection with young 
migrants of the second generation. It was 
found that although young people coming 
from migrant families have some problems 
of adaptation because of cultural conflicts, 
instituting policies giving them equal possi
bilities as nationals to participate in social life 
could eliminate such difficulties. 

Sexual behaviour and attitudes and their im
plications for criminal law 

This question has been examined by a con
ference in 1982. Reports were presented on 
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violence against women, homosexual be
haviour, age of consent to sexual relations, 
etc. It was found that some of the offences 
concerning sexual behaviour (for example, 
adultery) have been decriminalized in some 
countries. On the contrary others, for exam
ple rape, required severe penal measures. 

Public opinion on crime and criminal justice 
-the contribution of the public in crime pol
icy 

This question has been examined first by 
the 13th Criminological Research Confer
ence (1978) and later by a select committee 
which prepared Recommendation (83) 7 on 
the contribution of the public in crime poli
cy. The conclusions of the conference as well 
as the recommendation stress the need for 
ways to better educate the public on crime 
and criminal justice as well as the desirabili
ty of the public's contribution to the prepa
ration and the implementation of crime pol
icy. 

Privatization of crime control 
Trends to having recourse to private en

terprises in order to reinforce security of 
houses and commercial or industrial places 
or in order to operate prisons were discussed 
by the 18th Criminological Research Confer
ence. Experiences in the field of security ex
ist in all European states. On the contrary, 
privatization of prison has mostly been ap
plied in the United States. 

European states find it difficult to accept 
giving control of prisons to private enter
prises. However, the question is currently 
being studied in France and the United King
dom. The conference recommended further 
study of the problem but suggested a cau
tious policy in this matter in order to avoid 
violations of human rights of the offenders. 

b. Exchange of Information on Criminologi
cal Research 
A bulletin on international exchange of in

formation on current criminological research 
subjects in member states is issued once a 
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year. Its aim is to inform research workers 
through research carried out in various coun
tries so as to be able to correspond and, if 
desirable, to collaborate on common research 
projects. 

c. Criminological Research Fellowships 
Since 1963, research workers coming from 

member states can receive a fellowship, al
lowing them a short visit (one to three 
months) in another state in order to compare 
methodologies and research results with 
their colleagues. 

III. Co-operation in the Field of 
Crime Law and Procedure 

A. Harmonization of Legislations 
Harmonization does not mean that a Eu

ropean Criminal Code is in preparation. 
Many differences exist between the legisla
tions of Council of Europe member states 
and in particular the dichotomy between: 

-legislations which have their origins in Ro
man law (France, Italy, Belgium, Federal 
Republic of Germany, etc.); 

-legislations of common law (United King
dom, Cyprus, Malta, etc.). 

Some states have a legislation influenced 
by both systems, for example, the Scandina
vian states. 

However, if unification of European crim
inallaw is still not possible, an intensive ac
tivity has been undertaken for many years 
by the Council of Europe to bring European 
legislations closer. 

Specific criminal problems are examined 
and guidelines for legislation are prepared. 
When introducing new laws, European legis
lations are invited to take into account these 
guidelines. In this way, it is hoped that Eu
ropean legislation will be partially and grad
ually harmonized, a process which will pre
pare the ground for the preparation of a Eu
ropean Criminal Code in the future. 

These efforts for partial harmonization are 
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more fruitful when new criminal phenome
na appear for which legislation does not ex
ist or is incomplete, for example, computer 
crime or protection of the environment. 

We will briefly examine the main questions 
examined by the Council of Europe with a 
view to this harmonization. 

1. Criminal Law 
During recent years legislative activities in 

Council of Europe member states have gone 
in two opposite directions: 

-there is an effort, inspired by criminologi
cal theory and research, to limit as much 
as possible, criminal law intervention, 
which is considered as stigmatizing and, 
often, inefficient or counterproductive; 

-there is a parallel view towards criminali
zation in certain fields, where impOltant in
terests must be protected by various 
means, including the intervention of crim
inallaw. 

a. Decriminalization 
After many years of examination of the 

problem of decriminalization, the European 
Committee on Crime Problems decided not 
to draw up a recommendation giving instruc
tions to governments concerning offences 
which should be decriminalized. It was Con
sidered that each country should decide on 
this matter according to its domestic social 
conditions and concepts. 

The committee prepared an extensive 
report (published in 1980) which contains the 
theoretical basis of the process of 
decriminalization. 

The report distinguishes three types of 
decriminalization: 

a) de jure decriminalization aimed at a full 
legal and social recognition of decriminal
ized behaviour; 

b) decriminalization of acts which are not le
gally and socially recognized but where it 
is considered that the state should not in
tervene; 

c) decriminalization of acts which are not le
gally and socially recognized and where 
the state could intervene but where it is 
preferred to leave the persons concerned 
to cope with the situation. 

In its conclusions, the report stresses that 
public attitudes and behaviour should be 
taken into consideration when deciding on 
decriminalization. However, these attitudes 
and behaviour should be assessed through 
research following rigorous methodology. 

b. Criminalization 
Criminalization occurs especially in those 

fields where economic or technological prog
ress creates new problems. The Council of 
Europe examined in particular the following 
problems: 

1) Economic crime 
Development of economic relations on a 

national and international scale was accom
panied by an increase in offences related to 
economic life. 

Recommendation No. R (81) 12 contains 
Council of Europe guidelines on economic 
crimes. It ihvites governments, inter alia, to: 

i. examine the possibility of entrusting an 
ombudsman with the task of protecting 
the public, particularly consumers, from 
abuses and malpractices in the business 
world; 

Ii. take steps to facilitate the detection of 
economic offences and the institution of 
criminal proceedings, in particular by: 

-setting up police units specializing in 
economic crime control; 

-setting up, under prosecuting authori
ties, sections specializing in economic 
cases; 

-providing specialized training for police 
and other investigative bodies dealing 
with economic crime, such training be
ing associated, where appropriate I with 
satisfactory career structures; 

-giving victims of economic crime the 
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right to enforce their claims personally 
in the criminal proceedings or, if they al
ready enjoy this right, by making their 
task easier; 

-examining the possibility of allowing cer
tain victims' associations to be parties to 
criminal proceedings; 

iii. take all steps required to ensure swift and 
efficient criminal justice in the field of 
economic crime, in particular by: 

-providing specialized training for judges 
dealing with economic cases; 

-revising the rules of secrecy for certain 
professions (for example, banking); 

-permitting or encouraging other public 
authorities to provide the criminal au
thorities with information needed for 
criminal proceedings; 

-examining the possibility of adopting the 
concept of criminal liability of corpora
tions or at least of introducing other ar
rangements serving the same purposes 
in respect to economic offences. 

2) Offences against the environment 
This question was examined in the 1970s: 

Resolution (77) 28 contains guidelines for 
legislation in this field. The resolution con
siders that protection of the environment 
should be sought primarily by civil and ad
ministrative measures, criminal law being a 
last resort, when other measures have not 
been efficient. However, in these cases
which are the more serious-very severe 
penalties should be provided. In addition, 
legislations should examine: 

-the possible introduction in certain cases 
of the liability of corporate bodies, public 
and private; 

-the advisability of criminalizing acts and 
omissions which culpably (intentionally or 
negligently) expose the life or health of hu
man beings or property to potential 
danger; 

-the creation of special branches of courts 
and offices of public prosecution to deal 
with environmental cases; 
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-means of giving persons or groups the 
right to become associated with criminal 
proceedings for the defence of the inter
ests of the community, etc. 

Although severe, these measures are per
haps not sufficient. After the adoption of the 
resolution, serious ecological incidents (for 
example Chernobyl) indicated that dangers 
are very important and that the role of crim
inal law may be intensified in this field. 

This question will be examined next year 
by the Conference of European Ministers of 
Justice which is to be convened in Ankara 
(Turkey) in June 1990. 

3) Computer crime 
This phenomenon acquired a great impor

tance during recent years. In order to help 
governments to draw up legislation on simi
lar lines, the Council of Europe prepared 
guidelines which recommend criminalization 
of the following acts: 

-computer fraud; 
-computer forgery; 
-damage to computer data or programmes; 
-computer sabotage; 
-unauthorized access; 
-unauthorized interception; 
-unauthorized reproduction of a protected 

computer programme; 
-unauthorized reproduction of a topogra

phy; 

and optionally: 

-alteration of computer data or computer 
programmes; 

-computer espionage; 
-unauthorized use of a computer; 
-unauthorized use of a protected computer 

programme. 

Activities concerning computer crime also 
exist in the framework of the European Eco
nomic Community. 
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4) Road traffic offences 
Common lines of policy for European 

states are contained in a Draft Code for Road 
which was adopted by the Council of Europe 
in 1979. 

2. Criminal Procedure 
In this field common policy recommend

ed by the Council of Europe tends to achieve 
the following objectives: 

-ensure that criminal procedure is in accor
dance with the principles of the European 
Convention on Human Rights which is a 
basic text for the Council of Europe; 

-achieve a quick and efficient justice. 

The main subjects examined are the fol
lowing: 

i. Remand in custody 
European grridelines exist on this matter. 

They tend to limit the use of remand in cus
tody as much as possible and to put strict 
rules as to its application. Recommendation 
(80) 11 stresses that "being presumed inno
cent until proven guilty," no person charged 
with an offence shall be placed in custody 
pending trial unless the circumstances make 
it strictly necessary. Custody pending trial 
shall therefore be regarded as an exception
al measure and it shall never be compulsory 
nor be used for punitive reasons. 

ii. Simplification of crhninal procedures
reducing delays in the criminal 
justice system 
In all European countries, crirr.Linal justice 

is overburdened. Procedures are sometimes 
long and complicated even for petty 
offences. Thus, it is felt necessary to intro
duce improvements which may take various 
directions. Such improvements have been 
examined by a committee which prepared 
Recommendation (87) 18. A Criminological 
Colloquium which will be convened in No
vember 1989 will also examine "delays in the 
criminal justice system." Reforms may take 

the following directions: 

-diversion: sometimes, although the offence 
remains in the criminal code, a specific 
case may be dealt with by extrapenal 
means. Thus, after suspending or aban
doning criminal proceedings the Public 
Prosecutor may oblige the offender to un
dergo a treatment (for example in drug 
abuse cases), to give reparations to the vic
tim, etc.). Such procedures are very fre
quent in some European countries; 

-simplified procedures: for example penal or
ders or out-of-court settlements may re
place judicial action; 

-finally, when the case is submitted to court 
various measures for example, imposing 
time-limits, rational organization of courts, 
etc., may reduce long procedures prejudi
cial both to justice and to the parties in
volved. 

iii. Sentencing 
During the last years many criminologists 

in Europe and in the United States examined 
procedures of sentencing and especially the 
phenomenon of disparities in sentencing be
tween courts dealing with the same sort of 
cases. The causes of these disparities have 
been examined by a Criminological Colloq
uium of the Council of Europe which recog
nizes as causes of disparities in sentencing: 

-the psychological, social or other factors 
relating to judges; 

-the uncertainty in objectives in the crimi
nal justice system etc. 

Now a select committee is in the process 
of examining solutions to disparities, for ex
ample: 

-drawing up guidelines for judges and pros
ecutors; 

-better and more uniform training of judges. 

However, uniformisation of sentencing 
should not abolish individualization of sen-
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tences, which is a very important principle 
in European countries. 

B. Mutual Aid in Criminal Mrdters
European Conventions 

Guidelines on criminal matters contained 
in resolutions and recommendations can in
fluence governments but are not binding. 
The need for closer co-operation in certain 
matters was felt in member states of the 
Council of Europe and resulted in the prep
aration and adoption of numerous conven
tions in the criminal law field. 

The first conventions of the Council of Eu
rope concern traditional mutual aid in cases 
having international elements, for example, 
the offender and the victim are in different 
states, the offence is committed in various 
states, etc. In these cases, it is necessary to 
ask foreign countries to collect proof and in
formation about the offender, to ask for his 
criminal records, etc. 

These conventions are the following: 

-the European Convention on Extradition 
(1959); 

-the European Convention on Mutual As
sistance in Criminal Matters (1959). 

However, the need for closer co-operation 
was evident. 

It was felt necessary to establish a "Euro
pean judicial space" where transmission of 
criminal proceedings from one countty to the 
other and the execution of foreign criminal 
sentences could be possible. 

Up to now, execution of civil sentences 
pronounced in a foreign country (for exam
ple, a sentence of divorce or adoption, was 
possible after a specific procedure. The in
novation brought by the Council of Europe 
is that now sentences in criminal matters can 
also be implemented in a state other than the 
state of the judgment. 

It is necessary to mention three more bas
ic conventions in this field: 

-the European Convention on the Transfer 
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of Proceedings in Criminal Matters (1972); 
-the European Convention on the Interna

tional Validity of Criminal Judgments 
(1970); 

-the European Convention of the Transfer 
of Sentenced Persons (1983). 

By virtue of these conventions the follow
ing possibilities exist: 

a. An offender who commits an offence in a 
foreign country, instead of being prosecut
ed in the country of the offence can be 
prosecuted in the country of his habitual 
residence. The file will be transmitted 
from the country of the offence to the 
country of residence, which will undertake 
the obligation to prosecute (unless specif
ic reasons exclude prosecution, for exam
ple, the act is not an offence in the coun
try of residence). 

b. When the state of offence pronounces a 
criminal sentence against a foreign 
offender, it is possible to ask the state of 
the offender's habitual residence to exe
cute the sentence, for example to incar
cerate the offender, to collect a fine or to 
exercise supervision of an offender who 
has received a probation order. 

c. When an offender is incarcerated in a for
eign prison he can ask to be transferred 
to a prison in the country of his habitual 
residence in order to serve his penalty 
there. 

It is obvious that this co-operation in crim
inal matters has very important advantages: 

a. Implementation of the criminal sentence 
is always possible even if the offender 
crosses the border of the country of the 
offence and returns to the country of his 
r~sidence. Thus, criminal justice can bet
ter reach its objectives. 

b. Courts and national administrations have 
less to cope with when dealing with for
eign offenders. It is well known that it is 
difficult to judge a foreigner or to imple-
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ment a sentence regarding a foreigner 
who often does not speak the language of 
the country of the offence, is not familiar 
with the country's legislation, etc. Trans
fer of proceedings and implementation of 
the sentence in the offender's country of 
residence solves these problems. 

c. The above-mentioned possibilities are also 
advantageous for the offender. He is not 
obliged to remain in the state of the 
offence but can return to be judged or to 
serve the sentence in the country of his 
residence which is familiar to him and 
where he has the assistance of his family 
and friends. 

There is now current work aimed at con
solidating all these conventions on mutual as· 
sistance in criminal matters in one single con
vention. 

European co-operation is achieved also by 
other conventions on specific matters, 

The most important are the following: 

i. The European Convention on the Sup
pression of Terrorism (1977). This con
vention, which has been prepared to face 
the serious problems of terrorist acts oc
curring in some European countries dur
ing the last decades, defines that terror
ists are not to be considered as political 
offenders. In consequence, their extradi
tion (which is usually not admitted for po
litical offenders) is permitted for terror
ists. However, according to the same con
ventio!1, if a state does not wish to 
extradite a terrorist, it must undertake to 
judge him according to its laws. 

ii. The European Convention on the Acqui
sition and Possession of Firearms by In
dividuals (1978). This convention, taking 
into account the danger presented by the 
possession of firearms and by the circu
lation of firearms from country to coun
try, imposes a close collaboration be
tween cOlmtries in this field. Thus, for ex
ample, when firearms are sold and 
transferred from one Contracting Party 

to another, this transaction must be noti
fied to the authorities of the country in 
which it takes place. This country will no
tify the country to which the firearms are 
transferred. 

iii. The European Convention on Offences 
relating to Cultural Property (1985). The 
convention provides for the restitution of 
works of art which are stolen and trans
ferred from one country to another. Ille
gal traffic in works of art is a very impor
tant problem in many European coun
tries. 

iv. Another important convention is the Eu
ropean Convention on the Compensation 
of Victims of Violent Crimes, which was 
mentioned in the framework of activities 
concerning victims. 

A European Convention on Mutual Assist
ance for the Seizure and Confiscation of Pro
ceeds of Crime is now in preparation. This 
convention will enable the states to confis
cate property of the offender, when this 
property has been transferred to another 
country. Its objective is to annual profits of . 
crime and in particular of drug-trafficking. 

Although an important set of European 
conventions exists now, co-operation is not 
always as intensive as it should be. signature 
and ratification of conventions follow a rather 
slow rhythm. Various practical problems (for 
example, the financial implications of the im
plementation of a convention) are sometimes 
the reason of such slow progress. However, 
another reason is the reluctance of states to 
abandon a part of their sovereignty by as
suming obligations prepared by a conven
tion. 

IV. The Penological Field 

European co-operation in the penological 
field has been intensive. It concerns: 

-alternatives to imprisonment; 
-imprisonment; 
-the death penalty. 
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These questions are examined by select 
committees. A European Conference of Di
rectors of Prison Administrations takes place 
every two years. 

1. Alternatives to Imprisonment 
For more than a century, penologists and 

criminologists have stressed the drawbacks 
of custodial sentences: 

-interruption of family and professional 
links; 

-danger of pernicious influence exercised 
by inveterate offenders upon inmates less 
involved in crime; 

-difficulty of applying a treatment; 
-heavy expenses needed for the operation 

of prisons. 

Thus, since the beginning of the century 
and especially after the Second World War, 
a trend towards limiting as much as possi
ble prison sentences and extending alterna
tives to imprisonment has appeared in Eu
rope and is encouraged by the Council of Eu
rope. Many resolutions and reports deal with 
this subject and give guidelines for the in
troduction and implementation of these al
ternatives. 

These measures cease to have a charita
ble character, that is to be a measure of 
clemency pronounced by the judge with 
regard to less corrupt offenders, implement
ed mostly by voluntary staff. Nowadays, in 
many states, alternatives are the rule: a pris
on sentence is pronounced only if special rea
sons (for example, dangerousness of the 
offender) preclude a non-custodial sentence. 
These measures are applied by a highly pro
fessional staff, according to a very strict 
methodology. 

Resolutions of the Council of Europe con
tain guidelines concerning: 

i. traditional alternatives such as condition
al sentence, protection and pecuniary sen
tences; 

Ii. new measures such as: 
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-semi-liberty: a form of sentence permit
ting the offender to work outside the 
prison during the day; 

-work for the community (unpaid work to 
the profit of various welfare activities). 

A select committee is now in the process 
of preparing European minimum rules in the 
implementation of alternatives to imprison
ment. Such nues have also been prepared by 
the United Nations (with the collaboration of 
UNAFEI) and will be examined by the 8th 
Congress of the United Nations for the Pre
vention of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders. The Council of Europe takes ac
count of the United Nations rules but wish
es to draw up a text of rules particularly ad
justed to the sihlation and the conditions of 
its member states. 

A European Convention on the Supervi
sion of Conditionally Sentenced or Condition
ally Released Offenders, opened to signature 
and ratification in 1969 facilitates the imple
mentation of alternative measures where the 
offender is a foreigner. 

By virtue of this conference, the state 
which pronounced the conditional sentence 
may request the state in whose territory the 
offender establishes his ordinary residence: 

a. to carry out supervision only; 
b. to carry out supervision and, if necessary, 

to enforce the sentence; 
c. to assume entire responsibility for apply

ing the sentence. 

2. Imprisonment 
Although alternative measures are devel

oped in many countries, prisons in Europe 
still contain a great number of inmates. 

This phenomenon is due to an increase of 
criminality in many countries, to the hesita
tion or even reluctance of some judges to use 
alternatives to imprisonment or even to the 
reaction of public opinion which often 
favours imprisonment and asks for it. 

This situation led the Council of Europe to 
examine problems relating to treatment in 
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prison and to adopt various resolutions con
taining guidelines. 

The most fundamental text in this field is 
the revision of United Nations minimum 
rules for the treatment of inmates (1959). 
Rules of the Council of Europe, adapted to 
the specific conditions of European countries 
were adopted in 1973 (Resolution (73) 5). 

Later on, a new revision of these rules has 
taken place. The new text, called "Europe
an Prison Rules," stressed always the need 
of treatment of offenders. However, it also 
gives very great importance to the respect 
of human rights in prison. 

Various other questions concerning im
prisonment have been studied by the Coun
cil of Europe, such as: 

-long-term sentences (Resolution (76) 2); 
-short-term sentences (Resolution (73) 17); 
-prison leave (Recommendation (82) 16); 
-treatment of dangerous offenders (Recom-

mendation (82) 17), etc. 

3. Death Penalty 
This penalty was examined by the Coun

cil of Europe in 1962. At that time many 
countries had this penalty and a resolution 
concerning abolition was not possible. 

Many years later, in 1983, the Council of 
Europe adopted Protocol No.6 to the Euro
pean Convention on Human Rights which re
quires abolition of the death penalty. Most 
member states signed and ratified this pro
tocol. 

For the moment, in Council of Europe 
member states the question has more theo-

retical than practical importance. In fact, of 
the 23 member states, only four still have the 
death penalty in their leg:slation: Belgium, 
Greece, Ireland and Turkey. However, Bel
gium has not executed for a hundred years 
and Greece and Ireland for about 20 years. 
Turkey is the only member state where this 
penalty is still execution. 

Draft legislation is in the process of being 
prepared in the first three states to abolish 
the death penalty altogether. Turkey also in
tends to limit the number of offences justify
ing this penalty. 

v. Conclusions 

In conclusion, it is possible to confirm that 
intense co-operation in the criminal law, 
penological and criminological field exists be
tween the member states of the Council of 
Europe. 

This co-operation is facilitated by 
homogeneous social, economic and political 
conditions existing in the member states. 

The principles of human rights and funda
mental freedoms, defined in the European 
Convention on Human Rights are an impor
tant source of inspiration. Thus, a humanitar
ian approach to criminality characterizes all 
activities in the field of crime policy. 

Although serious doubts as regards the 
possibilities of the treatment of offenders ex
ist among certain scholars or decision
makers, the Council of Europe's approach is 
clearly oriented towards finding new meth
ods and ways leading to the resocialization 
of the offender. 
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Incorporation of Fair and Effective Crime Prevention Policies 
and Strategies into Overall National Development Plans 

by H. Adi Andojo Soetjipto * 

Introduction 

Before discussing the policies and strate
gies to prevent crime as part of the National 
Development Plan, I would like to draw your 
attention to the objectives of National De
velopment. 

I think the goal of the .objectives of Nation
al Development in all countries is the same, 
namely, creating social justice and welfare 
for the population in a safe, peaceful, ordered 
and dynamic situation, and maintaining a 
good relationship with other countries in the 
world based on freedom, friendship and 
peace. 1 

The description of the target of National 
Development which I have pointed out ob
viously emphasizes that the efforts to pre
vent crime must be a conditio sine qua non 
in striving for the success of development. 

In developing policies and strategies to 
prevent crime and enable people to live safe
ly and peacefully, we cannot ignore problems 
of economy, socio-cultural problems, and 
problems of politics, religious affairs, and 
defense and security. These problems deal 
with issues of development of industry, com
munication, trade, manpower, housing. and 
residency, education, health, social welfare, 
population and so on. 

We will not be able to set up policies and 
strategies to prevent crime if we ignore one 
of these issues because they have to do with 
one and another. On the other hand, we will 
not be able to set up the policies and strate-

* Deputy ChIef Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
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gies if the issues are corrupted. 
As a matter of fact, for a country which 

is carrying out its National Development pro
grams, setting up the policies and strategies 
to prevent crime as part of its National De
velopment Plan is a big job involving not only 
officials who directly handle criminal affairs, 
but also those dealing with the issues which 
I have mentioned above, who are expected 
to work integrally. 

The Study of Regeneration 
of Criminals 

A question is now arising: is it possible that 
if the National Development programs have 
been carried out successfully, that crime will 
nnish from the earth? The answer is no, be
cause crime is a normal phenomenon in any 
society and we can not avoid crime as a con
sequence of development. Even though de
velopment is not a criminogenic factor, it can 
not be denied that development provides op
portunities for the emergence of crime. For 
example the progress in technology can 
result in new types of crimes such as com
puter crimes. Aside from that, the improve
ment of social welfare and the increase in the 
standard of life will not automatically cut 
down on crimes. Conversely they will create 
new situations from which crime may 
emerge. 2 

It seems that there is a kind of regenera
tion of criminals in this world, where old 
criminals who are not able to commit crimes 
any more are replaced by the young ones 
who are more skillful. 

This is the problem that I bring forward 
here to be solved by all of us even though 
our knowledge on this matter is limited. 
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There is hope that one day the issue can be 
explored and may become a branch of 
science which is based on a thorough study 
and research so that we can take the right 
preventive actions to stop the ongoing 
regeneration process. 

For the time being I would like to discuss 
several problems concerning the regenera
tion of criminals to stimulate the develop
ment of a thorough study on it in the future. 
Firstly I will discuss whether or not the 
regeneration of criminals occurs through a 
process like the process of regeneration in 
other fields (such as regeneration of govern
ment officials or in political party) which 
takes place following a preparation. The se
cond part of my discussion concerns factors 
which drive the process of the regeneration 
of criminals. The third part is about how to 
obstruct or entirely stop the process of 
regeneration of criminals. And later I will 
discuss how to develop a system to stop the 
process of the regeneration of criminals in 
the policies and strategies to prevent crime 
and incorporate them in the National De
velopment Plan. 

Again I would like to say that what I will 
discuss is by all means a new issue. There 
is no thorough knowledge and reading 
materials on it which we can use as a refer
ence to analyze the matter. In any case, I am 
sure that it is a very important issue which 
is interesting to discuss. 

Does the Regeneration of Criminals 
Occurs through a Process? 

Unlike the process of regeneration in the 
government of a Nation in which a certain 
group of people of certain ages have the 
authority to administer the country in a peri
od of time, the process of regeneration of 
criminals occurs without any plan and any 
preparation. The process of regeneration of 
criminals occurs naturally. Old criminals are 
replaced by the young ones, but it is not 
necessary that they knew each other before 
and there need not be any continuation like 

the succession in the leadership of an organi
zation. There is an exception in the groups 
of criminals which are well-organized and 
which exist for a long period of time. The 
regeneration of criminals in well-organized 
groups are planned and prepared before 
hand. 

The process of regeneration of criminals 
occurs naturally because the criminals from 
the older generation have stopped their oper
ations. They do not operate any more be
cause of three possibilities: 

(a) because they are dead. 
(b) because they are so old that they do 

not have enough courage, strength and 
skill to commit crimes. 

(c) because they have repented their sins. 

In points (a) and (b) criminals stop commit
ting crimes because they are forced to do so, 
not because they do so willingly. But 
whatever the reasons in points (a), (b) and (c), 
are, the end of the criminals' operations does 
not depend upon certain ages because there 
is no age limit for criminals who want to re
tire. There is no age limit either for crimi
nals of the younger generation who want to 
start operating. 

Criminals might stop committing crimes 
because of death, because they are murdered 
following a court decision, shot by police in 
hot pursuit, killed by a member of his gang, 
attacked by an angry mob or commit suicide. 
Some others may die as a result of illness. 

Criminals who live until they are very old 
usually stop operating because they feel that 
they are not skillful enough to commit 
crimes. 

Criminals in this category usually have 
been jailed several times. They find it 
difficult to live peacefully and have a perma
nent job, because society knows who they 
are. For the rest of their lives they will lead 
a hard life and survive because of the sup
port of other people, usually their families. 

The last category of criminals who stop 
operating are those who repented their sins. 
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They are of a special category because they 
withdraw themselves form the criminal 
world willingly, not by force. They repent 
their sins possibly because they are touched 
by the treatment in the correctional institu
tion or because they have learned their les
sons. You may have read Victor Hugo's book 
entitled Les Miserables which he wrote in 
1862. It is a story about Jean Valjean who 
was jailed for five years for stealing a loaf 
of bread. The sentence term was increased 
to fifteen years because he tried to escape 
several times. At last he managed to break 
out of jail and later he met a man who was 
able to convince him to recant his errors. He 
worked hard and years later he became rich 
and was respected by society. Even though 
it is only a fiction based on the author's love 
for freedom and justice and his sympathy for 
people's sufferings, it is not impossible that 
such a thing might happen in daily life. 

Does asking for clemency from the King 
or Head of State which is ruled in the law 
in some countries mean that a criminal 
atones for his sins? I don't think so. At least 
that does not happen in Indonesia. In my 
country criminals ask for clemency so as to 
create a new situation to avoid serving a sen
tence. This is the typical character of cun
ning criminals who like playing tricks. 

It is necessary to further explain why a 
convict can avoid the obligation to serve the 
sentence while his appeal for clemency is still 
under process. Article 3, paragraph (1) of 
Law no. 3, 1950 on the appeal for clemency, 
stipulates that the sentence should not be 
served if the convict asks for a delay in the 
carrying out of the court decision, if he has 
stated he will ask for it not later than four
teen days after he is informed about the court 
decision. This mean that if a convict asks for 
clemency or states that he will ask for it wi
thin the period of time, he may ask for a de
lay in serving the sentence until the Head of 
State reaches a decision on whether or not 
to grant his request. Therefore he will not 
serve the sentence until the decision on his 
request for clemency is made. 
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The stipulation is actually good, but the 
good stipulation is abused by convicts who 
often play tricks. I say that the stipulation 
is good because if there is no possibility to 
delay the canying out of a court decision, 
and if the Head of State grants the convict's 
request for a clemency, the convict might 
have finished serving the sentence at the 
time the Head of State reaches the decision 
to grant the request, and the clemency will 
be useless. Such a thing might happen be
cause it usually takes a long time for the 
Head of State to make the decision. 

The possibility to ask for the delay in serv
ing a sentence as stipulated in the law gives 
convicts a chance to buy time or to search 
for opportunities to escape and avoid the sen
tence. In July 1989 there was a hot issue con
cerning the report of Commission III of the 
House of Representatives on court decisions 
concerning 80 criminal cases which could not 
be executed because, after the Head of State 
made the decisions on their requests for 
clemency, the convicts' whereabouts were 
not known. 3 In Indonesia it is not easy to find 
the addresses of people who move from one 
place to another place due to the weak ad
ministration on population. 

From my above description it can be con
cluded that the request for clemency from 
a convict-at least in Indonesia-does not 
necessarily mean that he is repentant. 

To know exactly whether a regeneration 
of criminC\ls occurs through a process we 
should make a list of the convicts' name and 
their identities in detail including their ad
dresses, their jobs, their activities outside the 
jobs and, if they have stopped committing 
crimes the reasons why they leave the crimi
nal world (See Appendix 1). 

The list should be based on a continuous 
monitoring on criminals. If a criminal has 
learned his lesson or repented his sins, we 
can write down in the column "miscellane
ous" when and how he does so, what has 
moved him to do so, etc. 

It is obviously not easy to carry out this 
work because, among other things, a crimi-
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nal must not have a permanent address in a 
certain area, he must move from one placed 
to another place and it is difficult to trace his 
whereabouts. But with an accurate and ord
erly system, for instance by involving the 
chief of the local community who, with the 
help of all local residents, will register the 
comings and goings of any oue in the area, 
the work can possibly be achieved. I am not 
Rure whether it can work hut it is a challenge 
for all of us who deal with the prevention of 
crime to carry out a study on this case. 

I suggest that the list be made by the so
cial agency in cooperation with the police, 
the justice ministry and the home affairs 
ministry. 

Now that we have discussed the old crimi
nals who have stopped operating, let us talk 
about young criminals who, whether they are 
aware or not, follow the criminal actions of 
those whom they replace. They are peopl~ 
who have never committed any crime before 
or those who have committed actions which 
are not categorized as criminal deeds but 
they are not dealt with well so that they later 
commit crimes. Often, they commit acts such 
as playing truant, disobeying their teachers 
or parents and being drunk in public places, 
which are included in status offences. 

I think all of us agree to the idea that peo
ple are born innocent, not to be enemies of 
the society. It is the situation or condition, 
of their lives which makes them so. The sit
uation or condition may be physical or men
tal handicaps, social and economic problems, 
weak social control and so on. 4 

So the opinion that a criminal is born to be 
one is not true. Based on experiences. we see 
that moral values always change in accor
dance with the time and place. 

Take as an example, the killing of new 
born babies which often occurred in primi
tive society. This happened because of the 
difficult situation in the parents' lives which 
forced them to do so. If they took other steps, 
the whole community could suffer. It was not 
that they were born to be murderers who 
"\ ere cruel and did not love their childten. 

After the situation changed, for example be
cause they were able to lead a better life not 
by hunting but by cultivating land and had 
a permanent source of income, the number 
of murders against new born babies 
decreased and it was seen that they greatly 
loved their children. Another example hap
pened in a community which liked to move 
from one place to another long ago. Old peo
ple in this community were killed or were al
lowed to commit suicide. This practice did 
not continue after the nomads began to lead 
a sedentary life and became farmers who cul
tivate land and had more time to raise their 
children and to take of care old people. 5 

I think it is not true either that criminals 
have anthropologic typical identities like 
small brains, and different physiques like 
wide jaws, and askew faces. 6 

Therefore let us take the hypothesis that 
no one is born as a criminal. He becomes a 
criminal because the situation makes him 
one. People who become criminals due to 
their situation then replace those who have 
left the criminal world. This is what I term 
as the regeneration of criminals. Concerning 
the question of whether or not the regenera
tion of criminals occurs through a process, 
I have the opinion that it does even though 
it is not a continuous process which is clear. 
I think the process is an abstract one. Any
way, it is a process. I base my opinion upon 
the fact that any succession must have a be
ginning and an end. 1 he beginning is the 
juveniles who start committing crimes and 
the end is the old men who stop doing so. 

What Factors Drive the Process 
of Regeneration of Criminals? 

There are so many factors which trigger 
the occun-ence of the process of the regener
ation of criminals that it is difficult to men
tion them one by one. But our focus of 
attention is on the juveniles because the 
process of regeneration starts from them. As 
I have mentioned above, young people form
erly commit what are called status offences. 
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In this stage of pre-delinquency their actions 
are not recognized as violating the law, 
which means that the government does not 
interfere in this case because their parents 
are still considered as those who should be 
held responsible for the actions (even though 
there are now nations which agree to the 
stance of early intervention of the govern
ment at the pre-delinquency stage). 7 Gradu
ally, due to the fact that the problems are not 
handled seriously, the juvenile misconduct 
will develop into juvenile delinquency which 
violates the law. 

What I mean by unserious handling of the 
problems is for example the allowing of so
cial process which creates the condition 
which leads to consumerism and the increas
ing demands of seeming needs. Such a way 
of life with all of its aspects become the ex
cuse of youths-including those whQ fail to 
gain social prestige through the right ways
to violate the law. At first they make experi
ments in committing petty crimes before 
they build their career as professional crimi
nals. What I mean by petty crimes are, 
among others, petty extortion or petty 
larceny. 

I have discussed briefly the situations 
which drive youths to commit crimes. In ad
dition, I would like to give some examples 
like the socio-cultural condition, the condi
tion of the interactions among groups, the 
situational pressure and L'le social reaction. 8 

The socia-cultural condition which can final
ize the development of sub-cultural values 
into the rationalization of criminal actions is 
a factor which triggers the occurrence of the 
regeneration of criminals. For example the 
frustration of young migrants who move 
from rural areas to urban areas. An increas
ing number of young migrants result in un
employment and inadequate education. Such 
a socio-cultural situation is usually followed 
by a weakening social control from the soci
ety which was traditionally strong. They are 
now forced to lead a hard life which is far 
from the warmness of families, and what 
they do is motivated by material needs alone. 
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Another example of the socio-cultural situa
tion which triggers the occurrence of the 
regeneration of criminals is the failure of 
many countries to protect and preserve the 
cultural integrity of the indigenous group 
who are usually the minority in the society, 
which lead to the acceleration of the destruc
tion of traditional family relationships. The 
destruction may have come about because 
of economic pressures, or through the avail
ability of alcohol or in many other ways. The 
abuse of alcohol by juveniles is now becom
ing a social symptoms which sits side by side 
with their drug addiction. Even though not 
all juveniles who drink are criminals, it is ob
vious that they drink to avoid social respon
sibilities. Therefore, there are juveniles from 
this group who are continuously involved in 
criminal actions. It is the government's ob
ligation to find ways of re-empowering the 
traditional leaders of indigenous groups in 
their dealings with their own people. 9 The 
condition of the interactions among groups 
which usually happens in urban areas deals 
frequently with juvenile offenders who, be
cause of the weakening social control, form 
groups of criminals, increasing the serious
ness of their criminal actions. What's more 
is the fact that there is no public figure in 
their families (or in their surroundings) which 
can stand as a model, driving them to seek 
a model among criminals whom they learn 
about from the mass media which reports 
criminal activities every day. The situation
al pressure against juveniles who fail to play 
the role expected by society or who become 
emotional rebels because they can not be 
someone is another factor which motivates 
the regeneration of criminals. The other fac
tor is the social reactions against juveniles who 
commit crime. Society as well as law enforc
ers often have a negative view of young 
criminals due to the stigmatization which 
make it difficult for them to bring the 
juveniles back into society as well as the ten
dency to isolate them from social life. 

There are apparently many more factors 
of situations which increase the occurrence 
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of the regeneration of criminals. Another ex
ample is the spare times during school holi
days which is not filled with positive 
activities so that there is an increase in the 
number of crimes such as vandalism, car 
theft, and so on. All examples of the situa
tions as factors which motivate the occur
rence of the regeneration of criminals which 
I discussed above are only several of many 
others which I can not mention here one by 
one. But I hope the examples can support my 
opinion that the factors which drive the 
process of the regeneration of criminals are 
found outside the people, or more exactly the 
juveniles, themselves. 

The question that may arise is now about 
those who start committing crime after they 
reach fifty years old or more. What situations 
motivate them and how can it happen? 

A Jakarta-based newspaper reported a sto
ry from Athena, about a 56-year-old man 
named Christos Papadopolous who was con
demned to death eight times by the local 
court for murdering eight old men with a 
hope that he could inherit their wealth. 
Papadopolous, a former mayor of a suburb 
in Athena, was a socialist lawyer. He later 
became the leader of 25 murderers and he 
even aired his idea that "human life does not 
cost much." He forced old people to sign 
blank papers which were later changed into 
falsified wills. During the trials 
Papadopolous called himself a modem Robin 
Hood who robbed a few rich people to help 
many poor people. His group strangled to 
death seven victims. But Efrosyni Fran
goulaki, 67, was hit on the head by using a 
hammer and was buried alive. The other vic
tims were a blind lottery seller and a ship 
owner who were rich and lived on their own 
without any kin. The 25 cruel criminals are 
now serving a sentence term of 500 years. 10 

The same newspaper reported a story 
from Geneva. It was about an English man 
who in his 80s, who was detained in Swit
zerland as he was caught with 4.9 kilograms 
of cocaine in his baggage. He was arrested 
in the Geneva-Cointrin airport after he ar-

rived from Buenos Aires. The old suspect 
said a man asked him to bring the drug to 
Geneva and hand it to another man for 2,000 
dollars. He considered it reasonable because 
he did not receive enough allowance from the 
English government to finance a leisure time 
in Marbella, Spain, a favourite town of re
tired English men. 10 

Whether or not the reports are true, we 
can not set aside the fact that there are peo
ple who became criminals suddenly when 
they were old, in discussing the regeneration 
of criminals. However, such cases, I think, 
are an exception because it is rare that a man 
who is more than fifty years old suddenly 
commits a crime and changes into a cruel 
criminal. Even though he becomes a crimi
nal without any process it is obvious, through 
my examples above, that the factors which 
drive old people to commit crimes is the sit
uation. 

How Can We Obstruct or Entirely 
Stop the Process of the Regeneration 

of Criminals? 

I have earlier said in the first part of this 
paper that even though the National De
velopment succeeds and all fields have de
veloped at the maximum point, crimes will 
not vanish from the earth because crime is 
a normal phenomenon in every society. 
Aside from that, we can not avoid crime as 
a conseqm··~:ce of the development itself. 
Therefore the answer for the above question 
is: there is no way to entirely stop the process 
of the regeneration of criminals. What we 
can possibly do is to seek ways only to ob
struct the occurrence of the process. I have 
also discussed in the first part of this lecture 
that we will not be able to set out the poli
cies and strategies to prevent crime if we ig
nore any of the issues of economics, social 
and cultural issues, issues of politics, reli
gious affairs and the defense and security, 
which must be established first. Now I will 
try to answer the question on how to obstruct 
the process of the regeneration of criminals 
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by analyzing it from the economic point of 
view which I will relate with my idea that the 
factors which drive the process of the 
regeneration of criminals are found outside 
the human, namely, the situation. 

Suppose a poor economic situation occurs 
and poverty it found everywhere in the coun
try. There is a hypothesis that in the society 
where the poor are pushed into hopelessness, 
crime will be their source of income. They 
will be wicked and there will be no penalty 
which can prevent them from committing 
crimes. 11 It can be estimated that the process 
of the regeneration of criminals in such a so
ciety will occur quickly. 

To support my hypothesis I will quote the 
opinion of several criminologists in the 
nineteenth century which, even though they 
were written a long time ago, can still be 
used as a consideration because they are still 
up to date. 

The first opinion was by a statistic expert 
and criminologist named, Ed. Ducpetiaux, of 
Belgium nationality who lived from 1804 to 
1868. He said in his book entitled Le 
paupe1isme dans les Flanders, which was pub
lished in 1850, that a terrible crisis (crisis of 
industry and the failure of potato harvests) 
happening from 1845 to 1848 increased the 
number of crimes from 8,984 in 1845 to 
16,782 in 1847, or by 87 percent. 12 

Author A. von Oettingen who lived from 
1827 to 1905 and was very religious pointed 
out in his book Die Momlstatistik in ihrer Be
deutung fur eine Sozialethil?, which was pub
lished during the economic crisis in 1868 that 
the number of thefts and such crimes
especially those committed by women and 
children-increased, and that the number of 
felonies in which the use of force took place 
increased after the economic crisis had 
passed. 12 

The most important idea was from a Ger
man statistic expert, G. von Mayr who lived 
from 1841 to 1925. He said in his book enti
tled Statistik del' gerichtlichen Polizei im 
Konigreiche Bayem tmd in einigen andem 
Landem, which was published in 1867, that 
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during a period of time, thefts as well as 
other crimes and the price of wheat, ran 
parallel. Every 25 cent rise in wheat price 
which happened between 1835 and 1861 
resulted in the increase of theft by one per 
100,000 people. Von Mayr said that the in
crease was the result of what he termed as 
"objektive N ahrungserschwerung," namely 
the expensive staples which could not be af
forded by people. 12 

Due to the complex economic development 
in the twentieth century, von Mayr's theory 
of parallelism is not very accurate any more, 
yet, it can still be used because there are sit
uations which have not changed like the de
velopment of property crimes and the need 
of staples which run parallel. 

From the economic point of view I believe 
that to obstruct the process of the regenera
tion of criminals we must obviously improve 
the economic situation of the country. Con
cerning the efforts to improve the economic 
life, I will take an example from the situa
tion of economics in Indonesia, where the 
greatest sector in the economic structure is 
agriculture. The improvement of this sector 
must be carried out through continuous and 
efficient effort to develop the system of 
agriculture and its all elements such as 
providing soft loans and marketing the 
products, in order to support the improve
ment of the whole economic life, to increase 
people's income and to create more work 
fields in villages. 

Data collected by the Indonesian Central 
of Statistics lead to the conclusion that the 
National Development in Indonesia has in
creased the people's standard of life. People 
lead a better life compared to the previous 
years. In 1976 the number of Indonesian peo
ple living below the poverty line was 40.08 
percent of the total population or 54.2 mil
lion. Since then, the absolute number has 
declined steadily, most notably in rural areas, 
and in 1984, stood at just under 35 million, 
or almost 22 percent of the population. In 
1987 the number decreased to 17.42 percent 
or 30 million. 13 
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It is necessary to clarify the conditions of 
the Indonesian people who were living be
low the poverty line. According to the ·In
donesian Central Bureau of Statistics, the 
definition of the number of Indonesians in 
poverty is based on the money value of a diet 
providing 2,100 calories per person per day 
(the Indonesian minimum standard) plus an 
amount representing the value of non-food 
necessities such as housing, clothing, school 
and medical expenses. In 1984 the estimat
ed cost came to Rp. 13,731 (about US$7,66) 
per capita per month for urban areas, and 
Rp. 7,746 (about US$4,32) for rural areas. 13 

(The conversion rate of Bank Indonesia on 
September 11, 1989: US$l is equal to Rp. 
1,792) 

Let us now relate the success of the Na
tional Development in Indonesia to improve 
the standard of living of the people (so that 
they can lead a better life) to the number of 
crimes in 1977, especially those committed 
by young people and children. 

The rate of crimes committed by children 
was 2.1 per 100,000 people in 1967. In 1977 
the rate increased to 2.4 and it decreased to 
0.79 in 1982. The rate of crimes committed 
by children in the period of between 1980 
and 1987 was less than 1 per 100,000 peo
ple. A similar fact is seen on a smaller scale, 
in Jakarta, where data during a five-year 
period (1983-1987) shows that there was a 
decrease in the number of crimes commit
ted by juveniles. In 1983: 131, in 1984: 56, 
in 1985: 48, in 1986: 27, and in 1987: 12. In 
the last 15 years, most of the crimes com
mitted by children and young people were 
motivated by a desire to acquire property, 
namely, thefts and aggravated thefts. 14 

How about the connection between the 
success in can-ying out the National Develop
ment in Indonesia and the number of crimes 
in 1988 and those occurring in 1977 in 
general? 

From the data which I received from the 
Indonesian Police Headquarters, we see that 
the crime trend continued to increase until 

the year of 1981. From 1982 the crime trend 
decreased until the minimum point in 1985. 
But in 1986, 1987 and 1988 the crime rates 
showed irregularities in the increase and 
decrease of the number. 

According to the analysis by the Indone
sian Police Headquarters, the crime rates 
were in accordance with the development of 
the population growth and the social cultur
al development as a result of the changes in 
the course of population. Therefore, the 
opinion that the improvement of economic 
life in a country is always followed by a 
decrease in the number of crimes, is not en
tirely true. This happens also because of 
other factors, for example the development 
of life in society which has become more 
complex. We can draw a conclusion from the 
data of trends in criminal development that 
criminality tends to increase because there 
is a close relationship between criminality 
and all correlative criminogenic factors. 
Therefore, the changes of life in society 
through development must have a negative 
impact which may result in crime, however 
small the impacts are. See the cifagram of 
crime trend total data in the period of be
tween 1977 and 1988. (Appendix 2) 

However, there is one thing that is the fac
tor that drives the occurrence of the process 
of the regeneration of criminals. There must 
be a factor which is fundamental, which 
moves someone to commit crimes, because 
crime is an integr.:tl part of the phenomenal 
society. Apart from that, social mechanism 
hypothesis showed that graphic crime rate 
as a social symptom in the beginning will be 
greatly influenced by the development of 
fundamental and correlative factors, like the 
social cultural development due to the 
changes in the course of population. 15 

From the data of crime trends from 1977 
to 1988, based on the analyses of the Indone
sian Police, it can be said that the crime rate 
is still under control. 
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How to Include the System to Stop 
the Process of the Regeneration 

of Criminals in the Policies 
and Strategies to Prevent Crime 

and Incorporate Them 
in the National Development Plans 

We are now at the last part of my lecture. 
The system to stop (or at least to obstruct) 
the process of the regeneration of 
criminals-and at the same time set out the 
policies and strategies to prevent crime
which I suggest is one with an integrative ap
proach, must involve not only officers who 
directly deal with law enforcement, but also 
all social organizations, agencies of health, 
education, social welfare, religious affairs, 
city planning bureaus, city development 
agencies, and all private sectors as well as 
juveniles themselves. Juveniles must be in
volved through a consultative mechanism in 
an informal way because what is important 
for juveniles is not what they can do for 
themselves, but why and how this is done, 
especially because they are expected to play 
an active role. This is based on the consider
ation that juveniles usually regard the 
process more important than the end
product. 16 

The topic that I choose for my lecture is 
appropriate to the theme of this course, 
namely, Crime Prevention in the Context of 
Development. National Development can 
lead to the improvement of social welfare but 
that does not necessarily mean that a better 
social welfare will decrease the number of 
crimes if the carrying out of National De
velopment program is not supported by in
tegrated actions to prevent crime. 

As a matter of fact, Japan can stand as a 
model of the success in the integration be
cause it has been able to carry the develop
ment through industrialization and 
urbanization without sharply increasing the 
number of crimes. The carrying out of de
velopment in Japan is concUlTentIy done with 
the implementation of a regular social 
defense system. In the beginning of its de-
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velopment, Japan formed a social defense 
team which consisted of national planners 
and researchers. They analyzed the trend in 
crime as a result of the social changes and 
development, and then the team suggested 
that the social defense programs be put into 
an integral part of the National Development 
Plan and that the programs be carried out 
by involving local people. The system of 
criminal trials was also improved so that ev
ery case was handled as soon as possible, 
resulting in a good impact on society. 17 

How about the situation in Indonesia? In 
fact, the National Development in the coun
try was not serious, and well-planned out un
til the New Order Government reigned in 
1966. It can not be denied, however, that the 
carrying out of the development was fol
lowed by the development of criminality. 
Groups of people who wanted to make 
money easily emerged. They made use of the 
weakness in the law and in the administra
tion of criminal justice. 

This year Indonesia enters the first year 
of the Fifth Five-Year Development Plan. In 
the legal field, the basic policies are to stabi
lized and to secure the carrying out of the 
National Development and its results so that 
everyone in the society can enjoy the at
mosphere which provides legal certainty and 
a sense of justice and creates social respon
sibilities among the people. 

Reformation of the law is also to be im
proved, for example by codifying and·unify
ing certain legal issues and the drafting of 
new legislation. To enforce the law, the po
sitions and the roles of law agencies are con
tinuously stabilized in accordance with their 
authorities. The skill as well as the charac
ters and attitude of the officers must be im
proved so that they may become models of 
law enforcement who are clean, prestigious, 
fair, and pose as protectors of the public. 

In order to improve people's consciousness 
of law, it is necessary to hold law campaigns 
so that everyone is aware of his rights and 
his obligation as a citizen for the sake of the 
enforcement of law and justice and the pro-
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tection of human dignity, the consciousness 
of law and order, the security and legal cer
tainty, so that all Indonesian people obey the 
law. In order to provide social justice and le
gal protection for ail, it is necessary to im
prove the trial process so that the carrying 
out of trials can be simple, quick, accurate 
and cheap. It is also necessary to provide 
more hardware and software of the law and 
improve their efficiencies. 18 

Among the results of the efforts in legal 
fields which I have mentioned above are the 
issuance of several laws, such as the Law on 
Supreme Court (Law no. 14, 1985) and the 
Law on General Judiciary (Law no. 2, 1986). 

We have also finished drafting the bill on 
Indonesian nrosecutors which will replace 
the current law which does not clearly stipu
late the position, roles, functions and authori
ty of prosecutors. Prosecutors have been 
able to be continuously efficient in perform
ing their duties. They handle 99 percent of 
the cases sent to them annually. 

To SUppOlt the efforts in the legal field, the 
government has constructed 13 more Dis
trict Court Buildings, renovated 26 High 
Court and 281 District Court Buildings and 
built a new Supreme Court Building which 
was inaugurated on August 10,1989. To pro
vide ease for justice seekers, the government 
has conshucted 38 buildings in remote areas 
in addition to the buildings of district courts 
which have wide judicial areas and do not 
have adequate communications system. Cir
cuit judges hold trials in these buildings. Dis
trict courts finished handling 97.9 percent of 
civil and criminal cases which they dealt in 
1984 and 1985, and 99.9 percent in 1987 and 
1988. The high courts finished handling 71 
percent of cases which they dealt in 1984 and 
1985 and 79.8 percent of cases in 1987 and 
1988. The Supreme Court finished handling 
between 33 percent and 47.3 percent of the 
cases annually. The Supreme Court has im
proY°r} the judicial technical skill of judges 
of the general judiciary by sending them to 
the Netherlands. The Supreme Court has 
also used computers. 

The efforts to treat prisoners in a correc
tional system include religious teachings, 
general education, vocational trainings, so
cial guidance, health care and service, and 
recreation or sports without ignoring the law, 
order and security in surrounding areas. The 
efforts aim at creating a reintegration at
mosphere for convicts in the society so that 
after they finish serving their jail terms they 
will return to the society, become productive 
and obey the existing laws and norms. III 

I believe it is clear that the Indonesian 
government has determined to create a so
ciety which is peaceful, fair, and prosperous, 
and has deliberately incorporate the policies 
and strategies to prevent crime in the Nation
al Development Plans. Besides, it is also 
clear that the approach has an integral 
character through the cultivating of social 
responsibility among the people as one of the 
objectives of the basic policies of the legal 
development. 

Conclusion 

All countries throughout the world agree 
to prevent crime. The fact is seen in the seri
ous attention given in dealing with it. All 
countries throughout the world regard c!'"imi
nal problems important either in a national 
or international dimension, especially be
cause the impacts affect areas outside the 
borders of the countries. 

Weare aW2lre that there are new dimen
sions in crime, and preventing them is a 
challenge. We are also aware that the world 
has greatly changed, affecting the process 
and the perspectives in criminal justice. 
There are people who become victims of 
criminal actions. All of these facts have 
forced experts to think hard, discussing 
problems of crime and setting out policies 
and strategies to prevent them. Governments 
of many countries have agreed to have 
bilateral or multilateral cooperation based on 
integrated programs and activities. We also 
agree to carry out more research to collect 
data on the possible connection between 
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crimes and special aspects of development. 
Those issues are enunciated in the Milan 

Plan of Action as a conclusion drawn in the 
7th Congress of the United Nations on the 
Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders held in Milan, Italy, from August 
26 to September 6, 1985. 
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Appendix 1 

List of Convicts Who Stopped Committing Crimes 

No. Name Address 
Reasons why they leave the criminal world 

Occupation Miscellaneous 
Death Too old Repented 

Appendix 2 

Headquarters of the Indonesian State Police 
Data: Trend Crime Total 
Period: 1977-1988 

30 
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256,697 
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186,506 
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Implementation of the United Nations Norms 
and Guidelines in Criminal Justice 

by Abdelaziz Abdalla Shiddo * 

Article 1, paragraph 3 of the Charter of the 
United Nations pertaining to the purpose of 
the organizations reads "to achieve interna
tional cooperation in solving international 
problems of an economic, social, cultural and 
humanitarian character and in promoting and 
encouraging respect for human rights and for 
fundamental freedoms for all without distinc
tion as to race, sex, language, or religion." 

The United Nations established a unit 
which was known as the Social Defense Sec
tion to work in the area of the treatment of 
offenders which was carried out by the In
ternational Penal and Penitentiary Commis
sion. In 1950 the General Assembly in 
Resolution 415 (V) (1950) recalled the Secre
tary General to become a member an ad hoc 
advisory committee of experts to advise the 
Secretary General and the Social Commis
sion in devising and formulating programmes 
to study on an international basis and de
velop policies for international action in the 
field of the Prevention of Crime and Treat
ment of Offenders. The Ad Hoc Committee 
was consisted, on the onset, of seven mem
bers and was increased to ten members in 
1965. 

In 1971 ECOSOC made the committee a 
silbsidiary agent of the council, increased its 
membership to fifteen people, renamed it 
"The Committee on Crime Prevention and 
Control," provided that its members would 
be elected to a four-year term with half of 
the membership elected every two years. 
Nomination, for elections were to be made 
by states, solidifying the principle of ge-

* Member of the United Nations Committee on Crime 
Prevention and Control, Republic of the Sudan 
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ographical representation. 
In 1979, the membership of the commit

tee was increased to 27 members: with seven 
seats given to African States, six to Asian 
States, three to Central Europe, five to La
tin America and six to Western Europe and 
other states-and today this stands as the for
mation of the committee. 

Initially, one would ask, "what are the 
functions of this committee?" 

To answer this we should refer to the 
ECOSOC Res: 1979/30 which summarized 
the main functions as: 

(a) Preparation of the United Nations Con
gresses on the Prevention of Crime and 
Treatment of Offenders with a view to 
considering and facilitating the introduc
tion of more effective methods and ways 
of preventing crimes and improving treat
ment of offenders. 

(b) Preparation and submission to the com
petent United Nations bodies and to those 
Congresses for their approval, of 
programmes of international cooperation 
in the field of Crime Prevention on the ba
sis of principles of sovereign equality of 
states and non interference in internal af
fairs and other proposals related to the 
prevention of offenses; 

(c) Provision of assistance to the Economic 
and Social Council in the coordination of 
the activities of the United Nations bod
ies in matters concerning crime control 
and the treatment of offenders, and 
preparation and submission of findings 
and recommendations to the Secretary 
General and the appropriate United Na
tions bodies. 

(d) Promotion of exchanges of experience 
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gained by states in the field of crime 
prevention and the treatment of 
offenders. 

(e) Discussion of major issues of profession
al interest, as the basis for international 
cooperation in this field, particularly 
those related to the prevention and reduc
tion of crimes. 

I started this article by introducing the 
committee, its formation and functions be
cause, I think if we intend to discuss United 
Nations' activities in the field of crime 
prevention, it is necessary to understand how 
the system works. This would clearly assist 
in the analysis of the norms, standards and 
principles which came out of these bodies. 

The committee to keep is mandate to 
foster the exchange of information necessary 
to facilitate networkjOg among criminal 
justice professionals and this would be visi
ble through the holding of quenquinial con
gresses i.e. congresses held every five years, 
the first of which was held in Geneva in 1955 
and the eighth is expected in 1990-most 
likely in Havana. 

The committee prepares the agenda for 
these congresses and shapes the measures 
that would come before them, reflecting on 
the United Nations Criminal Policy. Appar
ently, the committee is governed by its man
date and has to abide by Resolution 1979/9 
of 9 May 1979 adhering to the principles of 
sovereign equality of states and non
interference in internal affairs. 

This committee should be considered very 
seliously because congresses are attended by 
sovereign states with state delegations which 
are not committed to the preparatory work 
of the committee. These states have differ
ent cultures and different values and would 
therefore reject anything which may conflict 
with these cultures and values. 

Accordingly, the committee should, when 
considering the establishing of certain stan
dards, be very careful with the acceptabili
ty of these standards by states of cultural 
values that do not agree with the proposed 

standards. To illustrate what I mean by this, 
let me provide the example of capital punish
ment. As you know and we all know, there' 
is a call in Western cultures for the abolition 
of the death penalty. Irrespective of whether 
the death penalty is evil or not, irrespective 
of the reasons given favorably for its aboli
tion, yet in certain states the death penalty 
is applied as a religious command and in 
some as a cultural heritage. When I say as 
a religious command, I specially refer to 
those states applying for example Islamic 
laws which provide for the death penalty in 
certain case such as "Qusas," murder, rob
bery or brigandage and adultery. How could 
the United Nations or any body or organiza
tion command such state to consider the abo
lition of the sentence declared by God rather 
than human legislation? 

In areas as muddy as this, it is advisable 
to be very careful and perhaps this explains 
why in all previous congresses there was no 
success for unanimous acceptance of even 
considering the abolition of the death penalty 
and that's why in recent discussions within 
the committee, the trend has been to imple
ment safeguards guaranteeing protection of 
the rights of those facing the death penalty 
rather than a call for the abolition of the 
death penalty. 

To illustrate this more clearly, I shall try 
to analyze Draft Resolution IX recommend
ed by the Committee in its 10th session in 
Vienna (22-31 April) on the implementation 
of those safeguards. In discussing this draft 
resolution, there was a conflict among mem
bers representing developed nations which 
insist upon the abolition of the death penalty 
or even wishful language to that effect. and 
some members who refuse to reconcile on 
this issue. Therefore, when we came to dis
cuss the paragraph reading: «convinced that 
future progress should be achieved towards 
more effective implementation of the 
safeguards at a national level, " there was a 
proposition made that it should be accompa
nied by a call for states to accomplish aboli
tion of the death penalty as soon as possible. 
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There was resistance to this proposition and 
thus it was compromised by accepting, "on 
the understanding that they shall not be in
voked to delay or prevent the abolition of 
capital punishment." This was accepted on 
the understanding that in as much as we do 
not accept the abolition of the death penalty, 
we do not mean to implement safeguards 
which deny the rights of other states to abol
ish the death penalty-if they so wish. 

As a cultural value, we retain the death 
penalty in the Sudan in murder cases, espe
cially those cases that involve a tribal con
flict. In cases of this nature, unless you 
sentence those involved in the murder, you 
will perhaps fuel a full scale war between the 
tribes. To avoid this you have to sacrifice 
those involved by inflicting the death 
penalty. 

This clears to a certain extent what I 
meant by the necessity to take into consider
ation, different cultures and values in draft
ing standards and principles of an 
international nature if these measures are in
tended to be implemented. 

Before we discuss implementation of Unit
ed Nations norms and guidelines in criminal 
justice, we have first to understand what is 
meant by "implementation." 

In Black's Law Dictionary, "implements" 
are defined as "such things as used or em
ployed for a trade, a furniture of a house. 
Whatever may supply wants; particularly ap
plied to tools. utensils, vessels, instruments 
of labor, as the implements of trade or of hus
bandry." 

Thus the meaning of implementation could 
be taken as the paving of the way to put into 
operation these standards or values in a 
given society by providing the necessary en
vironment for their acceptance. 

"Adopt" is quite different from "im
plementation" and is explained in Black's 
Law Dictionary as: "to accept, appropriate, 
choose or select." 

To accept, consent to and put into effec
tive operation as in the case of constitution, 
constitutional amendment, ordinance or 
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by-law. 
In this sense, "implementation" precedes 

adoption and for a standard, or norm or 
guideline to be"adopted. Implementation of 
that standard or norm should be effected, let 
me give an example to explain my own un
derstanding of implementation. Let us for ex
ample take procedures of the effective 
implementation of the Basic Principles on 
the independence of the judiciary. The main 
objectives of the principles on the indepen
dence of the judiciary is the desire to pro
mote the independence and impartiality of 
the judiciary, the appointment of judges, 
their training, their salaries and personal 
security, etc. 

These procedures are recommended as 
stated in Procedure l-to be adopted and im
plemented by all states. The act of adopting 
the procedures is perhaps an executive and 
legislative act, but is not enough by itself to 
make the procedures apply in the state which 
has adopted them. This act of adopting the 
procedures must be followed or accompanied 
or preceded by certain measures taken by 
the responsive system for their proper appli
cation this should include: 

1. The existence of a judicial system capa
ble of incorporating procedures. 

2. A system of appointing judges away from 
purposes. 

3. Guarantees for judges to adhere to the 
spirit of the procedures. 

4. Resources for the budget of the judiciary 
that would enable necessary safeguards 
for those judges. 

5. Resources are necessary for trainings and 
seminars. 

6. Acceptance by the public of the respon
sive states of those procedures. 

Unless this is made available it would be 
futile and meaningless to advocate the adop
tion of these procedures. These are what I 
meant by the Tools of Implementation, un
less the recipient states can afford to provide 
the necessary climate for the application of 
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the standards, then their adoption of such 
standards would be meaningless. 

What should follow is crucial from the 
point of view of developing countries and 
those countries who have not "the necessary 
capacity or resources for the implementation 
of these standards and norms." This issue 
is most essential for our consideration if we 
are really serious in our efforts to create a 
better world. In accordance with Article 11 
of the United Nations Charter which states. 

Preamble 
We PEOPLES OF THE UNITED NA

TIONS DETERMINE to promote social 
progress and better standards in life in larg
er freedom. 
Article 55 

With a view to the creation of conditions 
of stability and well-being which are neces
sary for peaceful and friendly relations 
among nations based on respect for the prin
ciples of equal rights and self determination 
of peoples, the United Nations shall promote: 

(a) Unique standards of living, full employ
ment, and conditions of economic and so
cial progress and development. 

(b) Solutions of international economic, so
cial, health and related problems; and in
ternational culture, and educational 
cooperation; and 

(c) Universal respect for, and observance of 
human rights and fundamental freedom 
for all without distinction to race, sex, lan
guage or religion. 

In 1948, the Universal Declaration of Hu
man Rights stated: 

Preamble 
Whereas recognition of the inherent dig

nity and of the equal and inalienable rights 
of all members of the human family in the 
foundation of freedom, justice and peace in 
the world. 

Whereas the peoples of the United Nations 
have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in 

the fundamental human rights, in the digni
ty and '~he worth of the human person and 
in the equal rights of men and women and 
have determined to promote social progress 
and better standards of life in larger freedom. 

In 1966, the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and 
the International Covenant on Civil and Po
litical Rights stated: 

Preamble 
Recognizing that, in accordance with the 

universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 
ideal of free human beings enjoying freedom 
from fear and want can only be achieved if 
conditions are created whereby everyone 
may enjoy his economic, social and cultural 
rights as well as his civil and political rights 
(International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights). 

Recognizing that, in accordance with the 
universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 
ideal of free human beings enjoying civil and 
political freedom and freedom from fear and 
want can only be achieved if conditions are 
created whereby everyone may enjoy his 
civil and political rights, as well as his eco
nomic, social and cultural rights (Internation
al Covenant on Civil and Political Rights). 

In 1984, the United Nations Secretary 
General Javier Perez de Cuellor at the annual 
conference of the Department of Public In
formation of the U.N. for non-governmental 
organizations, "New Approaches to De
velopment: Building a Just World" stated: 

"New Approaches to Development need 
to reflect a full awareness both of the fast
changing shape of the world economy and 
of the persistence, despite of the change, of 
the problem of poverty in major segments of 
the lunar community. We all know that we 
live on a world going through rapid structural 
and technological innovations. Some call it 
the second industrial renovation. The 
phenomenal developments in communica-
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tions, computer science and micro-biology, 
among other things are bound to have far 
reaching implications for structure of produc
tion and international trade. They are also 
bound to add a new dimension to the concept 
of global economy. 

In considering new strategies of develop
ment, it is important to be fully cognizant of 
the implications of these innovations. 
However, complex though, they are, they 
should by no means make us oblivious of ex
isting realities and the consequent priorities. 
The harshest reality is the plight of the vast 
masses of the poor in the Third World. The 
prime urgency is that of initiating a coher
ent set of actions which would put develop
ing countries in the path of long-term 
economic growth and advancement. 

If economic growth is to meet the 
challenges of development, it ought to inte
grate the needs and aspirations of all social 
strata, particularly the rural poor and the ur
ban unemployed. Experience has taught us 
that pursuing aggregate growth as a social 
objective may not automatically result in the 
diffusion of the benefits of growth towards 
the poorest strata. We also know that if 
failure to raise the socio-economic condition 
of the masses, commensurate with their ris
ing expectations, can curtail the progress of 
growth and imperil social stability and in
deed world peace . 
. In developing countries, experience 

gathered over the years in community de
velopment and popular participation is begin
ning to bear results. More recent 
developments in primary health care are es
pecially useful and pertinent. Non
governmental organizations should continue 
their invaluable role of introducing innova
tive and experimental activities at the grass
roots level, thus demonstrating more 
cost-effective approaches to the provisions 
of essential services to low-income groups. 

As for the state of human rights, thirty-six 
years after the proclamation of the Univer
sal Declaration, it is a lamentable fact that 
the most elementary rights continue to be 
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violated in many parts of the world, some
times on a massive scale. While it is true 
that, without development, there cannot be 
full realization of human rights, it is equally 
true that, without assurance of these rights, 
development would be hollow." 

This reflects perhaps the pursuit of the 
United Nations to formulate the guiding prin
ciples on crime prevention and criminal 
justice in the context of development and the 
New International Economic Order which 
was submitted to the Seventh U.N. Congress 
on Crime Prevention and Treatment of 
Offenders. The Guiding Principles were pre
pared by an Ad hoc committee of experts 
convened by the Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice Branch which met at the In
ternational Institute of Higher Studies in 
Criminal Science in Siracusa, Italy on Janu
ary 1983. They were thereafter scrutinized 
at the level of a regional and inter-regional 
meeting held in 1983 and brought to the 
Eighth Secession of The Committee on 
Crime Prevention and Control of March 
1984, and after being refined by a working 
group, the committee adopted those Guiding 
Principles and forwarded the approved text 
to the Economic and Social Council, which 
in turn adopted it, and was then forwarded 
to the Seventh Congress. 

These Guiding Principles are aimed at 
states whose social, economic and crimino
logical problems are different as are their le
gal systems. They are also aimed at 
countries who are in the process of develop
ment as well as those deemed soon to be de
veloped and are intended as guidelines and 
recommendations directed at the senior eco
nomic and social policy planners and senior 
officials whose functions include policies, 
control, supervision and operation of crimi
nal justice systems. 

The Guiding Principles are intended to im
plement the recommendation of the Gener
al Assembly (Resolution 35/171 of 15th 
December 1980) endorsing the Caracas 
Declaration Sixth U.N. Congress on Crime 
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Prevention and the Treatment of Offenders, 
Caracas, Venezuela, 1980, related to the 
"new perspectives for international cooper
ation in crime prevention in the context of 
development. " 

Development could then be taken to mean, 
"constant progress of change which has as 
its ultimate goal the improvement of the well 
being of the entire population on the basis 
of full participation in the process of develop
ment and a fair distribution of benefits which 
would thus be extended to all United Nations 
member states." 

Indeed the growth and seriousness of 
crime in many parts of the world, including 
both conventional and non-conventional 
criminality have a negative impact on the 
quality of life and would thus need univer
sal cooperation to combat it. In this respect, 
the Guiding Principles provided a general 
framework for strengthened international 
cooperation. 

In this connection, the role of the United 
Nations as a leading organization in E!nhanc
ing responsiveness to crime problems at all 
levels, and in promoting regional and inter
national collaboration deserves special con
sideration. Effective coordination among 
concerned agencies must be ensured if an in
tegrated approach is to be achieved though 
participation of all sections involved. In con
sidering crime prevention in the context of 
development, we need the formulation of 
crime prevention policies within the frame
work of economic and social planning, in 
which urbanization, population movement, 
social welfare programmes, education and 
employment opportunities are taken into 
account. 

This necessitates a celtain amount of phys
ical planning for crime prevention by way of 
improved town planning, development of ap
propriate living spaces, and provision of so
cial infrastructures. Crime prevention 
planners must be fully aware of the chang
ing realities of the social environment so as 
to be in a position to anticipate factors like
ly to generate crime thus reducing opportu-

nities to commit crime through the creation 
of conditions unfavorable to crime. 

The existing realities of crime, particular
ly those with international dimensions should 
go hand in hand with international response. 
Criminality in its transnational dimension 
could not be dealt with as merely a local 
problem, but rather, as a universal one, its 
control and prevention require deep commit
ment and cooperation at the national, region
al and international levels. Although there 
are a number of existing global instruments 
dealing with particular issues related to in
ternational cooperation, much more is need
ed in order to bridge the widening gap 
between these instruments and today's real
ities of crime and criminal justice. There ex
ists now a large body of conventions, 
international principles and norms and guide
lines which could not only guide states in col
laborative ties but also serve as a basis for 
the future development of international 
measures. 

What is required in the context of exist
ing economic and political realities is action 
likely to yield fruitful returns from these in
struments. This can only be achieved 
through cooperation among all states. Arti
cle 36 of the Guiding Principles provides 
that: "all states and entities should cooper
ate through the United Nations or otherwise 
on prevention and control of crime, as an in
dispensable element for contributing to the 
promotion of peace and security of mankind. 
While enhancing the effectiveness, stability 
and fairness of criminal justice." Such 
cooperation depends not only on the commit
ment of states and their willingness to make 
progress in this regard but also on the avail
ability of infrastructure mechanisms to mo
nitor the implementation of existing 
covenants and guidelines. There is a need for 
a responsive criminal justice system to en
sure that these standards be effectively car
ried out. It is a fact, although a sad fact, that 
in many countries there is a crisis in crimi
nal justice system management, mainly due 
to lack of adequate training of criminal 
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Justice personnel, in policy formulation and 
a lack of effective coordination among crimi
nal justice agencies which makes the system 
incapable of contributing to the objectiveness 
of these standards and norms of maintaining 
peace and order for equitable social and eco
nomic development, redressing inequalities 
and protecting human rights. The criminal 
justice system should play an essential role 
aimed at containing crime and creating a cli
mate of stability and peace, thus ensuring the 
protection of the rights of the individual 
against any violation and should serve as a 
guardian of society values through the pro
tection of rights and liberties. It should also 
contribute to the translation of those values 
and rights into social and political realities 
ensuring a just balance between the enjoy
ment of such rights and the enforcement of 
the law and the challenge for criminal justice 
administrators in order to provide such a 
balance. Thus to implement U.N. standards 
and norms, there is a need to create a respon
sive criminal justice system or to strength
en and improve existing systems. This would 
involve stimulating changes, which would 
range from the reform of substantive crimi
nal law and procedures to the reform of func
tioning of the various sectors of the criminal 
justice system, with the objective of updat
ing them in the light of current scientific 
knowledge and technological innovations, 
keeping in view the social, economic, politi
cal and cultural circumstances of countries 
concerned. The system should be able to go 
beyond local requirements and should be 
equipped to deal with transnational crime so 
as to contribute to efforts aiming at ensur
ing internal and external security and sta
bility. 

Some countries can afford to have such a 
criminal justice system, but many other 
countries, especially in our part of the world, 
cannot afford to have such a system, either 
for lack of personnel or for lack of funds or 
both. Thus it is legitimate to ask: how could 
such a responsive system be created? 

There is a close linkage between crime 
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prevention and the development and cooper
ation and coordination in the field of crime 
prevention and criminal justice should be fur
ther strengthened with ensuing effective par
ticipation by the United Nations in this field. 
Member states, inter-governmental and non
governmental organizations and internation
al and private funding agencies should assist 
the United Nations in establishing a global 
crime prevention and criminal justice infor
mation network as called for by the Econom
ic and Social Council and the General 
A~sembly. Member states are not only urged 
to contribute financially in this endeavor, but 
are also encouraged to provide data and 
other relevant information in relation to 
crime prevention and criminal justice. 

Governments, as well as other funding 
agencies should contribute financially to the 
United Nations Trust Fund for Social 
Defense so as to enable the organization to 
implement adequately and effectively 
programmes of technical cooperation in this 
field. United Nations Inter-regional Adviso
ry services in the field of crime prevention 
and criminal justice need to be strengthened. 
Member states and other private and inter
national funding agencies should assist in the 
implementation of technical assistance 
programmes. 

Activities of United Nations regional and 
inter-regional institutes for crime prevention 
and criminal justice should also be support
ed. Effective international cooperation 
presupposes the existence of adequate in
stitutional capacities in all national criminal 
justice systems. It is therefore incumbent 
upon the international community to or
ganize technical and scientific cooperation 
aimed at promoting such capacities in coun
tries which need assistance for that purpose. 
This will create conditions for even more de
veloped international cooperation. 

The United Nations, since it's foundation, 
drawing on its charter and the International 
Bill of Human Rights, has played a crucial 
role in the formulation of several internation
al instruments in the field of crime preven-
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tion and criminal justice. The U.N. 
Congresses on the Prevention of Crime and 
The Treatment of Offenders have greatly 
contributed to this process of standard set
ting, starting from the first congress in 1955 
which adopted the Standard Minimum Rules 
for the treatment of prisoners. Other impor
tant measures since then have been adopt
ed, such as the Declaration on the Protection 
of all persons from being subjected to torture 
and other cruel or degrading treatment or 
punishment, The Code of Conduct for Law 
Enforcement Officials, the Convention 
Against Torture and Other Cruel Unhuman 
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the 
safeguards guaranteeing protection of the 
rights of those facing the death penalty and 
the procedures for the effective implemen
tation of the Standard Minimum Rules for 
the Treatment of prisoners. 

Additional standards have extended the 
task of the United Nations in this field name
ly, The Guiding Principles for Crime Preven
tion and Criminal Justice within the context 
of development and a new international eco
nomic order and the United Nations Stan
dard Minimum Rules for the Administration 
of Juvenile Justice commonly known as the 
Beijing Rules. The Declaration of Basic Prin
ciples of Justice for Victims of Crime and 
Abuse of Power, the Basic Principles on the 
Independence of the Judiciary and The 
Model Agreement on the Transfer of For
eign Prisoners and Recommendations on the 
Treatment of Foreign Prisoners. 

How many of these principles and guide
lines have been applied or adhered to by in
dividual countries and what if any is their 
impact on different criminal justice systems? 

Successful implementation naturally re
quires international action, but, above all it 
depends on the efforts made by the govern
ment of individual countries within their 
domestic jurisdiction. It is true that United 
Nations guidelines and standards in crime 
prevention and criminal justice have a base 
of broad international support and express 
universal principles to which the internation-

al community has committed itself to, yet 
there are still difficulties in their effective ap
plication in many parts of the world. There 
are many obstacles to their successful im
plementation which may be summarized as 
follows: 

1. There is a lack of coordinated action. 
2. Shortage of funds hoth at national and in

ternational levels. 
3. Inadequate human and professional 

resources. 
4. Lack of political will and public apathy. 

Perhaps most important of these factors is 
the lack of political will to implement those 
standards and norms in systems which may 
find the standards and norms not fitting with 
its political aspirations or the traditions of its 
people. In some countries the death penalty 
is a religious command and not a legislative 
punishment; if the political system calls for 
its abolition it is possible that it may face a 
rebellion of its citizens branding the authori
ties of being sacrilegious or acting against 
the commands of God. This could apply to 
countries applying Islamic laws currently 
known as "sharia laws." Equally in those 
countries flogging and whipping is a religious 
punishment in certain cases of drunkenness 
or in the case of adultery. Without doubt 
some countries may describe whipping and 
flogging as cruel and unusual punishment. 
This description if mentioned in such coun
tries may amount to infamy. 

Some countries, especially in our part of 
the under-developed world, described 
courteously as the developing world are 
governed by military dictatorships which ex
ist on the protection of summary executions 
to those who oppose it. The nature of those 
governments necessitate the rejection of all 
forms of human rights. How then could the 
international community guarantee adoption 
or implementation of those norms on the face 
of these obstacles? 

Most of those countries attend United Na
tions Congresses. Most of those countries are 
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members of the United Nations Family. 
Most of them accept the norms and stan
dards in the General Assembly and the 
ECOSOC, but when it comes time to apply 
them, they ignore the most basic rights given 
to their citizens. 

It would therefore be very useful to con
sider measures for the effective implemen
tation and follow up on policies which have 
already been internationally agreed to. I 
would prefer in this area to consider action 
with respect to the interested government in 
the implementation of guidelines and stan
dards and thus interested to translate them 
into reality. Those measures should include: 

1. Incorporating the United Nations meas
ures in national legislations. 

2. Using educational and promotional 
processes in schools, colleges and acade
mies of criminal justice as well as law 
faculties, exploring the role of the mass 
media and eliciting its support. 

3. Increase of community involvement to 
create an atmosphere conducive to the ob
servance of the principles embodied in the 
instruments. 

4. Exploring ways and means of overcoming 
resistance towards the principles such as 
national committees to promote and en
hance evaluative research. 

This would imply the provision of finan
cial support together with human resources 
both by the interested governments and the 
United Nations. Some government may be 
interested but not capable and some govern
ments may not only be interested in the ap
plication of those standards in their country, 
but possibly might be interested in applying 
them in a different part of the world. They 
may be capable of implementing and of giv
ing assistance to other governments in ord
er to implement the standards. Those 
governments should contribute to the Unit
ed Nations Trust Fund for social defense as 
well as the other international funding agen
cies such as UNDP to assist developing 
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countries interested in including certain stan
dards in their country programmes. 

The role and scope of the United Nations 
activities in promoting more effective appli
cation of guidelines and standards at the 
regional and inter-regional levels should also 
be re-assessed and adequate support should 
be provided to regional and inteNegional 
United Nations institutes for crime preven
tion and criminal justice together with the 
reinforcement of advisory services in this 
area, not necessarily from the United Na
tions, but also from capable governments in 
order to meet requests for technical cooper
ation from countries in need of assistance. 

The ideas and initiatives contained in most 
United Nations norms and standards are, in 
themselves, positive but need more exami
nation by the various states. It is not enough 
for a state to send its delegation to United 
Nations congresses or to participate in the 
process of adopting recommendations of 
those congresses in the General Assembly or 
other United Nations body to malce the 
recommendations binding on that state for 
implementation. Something further must be 
done, perhaps the transformation of basic 
standards into conventions inviting different 
countries to carefully examine and sign 
them. In some countries, in accordance with 
Constitutional Provisions, once a convention 
was ratified, it automatically became an in
tegral part of the domestic legislation and 
public opinion-the world might then feel in
creased pressure in favor of compliance with 
such conventions. This would necessitate the 
revision and improvement of existing stan
dards and guidelines by identifying and clos
ing loopholes in those instruments to make 
them acceptable to different states in order 
to achieve universally acceptable results. Ex
tensive work is required in order to achieve 
these results and this work is worth all pos
sible efforts, because these norms and guide
lines form a set of policy rules whose moral 
importance reflect the crucial role of the 
United Nations in this field. 

Accordingly, the inter-regional preparato-
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ry meeting of the Eighth United Nations 
Congress on Topic 1: "Crime Prevention and 
Criminal Justice in the Context of Develop
ment: Realities and Perspectives of Interna
tional Cooperation in the Field of Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice" has formu
lated the following recommendations on the 
promotion of international cooperation in 
crime prevention and criminal justice: 

International cooperation on crime preven
tion and criminal justice, it emphasized, has 
to be developed in these major areas: 

1. The creation and implementation of inter
national legal instruments, standards and 
norms. 

2. Technical and scientific cooperation, and 
3. The development of the role of the Unit

ed Nations. 

Four general directions should be pursued 
in order to increase the effectiveness of in
ternational cooperation in penal matters in 
the form of international measures, stan
dards and norms: 

a. Efforts towards the ratification and im
plementation of existing international in
struments, standards and norms. 

b. The development of a comprehensive in
ternational convention on cooperation in 
penal matters, incorporating among differ
ent topics existing agreements on extra
dition, mutual assistance, the transfer of 
prisoners, the transfer of proceedings, and 
the transfer of supervision of conditional
ly sentenced or released offenders. 

c. The development of model instruments, 
standards and norms for use at the nation
al, bilateral, regional and inter-regional 
levels. 

In terms of international cooperation in 
crime prevention and criminal justice, the 
need for international cooperation has so far 
been recognized in the following specific in
struments; 

- The convention on the prevention and 
punishment of the crime of genocide. 

-The convention for the suppression of the 
traffic in persons and of the exploitations 
of the prostitution of others. 

- The international convention on the sup
pression and punishment of the crime of 
Apartheid. 

- The convention on the prevention and 
punishment of crimes against internation
ally protected persons including diplomatic 
agents. 

- The international convention against the 
taking of hostages. 

-The declaration on the protection of all 
persons being subjected to torture and 
other cruel, inhuman or degrading treat
ment or punishment. 

- The code of conduct for law enforcement 
officials. 

-The Tokyo convention on offences and 
certain other acts committed on board air
crafts of 14 September 1963. 

-The Hague convention for the suppression 
of the unlawful seizure of aircraft of 16 De
cember 1970. 

-The Montreal convention for the sl'ppres
sion of unlawful acts against the safety of 
civil aviation of 23 September 1971. 

-The single convention on narcotics drugs 
of 1961 as amended by the 1972 Protocol 
amending the single convention on narcot
ics drugs of 1961. 

-The convention on Psychotropic Sub
stances of 1971. 

On the uther hand, standards and norms 
currently in the process of being formulated 
include the following: 

-Drafting basic principles on the role of 
lawyers. 

- Drafting basic principles on the use of 
force and firearms by law enforcement 
officials. 

- Drafting standards for the prevention of 
juvenile delinquency. 

-Drafting standard minimum rules for the 
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treatment of juveniles deprived of their 
liberty. 

-Drafting basic principles on the prevention 
and investigation of extra legal, arbitrary 
and summary executions, 

-Modeling agreements on the transfer of 
criminal proceedings. 

-Modeling an agreement on the transfer of 
the supervision of conditionally sentenced 
or conditionally released offenders. 

-Modeling an agreement on extradition and 
mutual assistance in criminal matters. 

-Drafting standard minimum rules on the 
non-institutional treatment of offenders. 

From a first look at these measures, one 
would notice that recognition of cooperation 
covers those standards and norms which are 
of international concern rather than local 
concern. This suggests that the most suita
ble forms of standards and norms to be im
plemented are those standards which 
concern the international community as a 
whole and future trends should be directed 
towards such standards to strengthen inter
national cooperation and to invite participa
tion of the international society. 

It is therefore pertinent at this stage to put 
the following questions for discussion: 

1. What action is needed to influence nation
allegislations related to crime prevention 
and criminal justice to accept United Na
tions norms and guidelines in their respec
tive systems? 

2. In what way could concrete changes at the 
national level be achieved and how could 
obstacles be overcome? What specific 
measures could be taken to this effect? 

3. By what means could the United Nations 
assist countries in implementing norms 
and guidelines in crime prevention and 
criminal justice? What are the obstacles to 
providing such assistance? 

4. How could the level of sllpport to 
programmes of technical cooperation and 
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advisory services in crime prevention and 
criminal justice be increased to permit 
more effective implementation of United 
Nations norms and guidelines? What ef
fort could be made to involve internation
al funding agencies more gctively in these 
tasks? 

5. In what way could continuous and closer 
regional cooperation in implementing 
United Nations norms and guidelines be 
promoted? What measures could be taken 
to strengthen the regional United Nations 
institutes in crime prevention and crimi
nal justice in this regard? 

6. How could the need for further research 
on more effective ways and means of im
plementing United Nations norms and 
guidelines in crime prevention and crimi
nal justice be met at the national, region
al, and international levels? What would 
the role of the United Nations Social 
Defense Research Institute be in this 
respect? 

7. What are the priority areas in which par
ticular attention should be given to the for
mulation of new norms and guidelines? 

8. What is the role of the United Nations, in 
particular the Committee on Crime 
Prevention and Control, in promoting the 
implementation of existing standards and 
the setting of priorities for the formulation 
of new standards? 

9. How could existing mechanisms be 
strengthened? 

These questions should be the subject of 
our future seminars and I invite each of you 
to carefully study them and the outcome of 
these seminars would be a land mark in sug
gesting ways and means to assist the Unit
ed Nations, specifically the Committee on 
Crime Prevention and Control, in its future 
work. Until we meet in a seminar or more 
than one seminar, thank you very much for 
listening to me and I wish you a successful 
outcome from the seminars to come. 



Development and Crime: Pilot Project in Yugoslavia 
- Results of the Preliminary Analysis-

by Ugljesa Zvekic * 

Int~oduction 

Today it is almost a truism to state that 
there is a relationship between development 
and crime. In other words, that large scale 
social transformations are, in some deter
mined way, connected with changes in the 
levels and forms of cr:me and/or reactions to 
crime: that the criminal question is inter
linked with issues of development. Yet such 
a statement specifies neither the nature nor 
the type or direction of such a relationship. 
Lack of precision is also characteristic of 
studies carried out on the subject matter over 
the last century and a hal£ regarding the ex
istence of connections but were rather incon
clusive, and even contradictory, as to their 
nature, type and direction. 

Still, both the researcher and the layper
son are faced with an increasing concern 
with crime-generating and crime-preventing/ 
controlling industries. In some places, and 
with striking effects, the belief in "inevita
ble progress" as society develops seems to 
be seriously challenged by growth in crime 
and its human, material and institutional 
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costs. The cost aspect is of particular con
cern to policy makers and administrators in 
the criminal justice field. To many, develop
ment and crime are so interrelated that there 
is nothing more logical than to look at them 
in a causative or at least highly associative 
manner. 

This line of thought also prevailed within 
the United Nations context. It has in the past 
paid considerable attention to the crime and 
development question, and the Organiza
tion's engagement in this area is growing. In
deed, it has by now acquired a very high 
referential significance for the whole range 
of activities and in particular at the quinquen
nial United Nations Congresses on the Pre
vention of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders. This was highlighted in the Mi
lan Plan of Action, the preeminent document 
adopted by the most recent congress, namely 
the Seventh, held in Milan, Italy in 1985. 
The same concern is being frequently re
flected in the preparatory activities now un
derway for the forthcoming Eighth Congress 
to be held in Havana, Cuba in 1990. 

The United Nations Interregional Crime 
and Justice Reseaxch Institute-UNICRI 
(formerly UNSDRI) also reflected these con
cerns in its programmes and activities. The 
above-mentioned concerns lead to the 
launchmg of this action-oriented pilot proj
ect in Yugoslavia. 

For reasons of technical feasibility, the 
project in Yugoslavia focused on a limited 
period of time (1966-1986) and on a selected 
aspect of the subject matter. Limits are also 
set by the type and form of information used 
in the analysis, namely statistical secondary 
data, available from official recording sys
tems. 
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-training of personnel in the field of de
velopmental and criminal justice statistks; 

-training of the researchers in the use of de
velopmental and criminal justice data-base; 

-training of researchers in models and 
methods of dimensional and comparative 
data analysis. 

Progress and Problems 

The project started in 1987. The Project 
Document was prepared in the first half of 
1988 identifying the main directions of re
search and its structures, and outlining the 
methodological design. The next phase con
sisted of the collection of data and the crea
tion of data base. Then, the analysis of the 
test year (1980) was carried out which iden
tified major problems with data, their in
terpretation and further analysis needed to 
supplement the adopted methodological 
model. The preliminary analysis based on 
1973, 1980 and 1986 was carried out. This 
paper will present major findings of the pre
liminary analysis. The results of the prelim
inary analysis served as a basis for the elabo
ration of further data analysis and the adop
tion of the structure of the final report. It is 
expected that the final report will be com
pleted and ready for publication by the end 
of 1990. 

A number of problems were encountered 
in each of the phases of the project. These 
problems may be classified into three distinct 
but related categories. 

The first category of problems concerns 
conceptualization and interpretation. Devel
opment is a case in point. Despite numerous 
attempts to define it, there is no consensus 
regarding the concept of development. For 
a long time, both in science and commonsen
sically, development carried positive conno
tations. It underlined affirmative aspects of 
social change, mostly of economic growth. 
In science, it was also connected with the no
tion of progress, linearity, accumulation and 
continuity, although there were attempts to 
move away from the exclusively positive 
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loadings. UNESCO's definition is an attempt 
to depart from the "affirmative backlog": 
"Development, in short, is an integral and 
integrating process, both requiring and 
precipitating far-reaching social, political and 
economic changes. It is by no means a 
unilinear process that moves steadily and 
smoothly towards some predetermined set 
of models and values ... it is typically turbu
lent, often a downright disorderly and pain
ful process." 

Apart from the complexity of the defini
tion of development, another complication 
lies in the internal cnnceptual structure of de
velopment. Is it a singular, undifferentiated 
process or does it consist of a number of such 
processes? Thus some speak of global devel
opment and types of development, for exam
ple: economic, industrial, political, education
al and social. For some, global development 
is the result of its composite processes; for 
others, it is totality per se. The unitary con
cept of development suggests a singular in
dicator or singular index of development; the 
differentiated concept suggests multiple in
dicators, themselves in different degrees of 
mutual association and of different direction 
of relationships. 

The substitution of development with so
cial change does not present an adequate so
lution either. Although social change seems 
to be of a more neutral connotation, it does 
not reduce the ambiguity of the concept. It 
is of great importance to use coherently the 
concept of development and to define it as 
precisely as possible, since the conceptuali
zation of development has definite conse
quences for the adoption of the theoretical 
interpretative framework. 

The situation with the crime component
in the crime and development phase-is also 
complicated but somewhat to a lesser degree 
since the research is of national character. 
Yet, some complications regard the theoret
ical concept of crime; is it an ontological con
cept or a social construction? If so, in what 
sense and how is one to talk about crime? 
What is the relationship between the crimi-
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nal justice system and criminal behaviours? 
What are the indicators of crime and in what 
way should they be socio-culturally and po
litically interpreted? 

The theoretically conceived position of 
crime vis-a-vis development determines its 
position in the analytical process (dependent 
or independent variable). For those who 
regard crime as a dependent variable, time 
sequence is of crucial importance and there
fore appropriate methods for analysis must 
be selected. On the other hand, some authors 
regard crime as a social activity with its own 
internal logic and historical developments, 
thus, essentially. as an independent variable. 
Others claim that crime is an integral part 
of social processes and talk not only about 
modernization of society but also about mod
ernization of crime. The concepts of socie
tal and crime modernization is not quite clear 
although it points out the adaptive capacities 
of social patterns of interaction and their in
terpretation within the framework of a de
termined set of goals and means. But these 
concepts cannot easily confront themselves 
with the reality of development, which is far 
from being unidirectional. 

This research project adopted the concept 
of development as an integral process which 
allows the existence of different develop
ment profiles. Each developmental profile 
describes a discrete configuration. There
fore, the project's concept of development is 
basically an empirical concept, established 
within the limits set by the nature and type 
of available developmental parametres. 

The most serious problem concerned the 
collection of data and the creation of data 
base. It stems from the fact that the project 
covers a twenty-year period, that the basic 
unit for data collection was the municipality 
(on an average 500 municipalities for each 
year) and that data base contains 67 develop
mental variables and 20 criminal justice vari
ables (10 for adults and 10 for juveniles) for 
each municipality and for each year. The 
mai.n difficulty emerged from the fact that 
data were recorded following different 

methodologies, in different forms, in differ
ent media; furthermore, they had to be 
searched for in different sources. 

The next problem is related to the fact that 
not all the data was available for each basic 
unit. Therefore, some data was missing for 
some municipalities which created a problem 
of data systematization and in particular their 
sequential ordering. 

Data analysis was carried out according to 
the methodological model containing sever
al techniques: 

-descriptive statistical parametres on a level 
of discrete variable; 

-linear correlation within and between the 
sets of variables; 

-multiple regression analysis for (i) each sin
gular developmental and criminal justice 
variable, (ii) latent developmental variables 
(factors of development) and each singu
lar criminal justice variable, (iii) singular 
and latent developmental variables and the 
first major component of the criminal jus
tice variable set; 

-factorial analysis of developmental and 
criminal justice variables by the methods 
of major components and their rotation in 
the ortoblique position; 

-canonical and quasi-canonical analyses on 
the level of singular developmental and 
criminal justice variables and within the 
factorial solutions; 

-taxonomic analysis; 
-methods for the analysis of rhythm and di.s-

proportions in development and its relation 
to crime. 

Bearing in mind the volume of data and 
complexity of analyses, a number of techni
cal problems arose for which relatively sat
isfactory solutions were found. Two such 
problems, however, need to be pointed out. 
The first refers to the already mentioned lack 
of certain data. In some small-sized munici
palities certain forms of crime were not reg
istered at all. This was particularly the case 
with certain forms of serious offences and 
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juvenile offenders. This situation led to an 
attempt to group singular criminal justice 
variables into larger categories. Such a so
lution resulted in criminal justice categories 
identical to the categorization adopted by the 
Yugoslav Criminal Code. However, a certain 
amount and quality of significant information 
for criminal policy analysis was lost. 

The second problem refers to the analysis 
of rhythm and disproportions in development 
and their relationship with crime. The prob
lem is not technical but rather of an inter
pretative nature. One of the main hypothe
sis contained in the Project Document was 
that faster rhythm of development and 
marked disproportions in development lead 
to a marked increase in crime rates, and that 
the relationship between development and 
crime varies according to the above
mentioned characteristics of developmental 
process. preliminary analysis showed that 
this is not so, that is to say, the coefficients 
of determination between certain develop
mc:ntal factors and certain forms of crime are 
at approximately equal levels throughout the 
twenty-year period and that these coeffi
cients do not reflect a developmental curve. 
This seems to be an interesting finding from 
the theoretical point of view but it needs fur
ther testing with difierent models of analy
sis in order to increase its reliability (or to 
dispel it). 

Development and Crime: 
Trends and Characteristics 

A Shm't Note on Yugoslavia's Economic and 
Legal Histo1J1 

Yugoslavia was created in 1918 after the 
First World War and, following the Second 
World War (national liberation struggle 
against fascism and the socialist revolution), 
was constituted a Federal Socialist State. It 
is a multi-ethnic, multi-lingual and multi
religion federation made up of six republics 
and two autonomous provinces. Its basic po
litical principles are self-management, 
monoparty system and non-alignment in for-
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eign policy. 
Post-war development in Yugoslavia fol

lowed quite closely the Soviet economic 
model up to 1948 after which it initiated a 
number of economic and political reforms. 
Yet, in the fifties it still relied on the model 
of a centrally-planned economy. 

The economic situation over the twenty
year period under consideration (1966-1986) 
can be characterized as follows: 

1966-1972: This period was initiated by 
the economic reform of 1965, a reform with 
an emphasized market orientation. This pe
riod ends with constitutional amendments in
serted in the Constitution of 1974. The major 
idea of the reform consisted in giving enter
prises a more independent role which should, 
in turn, lead to a more efficient allocation of 
resources and higher productivity. Social 
tensions, strife between the republics and 
provinces in the process of decentralization, 
etc., caused a shift away from a distinct mar
ket orientation towards the end of the peri
od. The major economic indicators show still 
high growth rates of industrial production, 
a doubling of the rate of inflation, higher un
employment, a high growth of productivity 
and a stable increase in real wages. Export 
growth lagged behind import growth, but the 
migration of labor to the West and resulting 
workers' remittances eased the pressure on 
the balance of payments and unemployment 
levels. 

In a broader sense, this period can be re
garded as a turning point, not only in terms 
of the economic system, but also from the 
point of view of a deeper social reorientation 
in terms of social values. This was caused 
not only by a pronounced market orientation, 
but also by an opening-up to the rest of the 
world (migration abroad, freedom of travel 
abroad, development of tourism, etc.). 

1972-1980: This period was characterized 
by the establishment of a system of "social 
agreements" as a regulating mechanism 
within the economy and an import substitu
tion strategy with high foreign lending in or-
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der to cover the gap in domestic savings. 
Bon'owing on the financial world market was 
pronounced after 1976, resulting in a huge 
foreign debt and the undertaking of huge in
vestment projects. The growth of industrial 
production in this period is still impressive, 
but the rate of inflation was doubled. As a 
result of a sharp fall in the standard of liv
ing, the growth of productivity and the av
erage growth rate of real incomes were 
dampened over the last two years of this sub
period. The rate of unemployment was dou
bled while growth rates of export and import 
were reduced to half. 

1980-1986: This period is characterized 
more by macroeconomic tendencies that 
took a turn for the worse as compared to the 
preceding period, than by any type of institu
tional reform. The growth rate of industrial 
production fell to only 2.8% on the average. 
There were marked declines in the absolute 
standard of living, a galloping inflation, a fur
ther increase in unemployment, negative 
rates of productivity growth in industry, 
while a drop in the growth of exports was 
accompanied by import restrictions. While 
there was a lack of institutional reform, this 
period was marked by a broad debate on the 
nature of and remedies for what has been 
openly called a "major crisis" in Yugoslav 
society. 

The whole period under consideration is 
furthermore characterized by rapid urbani
zation and related rural/urban migration. 
Yet, nowadays, more than 50% of the popu
lation in Yugoslavia (out of approximately 22 
million) still lives in rural areas, which means 
that the level of urbanization is low, as com
pared to other European countries. Never
theless, only 20% of the active population 
works in the agricultural sector. Of course 
there are marked differences between re
gions in this respect. In fact, disagrarization 
is quite marked despite the fact that the ma
jority of the people still live in the country; 
this can be explained by the high daily mi
gration to industrialized centres (com-

muters), and slower urbanization-in terms 
of spatial concentration and sectorial occupa
tional allocation-than disagrarization. 

The development of the Yugoslav penal 
system can also be divided into three distinct 
periods: 

1945-1951: This period is characterized by 
the passing of a number of individual penal 
acts in order to regulate and protect the eco
nomic and polit.ical bases of the new socialist 
system. The Constitution of the Federal Peo
ple's Republic of Yugoslavia was passed in 
1946 as well as the General Part of the Crim
inal Code (1947) and the Code of Penal Pro
cedure (1948). These two were the first sys
tematic penal legislative acts. It should be 
noted that the Criminal Code was, to a great 
extent, inspired by the theory and experience 
of the Soviet Union. At the same time a num
ber of individual legislative acts were passed, 
thereby expanding the penal legislation's 
special sections and creating solid basis for 
the formulation of a unified and comprehen
sive criminal legislation. 

1951-1977: The new criminal code was 
passed in 1951 and it is considered the most 
important instance in the development of a 
democratic penal system. Progressive prin
ciples contained in the penal systems of some 
European countries were adopted, with em
phasis on the principle of legality and nega
tion of the principle of analogy. The Crimi
nal Code underwent several revisions during 
this period. The 1959 reform introduced a 
number of important changes in the juvenile 
justice system inspired by the social defence 
movement. In the early sixties, types of pun
ishment were reduced to five and security 
measures and judicial reprimand were also 
introduced. The new Constitution was 
passed in 1963. Further reforms took place 
in 1965, 1967 and 1969, while the reform of 
1973 already paved the way to a new phase 
in the development of the penal system. 

1977 to date: The new Constitution of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was 
passed in 1974 and as a result of adjust-
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ments, the unified Criminal Code ceased to 
exist on 1 July 1977. In fact, the Federal 
Criminal Code was passed on 28 September 
1976 while the Criminal Codes of the Repub
lics and Autonomous Provinces were adopt
ed on 1 July 1977. This meant that federal 
jurisdiction included the general part of the 
Criminal Code and a limited number of fed
eral crimes. All other criminal offences are 
contained in the criminal codes of each con
stitutive unit of the Federation. Still, the uni
fied Code of Penal Procedure is retained. 

Main Characteristics of Socio-economic Devel
opment: 1973-1986 

Socio-economic and cultural development 
are represented by the sets of variables. 
Their values are given for three points in 
time: 1973, 1980 and 1986. At a descriptive 
level the following characteristics are noted: 

Demographic change: It is represented by 
a number of indicators all of which point out 
a relatively slow demographic growth on av
erage, however, with drastic variations be
tween regions; a slight trend towards 
decrease in fertility rate, infant mortality rate 
and number of registered marriages, and an 
increase in mortality rate. 

Income and investments: The index of ac
tive basic assets at purchase value per in
habitant grew in the period 1973-1980 ap
proximately three times faster than in the 
1980-1986 period. A more drastic fall is reg
istered in a latter period regarding the coeffi
cients of growth in values. National income 
per inhabitant also registered drastic growth 
in the 1973-1980 period (2.82 times) and then 
a slight tendency towards decrease. The 
same tendencies are found in industry, min
ing and agriculture although the increase in 
agriculture was significantly lower. In the in
dividual (private) sector of agriculture there 
was an increase in income per inhabitant, but 
two times lower than in the public sector of 
agriculture in the same period (1973-1980), 
followed by the downward trend in both sec
tors in the subsequent period. Investments 
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in economy showed a high rate of increase 
in the first period (3.5 times) and then rapid 
fall in the 1980-1986 period, so that the value 
of investments in the basic assets of the pub
lic sector in 1986 dropped to only 71% of 
their real value in 1980. In addition, it is not
ed that both the yield of wheat and maze 
showed slight but constant increase in the 
whole period under consideration (an aver
age of 2% yearly) although there were no 
substantial changes in terms of the areas of 
arable land. 

Traffic and communication: The number of 
railway stations, the value of transport of 
goods by railway and the number of passen
gers showed a slight decrease in the 1973-
1980 period and then an opposite trend in the 
period that followed. The number of post 
offices increased slightly over the fifteen
year period (10%). Only the number of pas
senger cars registered constant and drastic 
growth from 42.67 per 1,000 inhabitants in 
1973 to 112.92 in 1986. 

Supply of goods: This activity was meas
ured on the basis of the number of stores and 
turnover. In the 1973-1980 period, the turn
over increased much faster (about three 
times) than the number of stores; in the fol
lowing period, the turnover decreased on an 
average of 0.5% real value per year. 

Tourism: The number of beds used by do
mestic and foreign tourists grew constantly 
at an yearly average rate of approximately 
3% with, nevertheless, differences between 
regions. 

Housing construction: In the 1973-1980 pe
riod there was significant growth in public 
and total housing construction, while both in
vestments in housing and number of houses 
decreased significantly in the 1980-1986 pe
riod. 

Medical care: All parametres of medical 
care registered increases in the period under 
consideration, although it should be noted 
that the number of physicians grew much 
faster (6% annually) with respect to the num
ber of hospital beds (1% annually). 

Education: There were no substantial 
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changes in all parametres of education in the 
period under observation, except for the sig
nificant increase in the number of pupils in 
the secondary schools in the 1973-1980 pe
riod. 

Culture: Developments in the sphere of cul
ture were measured by a number of varia
bles indicating cinema attendance and radio 
and TV subscribers. While there was con
stant, although slight decrease in the num
ber of cinemas and in the attendance, the 
number of TV and radio subscribers rapidly 
increased in the 1973-1980 period following 
which the achieved level was maintained 
over the 1980-1986 period. 

This summary presentation of the select
ed developmental variables highlights the ex
istence of two clear trends. In the 1973-1980 
period, growth continued in almost all de
velopmental parametres with respect to the 
preceding period. For some of them, the rate 
of increased was highly marked. On the 
other hand, over the 1980-1986 period, the 
effects of economic crisis is clearly demon
strated by the downward trend in almost all 
developmental parametres except private 
transport. 

Trends in Crime: 1973-1986 
In the period under consideration, the 

number of final sentences passed in crimi
nal proceedings in Yugoslavia more or less 
stagnated, showing a decrease in the rate of 
persons convicted, as compared with the 
1960-1974 period. After a considerable fall 
in the number of final sentences recorded in 
the period 1978-1981, the number of persons 
convicted began to rise in 1982, primarily as 
a result of an increase in some forms of prop
erty,economic and traffic offences. In addi
tion, there were some changes in substantive 
and procedural penal legislation that may 
have to some extent influenced the general 
crime picture. Thus, as of 1 July 1977, six 
Republican and two Provincial criminal 
codes have been enforced together with the 
Federal Criminal Code, all of which have in-

troduced some new forms of economic 
offences and criminal violations of self
managing rights; there were also some 
changes regarding private penal action and 
obligatory conciliation proceedings. 

The dynamics of adult crime in terms of 
the total number of adult persons convicted 
of criminal offences decreased up to 1979, 
followed by minor fluctuations until 1981, 
and a considerable increase after 1981, es
pecially in 1984 (Table I in Annex). 

The participation of women in the total 
number of persons convicted declined stead
ily throughout the entire period considered. 
However, in the last three years of the peri
od, the number of women convicted in
creased but, in relative terms, was less than 
the number of men. 

The structure of crime by kind of offence 
change (Table II in Annex). Thus, in 1975, 
the largest number of adults were convicted 
of offences against property (about 22% of 
the total number), followed by offences 
against life and limb (about 19%) and public 
transport safety (about 17%). Also in 1985, 
the largest number of convicted persons 
were found guilty of offences against prop
erty (about 30% of the total figure), followed 
by offences against public transport safety 
(about 18%), while the proportion of those 
convicted of offences against life and limb 
decreased (to approximately 14% of the to
tal number), 

The rise in the overall number of persons 
convicted over the last few years of the pe
riod under consideration as due to an in
crease in the number of offences against 
property; there was also an increase in the 
number of persons convicted of offences 
against the national economy. The number 
of persons convicted of offences against of
ficial duty and the general security of peo
ple and property also increased. On the other 
hand, there was a marked decrease in the 
number of persons convicted for offences 
against honour and reputation. This was, it 
is presumed, to a large extent due to obliga
tory conciliation procedure before concilia-
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tion councils for perpetrators of offences on 
the basis of private action. 

The period under survey also saw a 
decrease in the number of persons convict
ed for offences against civil liberties and hu
man rights, and in the number of offences 
against public order and legal transactions. 

In the total number of persons sentenced, 
the proportion of those convicted for politi
cal offences was small and, in addition, con
tinued to decline, thus continuing the down
ward trend for this kind of criminality that 
began in the mid-seventies. Persons convict
ed for such offences accounted for approxi
mately 0.5% of the total number of persons 
sentenced in 1975, and for approximately 
0.2% of those sentenced in 1985. From 1977 
to 1979 the number of persons convicted de
clined considerably. However, this figure in
creased suddenly in 1982, especially the 
number of those convicted for counter
revolutionary activities against the social or
der, hostile propaganda and association for 
purposes of hostile activity, as a result of un
rest in the province of Kosovo. 

The proportion bf persons convicted of vi
olent crimes from among the total number 
of persons sentenced, declined steadily. In 
1975 it amounted to about 20% and ten years 
later to about 15% of the total figure. This 
decline was the result of a decrease in the 
number of persons convicted for light bodi
ly injuries (approximately 32%), which oth
erwise accounted for the bulk (approximately 
70%) of the total number of persons sen
tenced for offences against life and limb. 

In addition, the number of persons convict
ed for the most serious offences falling with
in this group-such as: murder, voluntary 
manslaughter and grievous bodily injury
also decreased but to a lesser extent. 

The number of persons convicted for eco
nomic offences increased in the period un
der survey both in absolute (44% in 1985 as 
compared to 1975) and relative terms (from 
1/5 in 1975 to 1/3 of the total figure for 1985). 
Until 1978 this number declined steadily, but 
it increased considerably after that year. 
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There was, in fact, an increase in the num
ber of adults convicted for offences against 
social property and national economy, while 
the number of sentences for offences against 
official duty varied negligibly. Among crim
inal offences against the national economy, 
"issuing and passing of a bad cheque" and 
"forest theft" predominated (65%). The in
cidence of criminal offences against social 
property increased steadily. After a decrease 
in 1977 and 1978, the number of persons 
convicted for theft of social property rose 
steadily, topping, in 1985, by 83% the figure 
for 1975. The number of persons convicted 
for offences against official duty, which are 
also considered to be a form of economic 
criminality was, in contrast with the two for
mer groups, rather stable until 1982, follow
ing which it increased in 1983, 1984 and 
1985. There was, in fact, an increase in the 
number of persons convicted for abuse of of
ficial position, while the number of adult per
sons convicted for embezzlement in offices 
remained the same. 

The marked increase in the number of var
ious types of vehicles resulted in a consider
able rise in the incidence of traffic offences. 
In 1953, for example, there were approxi
mately 50,000 automobiles, buses and other 
motor vehicles on the Yugoslav roads as 
compared to over 3.4 million vehicles thirty 
years later. In addition, it should be borne 
in mind that Yugoslavia is an open-frontier 
country and transit territory for the Middle 
East countries and vice versa. All this has 
contributed to a rise in the number of traffic 
offences. The proportion of persons convict
ed for traffic offences, from among the total 
number of adult perpetrators, increased 
steadily until 1980 and then slightly declined. 
However, the consequences of such offences 
were considerable. Thus in 1954 a total of 
429 persons were killed in traffic accidents, 
as compared to 4,105 in 1984. On the other 
hand, in 1984, approximately 500 persons 
died a violent death. 

Penal policy is best illustrated by data on 
convicted persons by type of final sentence 
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(Table III and IV in Annex). 
In the Yugoslav criminal law, death 

penalty is, according to the Constitution, ap
plicable only for very serious forms of some 
of the most grievous crimes. In the period 
under consideration, altogether 39 death 
penalties were imposed, and the largest num
ber of murders were committed out of greed 
or blood vengeance, followed by murders 
committed in a cruel and perfidious manner, 
and multiple homicide. 

Throughout the entire period under con
sideration, 1/5 of the total number of persons 
convicted were sentenced to immediate pris
on terms. Most frequent were the lowest 
sentences-up to 12 months imprisonment 
(73% in 1977 to 81% in 1984; the largest 
number were sentenced to three/six months 
imprisonment). 

There were negligeable changes in penal 
policy concerning the imposition of fines. 
Thus, in 1975, fines accounted for about 29% 
and in 1985 for approximately 37%. The 
proportion of reduced punishments amount
ed to 1f4 and about 50% of this was account
ed for by traffic offenders. 

Suspended sentences accounted for almost 
40% of the total number of sentences im
posed, and suspended fines for 15% thereof. 

The use of judicial admonition declined 
steadily while the number of educational 
measures (imposed upon young adults), al
though increasing, was quite small. 

The proportion of security measures was 
rather small and ranged from about 4% in 
1975 to about 5.5% in 1981. The most fre
quent security measure imposed on convict
ed adult persons was the withdrawal of the 
driving licence (63%); the second most fre
quent being prohibition from exercising a 
certain occupation, activity or duty, which 
is explained by the increase in the commis
sion of economic offences. 

In the period under consideration there 
was an increase in the number of measures 
calling for the compulsory treatment of al
coholics and drug addicts which shows the 
increased danger of this category of per-

petrators, and also a rise in the number of 
alcoholics and drug addicts. 

The table that follows summarizes the 
above-mentioned information using the mean 
(XA), standard deviation (SD) and the regis-
tered maximum in the population. 

Table 1 

Crime Category 1973 1980 1986 

Offences against XA 9.86 7.56 6.55 
life and limb SD 6'.58 4.5 4.53 

max 43.25 25.70 31.50 

Property crime XA 8.62 9.22 14.58 
SD 7.55 6.67 13.39 
max 77.03 38.90 67.18 

Economic crime XA 5.25 4.59 7.88 
SD 5.18 3.84 9.51 
max 44.74 48.26 40.73 

Sexual offences XA 0.39 0.38 0.37 
SD 0.52 0.47 0.49 
max 2.80 2.88 2.87 

Traffic offences XA 7.32 11.11 8.66 
SD 7.31 7.66 5.72 
max 45.79 51.87 70.32 

Other offences XA 13.50 10.71 9.56 
SD 10.65 6.98 6.95 
max 101.87 62.54 50.16 

Recidivism XA 6.54 7.41 9.80 
SD 6.60 6.34 9.41 
max 51.35 33.64 102.01 

Table 1 reveals the already noted trends 
in crime. Thus, offences against life and limb 
show constant decrease, while property 
crimes increase constantly. Both economic 
crime and traffic offences vary but in oppo
site directions: traffic offences increased 
while economic crime decreased between 
1973 and 1980; the reverse trends (although 
slight) are noted in the 1980-1986 period. 
Only sexual offences exhibit constant rates 
throughout the period of examination. Final
ly, there is an increase in recidivism rate 
which can be attributed to its high associa
tion with property crime (0.77) and traffic 
offences (0.70). 
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Development and Crime: 
Interrelations 

Examination of interrelationships between 
crime and individual developmental variables 
and prediction of certain crimes on the ba
sis of development parametres. 

As can be noted in Table 2, developmen
tal variables are most significantly linked 
with property crime, with a predictive value 
as high as 70-79%. The trend is that of rela
tively mild stagnation during the period 
when developmental parametres increase, 
followed by the increase of property crime 
during the period of development recession. 
Developmental variables have a relatively 
strong predictive value for traffic offences 
and recidivism. Economic crime in both de
velopmental periods shows solid links with 
parametres of development. 

Table 2: Multiple Correlation and Coefficients 
of Determination: Development and Crime 

Crime Category 1973 1980- 1986 

Offences against Rm 0.49 0.55 0.56 
life and limb D 25% 30% 31% 

Property crime Rm 0.86 0.84 0.88 
D 74% 70% 79% 

Economic crime Rm 0.47 0.49 0.54 
D 22% _ 24% 29% 

Sexual offences Rm 0.58 0.51 0.48 
D 34% 26% 23% 

Traffic offences Rm 0.79 0.72 0.65 
D 62% 52% 42% 

Recidivism Rm 0.79 0.71 0.78 
D 62% 51% 61% 

Rm: multiple correlation, D: prognostic value 
of factors 

The association between discrete develop
mental variables and selected crime catego
ries provides more detailed information on 
the above-mentioned trends. These results 
are presented in Tables V, VI, and VII in An
nex. 

Offences against life and limb are positive
ly associated with just a few developmental 
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variables that characterize rural areas (e.g. 
income) while developmental variables in
dicating standards of living typical of urban 
environment are negatively correlated with 
this crime category. 

Property crime is more strongly associated 
with a number of developmental variables. 
Almost 50% of discrete developmental vari
ables are significantly associated with prop
erty crime while some twenty developmen
tal variables have, on average, above 0.50 
correlation with property crime for all three 
years under consideration. From among dis
crete developmental variables, positive and 
significant correlations show, in particular, 
parameters of income, individual standards 
of living, social standard of living and inten
sive touristic activities. It should be noted 
that there is no single negative association 
between any developmental variable and 
property crime. In addition, only a few de
velopmental variables have significant par
tial coefficients of correl:;ttion which indicate 
indirect links even for property crime which 
in turn, as noted, is most reflective of trends 
in development. This, of course, highlights 
the limits of macro-social explanation of the 
criminal justice phenomena. 

Sexual offences which show almost a con
stant rate throughout the period under con
sideration are related to developmental 
parametres characterizing sites with inten
sive industrial development, but at the same 
time, located in a predominantly agricultur
al environment. 

Traffic offences, as expected, are most sig
nificantly related with developmental 
parametres of social and individual standard 
of living. It is worth noting that the associa
tion between traffic offences and develop
mental parametres steadily declined over the 
1973-1986 period; thus, for example, the cor
relation between the number of cars and traf
fic offences decreased from 0.69 in 1980 to 
0.48 in 1986. Similar to property crime, none 
of the partial correlations was greater than 
0.25, and the majority were of zero order, in
dicating indirect links. 
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The above findings may be summarized as 
follows: 
-some crime categories "follow," to a cer

tain extent, trends in development but ex
hibit also opposite variations. For example, 
during the period of upward trend in de
velopmental parametres, property crime 
registered a slight increase which then be
came quite significant in the period of 
downward trends in development; 
decrease in economic crime during the for
mer pattern of development and a signifi
cant increase over the latter one; 

-some other crime categories exhibit more 
autonomy with respect to development, as 
exemplified by offences against life and 
limb and sexual offences; 

-practically all links are indirect including 
those between property crime and devel
opment, which is otherwise most contin
gent, indicating the limits of a macro-social 
level of explanation; 

-coefficients of association and prediction 
are lower on the level of discrete develop
mental variables with respect to the joint 
effects indicating the higher explanatory 
and predictive power of development as an 
integral process rather than its singular as
pects. Yet, a particular configuration of de
velopmental parametres (developmental 
profile) seems to possess some explanato
ry potential for particular crime categories. 

These findings directed further analysis 
towards the structural level. Factorial anal
ysis of developmental variables revealed the 
existence of several factors of development. 

General factor of development comprises 
variables indicating standard of living and is 
defined by marked income, investments in 
health care, education, cultural institutions 
and employment in sectors of education, 
medical services, financial and trade agen
cies. 

Factors of agricultural development describe 
typical agricultural environment defined by 
the size of land ownership, yields of agricul
tural products and income from agricultural 

activity in the private sector. In addition, 
lower natality rates and higher divorce rates 
also characterize this developmental profile. 
However, the structure of this factor appears 
to be differentiated in two additional sub
types. The first refers to public sector agri
culture and the second to rather passive ag
ricultural regions. 

Development of tourism and twban develop
ment were also identified as distinct develop
mental factors. Urban development also had 
a differentiated structure comprising centres 
with developed health and cultural institu
tions network, those characterized by inten
sive housing construction, and finally, those 
which are also important transport and traf
fic sites. 

The analysis of correlations (linear and 
partial) between developmental factors and 
crime indicates that only the general factor 
of development is significantly and meaning
fully associated with certain crime catego
ries. Thebe associations are revealed in Ta
ble 3. 

Table 3 

Crime Category 1973 1980 1986 

Offences against R -.14 -.25 -.19 
life and limb PR -.01 -.16 -.14 

Property crime R .68 .69 .69 
PR .46 .40 .27 

Economic crime R .04 -.02 -.13 
PR .14 -.05 -.17 

Sexual offences R .19 .13 .19 
PR .03 -.01 .04 

Traffic offences R .45 .48 .37 
PR .14 .24 .16 

Recidivism R .49 .50 .26 
PR .22 .32 .1 e~ 

R: linear correlation, PR: partial correlation 

The association between the general fac
tor of development and property crime is 
most significant and high as compared with 
other crime categories save traffic offences. 
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Furthermore, partial con-elation indicates di
rect links with property crime. This associ
ation decreased in the period 1980-1986 al
though, as noted, there was a rapid increase 
in property crime in the period of develop
ment recession. This finding is strongly sup
ported by trend analysis (for each separate 
year over the twenty-year period under con
sideration). 

In addition to property crime and traffic 
offences, the general factor of development 
is also highly associated with recidivism, 
which, as already noted, is in itself highly 
correlated with property crime and traffic 
offences. Therefore, the general factor of de
velopment has significant predictive poten
tials vis-a-vis property crime, traffic offences 
and recidivism with coefficient of prognosis 
of 47%, 23% and 25% respectively. 

The explanatory and predictive power of 
the general factor of development are 
negligible as regards offences against life and 
limb, sexual offences and economic crime, 
with either negative or insignificant coeffi
cients of correlation. 

Due to the differentiated structure of the 
agricultural development factor, its explan
atory potential is reduced. Areas with devel
oped agriculture in the private sector tend 
to be associated with property crime (R = 
0.26; PR = 0.27), sexual offences (R = 0.24; 
PR = 0.19) and traffic offences (R = 0.20; 
PR = 0.21). On the other hand, in regions 
charactelized by developed agliculture in the 
public sector, negative low but significant as
sociation is found with offences against life 
and limb (R = 0.22; PR = 0.25) and, inverse
ly, positive with property crime (R = 0.18). 
Other crime categories are not significantly 
associated with this developmental factor. 

Factors coined "development of tourism" 
and "urban development" are significantly 
but mildly associated with property crime 
and traffic offences. 

The advantage of factorial structural ana
lysis seems to be reflected more in terms of 
the characterization of different developmen
tal profiles and their links with certain forms 
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of crime rather than in terms of prediction. 
This is revealed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Multiple Correlation and Coefficients 
of Determination between Factors of 
Development (Orthoblique Solution) 

and Crime 

Crime Category 1973 1980 1986 

Offences against Rm 0.39 0.40 0.36 
life and limb D 15% 16% 13% 

Property crime Rm 0.82 0.77 0.83 
D 67% 60% 63% 

Economic crime Rm 0.32 0.23 0.34 
D 12% 5% 11% 

Sexual offences Rm 0.43 0.32 0.32 
D 18% 10% 10% 

Traffic offences Rm 0.60 0.68 0.47 
D 36% 47% 19% 

Recidivism Rm 0.66 0.60 0.44 
D 44% 36% 19% 

Rm: multiple correlation, D: prognostic value 
of factors 

By comparison of prognosis of crime on 
the basis of discrete development variables 
and sets of variables (OBQ factor) a system
atic reduction in prediction is noted. One of 
the possible explanations could be that a 
number of significant developmental varia
bles are excluded from the separated sets, 
which lead to a decrease in the predictive ca
pacity of the system. Nevertheless, the gen
eral factor of development has a.much higher 
predictive potential than any other factor. 

An attempt towards exploration of predic
tive potentials of the developmental variables 
lead to a canonical analysis of factors for 
1980. While seven pairs of factors were iden
tified, only the first pair provided significant 
results, as presented in Table 5. 

The developmental component of the first 
pair (on the left hand side) refers to devel
opment defined in terms of the parameters 
of the standard of living. This may be iden
tified as predominantly of economic nature 
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Table 5: First Pair of Canonical 
Factors, 1980 

Variables of Loading Crime Loading Development Variables 

Income .82 Property .92 
Turnover in trade .85 Recidivism .71 
Number of auto- .77 Traffic .63 

mobiles 
Number of radio .75 Conditional .61 

apparatuses sentences 
Number of TV .82 Security .61 
appl~nces m()llsures 

although, for the lack of better indicators, the 
use of radio and TV sets contains elements 
of cultural life. The crime component (on the 
right hand side) refers to crime categories 
which are most significantly connected with 
the developmental set. Again, property 
crime, traffic offences and recidivism asso·· 
ciate with development; furthermore, the 
possibility of property crime prognosis on the 
basis of the given configuration of develop
mental variables is as high as 85%. In addi
tion, both offences against life and sexual 
offences are absent, indicating their possible 
linkage with different configurations of de
velopmental variables. 

The second pair of canonical factors indi
cates a developmental configuration com
prising parameters of demographic growth, 
developed agriculture in the public sector 
and developed transport. However, all links 
with crime categories are low, save negative 
association with offences against life and 
limb. 

Other canonical pairs present a variety of 
developmental profiles with rather low 
projections on crime categories. 

Concluding Remarks 

The preliminary analysis and presentati011 
of the results thereof are primarily of descrip
tive character. Moreover, the analysis aims 
at outlining certain major trends and charac
teristics of the interrelation between devel
opment and crime. Thus, through descrip-

tion and noting of trends it directed both fur
ther data analysis and its integrated 
interpretation. In fact, the preliminary anal
ysis is more exploratory than explanatory. 

This is so because of its preliminariness 
and because of the limits set by the type of 
data used and models of data analysis ap
plied. An integrated interpretative reading 
must be based on a number of additional in
formation coming from the economy, social 
policy, crime pdicy and penal law. This in
tegrated interpretation cannot be based sole
lyon quantitative data and quantitative type 
of data analysis. Furthermore, limits stem 
also from the fact that the preliminary anal
ysis considers only three points in time 
(1973, 1980 and 1986) over the twenty-year 
period. Another limit emerges from the fact 
that one of the central hypothesis of the 
study regarding the relationship between de
velopment and crime in a more dynamic per
spective (rhythm and disproportions), is not 
fully tested in the preliminary analysis. As 
noted in the introduction, further work is 
needed in order to elaborate and validate 
some of the otherwise interesting findings in 
this respect. Perhaps the most serious short
coming of this preliminary analysis is the 
lack of clear empirical references as to the 
concrete municipalities which exhibit distinct 
developmental profiles and/or levels of corol
lary crime types. Only such concrete empir
ical references would enable meaningful in
tegrated interpretation of the results. Final
ly, some of the problems noted at the 
beginning of this paper also set limits not 
only to the preliminary analysis but to the 
whole research endeavour. 

Although the primary goal of the prelimi
nary analysis was to explore the capacities 
of the methodological model adopted for this 
study, some significant tendencies regarding 
the relationship between development and 
crime can be noted. 

The general picture of this relationship in 
Yugoslavia shows that neither intensive de
velopment (upward increase of developmen
tal parameters) nor recession in development 
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(downward trend of developmental para
meters) have, in general, lead to significant 
increase or decrease in crime. This is sup
ported by the preliminary results regarding 
rhythm and disproportions in development 
and their effects on crime; a trend only not
ed and still requesting further investigation. 

However, a more detailed analysis indicat
ed significant variations within this overall 
picture. 

With regard to crime, it is demonstrated 
that property crime is increasing while 
offences against life and limb are decreasing. 
Recidivism, which is closely connected with 
property crime, is also increasing. Traffic 
offences and economic crime show different 
patterns in different time periods-the for
mer increasing and then decreasing, the lat
ter decreasing and then increasing. Sexual 
offences have kept constant and low rates 
throughout the period under observation. 

The interrelation between development 
and crime is not universal nor unidirection
al, at least not in terms of direction of trends 
in development and crime. Some crime cat
egories "follow," to a certain extent, the 
trends in development but also exhibit sig
nificant variations in direction. Thus, during 
the period of intensive upward trends in de
velopment (1973-1980), property crime has 
registered a slight increase, followed by sig
nificant growth in rates over the period of 
socio-economic crisis (1980-1986); econom
ic crime showed a reverse trend in the for
mer developmental period and then the same 
upward trend as property crime in the de
velopmental period characterized by socio
economic slowing down and crisis. Other 
crimes exhibited more "autonomy" in their 
trends with respect to trends and characteris
tics of development, as exemplified by 
offences against life and limb and even more 
so by sexual offences. Similarly, but to a less
er extent, such "autonomy" is present with 
traffic offences, although, while the associ
ation between these offences and develop
ment declined over time, traffic offences are 
most significantly related with developmen-
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tal parameters exhibiting social and individ
ual standards of living. 

Notwithstanding these significant varia
tions in directions, it is important to keep in 
mind that the preliminary analysis seems to 
support the hypothesis that the determina
tion of the relationship between development 
and crime is at approximately the same lev
el throughout the whole period. While, as al
ready mentioned several times, this indica
tion needs further methodological elabora
tion, it also requests significant interpretative 
efforts. At present it certainly indicated at 
least the limits of the macro-social analysis 
applied to the relationship between develop
ment and crime, and consequently, the "au
tonomy" of criminal justice phenomena with 
respect to social change processes, particu
larly when the latter are methodologically 
treated in such a way as to exclude the im
pact of changes in the criminal justice sys
tem's behaviour. The discourse on the au
tonomy is also complicated oy the consider
ation that "crime" cannot be explained away 
solely, nor predominantly, on a macro-level; 
inter alia evidentiated by the indirect links 
between macro-social processes of change 
and the criminal justice phenomena. 

Analysis of developmental variables either 
in a discrete form or as factors of develop
ment and their relationship with crime cate
gories revealed convergent results. While 
the predictive potentials of developmental 
categories are higher when the joint effects 
of all discrete variables are measured, the re
duction of variables in the form of develop
mental factors did not significantly lower the 
system's predictive capacity. Thus, the gen
eral factor of development seems to be ap
propriate for the analysis of the macro-social 
level influences. Yet, this appears to hold 
true only for some crime categories, and in 
particular, property and economic crime, 
which, in any case, stand in a "dependency" 
position vis-a-vis developmental profiles, as 
compared to other more "autonomous" 
crimes. However, the identification of de
velopmental factors indicates the possibili-
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ties of taxonomisation of concrete territori
al units (municipalities) on the basis of the 
level and socio-cultural and economic struc
ture of the factors. This, it is expected, could 
enable identification of distinct developmen
tal profiles and corollary crime types. Fur
thermore, it would provide a concrete em
pirical reference and meaningful basis for in
tegrated interpretation. 

The results of the preliminary analysis in
deed provide important insights into the 
complexity of the subject matter. Some of 
the indicated findings have quite interesting 
theoretical implications and are in need of 
further reflection. Similar considerations ap
ply to the methodological model adopted al
though its basic explanatory potentials and 
limits were already tested. 

In addition to responding to the research
related objectives, as identified by the Proj
ect Document, the work carried out so far 
also fulfilled some of the objectives pertain
ing to the field of technical assistance. These 

Annex 

mainly consist of the collection and sys
tematization of an enourmous quantity of de
velopmental and criminal justice informa
tion, which lead to the creation of a specific 
developmental and criminal justice data-base 
for the twenty-year period. such data-base 
did not exist in Yugoslavia before this re
search project started and its research and 
policy use potentials are, without any doubt, 
of great significance. Moreover, this project 
brought together experts from different 
fields and stimulated the identification and 
adoption of an appropriate methodology for 
the systematic collection, evaluation and ana
lysis of developmental and criminal justice 
data. In itself, this may be considered an im
portant achievement of this joint research en
deavour. It is also an example of research
related technical assistance between the UN 
body (UNICRI) and national research and 
governmental authorities within the context 
of international co-operation in crime preven
tion and criminal justice. 

Table I: Adults Convicted* 

Total Number Of Which Women 

Year Chain Rate per 1,000 
Number Indices Adult Populatlon Total Percentages 

1975 115,649 100 7.8 17,989 15.6 
1976 113,576 98 7.6 17,163 15.1 
1977 107,398 94 7.1 16,309 15.2 
1978 93,880 87 6.1 14,078 15.0 
1979 94,395 101 6.0 13,31 1 14.5 
1980 98,865 105 6.3 13,533 13.7 
1981 98,213 99 6.2 13,078 13.3 
1982 104,317 106 6.5 13,980 13.4 
1983 107,759 103 6.7 14,454 13.4 
1984 113,655 106 6.9 15,406 11.5 
1985 107,593 95 6.5 14,808 13.8 

*Tables I to IV reproduced from: D. Cotic, S. Mrkic, "Criminality and Basic Characteristics 
of Penal Policy, 1975-1985," Yugoslav Survey, 1987, pp. 41-62. 
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f-' Table II: Adults Convicted, by Kind of Offence, 1975-1985 ~ 
0 

Offences against 

General 
State Civil Safety of Public 
Order Life Liverties Honour Persons Public Order 
and and and and National and Traffic and Legal Official 

Year Total Security Limb Rights Reputation Economy Property Property Safety Transactions Duty Other 

1975 115,649 543 22,835 3,399 17,705 9,355 26,275 1,119 20,096 6,065 3,958 4,299 
1976 113,576 589 21,466 3,078 16,476 8,002 28,129 1,156 19,803 6,085 4,284 4,508 

1977 107,398 398 19,621 2,818 14,798 7,406 26,538 1,171 20,188 5,481 4,464 4,515 
1978 93,880 119 16,540 2,087 13,401 6,613 20,780 1,099 20,438 4,976 3,937 3,890 
1979 94,395 114 15,690 2,089 12,059 6,643 20,854 1,194 23,021 4,601 4,063 4,067 
1980 98,865 177 15,605 2,089 10,428 7,803 23,143 1,311 24,996 5,049 4,036 4,201 tIl 

:>< 
1981 98,213 202 14,353 1,790 9,405 10,109 23,848 1,405 24,235 4,752 4,083 4,031 '"d 

trl 
1982 104,317 431 14,409 2,005 9,829 12,291 26,336 1,478 24,207 4,649 4,109 4,373 ~ 
1983 107,770 255 15,233 2,231 10,164 12,420 28,655 1,645 23,435 4,975 4,532 4,225 Cf2 
1984 113,655 295 15,749 2,260 9,938 13,1:25 33,046 1,638 23,200 5,115 4,821 4,459 '"d 

~ 
1985 107,593 199 ] 5,209 2,271 9,391 12,798 32,338 1,536 19,384 5,153 4,941 4,373 '"d 

trl 
:::a 
UJ 

Percentage Composition (%) 

1975 100.0 0.5 19.7 2.9 15.3 iLl 22.7 1.0 17.4 5.2 3.5 3.7 
]980 100.0 0.2 15.8 2.1 10.5 7.9 23.4 1.3 25.3 5.2 4.1 4.2 

1985 100.0 0.2 14.1 2.1 8.7 11.9 30.1 1.4 18.0 4.8 4.6 4.i 



Table III: Adults Convicted by Kind of Sanction 

Year 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Grand Total 115,649 113,576 107,398 93,880 94,395 98,865 98,213 104,317 107,770 113,655 107,593 

Death penalty 3 4 7 6 4 5 3 1 3 

Unsuspended impris-
onment - Total 26,901 28,071 25,009 20,621 21,271 21,221 21,520 20,892 23,943 24,778 23,067 

20 years 20 16 23 20 24 23 10 11 17 24 19 
15 years 10 29 18 21 8 3 4 5 8 18 
10 to 15 years 187 208 227 160 172 141 160 131 165 131 132 '""d 

l-I 

5 to 10 years 545 606 624 470 454 458 455 447 503 466 423 r-< 
0 

2 to 5 years 1,991 2,225 2,272 1,753 1,788 1,672 1,900 1,738 1,806 1,842 1,775 >-j 

1 to 2 years 2,905 2,936 3,605 2,229 2,394 2,319 2,498 2,286 2,412 2,453 2,393 '""d 
?:1 

610 12 months 4,983 5,038 3,681 3,639 4,020 3,956 3,979 3,719 4,156 4,028 3,981 0 
'-< 

3 to 6 months 6,371 6,973 6,140 4,723 6,419 5,730 5,690 5,634 6,652 7,075 6,643 
t:rj 
(") 

2 to 3 months 4,215 4,488 3,871 3,103 3,414 3,393 3,551 3,709 4,342 4,532 3,874 >-j 
....... 

1 to 2 months 2,278 2,824 2,403 2,034 1,977 2,077 1,780 1,820 2,242 2,503 2,275 Z 
Up to 30 days 2,887 2,728 2,163 3,472 1,588 1,434 1,494 1,393 1,643 1,716 1,534 ~ 

C! 
Unsuspended fine -

C) 
0 

Total 33,156 32,053 30,957 28,098 30,068 32,060 31,523 35,948 37,719 40,949 39,666 UJ 
r-< 

Suspended sentences -
~ 
<: 

Total 52,481 50,768 48,744 42,681 40,712 43,250 43,103 45,945 44,088 45,956 42,727 
..... 
~ 

Imprisonment 44,399 43,651 42,078 35,889 35,279 38,346 38,903 40,960 40,293 42,031 38,742 
Fine 8,082 7,135 6,666 6,792 5,433 4,904 4,200 4,985 3,795 3,925 3,985 

Judicial admonition 3,050 2,632 2,642 2,362 2,207 2,177 1,838 1,822 1,821 1,681 1,890 

Found guilty, punish-
ment remitted 51 18 34 88 116 138 200 137 147 218 202 

Educational measures 6 9 6 26 16 26 26 26 49 72 38 

I-' .,. 
I-' 



f-l Table IV: Adjudicated Adults by Kind of Measure Administered .,.. 
t>:> 

-----~ 

Year 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Total 4,097 4,337 5,143 4,194 5,017 5,218 5,309 5,525 5,682 5,233 4,577 

Compulsory psychiatric treat-
ment on an outpatient basis 6 48 73 61 45 24 53 57 42 

Compulsory psychiatric treat-
ment in an institution 23 32 42 37 40 47 47 31 39 46 33 

Compulsory treatment of 
alcoholic and drug addicts 361 348 373 317 318 437 485 515 515 543 523 

Prohibition from exercising an 
occupation, activity or duty 753 991 1,048 790 835 697 764 690 864 802 765 

Withdrawal of driving 
t:rj 
;x: 

licence 2,146 2,170 2,421 2,204 2,871 3,197 3,305 3,635 3,479 3,260 2,672 '1::j 
t:rj 

Prohibition from appearing 
:;d 
>-3 

in public 3 10 4 5 3 6 10 4 5 5 5 CI2 

Expulsion of foreigners from ~ the country 40 39 63 22 67 32 21 24 77 44 39 t:rj 
:;d 

Confiscation of objects 771 747 1,186 771 810 741 632 603 650 476 498 en 



Table V: Correlations between Variables of Development and Crime Variables 
(Statistically Significant Coefficients), 1973 

Offences against Property Crime Economic Crime Sexual Offences Traffic Offences Recidivism Life and Limb 

OSNAC R-.24 TRGPRO .75 OSKUC .23 PRIPSN .23 AUTI .69 AUTI .61 
PR-.12 .14 .26 

DOHSEL R .21 DOHDRU .73 OSNAC .22 PRIKUK .24 DOHDRU .61 DOHDRU .61 
PR - .15 .14 .17 

POVVOC R .19 DOHTRG .70 RADIO -.21 ZANRAD .27 TRGPRO .57 TRGPRO .60 
PR-.I4 .16 .19 .19 

'l:J 
AUTI R-.I7 AUTI .63 TV -.16 DOHIND .32 RADIO .55 RADIO .52 H 

r< 
PR-.12 0 ..., 

DECA R-.22 TV .63 MRTVI -.21 INRAD .28 TV .54 TV .49 'l:J 
PR - ?d 

0 
POSBIO R-.I6 TRGRAD .68 MRODOJ .18 AUTI .27 DOHIND .48 DOHTRG .51 '-< 

t:rJ 
PR - () ..., 

STANOV R-.16 OSSSRD .62 OSSKOL .16 RADIO .27 DOHTRG .47 DOHIND .46 H 

Z 
PR - .13 ><! 

PROPUT R- OSSPR .62 PRIKUK -.19 TV .26 INVPR AS INVPR .46 c: 
0 

PR .12 -.11 0 
(fJ 

INVPR .58 PRIPSN -.17 OSKUC -.26 ZANRAD .43 TRGRAD .44 r< 
-.13 -.14 ~ 

RADIO .60 PRODAV .17 SAORAD .42 INRAD .43 f; 
.12 

TURUK .47 MRODOJ -.17 TRGRAD Al 
.15 

DOHIND .46 DJECA -.16 INRAD 044 
-.13 

Multiple 
correlat. .55 .84 .49 .51 .72 .71 

Determin. .30 .70 .24 .26 .52 .51 
f-' 
~ 
c.J R: linear correlation, PR: partial correlation. 
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~ Legend for Tables V, VI and VII 

1. ECONOMIC VARIABLES 

Number of workers in public sector (per 1,000 inhabitants): 

INRAD 
POLJRAD 
GRARAD 
SA ORAD 
TRGRAD 
ZANRAD 
FINRAD 

vi - industry and mining 
v2 - agriculture, foresty and water resources 
v3 - construction 
v4 - traffic and communications 
v5 - trade and hotel business and catering 
v6 - crafts and communal activities 
v7 - financial and other services 

Active basis assets at purchasing value (l,000 dinars per 
inhabitant): 

OSSSED 
OSSPR 

v8 - total 
v9 - activities in economy 

National income (1,000 dinars per inhabitant): 

DOHDRU 
DOHPRV 
DOHIND 
DOHAGR 
DOHTRG 
DOHOST 
DOHSEL 

vlO - public sector 
vii - individual sector 
vl2 - indUstry 
v13 - agriculture 
v14 - trade and hotel business and catering 
vI5 - other activities 
v16 - individual sector in agriculture 

Realized investments in basis assets of public sector (100 dinars 
per inhabitant): 

INVPRV 
INVRDU 

PRIPSN 
PRIKUK 
DRVO 

vi 7 - economy 
vl8 - non-economy 

vl9 - yield of wheat per hectar in tons 
v20 - yield of maize per hectar in tons 
v21 - volume of wood in 1,000 m 3 per km 2 of 

surface area 

SECSUM 

GRADNJ 

v22 - felling of woods in m3 per hectar of surface 
area 

v23 - accomplished construction works in 1,000 
dinars per inhabitant 

v24 - number of freight vehicles per 1,000 in
habitants 

Sale of agricultural products in 1,000 dinars per inhabitant: 

OTPOLJ v25 - total 
v26 - sales 

Hotel business and catering per 1,000 inhabitants: 

HOTELI 
HOTKRV 
HOTPRO 

v27 - business units 
v28 - number of beds 
v29 - turnover in mil. of dinars 

2. ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES 

POVRS v30 - surface of municipality in km2 

POVORA v31 - agricult. surf. - plough fields and gardens in 
hectars/hectars of mUnicipality surface 

POVVOC v32 - agricult. surf. - orchards in hec/hec munic-
ipality surface 

POVVIN v33 - agricult. surf. - vineyards in hec/hec munic-
ipality surface 

POVLIV v34 - agricult. surf. - meadows and pastures in 
hec/hec municipality surface 

v35 - surface under woods in hec/hec municipality 
surface 

3. TRAFFIC AND COMMUNICATIONS (per 1,000 inhabitants) 

STANIC v36 -number of railway stations 
ZEPROM v37 - turnover of goods in railway stations in 

1,000 tons 

~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 
CI2 
'"0 

?; 
~ 
:;0 
(fJ 
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POSTE 
PRO PUT 

AUTI 

v38 -number of post offices 
v39 - turnover of passengers in railway stations 

(departed) 
v40 - number of passenger cars 

4. TOURISM (per 1,000 inhabitants) 

TURUK v41 - number of tourists (total) 
TURSTR v42 - number of tourists (foreign) 
NOeUK v43 - number of lodgings (total) 
NOeSTR v44 - number of lodgings (foreign) 

5. EDUCATION (per 1,000 inhabitants) 

OSSKOL v45 - number of elementary schools 
osue v46 - number of pupils in elementary schools 
OSNAS v47 - number of teachers in elementary schools 
SEEUe v48 - number of pupils in high schools 
V ANPRI v49 - budget expences of non--economic activities 

6. CULTURE 

BIBLIO 

BOOKS 

BIOSK 
POSBIO 
RADIO 
TV 

(education) 

v50 - number of peoples' libraries per 1,000 
inhabitants 

v51 - number of books in libraries, per 1,000 
inhabitants 

v52 - number of cinemas per 1,000 inhabitants 
v53 - number of cinema visitors per inhabitant 
v54 - number of radio subscribers per inhabitant 
v55 - number of TV subscribers per inhabitant 

7. MEDICAL AND SOCIAL CARE (per 1,000 inhabitants) 

BOLPOS v56 - number of patients' beds 
LEKARI v57 - number of physicians and dentists 

v58 - number of independent medical organiza
tions (without pharmacies) 

P ARZDR v59 - budget expences for health care 
v60 - budget expences for social assistance 

8. HOUSING AND LEVEL OF URBANIZATION 

Accomplished construction works (1,000 dinars per inhabitant): 

STANOV v61 - public sector (total) 
STAIZG v62 - housing construction 
STIDR v63 - housing construction in public sector 

Number of constructed apartments (per 1,000 inhabitants): 

UKIZDR v64 - total 
IZSDR v65 - public sector 
PRODA V v66 - number of shop 
TRGPRO v67 - turnover in retail trade (in mil. of dinars) 

9. DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 

PEOPLE 
SKLBRA 

RAZBRA 
CHILDREN 
DEEADEAD 
MRODOJ 

v68 - number of inhabitants in total (eValuation) 
v69 - number of registered marriages per 1,000 

inhabitants 
v70 - number of divorces per 1,000 inhabitants 
v71 - number of live births per 1,000 inhabitants 
v72 - number of deaths per 1,000 inhabitants 
v73 - infant deaths per 1,000 live born births 

'"U 
F1 o ...., 
'"U 
::0 
o ...... 
trJ 

~ 
Z 
>-<: 
Cj 
o o en 

~ 



f-' Table VI: Correlations between Variables of Development and Crime Variables ,j:>. 
O'l (Statistically Significant Coefficients), 1980 

Offences against Property Crime Economic Crime Sexual Offences Traffic Offences Recidivism Life and Limb 

POVVOC R .28 TRGPRO .69 SAORAD .15 RAZBRA .24 DOHDRU .47 TRGPRO .53 
PR .19 .17 .11 .11 .17 .18 

HOTELI R-.27 DOHDRU .66 DECA .11 POVOOC .19 AUTI .41 AUTI .48 
PR - .15 .16 -.11 

DOHDRU R-.25 TV .66 BIBLIO .19 MRTVI .35 PARZDR .38 
PR - .11 .22 .19 

TRGPRO R-.24 RADIO .62 RADIO .22 RAZBRA .35 RAZBRA .37 
PR - .12 .15 

AUTI R-.23 AUTI .61 PRIPSN .19 DOCHIND .31 PROPUT .29 ~ 

PR - -.15 .11 ~ 
TELEV R-.22 DOI-ITRG .56 OSSKOL -.19 TV .50 LEKARI .24 

~ 
i:=d 

PR - -.13 -.14 I-j 
Cf2 

OSSSRD R-.22 OSSRD .56 STIZDR .17 RADIO .46 INVPR .20 'l:I 
PR - .13 .14 ;p 

'l:I 

DOHTRG R-.21 OSSPR .53 ZUNRAD .16 TRGPRO .50 TURUK .17 ~ 
i:=d 

PR - .14 U) 

VANPRO R-.21 DOHOST .52 PRIKUK .16 DOHTRG .40 NOCSTR .12 
PR - .10 

POSBIO R-.21 DOHIND .51 AUTI .15 
PR -

Gradnja R-.20 HOTELI .50 DOHPRV .14 
PR - .12 

INRAD R .13 POSTO .51 
PR-.12 .15 

Multiple 
correlat. cc 

.JJ .84 .49 .51 .72 .71 
Determin. .30 .70 .24 .26 .52 .51 

R: linear correlation, PR: partial correlation 



Table VII: Correlations between Variables of Development and Crime Variables 
(Statistically Significant Coefficients), 1986 

Offences against Property Crime Economic Crime Sexual Offences Traffic Offences Recidivism Life and Limb 

POVVOC R .26 TRGPRO .78 SREUC .25 TRGRAD .24 TRGPRO .34 TRGPRO .64 
PR .13 .15 .11 .12 .12 

DJECA R-.21 DOHDRU .73 OSKUC .22 DOHDRU .24 MRTVI .25 DOHDRU .58 
PR-.12 .11 .13 

TV R-.20 VANPRI .71 LEKARI .:.7 DOHTRG .24 DOHlND .25 LEKARI .49 
PR-.13 .17 .14 -.13 -.13 

>tl 
OSSKOL R .18 PARZDR .71 DJECA .17 TRGPRO .22 OSSSRD .21 PARZDR .57 ...... 

l' 
PR .10 .21 -.17 .19 0 

>-3 
OSSSRD R-.18 DOHTRG .69 AUT! -.16 TURUK .21 OSSPR .20 VANPRI .55 '"0 

PR - -.10 .17 ?::J 
0 

OSSPR R-.18 RADIO .57 OSNAC .15 RADIO .21 PARZDR .18 AUT! .52 
'-< 
t:rj 

PR - .13 (") 
>-3 

DOHDRU R-.18 LEKARI .66 SESUM .12 POSSIO .20 STIZDR .15 DOHTRG .49 Z 
PR - .19 -.13 ~ 

AUTI R-.18 POSSIO .61 AUTI .19 NOCUK .12 RADIO .47 C 
4) 

PR - .15 0 
(J) 

OSKUC R-.18 ZANRAD .58 IZSTDR .19 OSSKOL -.08 PROPUT .44 l' :» 
PR .10 .15 -< ...... 

STIZDR R-.17 TRGRAD .52 OSSSRD .18 NOCSTR .07 ZANRAD .44 :» 
PR - -.12 -.16 

DOHTRG R·-.16 TV .54 PARZDR .18 PRODAV .03 INRAD .33 
PR - .17 -.16 .10 

DOHSEL R .15 INRAD .37 OSSPR .17 MRTVL .28 
PR - .12 .12 .19 

Multiple 
correlat. .56 .88 .54 .48 .65 .78 

Determin. .31 .79 .29 .23 .42 .62 
l--' 
.". 
--.l R: linear correlation, PR: partial correlation 



The National Strategy of the Philippines 
to Reduce Crime in the 1980's 

by Reynaldo JD. Cuaderno * 

Casual factors in criminality and social dis
orders are so numerous and occur in such an 
infinite variety of combinations that their iso
lation and analysis become extremely 
difficult. Genetic inheritance, behavior, im
printing during infancy and early childhood, 
family relationships, social interaction, and 
community and institutional influences have 
varied effects on the personality and be
havior of individuals. The prevention of 
criminality, therefore, cannot be the exclu
sive task of one community agency. 1 Con
cepts of cause, related to such issues as 
genetics, economics, cultural values, crimi
nal associations, education, recreation, and 
family life, have been espoused, but none 
seems to answer the question, Why? 2 

The goals of crime control are not simply 
to produce uniformity of conduct but to an
ticipate and, so far as possible, to direct or 
manage the processes of social change. If the 
task is more difficult today than before, it is 
largely because of the increasing disparities 
in people's beliefs, interests, practices, and 
resources. 3 

Dealing with crime and delinquency is a 
pervasive, complex and difficult social 
problem. The extent of crime in different 
countries and the means to control the same 
are matters of great importance for social 
planners and policy makers. The debates 
over these issues remain the concern of all. 

In Radical NonintenJention: Rethinking the 
Delinquency Problem, Professor Edwin Schur 
argues that any attempts to bring about 
change in the nature or extent of crime in our 

* Executive Deput)' Commissioner, National Police 
Commission, Philippines 
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society should focus not so much on the 
offender, in the manner of the positivistic tra
dition, but upon the structure of the crimi
nal justice system and how it might 
inadvertently contribute to the creation and 
maintenance of crime. 4 

The Concept of the Criminal 
Justice System 

The Criminal Justice System is the insti
tution charged with direct responsibility for 
the prevention and control of crime. 5 

The Criminal Justice System has been de
fined as the enforcement, prosecution, 
defense, adjudication, punishment, and re
habilitation ft.mctions can'ied out governmen
tally with respect to penal sanctions. 6 The 
Criminal Justice System consists of three 
identifiable components, each operating wi
thin its own sphere of influence and commu
nications. These three components can be 
categorized generally as Police, Court and 
Corrections-or in systems terminology, the 
input, process, and output components. 7 It 
is commonly assumed that these three 
components-law enforcement (police, 
sheriff, marshals), the judicial process 
Uudges, prosecutors, defense lawyers) and 
corrections (prison officials, probation and 
parole officers)-add up to a system of crimi
nal justice. 8 

Criminal Justice is mostly concerned with 
the decision process in the crime control 
agencies of police, prosecutors' offices, trial 
courts, and correctional facilities, and in pro
grams like probation and parole. 9 

The U.S. National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 
identifies two (2) kinds of systems in crimi-
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nal justice administration, namely Criminal 
Justice System 1 which pertains to the tradi
tional series of agencies that have been given 
the formal responsibility to control crime: 
police and sheriffs' departments, prosecutors 
and their staffs, defense offices, judges, jails 
and prisons, and probation and parole agen
cies; and Criminal Justice System 2, the larg
er criminal justice system encompassing the 
many public and private agencies and 
citizens who are involved with issues relat
ed to crime reduction and prevention, plus 
the traditional triad of police, courts and cor
rections. 10 

Criminal Justice 1 is an overt system, the 
one seen every day in operation, the one cus
tomarily understood and referred to in crime 
and delinquency literature. On the other 
hand, our Congress, for example, becomes 
part of the larger criminal justice system 
when it considers and debates any proposed 
law that might affect, even remotedly, any 
area of criminal justice activities. So also the 
executive agencies of the State, educational 
administrative units, welfare departments, 
youth service bureaus, recreation agencies, 
and other public officers become a part of 
Criminal Justice System 2 in many of their 
decisions and actions related to crime 
prevention and control. 

The Criminal Justice System 
in the Philippines 

The Philippines considers its Criminal 
Justice System as a conglomeration of five 
(5) vital cOinponents, commonly referred to 
as the five (5) pillars of the Criminal Justice 
System, namely: law enforcement, prosecu
tion, courts, corrections and the communi
ty. Specifically, the community pillar 
encompasses private groups and citizens 
who perform certain functions which are 
related to the purposes and objectives of the 
components of the formal criminal justice 
system. At the time that these community 
organizations or individuals perform related 
criminal justice activities, they become part 

of the criminal justice system. 
In the Philippines, members of the com

munity in each "bamngay" (the smallest po
litical unit of the country) usually organize 
themselves into neighborhood action groups 
called "rondas" for purposes of crime 
prevention activities. This has been given 
impetus recently with the issuance by the 
President of the country of a directive 11 

authorizing each bamngay head (called baran
gay captain) to organize a "Neighborhood 
Support Group" that shall play the role of as
sisting the policemen assigned to his commu
nity and monitoring the performance of said 
policemen. 

Significantly, the Philippines has formal
ly organized and institutionalized 12 a system 
of amicably settling disputes at the commu
nity or bamngay level in order to help relief 
the courts of docket congestion. For this pur
pose, conciliation bodies, known as "Lupong 
Tagapayapa" have been created in each 
bamngay, composed of the barangay captain 
as chairman and not less than ten (10) nor 
more than twenty (20) members. For each 
dispute brought before said conciliation 
body, a conciliation panel, known as Pang
kat ng "Tagapaglzasundo," is constituted, 
consisting of three (3) members chosen by 
agreement of the parties to the dispute from 
the list of membership of the conciliation 
body. The jurisdiction of the aforesaid bamn
gay conciliation body extends to all forms of 
disputes, except offenses punishable by im
prisonment exceeding 30 days or a fine ex
ceeding P200.00. No complaint involving 
any matter falling within the jurisdiction of 
the barangay conciliation body can be filed 
or instituted in court or any other govern
ment office for adjudication unless there has 
been a confrontation of the parties before 
said body and no conciliation or settlement 
has been reached as certified by the said 
body. 13 

In effect, the community participates in the 
task of justice administration in the Philip
pines through the foregoing activities. 
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Need for Systematization 
of the Criminal Justice Network 

One of the principal barriers to systemati
zation of the network of criminal justice 
agencies is that of intramural conflicts 
among the various components. These con
flicts lie in the differing roles and goals of 
the police, prosecution, courts and correc
tional agencies, even though all are supposed 
to be concerned with the "formal responsi
bility to control crime." The need for cooper
ation among concerned agencies appears to 
be indisputable, but the ways in which they 
should be working together and developing 
consensual philosophies and goals are not al
ways clear. The President's Crime Commis
sion in the United States (Task Force 
Report: Science and Technology, 1967: 53) 
puts in this way: 

Police, courts and corrections officials 
all share the objective of reducing crime. 
But each uses different, sometimes con
flicting, methods and so focuses frequent
lyon inconsistent sub-objectives. The 
police role, for example, is focused on de
telTence. Most modern correctional think
ing, on the other hand, focuses on 
rehabilitation and argues that placing the 
offender back into society under a super
vised community treatment program pro
vides the best chance for his rehabilitation 
as a law-abiding citizen. But community 
treatment may involve some loss of deter
rent effect, and the ready arrest of mar
ginal offenders, intended to heighten 
deterrence, may be affixing a criminal 
label complicate rehabilitation. The latent 
conflicts between the parts may not be ap
parent from the viewpoint of either sub
system, but there is an obvious need to 
balance and rationalize them so as to 
achieve optimum overall effectiveness. 14 

The same need to synchronize criminal 
justice administration has long been felt in 
the Philippine setting. The administration of 
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criminal justice in the Philippines involves 
hundreds of agencies which function within 
their own distinctive organizations and 
specialized work patterns, sometimes work
ing toward common goals but more often 
toward the accomplishment of their individu
al objectives. Often times, these agencies 
work within separate spheres with an appar
ent disregard for the many other spheres wi
thin the system. A significant number of 
these agencies involved in the Philippine 
criminal justice administration either fail to 
relate to each other in a meaningful manner 
or work at cross-purposes with each other. 

System Approach to Crime Prevention 
and Control in the Philippines 

Walter Buckley, a well-known authority on 
systems theory defines a system as a com
plex of elements or components directly or 
indirectly related in a causal network, such 
that each cOlnponent is related to at least 
some others in a more or less stable way wi
thin any particular period of time. The more 
or less stable interrelationships of compo
nents that become established at any time 
constitute the particular structure of the sys
tem at that time, thus achieving a kind of 
"whole" with some degree of continuity and 
boundary. IS 

While there are considerable disagree
ments concerning models, theories and con
cepts associated with the notion of 
"systems," all seem to agree that a systemat
ic approach to organizational study must ad
dress such issues as interrelationships and 
goals. Without an understanding of how in
dividuals and organizations relate to and 
among each other and without an under
standing of the significance of goals, we can
not possibly understand the administration 
of criminal justice and its myriad of 
problems, conflicts, issues and services. 16 

The Criminal Justice System Flow model ap
pears in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1: The Criminal Justice System and 
Main Flows 
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As early as 1976, the National Police Com
mission, a government agency mandated by 
law to supervise and regulate the police 
forces in the Philippines, formally advocat
ed the systems approach to crime prevention 
and control when it published the National 
Strategy to Reduce Crime under the New Soci
ety,17 a multi·sectoral and interdisciplinary 
strategy to reduce crime in the Philippines 
through the active participation of and coor
dination among the five (5) pillars of the 
criminal justice system. Incidentally, the for
mulation by the National Police Commission 
of the said strategy is in pursuance of one 
of its major functions under Sec. 4 (k) of 
Republic Act No. 4864, otherwise known as 
the "Police Act of 1966," namely: "to recom
mend within sixty days before the com-

mencement of each fiscal year, a crime 
prevention program." 

In adopting the system approach to crime 
prevention and control, the Philippines has 
finally recognized the fact that all the agen
cies involved in crime prevention and con
trol work toward the same goals and all are 
interrelated and affect each other in their 
operations. Through a system-wide perspec
tive, the nation seeks to maximize coordina
tion and integration of efforts between and 
among the different pillars of the criminal 
justice system. More positive and construc
tive interrelationships are likewise envi
sioned among the between the component 
agencies and their respective administrators. 

Program Structure of the Philippine 
Criminal Justice System 

Delineating the program structure of the 
criminal justice system facilities determina
tion of the agencies or participants which 
playa role in meeting the objectives of the 
system. The following set of programs 18 can 
be identified as a possible program structure 
for the criminal justice system: 

1. Prevention, which creates the appropriate 
environment that will be conducive to en
couraging the members of society to 
respect the law. Prevention may include 
deterrence and prediction. Prediction in
volves the discovery of criminal tenden
cies before they manifest themselves, 
particularly in the adolescent. 

2. Detection, which involves the search for 
and the gathering of information leading 
to the identification of suspected violators 
of the law. Detection and investigation go 
hand in hand. 

3. Adjudication and Disposition, which in
volves the legal proceedings leading to 
court decisions such as convictions and 
sentencing. 

4. Control and Custody, to monitor or res
train the behavior of individuals as a 
means of protecting their welfare as well 
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as that of others. 
5. Rehabilitation, which provides treatment 

so as to change the behavior or the atti
tude of violators in order to ensure future 
conformity with the law. 

6. Administration, which provides the agen
cies' operating units with resources neces
sary for the successful completion of their 
objectives. 

7. Research, to engage in scientific study of 
the outstanding problems in the criminal 
justice field. 

8. Education and Training, to provide infor
mational support to a 11 systems, and to en
sure through training the consistency of 
treatment of all offenders. 

9. Legislation, to initiate meaningful dia
logue with legislators so as to keep them 
informed of the reality of problems con
fronting violators and agencies alike, while 
ensuring compliance with existing or con
templated laws. 

Table 1 depicts the program-agency 
matrix that serves to identify the role of all 
the agencies involved in the development of 
the different criminal justice programs in the 
Philippines. 

The National Strategy to Reduce 
Crime in the 1980's 

Promulgated in 1985, the National Strate
gy to Reduce Crime in the 1980's is the follow
up strategy to the 1976 National Strategy to 
Reduce Crime under the New Society. It was 
likewise prepared by the National Police 
Commission in consultation with the mem
bers of its Technical Committee on Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice. The afore
said Technical Committee is an ad hoc inter
disciplinary body working under the auspices 
and functional supervision of the Commis
sion. It is composed of acknowledged ex
perts, representing the different pillars of the 
Philippine criminal justice system, who meet 
monthly for the purpose of studying and 
deliberating on major issues affecting the ad
ministration of the system and recommend
ing appropriate measures to improve the 
same. 

The Strategy for the 1980's has been for
mulated against the backdrop of the present 
crime situation in the Philippines and the de
velopments that transpired during the peri
od covered by the First Strategy (1976 to 
1984). Particularly, what had or had not been 

Table 1: Criminal Justice System Program-Agency Matrix 

Programs 

Prevention 

Detection and 
Investigation of Crime 

Adjudication 
and Disposition 

Control and Custody 

Reha bilita tion 

Administration 

Research 

Education and Training 

Legislation 
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Law En
forcement 

* 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
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* 

Agencies 

Prosecution Courts Corrections Community 

* * * * 

* * 
* 
* * 

* * * * 
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* * * * 
* * * * 
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accomplished so far in the prevention and 
control of crime has provided the ground
work for the formulation of the National 
Strategy to Reduce Crime in the 1980's. 

The latest strategy is a compendium of ac
tion programs intended for consideration 
andlor implementation in the 1980's by the 
five components of the criminal justice sys
tem, with the different programs dovetailing 
into a synchronized blueprint of system-wide 
crime prevention and control measures. It 
sets objectives and targets which are meas
urable by both quantitative and qualitative 
indicators for purposes of evaluation. It em
bodies a mechanism for quantifying and 
qualifying programs of action against set 
goals established by concerned government 
agencies. 

Crime Control Strategy Goals, 
Objectives and Targets for the 1980's 

The sum total of the activities of law en
forcers, prosecutors, judges, defense attor
neys and ~orrections personnel as well as the 
activities of the community relative to crime 
prevention makes up the criminal justice 
process. In human terms, the relationship of 
these agencies to the individuals accused of 
crime is by far the most significant ccnsider
ation in criminal justice. To understand this 
factor, one has to consider the nature of the 
criminal justice process which is to control, 
or at least seek to control, human behavior 
as a means of maintaining an orderly en
vironment. 

In recognition of this vital facet of crimi
nal justice, the National Strategy to Reduce 
Clime in the 1980's has focused its goals and 
objectives within the context of national de
velopment that is man-centered. The priori
ties of action established therein for each of 
the five (5) pillars of the criminal justice sys
tem are therefore aligned towards the attain
ment of the fundamental and overriding 
goals of promoting social defense and 
facilitating speedy and fair administration of 
justice, with the end in view of contributing 

to national development and improving the 
people's quality of life. 19 

Within the framework of these broad 
goals, the strategy seeks to attain the follow
ing objectives and targets 20 within a span of 
five (5) years: 

Objective 1: To promote the sectwity of per
sons and property-In any society, the secu
rity of persons and property is a foremost 
concern. A citizen must be secure in his 
home, work and streets. To attain this ob
jective, the following targets have been es
tablished as measured by the corresponding 
indicators: 

Targets 
1.1 Adequate and im

proved quality of 
policelfire services 

1.2 Decrease in specific 
crimes such as: 
Murder, Homicide, 
& Physical Injuries 
by at least 10% 
Robbery, Theft, Con
sumer Frauds, Swin
dling & Bank 
Frauds, Drug Abuse, 
and Smuggling by at 
least 10% 

1.3 Decrease in fire inci
dents by at least 
10% 

Indicators 
-Crime clearance rate 
-Police response time 
-Police-population ratio 
-Number of trained 

policemen 
-Ratio of convicted 

policemen in adminis
tration and criminal 
cases over the police 
strength 

-Firemen response time 
-Firemen-population 

ratio 
-Number of trained 

firemen 
-Ratio of convicted fire

men in administrative 
and criminal cases over 
the fire service 
strength 

-Ratio of law enforce
ment budget over total 
government budget 

-Crime rate per 100,000 
inhabitants 

-Victimization rate per 
100,000 inhabitants 

-Average volume of 
losses due to crimes 
against property 

-Number of fire in
cidents 

-Number of deaths and 
injuries due to fire 

-Total value of property 
losses 
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1.4 Decrease in traffic 
accidents by at least 
15% 

-Rate of road accidents 
(Total road accidents 
over total vehicle 
kiIometrage) 

Objective 2: To provide fair and humane 
treatment of suspects-The constitutional 
rights of suspects and accused must be up
held and justice must be administered with 
speed and certainty. Towards this end, pri
orities of action targeted to be undertaken 
by the prosecution and courts are the fol
lowing: 

Targets 
2.1 Provision for speedy 

prosecution of cases 
by reducing prelimi
nary investigation 
time by at least 20% 
of current average 
time spent 

2.2 Provision for speedy 
trial of cases by 
reducing trial time 
by at least 20% of 
current trial time 
spent 

2.3 Adequate and im
proved quality of 
prosecutorial and ju
dicial services 

Indicators 
-Annual average dura

tion of preliminary in
vestigation 

-Case input/output rate 

-Annual average dura
tion of trial 

-Case input/output rate 

-Number of prosecutors 
trained annually 

-Ratio of prosecution 
budget over total 
government budget 

-Number of judges 
trained annually 

-Ratio of court budget 
over total government 
budget 

Objective 3: To provide effective rehabilita
tion of offenders-A correction program is ef
fective when the correctional practitioners 
are able to motivate their clients toward 
more constructive, lawful behavior which 
would enable the inmates to be successfully 
reintegrated into the community. 

Targets 
3.1 Adequate and im

proved quality of 
correctional serv
ices/facilities 
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Indicators 
-Number of correctional 

practitioners trained 
annually 

-Number of inmates 
trained annually 

-Prison occupancy den
sity (Total prison popu-

3.2 Decrease in recidi
vism to a level of 50/0 

3.3 Decrease in habitual 
delinquency to a lev
el of 5% 

lation over prison 
capacity) 

--Number of employed 
released prisoners over 
number of released 
prisoners 

-Number of successful 
probationers (those 
who have successfully 
complied with the 
terms and conditions of 
probation) over number 
of probationers 

-Ratio of corrections 
budget over total 
government budget 

-Rate of recidivism 

-Rate of habitual delin
quency 

Objective 4: To enhance citizens J awareness 
and participation in the functions of the crimi
nal justice agencies-The community as the 
base of the criminal justice system must be 
harnessed to the fullest. 

Targets 
4.1 Information dissemi

nation 

4.2 Increased community 
participation 

Indicators 
-Level of familiarity 

with laws and proce
dures affecting the 
agencies of the crimi
nal justice system 

-Number of community
based crime prevention 
organizations/programs 
set up 

Illustrated in the succeeding pages (Figure 
2) is the corresponding paradigm of the Na
tional Strategy to Reduce Crime in the 
1980's. 

The 1989 National Crime 
Prevention Program 

Formulation of the 1989 National Crime 
Prevention Program has been oriented 
towards the general objectives of upgrading 
the operational effectiveness of the Criminal 
Justice System and promoting higher level 
of ethical standards for system personnel. 
Specifically, the 1989 Crime Prevention Pro
gram seeks: 
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Fig. 2: Paradigm of the National Strategy to Reduce Crime in the 1980's 

Mode or 
Venue 

Police 
Fire l---~ 

Fire 

Outcome 

adequate and improved 
quality of police/fire 
services 

decrease in specific 
crimes such as murder, 
homicide, physical 
injuries, robbery, theft, 
etc. by 10% for the 
next 5 years (or 2% per 
year) 

Indicators of Success 

high crime clearance rate 

speedy police response 

ideal police-population ratio 

increased number of trained 
policemen/firemen 

low rate of convicted police
men/firemen 

reasonable budget in propor
tion to the total government 
budget 

low crime rate 

low victimization rate 

low average volume of losses 
due to crimes against property 

decrease in traffic acci- / low rate of road accidents 
dents by at least 15% 
(or 3% per year) 

decrease in fire inci
dents by at least 10% 
(or 2% per year) 

(To be continued) 

low number of fire accidents 

less number of deaths and 
injuries 

minimum loss of valuable 
properties 
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Mode or 
Venue 

Prosecution 
C()urts 

Corrections 
- Institution

alized 
-Non

institution
alized 

--l Community 
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Outcome 

decrease in time spent 
for prosecution/trial 
of cases by at least 
20% or 4% per year 
of current average 
prosecution/trial time 
spent 

- decrease in recid
ivism by at least 5% 
or 1 % per year 

Indicators of Success 

minimized annual average 
time duration for prelim
inary investigation/trial 

high-input-output rate 

• increased number of 
prosecutors trained 

reasonable budget in pro
portion to the total gov
ernment budget 

increased number of 
judges trained 

speedy trial/prosecution 

adequate and improved 
quality of prosecutorial 
and judicial services 

low rate of recidivism 

- decrease in habitual 1--__ 
delinquency by at 

low rate of habitual de
linquency 

least 5% or 1 % per 
year 

- minimal revocation 
rate 

information dissemi
nation 

increased community 
participation 

low rate of revocation 

.... high level of awareness 

greater number of 
community-based or
ganizations/programs 
established 
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1. To increase the efficiency of the Criminal 
Justice System; 

2. To reduce crime; and 
3. To enhance fairness, justice, integrity and 

morality in criminal justice administration. 

Accordingly, said Program calls for priori
ty programs directed toward the following 
goals: 

a. Firming up the coordinating mechanisms 
of the different pillars of the Criminal 
Justice System, with the various levels of 
Peace and Order Councils providing the 
monitoring mechanisms; 

b. Systematizing the administration of crimi
nal justice, where the different pillars con
tinue to exercise their delineated functions 
while interweaving their efforts for a com
prehensive and responsive delivery of 
criminal justice s~rvice to the public; 

c. Instituting more comprehensive and effec
tive measures to safeguard basic human 
and civil rights as guaranteed by the Con
stitution and laws, with due consideration 
of the interests of both the offenders and 
victims of crime; and 

d. Pursuing relentlessly the campaign 
against graft and corruption and other 
abuses committed by some elements of 
the Criminal Justice System. 22 

The 1989 Program covers projects and ac
tivities which are envisioned to be im
plemented in CY -1989 by the concerned 
agencies of the Criminal Justice System. It 
includes projects formulated and implement
ed during the previous years but which are 
continuing in nature. These on-going 
projects will be pursued in 1989 to progres
sive accomplishments. New projects have 
been incorporated in the Current Program to 
respond to new challenges. With the recent 
reactivation of the various Peace and Order 
Councils in all levels, the 1989 Program 
Thrusts have been aligned with those recom
mended by said Councils to maximize posi
tive results. 

1989 Crime Prevention Program of Action 
The 1989 Crime Prevention Program is a 

sequel to the programs developed for im
plementation in prior years. Priority projects 
undertaken last year (CY-1988) were moni
tored, assessed and evaluated to determine 
the progress thereof, taking into considera
tion funding limitation, time constraint and 
related problems encountered. On the basis 
of such assessment, the following revised 
Program of Action 22 has been established for 
CY-1989. 

Priol'ities of Action 
In the establishment of priority projects for 

incorporation in the 1989 National Crime 
Prevention Program, preferential attention 
and consideration have been given to the fol
lowing areas: 23 

A. Improvement of Criminal Justice Infras
tructure 

The development of sound administrative 
structure is vital in any organization that 
seeks to promote efficiency and effective
ness. The organizational structure or net
work of relationships in an agency is the 
basic framework within which the operations 
and activities in the agency take place. Ac
cordingly, the nature of the structure great
ly influences the quality of activities effected 
within it. 24 The axiom that an agency can
not permanently occupy levels of effective
ness higher than those determined by the 
capacity of its personnel is self-evident, but 
it is not generally understood that the in
fluence of a superior organization upon the 
accomplishments of personnel can rise the 
agency to heights not otherwise attainable. 25 

Because the administration of criminal 
justice is an exceedingly complex process in
volving a large number of formal agencies 
concerned with the different aspects of crime 
and delinquency, resources should be care
fully allocated to meet alternative ends and 
means. Crime prevention planners should as
sign priorities and simplify resource alloca
tion on the basis of pre-determined 
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Fig. 3: 1989 Program of Action 

1989 Priorities 

1) Criminal Justice System (CJS) 
Revitalization 

2) CJS Manpower Selection, Training 
and Development 

3) Unified Planning and Coordinating 
System 

1) Inte.grated Crime Information 
System 

2) Judicious and Speedy Delivery of 
Justice 

3) Observance of Rights of Offenders 
and Victims 

4) Skills Improvement Program of CJS 
Clientele 

1) Instilling Discipline at All Levels 
of the CJS Pillars 

Expected Outcome 

Effective CJS 
--~~ 

2) All-Out Campaign against Graft, 
Corruption and Abuses -----~ Increased CJS Credibility 

3) CJS Community Relation Program 

4) Public Information Program 

objectives. With respect to organizational 
capability, therefore, efforts should be 
geared to (1) manpower resource develop
ment, (2) training for higher efficiency and 
effectiveness, and (3) mobilizing support not 
only from within the formal criminal justice 
system but from the community in general. 

1. Need jor criminal justice syste'Jn planning 
and coordination 

Planning for crime prevention would be 
virtually ineffective unless there is concert
ed action on the part of every piilar of the 
criminal justice system. Primordial impor
tance should therefore be placed on effect
ing unified and coordinated criminal justice 
system planning for crime prevention and 
control. Furthermore, coordination of crime 
prevention activities can proceed more effec
tively if there are organic planning units in 
each pillar of the criminal justice system as
suming responsibility for long-range plan-
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ning and synchronization of efforts on an 
intra and inter-agency basis. In its broad con
cept, such planning Sh01 :J include the estab
lishment and management of objectives, 
policies and strategies. 6 

Organic planning units can promote uni
fied direction and integration of efforts wi
thin and outside the agency and eliminate 
duplication and overlapping of efforts. Such 
units can initiate broad, long-range plans, 
and assist in the development of enhance
ment objectives and responsive strategies. 

The placement of planning responsibility 
on a high level gives visibility and promi
nence to the importance of the planning func
tion. This will provide the necessary 
leadership, creativity and innovation in 
planning. 

2. Need jor information exchange 
Planning depends for its effectiveness on 

the quality and quantity of data available to 
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the planner. The planner needs to line up 
reliable sources of information and retrieve 
the information in a timely manner. The 
value of constant flow of information cannot 
be overemphasized. 

Considering the voluminous data involved 
in criminal justice administration, there is an 
imperative need to establish an integrated 
criminal justice information system to serv
ice all criminal justice agencies. A manage
ment information system for criminal justice 
would remedy the inadequacy of informa
tion, a factor that contributes to the fragmen
tation of the system. A management 
information system must place emphasis not 
only on criminal record retrieval but also on 
information aids in decision-making. 

At present, different government agencies 
disseminate crime information and issue 
clearance, thus creating confusion and undue 
difficulties to the general public and other 
end-users. The need to establish a central
ized crime data processing center that could 
service the information needs of all the pil
lars of criminal justice system has prompt
ed the Napolcom Technical Panel on Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice to recom
mend to the Office of the President the adop
tion this year of an Executive Order 
establishing an offender-based National 
Crime Information System. The proposed 
System will facilitate the generation and ex
change of crime information and retrieval 
thereof by concerned agencies. 

B. Speedy Delivery of Justice That is Fair 
and Humane 

The delay in the delivery of criminal 
justice services seems to be the predominant 
problem in the operation of the criminal 
justice system. It is markedly manifested in 
the recurring delay in the disposition of cases 
as substantiated by findings in previous sur
veys undertaken by the National Police Com
mission through its Crime Prevention and 
Coordinating Branch. 

The clamor for speedier dispensation of 
justice has 1;>een given added impetus by the 

1987 Constitution which prescribes that "all 
persons shall have the right to a speedy dis-

. position of their cases before all judicial, 
quasi-judicial, or administrative bodies" 27 
and providing that "in all criminal prosecu
tions, the accused ... shall enjoy the right ... 
to have a speedy, impartial, and public 
trial ... " 28 Priority actions to carry out these 
constitutional prescriptions are evidently im
perative. 

C. Observance of the Rights of Both the 
Offender and Victim 

The need for according respect for the ba
sic rights of both the offender and victim of 
crime finds greater significance with the 
ratification of the new Constitution. Aside 
from the fundamental civil and political 
rights enshrined in the Bill of Rights under 
Article 111 thereof, there are new provisions 
guaranteeing free access to the courts and 
quasi-judicial bodies and adequate legal as
sistance, 29 the right to have competent and 
independent counsel,30 non-waiver of the 
right to silence and counsel except in writ
ing and in the presence of counsel, 31 pro
hibiting secret detention places, solitary, 
incommunicado or other similar forms of de
tention, 32 directing penal and civil sanctions 
for violation of the rights of persons under
going investigation, as well as compensation 
to and rehdbilitation of victims of torture or 
similar practices, and their families,33 and 
prohibiting detention solely by reason of po
litical beliefs and aspirations, 34 as well as the 
employment of physical, psychological or 
degrading punishment against any prisoner 
or detainee or the use of substandard or in
adequate penal facilities under subhuman 
conditions. 35 

In recognition of these constitutional con
cerns, a significant number of the priority 
projects under the 1989 Crime Prevention 
Program have been oriented towards more 
meaningful observance of the rights of both 
the offender and victim of crime. 
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D. Instilling Greater Discipline in All the Pil
lars of the Criminal Justice System 

Criticisms against improper or misdirect
ed exercise of power and influence attached 
to a public office have affected the credibili
ty and service delivery of a significant num
ber of agencies involved in criminal justice 
administration. Various legislative, adminis
trative and judicial institutions and measures 
have been set up to improve integrity in the 
public service. However, much remains to 
be done in this area of concern. 

More incisive measures need to be taken 
to enhance the moral values and sense of in
tegrity of key personnel in the different agen
cies involved in criminal justice 
administration. Hence, the inclusion of this 
area of concern among the program thrusts 
of the 1989 Plan of Action. 

Priority Projects under the 1989 Cdme Preven
tion Program 

Tabulated hereafter by pillar are the pri
ority projects 36 targeted for implementation 
this year under the 1989 Crime Prevention 
Program. 

A. Law Enforcement 
1. Conduct of re-orientation training pro

grams for police recruits/training officers to 
promote positive moral values and na
tionalism. 

2. Conduct of specialized training courses 
in Social Intervention and Anti-Insurgency 
Operations to develop increased awareness 
of policemen's role in such operations. 

3. Development of the Integrated Nation
al Police (INP) Master Training Program. 

4. Review of the Program of Instruction 
(POI) of the INP Training Command 
(INPTC) and Philippine National Police 
Academy (PNP A) as reflected in the yearly 
INP Master Training Program, for possible 
inclusion in the POI of the following subjects: 
Communication Arts, Value Education, and 
Civil Disturbance and Crowd Control Oper
ations. 

5. Promotion of the search for the most 
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outstanding, honest and dedicated policemen 
to develop role models in the police service 
and promote better image for the police. 

6. Reduction of corrupt practices among 
policemen through establishment of the fol
lowing task force and operational center: 

a. Operation Quick-Action (Napolcom special 
task force that shall monitor and act on 
complaints from the public involving 
mulcting and extortion activities of law en
forcers). 

b. Complaint Action Center (coordinating 
center that will receive and act with dis
patch on all complaints against police 
abuses and irregularities). 

7. Formulation of a joint organizational 
police declaration against corruption among 
the five pillars of CJS to give force and sub
stance to the present thrust of government 
to eradicate graft and corruption. 

8. Research study on police practices in
volving police-civilian transactions in all 
police functions to identify the causes of 
bureacratic red tape in the police service. 

9. Monitoring and aUditing of the inter
nal activities of NAPOLCOM employees oc
cupying sensitive positions and performing 
sensitive functions. 

10. Stricter enforcement of ban on police 
presence in cockpits, beerhouses and simi
lar public places. 

11. Increased citizens' participation in the 
arrest of "wanted" persons through an ex
panded rewards system. 

12. Intensification of crime prevention ac
tivities through: 

a. Increased police visibility by augmenting 
foot and mobile patrols in pre-determined 
patrol beats and construction of detach
ments and sub-stations in crime prone 
areas. 

b. Closer control of conditions that abet 
crimes by pursuing vigorously public in
formation drives and dialogues among 
residents and organized volunteer groups. 
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c. Improvement of crime solution efficiency 
by improving the skills of police investi
gators and providing the police with bet
ter equipage, mobility and instrumentation. 

d. Closer monitoring and control of crime 
syndicates and conduct of special opera
tions to identify organized crime groups. 

13. Closer monitoring of court appearance 
by policemen cited as witnesses. 

14. Preparation of a Manual on Procedures 
for Law Enforcers to insure systematization 
of police practices and foster greater respect 
for human rights. 

B. Prosecution 
1. Computerization of prosecution data to 

facilitate systematic data gathering and utili
zation thereof. 

2. Establishment of the National Prose
cution Service Academy (NPSA), which shall 
serve as an institution for continuing legal 
education and inservice training of prose
cutors. 

3. Creation of additional positions of 
prosecutors to correct imbalance between 
the number of courts and prosecution per
sonnel. 

4. Drafting of a proposal for the 
decriminalization and depenalization of cer
tain special penal laws (continuing project) 
as a measure to reduce the case workload. 

5. Monitoring and strict implementation 
of Department of Justice (DOJ) Memo
Circular No. 27, dated Sept. 151988, requir
ing completion of preliminary investigation 
and/or review within 60 days from date of 
submission of case for resolution. 

6. Monitoring the work of the Provin
cial/City Committees on Justice in ensuring 
the speedy disposition of detainees' cases 
and inspecting jail conditions. 

7. Follow-up of the proposal for repeal of 
Presidential Decree No. 1850 so as to return 
to civilian courts jurisdiction over criminal 
cases committed by members of the police. 

8. Designation of specialized warrant 
officers as process servers of the courts to 

facilitate service of such processes. 
9. Formulation of a draft bill compelling 

persons transferring residence to report to 
their barangay chairman at old and new resi
dence so as to discourage absconding and to 
give leads on their whereabouts to law en
forcement officers. 

10. Enhancement of prosecution personnel 
discipline and work attitudes. 

C. Courts 
1. Establishment of a Continuing Judicial 

Education Program for trial judges to up
grade their trial skills. 

2. Filling existing vacancies at all levels 
of the judiciary for both judges and person
nel complement. 

3. Construction of additional Court 
Houses to provide adequate and dignified in
frastructure for justice administration. 

4. Upgrading the skills of court support 
staff. 

5. Installation of a computer system to ac
celerate the processing of records and 
streamline monitoring of pending cases. 

6. Institution of a continuous trial calen
dar for selected courts to facilitate speedy 
case adjudication. 

7. Upgrading the disciplinary and ethical 
standards in the judiciary to improve and en
hance the public image of judges. 

D. Corrections 
1. Reorganization of the Office of Jail 

Management and Penology from a special 
staff to a line organization, so as to consti
tute the same as a separate custodial serv
ice of the Integrated National Police (INP), 
for a more effective and responsive adminis
tration of city and municipal jails. 

2. Transfer of supervision and control of 
provincial jails from the provincial govern
ment to the INP to effect better supervision 
and control thereof. 

3. Conduct of agro-industrial skills train
ing for inmates to provide the latter with op
portunities for employment after 
incarceration. 
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4. Conduct of a survey ("Bilis-Litis" 
Project) of city/municipal jails in Metro 
Manila so as to effect speedy disposition of 
inmates' cases. 

5. Expansion of the coverage of Presiden
tial Decree No. 1508 (Barangay Justice Sys
tem) to include those charged of offenses 
punishable by arresto mayor. 

6. Amendment of Republic Act No. 6036 
(Release on Recognizance Law) so as to in
clude offenses punishable up to 6 years and 
1 day in order to harmonize the said law with 
the Probation Law (Presidential Decree No. 
968) through legislative action. 

7. Amendment of the Probation Law to 
include first offenders whose sentence ex
ceeds 6 years and also drug dependents. 

8. Full implementation of the fusion of 
proliation and parole supervision pursuant to 
Executive Order No. 292. 

9. Establishment of linkages with the Na
tional Prosecution Service to insure more 
protection of rights of detained inmates. 

10. Conduct of conferences and seminars 
of correctional agencies to assess policies in 
the rehabilitation and treatment of offenders. 

11. Intensified inspection and audit of pri-
sons and jails. 

12. Modification of the bail procedure for 
detention prisoners to make bail affordable 
to more detention prisoners. 

13. Establishment of a new classification 
scheme for probationers to provide an im
proved treatment plan for the latter. 

E. Community 
1. Revitalization of Peace and Order 

Councils to help improve peace and order 
conditions and intensify socio-economic de
velopment. 

2. Intensification of Crime Information 
Campaign to generate active community in
volvement in crime prevention activities. 

3. Establishment of linkages with non
government organization (NGOs) for possi
ble assistance in reducing criminality. 

4. Conduct of group sessions on effective 
and responsible parenthood, population 
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awareness and sex education for youth, day
care services for pre-schoolers and volunteer 
resource development to provide opportuni
ties for the individual to develop self
awareness, acquire positive values and skills; 
and understand his responsibility. 

5. Full utilization of mass media as an ef
fective mechanism for redress or grievances 
and protection of victims. 

6. Harnessing local resources in checking 
government abuses and instilling in the 
minds of citizens responsibility to respect 
and uphold the rule of law. (including the de
velopment of a plan for the establishment of 
a Complaint Action Center (CAC) in every 
barangay where citizlens can report abuses 
committed by government officials). 

7. Intensification of strategies for the 
prevention and control of drug abuse 
through: 

a. School-based drug education program in
tegrated into major subject areas. 

b. Community-based programs designed to 
enhance the knowledge of barangay offi
cials in the fight against drug abuse. 

c. School-community oriented programs 
designed to harness the potentials of the 
youth. 

8. Conduct of Victimization Survey to de
termine the number of unreported crimes in 
Manila and Quezon City and the reasons for 
not reporting those cases to the police. 

Major Accomplishments under the National 
Strategy to Reduce O'ime 

While the targeted goal of reducing crime 
has become an elusive goal, the adoption of 
the National Strategy to Reduce Crime in the 
1980's has brought about significant major 
accomplishments, as follows: 

1. Establishment of a Criminal Justice 
System Coordinating Mechanism in the de
velopment and formulation of crime preven
tion and control projects of different pillars 
of the Criminal Justice System. This has 
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been institutionalized with the establishment 
of the echnical Committee on Crime Preven
tion and O-imillal Justice, composed of ac
knowledged experts of the different pillars 
of the Criminal Justice System, vested with 
the continuing task and responsibility of 
studying and formulating annual crime 
prevention programs for consideration by the 
operating pillars of the system. 

2. Establishment of the Peace and Order 
Councils on the national, regional, provincial 
and municipal/city levels, for purposes of 
coordinating and monitoring peace and ord
er plans, policies and strategies, to include 
the effective functioning of the Criminal 
Justice System. Presently, the National 
Peace and Order Council is chaired by the 
Secretary of the Department of Local 
Government, with fourteen (14) members 
from other government agencies involved in 
peace and order activities, and eight (8) 
representatives from the private sector. (Ex
ecutive Order No. 309 dated November 11, 
1987, as amended). The aforesaid Peace and 
Order Council provides the necessary 
mechanism for coordinating system-wide ac
tivities and efforts towards crime reduction 
and control. 

3. Organization of Provincial and City 
Committees on Justice, pursuant to Executive 
Order No. 856 dated December 12, 1982, for 
purposes of monitoring and ensuring the 
speedy disposition of cases of detainees, thus 
alleviating jail congestion. The Provin
cial/City Committee on Justice is composed 
of the provincial governor/city mayor as 
chairman, and the provincial/city police com
mander, provincial/city fiscal, provincial/city 
warden and executive judge thereof, as 
members. 

4. Establishment of a system of amicably 
settling disputes, through conciliatory 
proceedings, at the community or "bamn
gay" level pursuant to Presidential Decree 
No. 1508 dated June 11, 1978. This operates 
as a sort of neighborhood paralegal adjudica
tory committee. In terms of resolved cases, 
the system has settled a total of 716,262 on 

the "barangay" level nationwide from 1980 
to 1987, valued at a minimum aggregate na
tional savings of P2,077,448,100.00, exclud
ing the unquantifiable values of the resultant 
peace and harmony, not only among the liti
gants themselves, but also among the mem
bers of the community. 

5. Adoption of a continuous trial calendar 
system for selected courts to speed up case 
disposition. Under this system, cases filed 
before selected pilot courts are scheduled for 
hearings from day to day until complete ter
mination. 

6. Establishment of organic planning 
units in all pillars of the criminal justice sys
tem. This has promoted better direction and 
coordination of criminal justice planning for 
crime prevention and control. 

One of the more important projects of the 
Philippine government is the proposed estab
lishment of an offender-based National 
Crime Information System that could serv
ice in a timely and systematic manner, the 
information needs of all the components of 
the Criminal Justice System through a cen
tralized and coordinated network. With such 
a system, comprehensive data about the 
offender can be recorded at every stage of 
the criminal proceedings, from arrest to 
release from imprisonment. 

The full operationalization of the proposed 
National Crime Information System neces
sitates, however, the full integration of all in
formation systems existing in the other 
pillars of the Criminal Justice System. At 
present, the National Bureau of Investigation 
of the Department of Justice maintains its 
own computerized system on crime data 
from the prosecution, courts and corrections. 
Some agencies, however, appear reluctant to 
transfer their crime information data to the 
proposed nationwide system in view of some 
perceived diminution of their functions. 

Epilogue 

Apart from the goal of attaining greater ef-
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fectiveness in the delivery of services in the 
realm of criminal justice, the National Strate
gy to Reduce Crime in the 1980's, as im
plemented this year through the 1989 Crime 
Prevention Program, incorporates, as its fo
cal concern, a more balanced humanistic ap
proach to the administration of justice. Given 
due recognition and appropriate considera
tion are the respective rights of all concerned 
in the criminal justice process-the victim, 
the accused, and the community. There is 
thus a balanced and holistic approach per
meating through the Strategy. The over-all 
goal points towards prompt, enlightened and 
responsive administration of justice. 
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The Legal Education and Judicial System in the Republic of Korea 

by Yoo, Joe-In * 

I. Introduction 

Korea is a developing nation which has in
creasingly attracted worldwide attention. 
This has been primarily due to its phenome
nal economic growth over the last decade. 
Yet few scholars or lawyers outside Korea 
are aware of the legal system of Korl a and 
there is a tendency for foreign scholars to 
regard Korean legal system as an identical 
Ol1e to the Japanese legal system. It is true 
that the heritage of the Japanese colonial rule 
has provided the basic legal and bureaucratic 
infrastructure of Korea. However, modifica
tion has been made on those basic legal sys
tems to reflect the Korean traditional culture 
and the influences of a variety of auspices 
of Western legal concepts of justice and the 
sharing and distribution of power. This pa
per aims at briefly overviewing the current 
Korean legal education system and judicial 
system. 

II. Current Status of Legal Education 

1. Undergraduate Law Schools 
Like many other countries' civil law sys

tems, Korea has made law school an under
graduate institution. There are a limited 
number of graduate level law programs, but 
as will be discussed later, these graduate law 
programs have distinctive purposes and 
characteristics which distinguish them from 
the main undergraduate law programs. Ac
cordingly, their contribution to the main
stream culture of the legal society is mini
mal, if any. 

* Director, First Inspection Division, Supreme Public 
Prosecutors' Office, Republic of Korea 

Currently, fifty universities or colleges 
have law departments and eight of them 
have made the law department an independ
ent college. In schools below the college level 
(and above the high school level) the law de
partment is normally a part of "The College 
of Law and Political Sciences," "The Col
lege of Law and Economics," "The College 
of Law and Social Sciences," or another re
lated schooL The general trend is to estab
lish the law department as an independent 
college. Some law schools divide their law 
departments into two sub-departments, for 
example, "Private Law" and IIpublic Law" 
sub-departments. Others have three sub
departments, adding "Administrative" sub
department thereto. 

Only one university (Korean University) 
has a law department which consists of more 
than 300 students yearly. In schools having 
relatively large law departments, the size of 
an annual class rarely exceeds 200, averag
ing 160 to 200. A majority of the schools 
have law departments with less than 30 stu
dents in each class. The total number of law 
graduates (awarded B.A. or LL.B. degree) 
throughout the entire nation was 1,675 for 
the year of 1982 and presumed to have been 
around 2,000 for the year of 1986. 

Partly due to the fact that many universi
ties place their law department within other 
departments of a different name, the precise 
number of the law faculty is unknown. Look
ing at the bulletins of each school, however, 
only one school (Seoul National University) 
has more than 20 full-time faculty members 
(29). Relatively large schools possess an av
erage of slightly over 10 professors; the 
smaller schools allow only nominal seats of 
from 2 to 3 for their law faculty. The worst 
part of the reality is that such law professors 
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are in charge of graduate teaching, in addi
tion to their inherent tasks. No sign of im
provement is likely to be seen in the near fu
ture. 

Typically, 140 semester units are required 
for an LL.B. degree. The requirements have 
been reduced from the original 160 units. Ex
cepting the units for the general education 
subjects, the requirements for the major sub
jects are relatively low. Seoul National Uni
versity, for example, only requires 42 law 
units as mandatory subjects out of 150 units 
totally needed for an LL.B. The case of 
S.N. U. does not seem outlandish when com
pared with other cases. The worst case 
would require as 10w as 15 units of law sub
jects as mandatory for an LL.B. 

The highest possible number of law units, 
mandatory or elective, attainable, in theory, 
during the four-year course amounts to 80 
to 90 units. In practice, however, 70 is a 
practical maximum. This appears to be quite 
comparable to the practice of American 
counterparts, where 82 to 86 semester law 
units are required for an equivalent degree 
(J.D.). However, caveat is the practical de
mand of the courses. 

2. Graduate Law Program 
Most universities and colleges have grad

uate law programs. In a institution, the grad
uate program is run by an independent in
stitution commonly called "graduate 
school." This institution is, in theory, 
charged with the administration of all grad
uate programs, regardless of subject, and 
therefore oversees the graduate law program 
as well. In practice, however, each college 
enjoys virtually complete autonomy in man
aging graduate program pertinent to the sub
jects offered in its undergraduate program. 

Graduate law programs aim primarily at 
producing law professors and high level the
orists. Simply put, these are for prospective 
scholars, not for practitioners. Graduate pro
grams consist of two levels of degree 
courses, i.e., LL.M. (Master-in-Law) and 
S.lD. (Doctor-in-Law). LL.M. is a prerequi-
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site for entering the S.J.D. course. In a typi
cal case, four resident semesters are required 
during which period candidates should com
plete 24 units and write a thesis. No restric
tions are imposed on the subjects of law that 
may be taken, but the thesis topic is deter
mined by what kind of law one choses as his 
main focus. 

The S.lD. program is an extension of and 
an intensified prolongation of LL.M. Candi
dates should complete a total of 60 units (in
cluding those already taken during LL.M.) 
and submit a dissertation. Candidates for 
both degrees are selected through competi
tive exams, and upon completion of the re
quired units, must pass the qualification 
exam, to be eligible for the submission of a 
thesis or dissertation. Usually, English as 
well as a second foreign language are test
ed, in addition to the law subjects chosen as 
a main focus, on both entrance and qualifi
cation exams. Although technically, gradu
ate law programs are a part of the overall 
graduate school directly afiiliated with the 
university, academic administration falls 
within the domain of the law school or law 
department. Although graduate law pro
grams are detached from the undergraduate 
courses, no school possesses separate facul
ty for their graduate programs. Law profes
sors, usually holders of LL.M. or higher de
grees are responsible for the teaching of both 
undergraduate and graduate law programs. 

S.N.U., holder of the largest graduate law 
program and the main supplier of law pro
fessors, annually accepts 120 graduate stu
dents (100 for LL.M. and 20 for S.lD. re
spectively). Other schools cannot afford such 
a number; four to five on an annual base is 
the usual case. Since only a small proportion 
of the graduate students eventually become 
professors, the only feasible job for the grad
uate degree holders, there is a serious prob
lem of finding a suitable job for those who 
do not become professors. 
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III. Current Status of the Bar System 

The only way to be admitted to the bar is 
to go through the two-year course offered by 
the Government-run Judicial Research and 
Training Center. Of course only those who 
passed the bar exam are eligible for the ed
ucation and training by the Center. 

A successful graduate of this program is 
qualified for any of the three positions of ju
dicial nature: judge, prosecutor, or private 
attorney. 

Anybody> regardless of age or prior edu
cation of any level, can take the bar exam 
(National Judicial Exam). This means one 
can become a judge even without a high 
school diploma, much less a law degree, as 
long as he passes the bar exam and com
pletes the Training Center Program. All the 
prerequisites formerly imposed have been 
eliminated. 

The annual bar exam is administered by 
the Ministry of General Affairs, a branch of 
the executive Lody. Examiners are normal
ly selected mainly from law professors and 
supplementarily, from practitioners. Annu
ally 300 persons, or 3 to 4- percent of the to
tal applicants, are selected through a 3 stage 
exam. At the outset, examinees are screened 
through the multiple-choice questions on 
subjects covering basic laws and general ed
ucation. The second and main test consists 
of essay writing on purely legal subjects. The 
third and last part of the exam, called "the 
oral test," is rather perfunctory: few people 
fail unless they show clear lack of incom
petency. 

The successful 300, out of over 10,000 ex
aminees, are admitted to the Judicial Re
search and Training Center which is at
tached to the Supreme Court of Korea. Ev
ery trainee of the Center attains the status 
of public officer for the training period. Upon 
succeBsful completion of the training pro
gram stretched out for two years, a gradu
ate is licensed to practice law. Apparently 
due to the limited openings on the judicial 
positions, only half of the graduates eventu-

ally become judge or prosecutor; the rest vol
untarily or involuntarily take the road of pri
vate practice. 

An additional note: it was not until 1981 
that a fixed number of people, annually 300, 
passed the bar exam. Before then, very few 
exam takers cleared the almost prohibitive 
hurdle, 20 to 30 prior to the 1970's, and 50 
to 120 during the 70's. 

The total number of incumbent judges and 
prosecutors amounts approximately to 1,400 
as of this date, while a similar number of at
torneys are in private practice. The term "at
torney" (Byunho-sa) denotes only those who 
are licensed to practice before the court. It 
does not include those who are engaged in 
non-court legal practice, with or without a li
cense for the same. Law practice, in broadest 
terms, is not exclusively reserved for the 
court-licensed attorneys (Byunho-sa). For ex
ample, the so-called "quasi lawyers" such as 
tax attorney (Semu-sa), Patent attorney 
(Byunri-sa), judicial scrivener (Sabopsoe-sa) 
or administrative scrivener (Haengjongsoe
sa) perform tasks which in most countries 
would fall into the exclusive domain of a bar 
member. 

IV. The Current Judiciary System 

1. The Guarantee of an Independent Iudicimy 

A. The Principle of Judicial Independence 
The independence of the judiciary is one 

of the fundamental principles of a modern 
democratic constitutional society. Its pur
pose is not only to insure the independence 
of the judges in conducting adjudication but 
to safeguard the fundamental rights of the 
people as guaranteed by the Constitution. 

The first Constitution of Korea declared 
this principle by stating: "Judges shall make 
judgement independently bound only by the 
Constitution and laws" (Art. 77). The cur
rent Constitution reaffirms this doctrine by 
stating that: "The judicial power shall be 
vested in a court composed of judges" (Art. 
101) and that: "Judges shall rule indepen-
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dently according to their conscience and in 
conformity with the Constitution and laws" 
(Art. 103). 

B. Institutional Independence of the Court 

(1) Relat?:anship with the legislative branch 
Under the doctrine of the separation of 

powers, the judiciary should be independent 
from bOlh the legislative and the executive 
branches. The fact that the judiciary is com
posed pursuant to legislation enacted by the 
legislative body and that judges are bound 
by statutes in deciding cases does l··'t denote 
the subordination of the Judiciary to the Leg
islative Body. The binding authority of Leg
islation on the Courts and Judges is obviously 
a basic requisite to the rule of law in modern 
constitutional states. 

(2) Relationship with the executive branch 
In as much as the principle of judicial in

dependence has developed to prevent 
Monarchial or Cabinet interference with the 
Judiciary, the institutional independence of 
the Judiciary from the Executive's power has 
been the inherent element of the principle. 
Accordingly, under the modern system of 
separation of powers, the two branches are 
not allowed to intervene in each other's op
erations. 

The checks and balances of the two 
branches are sustained by judicial review of 
the constitutionality and legality of adm:in
istrative decrees, regulations and disposi
tions ar:d, on the other hand, by the autho:ri
ty of the Executive to prepare the budget 
proposal for the Judiciary and to grant gen
eral or specific amnesties. The President has 
the authority to appoint the Chief Justice and 
the Justices with the consent of the Nation
al Assembly. Although the court has juris
diction over executive operations, when their 
legality or constitutionality is a prerequisite 
to adjudicating a case, matters that may be 
defined as discretionary or sovereign acts of 
t.he Executive may not be reviewed. 
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C. Independence of Trial 
Independence of the judicial power or of 

judges is ultimately a means to guarantee the 
independence of trial. A judge who sits on 
the bench is assured of independence from 
any state institution. No institution, wheth
er it be Legislative, Executive or Judicial, is 
authorized to exercise control over or to give 
directions concerning trials. No institution 
can annul or reverse a judgement after a tri
al except by means of appeal. Even a higher 
court cannot influence or restrain a judge's 
authority with respect to a specific trial. A 
higher court's power to supervise the judi
cial administration of the lower court does 
not give it this authority. 

D. Safeguards for Judicial Autonomy 
In order to conduct fair trials and realize 

the ideal of the rule of law, all judges must 
be able to exercise their authority according 
to their conscience and must be free from 
any pressure or coercion from outside or 
from judicial administrative agencies, sub
ject only to the Constitution and laws. To this 
end, it is necessary to fully guarantee the sta
tus of judges. To guarantee their status, the 
Constitution and the Court Organization Act 
also contain several provisions concerning 
judges' qualifications, duties, salaries, and so 
forth. 

The independence of the judicial power in 
itself ultimately concerns the independence 
of judges in the conduct of trials. Specifical
ly, it means prohibiting the removal of judges 
from office without cause, as well as prohib
iting the application of any other form of 
pressure intended to interfere with a judge's 
opinion. If a judge could be deprived of his 
position or otherwise threatened by any per
son or agency, his judgement would be sub
jugated to that person or agency and he 
would lose his independence. 

Korea, like almost every other nation, has 
not always been able to live up to these goals, 
but they are now part of the fabric of the sys
tem and the courts aspire to make them a 
continuing reality. 
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2. Courts 
The Court Organization Act enacted on 

September 26, 1949, has remained basical
ly unchanged in spite of several constitution
al changes. The major exception has been an 
increase in the numbers of District and High 
Courts and judges to keep up with popula
tion and business increases. 

The Act provides for three levels of courts: 
1) the District Court (including the special
ized Family Court) which is the court of orig
inal jurisdiction; 2) the High Court, an inter
mediate appellate court; and 3) the Supreme 
Court, the highest level. High Courts and 
District Courts are divided into geographic 
districts. 

The Act empowers the courts to adjudi
cate civil, criminal, administrative, election 
and other judicial cases, and to decide non
contentious cases and such other matters as 
are brought under their jurisdiction in accor
dance with the provisions of other laws. 

In addition, court-martials may be estab
lished, under the Constitution, as special 
courts to exercise jurisdiction over military 
criminal cases. The Supreme Court has fi
nal appellate jurisdiction over them. 

A. Supreme Court 
The Supreme Court is the highest judicial 

tribunal of the Nation and it exercises pri
marily appellate jurisdiction. It hears, as a 
court of last instance, appeals from the judg
ments and rulings rendered by high courts 
and appellate divisions of district courts or 
family court. It also reviews the decisions of 
appellate court-martials. 

In addition, it has the initial and final jur
isdiction in proceedings involving the valid
ity of election of the members of the Nation
al Assembly. 

Since cases before the Supreme Court al
most always involve the review of decisions 
of inferior courts, no witnesses are heard and 
no new evidence may be submitted. In each 
case, the Supreme Court has before it a re
cord of the prior court's proceeding, with 
briefs containing the arguments of each side. 

Oral arguments may be heard in the Su
preme Court's proceedings. 

The grounds for appeal to the Supreme 
Court are limited. 

In civil cases, the grounds for appeal have 
been limited to constitutional and legal ques
tions material to the judgement appealed 
from. The code of civil procedure i'Jc1udes 
six specific grounds for appeal. However, the 
new special statute which was enacted in 
1981 with a view to expediting judicial pro
ceedings further restricts causes of appeal. 
According to the statute, the grounds for ap
peal are limited to: 

i) A violation or improper interpretation of 
the Constitution; 

ii) An improper decision regarding the con
stitutionality or legality of administrative 
decrees, regulations, or dispositions; 

iii) Conflict with prior judicial precedents on 
the interpretation of laws, decrees, or dis
positions. 

Appeal on the ground of legal questions 
other than those specified above may be 
lodged only upon approval of the Supreme 
Court. 

In criminal cases, an appeal to the Su
preme Court may be lodged on the follow
ing grounds; (i) a violation of the Constitu
tion, law, order or regulation material to a 
judgement of the inferior court; (ii) the abo
lition, alteration or pardon of penalty; or (iii) 
a grave mistake in fact-finding or an extreme 
impropriety in sentencing in cases where the 
death penalty, life imprisonment, or im
prisonment of more than ten years has been 
imposed. 

As a general rule, appeals to the Supreme 
Court are filed against the judgements or rul
ings of the intermediate appellate courts, that 
is, high courts and appellate divisions of dis
trict courts or family court. 

However, in civil cases a direct appeal to 
the Supreme Court may be filed against a 
judgement of a district court when both par
ties agree to do so. In criminal cases, an ap-
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peal may come directly to the Supreme Court 
where errors were found in the application 
of laws and regulations, or where the penal
ty imposed was abolished or altered by sub
sequent legislation. 

The Supreme Court is composed of 14 
Justices including the Chief Justice. Hear
ings and adjudications at the Supreme Court 
are made either by the Grand Bench com
posed of all the Justices sitting together or 
by the Petty Benches, each usually com
posed of three Justices. 

Following civil law tradition, a decision of 
the Supreme Court does not have the bind
ing force of a precedent in later cases of a 
similar nature. It merely has a persuasive ef
fect. However, the interpretation of law ren
dered in a particular case by the Supreme 
Court has a binding effect on the inferior 
courts when the case is remanded to them. 

The Constitution has vested the Supreme 
Court with rule-making power and the au
thority of judicial administration. Under its 
rule-making power, the Supreme Court may 
establish rules of practice and procedure, and 
rules relating to internal discipline of the 
courts and the administration of judicial a~ . 
fairs. 

This power is exercised by the Justices 
Council, which is composed of all Justices of 
the Supreme Court and presided over by the 
Chief Justice. 

To assist the Justices of the Supreme 
Court in their judicial work, a certain num
ber of judicial research officials may be ap
pointed from among the judges of inferior 
courts. At present, two research judges are 
assigned to each Justice. 

B. High Court 
The High Court is an intermediate appel

late court with jurisdiction over appeals from 
judgements or rulings rendered by the col
legiate division of three judges of a district 
court or a family court. 

In cases contesting administrative actions, 
however, the high court has original jurisdic
tion as a trial court of first instance. In addi-
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tion, the high court decides such other cases 
as designated by law. 

Cases in the high court are heard by a col
legiate body of three judges which is called 
a division. There are three kinds of divisions: 
civil, criminal and special. 

The special division deals with administra
tive cases. Each diyision is chaired by a 
presiding judge who is senior judge among 
the three. 

The high courts are located in four major 
cities in Korea: Seoul, Taegu, Pusan and 
Kwangju. Each high court has its own ter
ritorial jurisdiction, and a chief judge is ap
pointed for each judicial district to handle ad
ministrative matters of the court. 

C. District Court 
The district court is the court of general 

original jurisdiction, and it decides all cases 
except those coming under the exclusive ju
risdiction of other courts, such as adminis
trative cases and election disputes. 

However, district courts also have appel
late jurisdiction over appeals filed against the 
decisions of a single judge of district courts, 
branch courts and circuit courts. This appel
late jurisdiction is exercised by the collegiate 
division of three judges. 

Cases in the district courts are handled by 
either a single judge or a collegiate body of 
three judges, depending upon the nature and 
importance of each case. 

The district court is divided into 13 judi
cial districts, the area of which generally 
coincides with that of administrative prov
ince. 

For convenience, branch courts and circuit 
courts have been established within the ju
dicial district of a district court. 

On the civil side, the judge may order a 
case to be settled in a conciliation proceed
ing by a conciliation committee composed of 
a judge and two or more laymen. If the case 
is not successfully conciliated, the judge may 
render a decision which he deems reasona
ble after weighing both parties' positions. In 
summary proceedings, the court is not bound 
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by strict rules of evidence, but appropriate 
remedial measures are fully provided for the 
dissatisfied parties. 

The district court also has jurisdiction over 
various non-contentious cases such as reor
ganization or liquidation of business corpo
rations, and registration of real property and 
of corporate matters. Bankruptcy and con
ciliation proceedings also come under district 
courts' jurisdiction. 

D. Family Court 
The family court is a specialized court 

dealing exclusively with family affairs and 
juvenile delinquency cases. So far, only one 
family court has been established, and that 
is in Seoul. In other areas, the function of the 
family court is performed by the respective 
district courts. 

The family court has jurisdiction over all 
disputes and conflicts within the family and 
other related affairs of legal significance. As 
a general rule, most domestic cases are first 
referred to conciliation proceedings, and if 
the parties are not able to reach an agree
ment, then the case is transferred to ordinary 
trial proceeding. 

Those domestic cases which are by their 
nature non-contentious are heard by a sin
gle judge and other cases are handled by a 
collegiate body of three judges. 

Appeals against the judgements and rul
ings of a single judge are heard by an appel
late division of the family court consisting of 
three judges. 

All the juvenile cases are heard by a sin
gle judge regardless of their nature and im
portance. For disposition of cases in the fam
ily court, investigation officers are extensive
ly used. 

3. Judges 

A. Qualifications 
Judges are vested with great authority and 

assume heavy responsibilities in safeguard
ing the fundamental rights of the people, and 
therefore qualifications for the appointment 

of judges are high. The Korean respect for 
educated government officials is clear in 
these qualifications. The tradition of civil law 
system also requires an educated and profes
sional judiciary. 

The qualifications for judges prescribed by 
the Court Organization Act are: 

(I) completion of two years of training at the 
Judicial Research and Training Institute 
after passing the national judicial exami
nation, or 

(2) possession of qualifications as a prosecu-
tor or an attorney. 

(The latter includes an increasingly small 
group of prosecutors and attorneys who be
gan practicing before the establishment of 
the Judicial Training Institute, and those 
who qualify because of service as Court Mar
tial Judge or Prosecutor.) 

Qualification for Chief Justice or Justice of 
the Supreme Court is 15 years experience; 
for the chief judge or senior judge of an ap
peHate court, or chief judge of a district 
court, 10 years; and for the judge of an ap
pellate court or a senior judge of a district 
court, 5 years. Such formal requirements are 
provided in order to protect judicial appoint
ments from improper political influence. 

B. Tenure and Age Limits 
The tenure of judges is set at 10 years. 

They may serve consecutive terms. The 
Justices of the Supreme Court may also 
serve consecutive terms, but their tenure is 
for six years. However, the Chief Justice 
may not serve consecutive terms beyond the 
tenure of 6 years. The reason for not adopt
ing a life tenure system is to insure that the 
bench retains its vigor. No judge may be dis
missed from office or be forced to retire dur
ing his good behavior. 

Judges are required to retire from office 
as they reach the age limits prescribed by 
law. The Chief Justice is retired from office 
at the age of 70. Justices of the Supreme 
Court at 65, the chief judge of an appellate 
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court at 63, and other judges at 60. 

C. Guarantee of Status 
To insure that judges are subordinate to 

no other agency of the state, the personal sta
tus of judges is legally guaranteed as follows. 

i) Dismissal of judges from office 
No judge may be dismissed from office ex

cept by impeachment or criminal punish
ment. Under the previous Constitution, 
judges could be removed from office by ad
ministrative disciplinary action, but the pres
ent Constitution provides greater security for 
judges. 

If a judge is impeached or sentenced to 
punishment by imprisonment, he will be dis
missed from office. 

ii) Disciplinary action against judges 
No judge may be suspended from office, 

have his salary reduced or otherwise be dis
ciplined, except through disciplinary action 
by the Judicial Disciplinary Committee. The 
Committee is established in the Supreme 
Court, and matters regarding the discipline 
of judge are prescribed by law. 

V. The Prosecution System 

1. Public Prosecutor's Office 

A. Introduction 
The public prosecutor's office belongs to 

the Executive while the court is a component 
of the Judiciary. Although the public prose
cutor's office is attached to the Ministry of 
Justice, it is a separate organization that con
sists of the Supreme Public Prosecutor's Of
fice, high public prosecutor's offices, district 
public prosecutor's offices and their branch
es, each conesponding to a coordinate court. 
The public prosecutor's office enjoys a quasi
independent status. 

B. The Supreme Public Prosecutor's Office 
The Supreme Public Prosecutor's Office, 

headed by the Prosecutor General, is locat-
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ed in Seoul and corresponds to the Supreme 
Court. 

The Prosecutor General is the chief law en
forcement officer of the nation who super
vises and controls all prosecutorial functions 
in Korea. 

The Supreme Public Prosecutor's Office 
has 1 Deputy Prosecutor General who assists 
the Prosecutor General and 7 departments, 
and 1 Secretariat Bureau thereunder. 
Twenty-three divisions belong to the depart
ments and the Secretariat Bureau. 

The Deputy Prosecutor General shall be 
the rank of senior chief public prosecutor and 
the chief of the department shall be the rank 
of chief public prosecutor; seventeen division 
chiefs among 23 divisions shall be the rank 
of senior public prosecutors. The Chiefs of 
the Secretariat Bureau and 6 divisions shall 
be the prosecution administrative officers. 

There are also 11 prosecution research of
ficers who directly assist the Prosecutor Gen
eral and conduct planr..ing, research, and 
studies concerning prosecutorial matters. 
Prosecution research officers shall be the 
rank of senior public prosecutors or public 
prosecutors. 

C. High Public Prosecutor's Office 
There are now 4 high public prosecutor's 

offices, located in Seoul, Taegu, Pusan and 
K wangju, corresponding to the high courts. 

Each high public prosecutor's office is 
composed of 1 chief public prosecutor, 1 dep
uty chief public prosecutor, 4-17 public pros
ecutors and 1 secretariat bureau. Seoul High 
Public Prosecutor's Office has 3 divisions 
(General Mfairs Division, Criminal Case Di
vision, and Civil Litigation Division) while 
Taegu, Pusan and Kwangju High Public 
Prosecutor's Offices have 2 divisions (Gen
eral Affairs Division, and Case Division) and 
the Secretariat Bureau respectively. 

The chief public prosecutor of a high pub
lic prosecutor's office shall be the rank of 
senior chief public prosecutor and the depu
ty chief shall be the rank of chief public pros
ecutor. Public prosecutors of a high public 
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prosecutor's office shall be the rank of sen
ior public prosecutor. 

Public prosecutors in high public prosecu
tor's offices are mainly responsible for con
ducting all aspects of criminal proceedings 
and government litigations in the high 
courts. 

D. District Public Prosecutor's Office and 
Its Branch 

There are 12 district public prosecutor's 
offices and 38 branches corresponding to the 
district courts and their branches which are 
the first-instance trial courts. 

Each district public prosecutor's office is 
composed of 1 chief public prosecutor, 1-3 
deputy chief public prosecutors and a num
ber of department chief public prosecutors 
thereunder. The number of prosecutors 
varies according to the size of the office. 
Also, each district public prosecutor's office 
has 1 secretariat bureau and 1-10 divisions 
the number of which varies as the size of the 
office. For example, Seoul District Public 
Prosecutor's Office has 3 deputy chief pub
lic prosecutors, 15 department chief public 
prosecutors, 114 public prosecutors and 12 
divisions. 

The chief public prosecutor of a district 
public prosecutor's office shall be the rank 
of chief public prosecutor and the deputy 
chief and the department chief shall be the 
rank of senior public prosecutors. 

Structures of branches of district public 
prosecutor's offices vary greatly according 
to the caseloads of the offices. A large branch 
has 1 deputy chief public prosecutor and 
some department chief public prosecutors in 
addition to 1 branch chief and 1 secretariat 
bureau with divisions thereunder while a 
small branch has only 1 branch chief public 
prosecutor and 1 division supporting public 
prosecutor's job. 

Usually the branch chief, the deputy 
branch chief and the department chief shall 
be the rank of senior public prosecutors. 

District public prosecutor's offices and 
their branches are field offices that are re-

sponsible for investigation of all crimes and 
their prosecutions. There are no functional 
differences between these t\vo organizations 
concerning criminal proceedings. But a 
branch of a district public prosecutor's office 
is under the general direction and supervi
sion by the chief of the district public prose
cutor's office because, hierarchically, a 
branch belongs to a district public prosecu
tor's office. 

2. Public Prosecutor 

A. Rank of Public Prosecutor 
There are five ranks of public prosecutors; 

the Prosecutor General, senior chief public 
prosecutor, chief public prosecutor, senior 
public prosecutor and public prosecutor. (In 
this paper the term "public prosecutor" 
usually refers to the exercise of prosecutori
al powers irrespective of rank. When it in
dicates the rank, special reference is added.) 

B, Appointment of Public Prosecutor 
The qualifications for a public prosecutor 

are identical to that for a judge and a private 
attorney. As mentioned above, anyone who 
wants to be appointed a public prosecutor 
should first pass the National Judicial Exam
ination and complete the 2-year training 
course of the Judicial Research and Train
ing Institute that belongs to the Supreme 
Court. In addition to this requirement, some 
professional career experience is needed in 
order to be appointed a high ranking public 
prosecutor. 

The President has the authority to appoint 
and assign public prosecutors upon recom
mendation of the Minister of Justice. In case 
of appointment of the Prosecutor General, 
prior deliberation by the State Council is re
quired. 

C. Retirement and Protection of the Status 
of Public Prosecutor 

The retirement age of the Prosecutor Gen
eral is 63 years and that of all other public 
prosecutors is 60 years. 
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The President may order the resignation 
of a public prosecutor upon recommendation 
of the Minister of Justice in the case that he 
or she is unable to perform his or her duties 
due to serious and prolonged mental or phys
ical defect. 

Public prosecutors, like judges, are pro
tected in their status. Puulic prosecutors may 
not be dismissed, suspended from the exer
cise of their powers or subjected to a reduc
tion in salary other than through impeach
ment, conviction of crimes punishable by im
prisonment or more severe penalties, or 
disciplinary action. A special law called The 
Public Prosecutor Discipline Act governs the 
disciplinary proceedings against public pros
ecutors. 

3. Function of Public Prosecutor 

A. Introduction 
The Public Prosecutor's Office Act pro

vides that the authority and duties of a pub
lic prosecutor as a representative of the pub
lic interest are as follows: 

(1) Matters necessary for the investigation of 
crimes, institution and maintenance of 
prosecution; 

(2) Direction and supervision of the police 
and other investigative agencies concern
ing investigation of crimes; 

(3) Request the court for appropriate appli
cation of laws and regulations; 

(4) Direction and supervision of the execu
tion of criminal judgement; 

(5) Institution, pursuit, direction and super
vision of civil suits and administrative liti
gations in which the government is a par
ty or participant. 

Although, in addition to this provision, 
there are other laws, e.g., the Civil Code, the 
Commercial Code which prescribe the au
thority and duties of a public prosecutor, the 
major part of a public prosecutor's job is the 
prosecutorial function in the criminal pro
ceedings. 
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B. Public Prosecutor's Role in Criminal 
Proceedings 

(1) Overview of criminal proceedings 
When crimes have been committed, the 

police that belong to National Police Agen
cy usually conduct criminal investigations. 
In the case of special offences such as cus
toms offence or tax evasion, special investi
gative agencies, e.g., the Customs Office, the 
Tax Administration Agency, etc. conduct 
the investigations. Sometimes, public pros
ecutors themselves, using a special investi
gation division within a public prosecutor's 
oifice, conduct the investigations into intel
lectual and complicated offences or serious 
and large offences, e.g., official corruption, 
economic offences, narcotic offences, envi
ronmental pollution, organized crime, tax 
evasions, police misconduct and similar 
offences. 

In the course of criminal investigation, a 
police officer or a special investigative agent 
may detain a suspect when a detention war
rant is issued by a judge on the grounds that 
the suspect has no fixed residence or there 
has been reasonable cause to believe that the 
suspect may hide or destroy evidence or the 
suspect has escaped or may escape. A pub
lic prosecutor may also detain a suspect by 
the detention warrant issued by a judge on 
the same grounds as above. The maximum 
detention period in the police or in a special 
investigative agency is 10 days and, there
fore, the case with the documents and other 
evidences should be transferred to the com
petent district public prosecutor's office or 
the branch office within 10 days from the 
date of detention. 

In a case where a suspect is not in deten
tion, the police or special investigative agen
cy should transfer the case with all docu
ments and other evidences to the above
mentioned office within 2 months from the 
date of the commencement of investigation 
unless special permission from the public 
prosecutor is obtained. 

After the receipt of a case, a public prose-
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cutor continues and completes the investiga
tion by questioning the suspect, examining 
the documents and other evidences and COn
ducting additional investigation as necessary. 
At the conclusion of prosecutorial investiga
tion, the public prosecutor decides whether 
the suspect should be prosecuted or not. If 
the suspect is in detention, this decision must 
be made within 20 days from the date of the 
receipt of the case or from the date of the 
detention by the public prosecutor. In the 
case where the suspect is not in detention, 
the public prosecutor should decide the case 
within 3 months from the date of the receipt 
of the case or from the date of the com
mencement of investigation by the public 
prosecutor. 

After a case has been transmitted to the 
court by a public prosecutor, he or she as a 
representative of the State bears the respon
sibility of carrying forward the case. Trial 
proceedings resemble in their external as
pects those in Anglo-American legal systems 
except that there is no jury. Crimes punish
able by death, confinement or imprisonment 
for life or a minimum term of one year or 
more (excluding burglary, habitual theft, 
etc.) are tried by a collegial court of 3 judges. 
All other criminal cases are tried before a sin
gle judge. 

A public prosecutor and/or a defendant 
who is dissatisfied with the judgement ren
dered by the trial court can appeal to a higher 
court. The high court tries appeals against 
the judgement of a collegial court of 3 judges. 
The appellate division of a district court tries 
appeals against the judgement of a single 
judge. 

Either party dissatisfied with the appellate 
judgement can seek further review in the Su
preme Court. 

If the final sentence is the one of death, 
confinement or imprisonment, it is execut
ed in the prison. In case of forfeit, the sen
tence is executed by the clerk of a public 
prosecutor's office or the bailiff. 

(2) Investigation 
Public prosecutors have the original au

thority of criminal investigation. Practical
ly, the police and 35 special investigative 
agencies initiate the basic investigations in 
most criminal cases (approximately 99% of 
the total cases). But the Code of Criminal 
Procedure vests the power of the initiation 
and the conclusion of criminal investigation 
only to public prosecutors. Therefore the po
lice and special investigative agencies serve 
only as assistants to public prosecutors and 
should conduct their investigations in accor
dance with the general standards and/or spe
cial directions issued by public prosecutors 
and, necessarily, transfer all cases to public 
prosecutors for the conclusion of investiga
tions. 

Since the detention of a suspect is a seri
ous infringement on suspects' rights, such 
detention of a suspect is performed only un
der the absolute control of a public prosecu.
tor. Any police official or special investiga
tive agent who deems it necessary to detain 
a suspect should submit the request to a pub
lic prosecutor for the issuance of a detention 
warrant and only when the public prosecu
tor agrees that detention is necessary, the 
public prosecutor submits the request for the 
issuance of a warrant to a judge. Public pros
ecutors also inspect the detention places lo
cated in police stations once or more every 
month or ensure that there are not illegal de
tentions. 

Public prosecutors also bear the responsi
bility to carry out an inquest when a unnatur
al death, one of the most important causes 
of crimes, is reported. But, practically, the 
police conduct most inquests (about 97% of 
the total) in accordance with the orders of 
public prosecutors because of the severe 
shortage of manpower in the public prose
cutor's offices. 

Korean public prosecutors utilize advanced 
devices, e.g., computer system, VTR, poly
graph and like other equipment in perform
ing their prosecutorial functions to enhance 
the efficiency in criminal procedure. 
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(3) Prosecution, non-prosecution 
Public prosecutors have the sole but dis

cretionary power to decide whether a sus
pect should be prosecuted or not and also if 
the suspect has been detained, whether the 
suspect ought to be continued in detention 
at the conclusion of the investigation. 

In the case where a public prosecutor be
lieves that a suspect should be punished in 
consideration of the seriousness of offence, 
the circumstances of the suspect, the motive 
of offence, the national policy, etc., the pub
lic prosecutor may decide to prosecute the 
suspect. 

There are two kinds of prosecution, a re
quest for formal trial proceedings and a re
quest for summary trial proceedings. A re
quest for formal trial proceedings is made for 
a suspect who should be sentenced to death, 
confined or imprisoned in the opinion of the 
public prosecutor. A request for summary 
trial proceedings is made for a suspect for 
whom a fine is suitable in the opinion of the 
Public Prosecutor. In the latter proceedings, 
the case is adjudicated by a single judge on 
the basis of documentary evidence. Any de
fendant dissatisfied with the sentence im-
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posed through these proceedings can request 
formal trial proceedings; the case is automat
ically referred for formal trial proceedings. 

Although incriminating evidence against a 
suspect is enough, a public prosecutor may 
decide to suspend the prosecution if the pub
lic prosecutor believes the offence is a petty 
one and/or the suspect showed sincere repen
tance and/or there are other reasons that 
make the punishment unnecessary. This dis
cretionary power of public prosecutors has 
proven very useful in correcting criminals, 
protecting society, lessening the heavy 
caseloads of courts and preventing the over
crowding of prisons. In 1988 11.8% of the 
total cases were decided by suspending the 
prosecution by public prosecutors. 

In the case where the investigation was in
itiated by complaint, any complainant who 
is dissatisfied with a public prosecutor's de
cision not to prosecute may appeal to a com
petent high public prosecutor's office. If the 
decision of the high public prosecutor's of
fice is not satisfactory, the complainant may 
re-appeal to the Supreme Public Prosecutor's 
Office. This appeal and re-appeal system is 
similar to that of the courts. 
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Crinle Prevention and Crinlinal Justice in the Context of 
Development-The Malaysian Perspective 

by Arthur Edmonds * 

As an introduction to the subject, I have 
opted to present a general profile of Malay
sia as this will provide palticipants with some 
background knowledge of Malaysia's socio
political character that has given form and 
direction to its Criminal Justice System. I 
will then proceed to discuss compendiously, 
specific topics relevant to crime prevention 
and criminal justice in Malaysia. These top
ics will include the following: 

1.1 General crime trends in Malaysia (1979-
1988) with a brief discussion on some of 
the major offences identified and the 
causal factors of crime; 

1.2 Criminal Justice Administration in 
Malaysia-the Role of the Police, Pri
sons, Courts and Community involve
ment in crime prevention; 

1.3 International cooperation in crime 
prevention-the Malaysian Experience. 

Malaysia in Profile 

2. Malaysia, with a population of 16.7 mil
lion people, is a fast developing country in 
South East Asia. Her strong economy is pri
marily based on agriculture with develop
ments in her industrial sector being 
vigourously pursued. The Malaysian socie
ty is multi-racial. There is mutual respect for 
customs, traditions, religions and values 
amongst different races namely the Malays, 
Chinese, Indians, Kadazans and other ethnic 

* Superintendent, Research and Planning Division, 
Criminal Investigation Department, Malaysia 

groups in Malaysia. 

2.1 The Malaysian Constitution and 
Govemment 

Malaysia's political system rests on the 
country's written Constitution which is the 
supreme law of the Federation. The Consti
tution, as in all other parliamentary systems 
of government, is founded upon the "Doc
trine of Separation of Powers." An underly
ing feature of the nation's Constitution and 
legal system is its adherence to the rule of 
law, a system based primarily on the En
glish Common Law System, and the Inde
pendence of the Judiciary and a corpus of 
written common law judgements and sta
tutes. The hopes and aspirations of a multi
faceted society are reflected in the Malay
sian Constitution thus ensuring peace, har
mony and social stability. 

Among other Fundamental Liberties guar
anteed by the Constitution are: 

-That no person shall be deprived of his life 
or personal liberty save in accordance with 
law; and 

-All persons are equal before the law and 
entitled to the equal protection of the law. 

2.2 The Legal System 
The judicial structure and the administra

tion of justice are based on the Common Law 
System. Justice in Malaysia is dispensed 
through a hierarchy of courts, the lowest be
ing the Penghulus Court and the highest, the 
Supreme Court. (A Penghulu is a headman 
appointed by a state government. The crim
inal jurisdiction of a Penghulus Court is lim-
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ited to the trial of offences of a minor nature 
which can be adequately punished by a fine 
not exceeding $25/ =). Subordinate Courts in 
Malaysia include the Juvenile Courts, Mag
istrates Courts and the Sessions Courts while 
Superior Courts include the High and the Su
preme Courts. 

The courts can pronounce on the legality 
or otherwise of executive acts of govern
ment. They can pronounce on the validity or 
otherwise of any laws passed by Parliament 
and they can pronounce on the meaning of 
any provision of the Constitution. 

2.3 National Ideology 
Guiding and charging the political, social 

and economic destiny of Malaysia is our Na
tional Ideology of 5 principles namely: 

2.3.1. Believe in God; 
2.3.2. Loyalty to the King and Country; 
2.3.3. Upholding the Constitution; 
2.3.4. Rule of Law; and 
2.3.5. Good Behaviour and Morality. 

This is a philosophy that every Malaysian 
citizen who is loyal to the country subscribes 
to irrespective of race, religion, culture or 
creed. This Ideology expresses the spirit of 
the Constitution making it workable in the 
Malaysian Society. What our National Ideol
ogy attempts to do is to make every citizen 
respect each others' rights and duties. These 
principles are today revered as lofty princi
ples by the Malaysian Society. 

3. The Malaysian Society of today has 
been mouided by the spirit of its Constitu
tion and further guided by its National Ideol
ogy. Love and respect for the country and 
its ruler and the adherence to the rule of law 
has led to society's receptiveness to the idea 
of "Collective Responsibility" and of "Work
ing Together in Partnership" in nation build
ing. This value orientation is seen in the na
tion's social make-up of today and it is this 
very orientation that is contributing to thp, 
much sought after development of an envi
ronment of community approval for police 
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functions. Furthermore, it has been observed 
that there is now a better understanding of 
the Criminal Justice System by the other in
dividual agencies in the System. These agen
cies are reassessing their roles and are at
tempting to avoid the pitfall of restricting 
their views going by the perimeters of their 
organisations only. 

4. Having briefly deliberated on the na
tion's socio-economic and political character 
and values ensuing therefrom, I will proceed 
to outline matters related to Crime Preven
tion and Criminal Justice in Malaysia. 

The Crime Trends in 
Malaysia (1979-1988) 

5. An upward crime trend was noted for 
the period 1979-1988. The Index of Crime 
Offences recorded an increase of 10.74% i.e. 
from 70,866 offences in 1979 to 78,479 
offences in 1988. In between this time peri
od, 1982 saw a marked decline in the Index 
of Crime Offences. A total of 67,733 offences 
were recorded. However, an all time high of 
95,159 offences were recorded in 1986. In 
1987, after a year of rigorous counteraction, 
offences dropped by 10.41 % when compared 
to 1986. There was a further decrease of 
7.94% in 1988 over 1987. Crimes per 
100,000 population ratio for the 1987/1988 
period decreased by 11% i.e. from 532 
crimes per 100,000 in 1987 to 478 crimes per 
100,000 in 1988. 

5.1 Major Offences Identified 
Four major criminal offences, all prevent

able in nature and in the property crime cat
egory, have been identified as critical to the 
crime situation of the country and have been 
the focus and conr:ern of enforcement and 
preventive action. These offences are: 

5.1.1. Robbery including firearm robbery; 
5.1.2. Theft of Motor Vehicles; 
5.1.3. Burglary of Homes and Theft; and 
5.1.4. Other Thefts. 
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These crimes taken together constitute ap
proximately 900/0 of the total volume of crime 
recorded annually in Malaysia. In 1988 
alone, the total volume of crime recorded in 
Malaysia was 78,479 of which 6,798 cases 
of robbery were reported; 16,147 for theft 
of motor vehicles; 19,770 for the offence of 
burglary of homes and theft and 28,989 for 
other thefts. Other thefts alone contributed 
to about 37% to th~ total annual volume of 
crime. 

5.2 Factol's Influencing Grime in Malaysia 
Many socio-economic factors have been 

identified as influencing crime trends and 
patterns in Malaysia. However, no one fac
tor can be conclusively singled out as being 
the main cause. It has been observed that 
crime does not necessarily increase with eco
nomic development per se. But the socio
economic conditions that are created as a re
sult of development may give rise to greater 
opportunities for the commission of crime. 
For example, the difference in wages and so
cial mQbility such as the rural-urban drift 
have influenced crime in Malaysia. 

We have also observed that in Malaysia, 
population in itself does not satisfactorily ex
plain crime trends although it has been es
tablished that there is some degree of asso
ciation/correlation between popula
tion/crime. It has been noted in Malaysia that 
other demographic variables such as racial 
composition/distribution and population 
structure have a profound influence on the 
incidence of crime. 

Other contributory factors to crime in Ma
laysia have been identified as: 

5.2.1. The Rural-Urban Migration phenom
enon. 

5.2.2. The Dadah or Drug Problem. For the 
period 1986/1988, 34,243 people were 
arrested for various drug offences. 

5.2.3. Triad or Secret Society Activities. 
5.2.4. Yet another is the influx of illegal im

migrants and refugees since 1970's; 
and 

5.2.5. The burgeoning unemployment rate 
due to the recession of 1983-1988. 

Criminal Justice 
Administration in Malaysia 

6. It will be pertinent at this juncture to 
reflect on the functional aspects of the com
ponents of the Criminal Justice System in 
Malaysia. 

6.1. The Role of the Royal Malaysia Police
Preventive Measu1'es 

A combined proactive-situational approach 
has been adopted by the Royal Malaysia Po
lice to prevent and control crime in Malay
sia. Circumstances appear to lead to crime 
risk are constantly evaluated and measures 
are taken to remove or at least reduce that 
risk. Police action covers every type of ac
tion that can be legally and fairly taken to 
prevent or reduce the number of occasions 
on which a crime can be committed. Preven
tive and enforcement measures undertaken 
by the Royal Malaysia Police broadly are as 
follows: 

6.1.1. Target-Hm'dening Related Activities 
such as advising banks, financial institutions, 
goldsmiths and other commercial sectors, to 
upgrade their security systems and securing 
their premises from being potential targets 
to criminal attacks. Members of the public 
are also advised via the mass media to take 
steps to minimise opportunities for the com
mission of crime; 

6.1.2. There is the promotior! of other Po
lice/Public Relations Programmes so that the 
Police are looked upon as friends and 
defenders of the pUblic-an organisation that 
cares. The Police maintain a close liaison 
with all agencies of the public and private 
sectors. 

6.1.3. In the area of crime l'ep011ing and in 
criminal intelligence collection activities a 
responsive system of Beats/Patrols is relied 
upon and Police Detectives and Investigators 
are made more accountable for the efficient 
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discharge of their duties and responsibilities; 
6.1.4. The location of police personnel in 

strategic areas and their easy relocation in 
keeping with crime trends; 

6.1.5. Preventive Arrests and Rehabilitation 
Measures: Over and above some of the penal 
laws providing for increased and stiffer pen
alties, there exist in Malaysia Preventive 
Laws that are invoked against certain cate
gories of criminal offenders. These preven
tive laws provide for the more effectual pre
vention of crime and for the control of crim
inals, members of secret societies and other 
undesirable persons. These laws further pro
vide for the securing of public order and the 
suppression of violence. They also provide 
for the preventive detention of those with a 
history of using violence to carry out crimi
nal activities. 

I must mention here that it is through the 
enforcement of these laws that triad and 
other organised criminal activity in Malay
sia have been contained considerably. 

6.1.6. School Infonnation Programmes: Po
lice Officers are ass1gned to schools not only 
to investigate any crimes involving students 
but also as guest speakers. These officers are 
from time to time called upon by the school 
to deliver talks on the various components 
of the criminal justice system and on specif
ic criminal matters. 

6.2. Community Involvement in Crime 
Prevention 

Community involvement is a necessary 
crime prevention ingredient. It has been ac
knowledged as the most influential compo
nent of the Criminal Justice System in Ma
laysia. It has been recognised that because 
of its pervaSIveness, people can make a sig
nificant difference in the prevention and de
tection crime and in the treatment and reha
bilitation of offenders. There are voluntary 
organisation~, societies, clubs and associa
tions that have responded positively to pre
vention initiatives and other activities inci
dental thereto. 
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6.2.1. The National Concern 
This spirit of community involvement con

sistent with the idea of Collective Responsi
bility is reflected in some of our country's 
National Programmes namely: 

6.2.1.1. The Formation of Vigilante Corps: 
One of the objectives of this corp is to assist 
in the maintenance of peace and security in 
outlying rural areas. 

6.2.1.2. The Neighbourhood Watch Groups: 
This programme aims at: 
-fostering a closer relationship among the 

multi-racial communities and instilling a 
sense of responsibility among them to 
maintain the peace that is prevailing in the 
community; 

-strengthening the relationship between the 
government and the people based on mutu
al respect, trust and confidence; 

-promoting good citizenship and unity 
among the multi-racial communities with
in a neighbourhood through good neigh
bourliness. 
6.2.1.3. The National Association against 

Dadah (Drug) Abuse: This Association was 
set up in March 1976 to playa complemen
tary and supplementary role in the govern
ment's war against dadah or drug abuse. 
Membership is open to all Malaysians. The 
objectives of this Association are: 
-to cooperate with Federal and State gov

ernments, their agencies and other bodies 
in all efforts to eliminate the unlawful pro
duction of and dealing in dadah and dadah 
use in any form; 

-to eliminate and \.:onduct research into 
dadah abuse and to rehabilitate dadah de
pendents; 

-to foster public consciousness of the prob
lems of dadah use and public involvement 
in all efforts against dadah use. 

The activities undertaken by the associa
tion are in the areas of preventive education; 
legislation enforcement; treatment, rehabil
itation and aftercare; and research and train
ing. 
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It is through these programmes that the 
nation hopes to expand social consciousness 
and community awareness as these have 
been identified as essential factors to reverse 
trends of increasing criminality. Though the 
full potential of these programmes has yet 
to be fully realised, we are nevertheless op
timistic that with our National Ideology guid
ing us, these programmes would eventually 
fit neatly into the overall Criminal Justice 
System of our country. 

6.2.2. The Royal Malaysia Police-Response 
to Community Policing 

The Royal Malaysia Police, in its en
deavour to relate more to the people in line 
with the strategy of Commlmity Policing, has 
gone through two distinct but interlinked 
phases with the introduction of: 

6.2.2.1. "The Sedia Berkhidmat" or 
"Ready to Serve" concept which was initiat
ed in the 1950's; and 

6.2.2.2. "The Salleh System of Policing in
itiated in The 1960's." 

The philosophy underlying these two inter
related strategies has moulded all communi
ty based programmes directly undertaken by 
the Royal Malaysia through which the mes
sage of policing is spread and in the process, 
a supportive relationship between the police 
and the community is nurtured and develop
ed. The emphasis here is mutual trust and 
understanding because every problem in po
lice work today is in some sense a matter of 
police-community relations and further
mere the Royal Malaysia Police subscribes 
to the view that initiatives on prevention 
taken in isolation must be replaced by con
certed actwn. 

In marking its lS2nd anniversary on the 
25th March 19S9, the Royal Malaysia Police 
adopted as the year's theme the following: 

"The People and the Police: together in 
crime prevention." We hope that by this 
integrated approach, we will achieve even 

better success in the future. 

6.3. The Role of the Prison Depa1trnent 
The duties and responsibilities of the de

partment are contained in the Prisons Or
dinance 1952. Among other aspects this sta
tute provides for: 

-the admission, discharge, removal and safe 
custody of prisoners; 

-the treatment of prisoners (bedding, cloth
ing, cleanliness, diets, etc.); 

-letters and visits to prisoners; 
-religious instructions, education and gen-

eral welfare of prisoners. 

6.3.1. Rehabilitation Measures 
Inmates are provided with vocational train

ing and academic lessons. They are also 
given spiritual and moral guidance through 
religious instructions and worship. Rehabil
itation related activities for prisoners about 
to be discharged include: 

-undertaking community projects like 
repC'ir work on the homes of the aged and 
the handicap; 

-land-scaping activities; 
-and being gainfully employed in construc-

tion firms and in agricultural activ~~ies. 

To enable discharged prisoners to return 
to the mainstream of social activity through 
the process of rehabilitation and reintegra
tion, the Society for the Aid of Discharged Pris
oners has been established. The objectives 
of this society are: 

-to ensure that discharged prisoners are 
gainfully employed; 

-to assist them in finding suitable accom
modation; 

-and to look into their other welfare needs. 

6.3.2. Response to Overcrowding in Prisons 
In view of the growing prison population, 

the Department has taken positive measures 
to evenly accommodate prison inmates in 
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some of the 21 prisons and 14 rehabilita
tion/correctional and protection centers in 
the country. A new prison has also been con
structed and is now occupied. Action is un
derway to convert certain existing prisons 
only for remand prisoners (prisoners await
ing trial). This action has, to an extent, 
helped to redress the problem of overcrowd
ing in prisons and centers and in the proc
ess, it has contributed substantially to bet
ter amenities, facilities and improved prison 
conditions making for better treatment of 
prison inmates. 

6.4. Role of the Courts 

6.4.1. Overcoming the Backlog of Cases and 
Delays in Judicial Proceedings 

The backlog of cases and the ensuing de
lay of judicial proceedings is being viewed 
seriously by Judicial Administrators. To en
sure that justice is done, priority has been 
given to hasten judicial proceedings and to 
dispose of all remand cases and other pend
ing legal matters. On this score Judges, Ju
dicial Commissioners and Magistrates have 
been appointed to further streamline the ad
ministration of the courts and to further con
tribute to its functional requirements. Fur
thermore the act of granting pcstponements 
of cases either on the request of the prose
cution or the defence has been subjected to 
severe scrutiny and rules have been formu
lated to check this cause for delays. It has 
been decided that requests for postpone
ments can be granteu only in certain excep
tional and pressing circumstances and situ
ations. It is hoped that with this action, de
lays in court proceedings will be minimized. 

International Cooperation in 
Crime Prevention 

7. It has long been recognised by the Roy
al Malaysia Police that preventive measures 
within the country alone are not sufficient to 
effectively counter the incidence of criminal
ity in the country and that external factors 
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must also be given due consideration. In this 
context it was felt that prevention must have 
an international dimension. 

By virtue of the close proximity of coun
tries in the South-East Asia Region and tak
ing cognizance of the fact that organised 
crime and some other criminal activitie!'; have 
become transnational and the need for mutu
al action and assistance in the detection and 
deterrence of these crimes and criminals, re
gional police cooperation has always been 
viewed as the only practical means by which 
local enforcement authorities can pursue a 
criminal matter outside its jurisdiction. In 
this respect, the Royal Malaysia Police is not 
only a member of the 1. C.P. O. but has estab
lished a close working relationship with 
countries in the ASE.AN (Association of 
South East Asian Nations) Region through 
the following: 

7.1. Regional Police Cooperation 

7.1.1. The Association of National Police 
Forces of the Asean Region 

In 1981 Asean Chiefs of Police, namely 
Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, 
Malaysia (and more recently Negara Brunei 
Darulsallam) held their first conference in 
Manila, formalising and charting the desti
ny of the Association consistent with crime 
related matters. This is an annual conference 
with venues alternate amongst member 
countries. 

7.2. Bilateral Cooperation 
Malaysia has always viewed that the limi

tations of regional cooperation within a for
mal framework should not prevent countries 
of the region from trying to forge the clos
est possible links on a bilateral basis with one 
another. Such bilateral contacts which may 
be mutually acceptable should be pursued as 
far as possible. In this respect, the Royal Ma
laysia Police is already in close bilateral co
operation with the following countries 
through: 
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7.2.1. The Malaysia/Singapore Criminal In
vestigation Department Liaison Meet
ing 

Meetings between the C.LD.s of Malay
sia/Singapore are held quarterly. C.LD. re
lated matters are discussed and criminal in
telligence is exchanged at these meetings. 
Many criminals have been brought to court 
on both sides of the causeway with the quick 
and timely dissemination of information be
tween both the Police forces. 

7.2.2. The Joint Malaysia/Thailand Working 
Committee on Criminal Activity 

This working committee has just been for
malised. This bilateral arrangement will fur
ther center around the exchange of criminal 
intelligence and on matters relating to the 
improvement of communication on the fol
lowing types of crimes: 

-Smuggling; 
- Forgery/Currency Counterfeiting; 
-Robbery/Extortion; 
-Other syndicated criminal activities with 

regional implications; and the matter on, 
-The handing over of fugitive criminal 

offenders. 

The Royal Malaysia Police has a special 
relationship with the Office of the Narcotic 
Central Board (O.N.C.B.) of Thailand. Bilat
eral meetings are held once a year. 

7.2.3. Indonesia/Malaysia 
The "Rap at" conference is held annually 

between the Royal Malaysia Police and the 
Republic of Indonesia Police. A strong work
ing relationship between the forces hRB been 
firmly established. 

7.3 Scope of Cooperation 
The scope of police cooperation either on 

a regional or bilateral basis has centered 
around 3 main areas, namely: 

-Preventive Intelligence; 
- Exr.hange of Information and effective 

Communication in urgent cases; and 
-The exchange of personnel and training, 

taking the form of familiarisation attach
ments and course attendance. 

With these regional meetings, the Police 
Forces are l~QW able to relate better and are 
mutually responsive to relevant police mat
ters. 

Conclusion 

8. Malaysia is a fast developing country 
striving to improve the quality of life of her 
people. The progress of the country is de
pendent on sound socio-economic develop
ment policies and strategies conducive to a 
favourable investment climate. This can only 
come to fruit when people help in the main
tenance of peace and security of the nation. 
The Criminal Justice System is geared 
towards this objective whereby the commu
nity, the public, the private sectors and the 
components of the criminal justice system 
can work together to further 3trengthen the 
foundation upon which the stability of the na
tion rests. With greater commitment, shared 
responsibility and with expanding commu
nity awareness and involvement in preven
tion, a more meaningful and a workable 
Criminal Justice System in Malaysia is en
visaged. With the encouraging response and 
development seen thus far in Malaysia we 
are confident that the full potential of the 
Criminal Justice System will be realised in 
the years to come. 
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International Cooperation in Recording Evidence 
for Use in Criminal Proceedings with Particular Reference 

to Singapore 

by Francis Tseng Cheng Kuang* 

Part I: Introduction 

International crime trends show a growing 
need for evidence recorded in countries out
side the jurisdiction of local courts. Modern 
modes of transport and communications, the 
development of countries in general and the 
changes in styles of living lie behind this 
growing need. Offences committed locally 
which may be planned, abetted or contribut
ed to in foreign countries include, but are by 
no means confined to white collar crimes, the 
infringement of intellectual property rights, 
and trafficking in drugs or illegal im
migrants. 

This paper will deal with Singapore's ex
perience of requests made by other countries 
for evidence to be recorded in Singapore and 
the local domestic statutes enabling this to 
be done, and will suggest a practical ap
proach for the courts in acceding to such re
quests. It will also be suggested that in view 
of the inadequacies in the present system, 
the UN has a major role to play in fostering 
such cooperation among member countries 
and in coordinating the drafting of domestic 
statutes so as to iron out some of the hiccups 
which may occur when countries try to ex
tend such cooperation to each other. 

It must be stressed, however, that the 
views expressed herein are solely the per
sonal views of the writer who does not 
represent them as those of his country or the 
Department to which he belongs. 

* District Judge, Subordinate Courts, Singapore 
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Part II: Singapore Statutes Enabling 
Evidence to Be Recorded 

for Other Countries for Use 
in Criminal Proceedings 

There are 2 statutes which enable the 
Courts of Singapore to record evidence for 
use in the criminal proceedings of other 
countries. The High Court of Singapore has 
ruled 1 that the Extradition Act governs the 
taking of evidence for use in the Courts of 
foreign states other than Commonwealth 
Countries (i.e. countries which were formerly 
British Possessions and including, presuma
bly, Great Britain itself). This leaves the 
Commonwealth Countries with the Evidence 
by Commission Act, 1885, an English Act 
which by its terms was applicable to Singa
pore then as a British Colony. This Act con
tinues to apply to Singapore by virtue of 
transitional provisions which are outside the 
scope of this paper to examine. 

A. The Extradition Act (Cap. 103) 
Section 43 of this Act which is self ex

planatory reads as follows: 

"Taking of evidence in respect of crimi- . 
nal matters pending in courts of foreign 
States: 

43. (1) The Minister may, by notice in writ
ing, authorise a Magistrate to take evidence 
for the purposes of a criminal matter pend
ing in a court or tribunal of a foreign State 
other than a matter relating to an offence 
that is, by its nature or by reason of the cir
cumstances in which it is alleged to have 
been committed, an offence of a political 
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character. 
(2) Upon receipt of the notice, the Magis

trate shall-
(a) take the evidence of each witness appear

ing before him to give evidence in rela
tion to the matter in the like manner as 
if the witness were giving evidence on a 
charge against a person for an offence 
against the law in force in Singapore; 

(b) cause the evidence to be reduced to writ
ing and certify at the end of that writing 
that the evidence was taken by him; and 

(c) cause the writing so certified to be sent 
to the Minister. 

(3) The evidence of such a witness may be 
taken in the presence or absence of the per
son charged with the offence against the law 
of, or of the part of, the foreign State and the 
certificate by the Magistrate that the evi
dence was taken by him shall state whether 
the person so charged was present or absent 
when the evidence was taken. 

(4) The laws for the time being in force 
with respect to the compelling of persons to 
attend before a Magistrate, and to give evi
dence, answer questions and produce docu
ments, upon the hearing of a charge against 
a person for an offence against the law of Sin
gapore shall apply, so far as they are capa
ble of application, with respect to the 
compelling of persons to attend before a 
Magistrate, and to give evidence, answer 
questions and produce documents, for the 
purposes of this section." 

Special note should be taken of subsection 
(2) (a) above, which requires the appointed 
Magistrate to take the evidence "in the like 
manner as if the witness were giving evi
dence on a charge against a person for an 
offence against the law in force in Singa
pore." This provision could create difficul
ties where the code of criminal procedure of 
the requesting state differs from the Singa
pore Criminal Procedure Code. A form of 
compromise will be suggested in Part IV of 
this paper. 

B. The Evidence by Commission Act, 1885 
Section 3 of this Act reads as follows: 

"3. Power in criminal proceedings to 
nominate the Judge or Magistrate to take 
depositions. 

Where in any criminal proceeding a man
damus or order for the examination of any 
witness or person is addressed to any court, 
or to any judge of a court, in India ... , or the 
Colonies, or elsewhere in Her Majesty's 
dominions, beyond the jurisdiction of the 
court ordering the examination, it shall be 
lawful for such court, or the chief judge 
thereof, or such judge, to nominate any judge 
of such court, or any judge of an inferior 
court, or magistrate within the jurisdiction 
of such first-mentioned court, to take the ex
amination of such witness or person, and any 
deposition or examination so taken shall be 
admissible in evidence to the same extent as 
if it had been taken by or before the court 
or judge to whom the mandamus or order 
was addressed." 

According to Halsbury's Statutes of 
England 2 no power of issuing a commission 
to procure evidence for use in criminal 
proceedings was created by this Act, and 
neither does such power exist at common 
law-see R. v Upton St. Leonard's (Inhabi
tants) (1847) 10 Q.B.827. Save under certain 
laws such as the Slave Trade Act, 1843 and 
the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894,. which 
specifically provide for such a power, evi
dence taken abroad on a mandamus is not 
admissible at a criminal trial in England and 
V\rales. A probable reason for this was ad
vanced by ErIe, J in R v Upton St. Leo1Zm'd's 
(Inhabitantsp: "The reason why criminal 
proceedings were not included in the Act 4 

may have been that, according to principle, 
an accused party ought to have the opportu
nity of seeing and cross-examining the wit
nesses against him." Since the British 
position is that evidence procured abroad is 
generally not admissible (apart from the 2 ex
ceptions above-mentioned) it is understand-
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able that Britain would not have provided for 
a power to have evidence recorded for use 
in British Possessions (which are now Com
monwealth countries). Any power to use evi
dence procured abroad must accordingly 
have been enacted by such countries after 
independence was attained, failing which 
they would have no such power. Converse
ly, if any Commonwealth country has the 
power to record evidence for use in another 
Commonwealth country, this must also have 
been enacted after independence, as the Brit
ish legislature would have considered such 
a power superfluous. 

The situation is not quite the same as 
regards the power to record evidence for use 
in criminal proceedings in foreign States 
other than Commonwealth countries. In such 
cases, the U.K. Extradition Act of 1870 ex
tended the operation of the Foreign 
Tribunals Act of 1856 so as to enable the evi
dence of a witness to be obtained for use in 
criminal proceedings of a foreign country 
other than the U.K. and the British Posses
sions. This privilege accorded to foreign 
States is unilateral as Britain generally would 
not, as stated above, utilise evidence pro
cured abroad for criminal proceedings in En
gland. This position was maintained in 
Singapore, when the U.K. 1870 Act was 
repealed and repl«...:ed by the Singapore Ex
tradition Act (now Cap 103) in 1968. 

Part III: Requests by Foreign States 
for Evidence in Criminal Proceedings 

to Be Recorded in Singapore 

Over the last 10 years, Singapore received 
17 requests (up to the time of this writing) 
from other countries for such evidence to be 
recorded. The trend shows a high increase 
in such requests being made recently, par
ticularly over the past 2 years which account
ed for about half of the 10-year total. 

The types of offences in respect of which 
requests were made included trafficking in 
and importation of drugs, notably heroin, 
breaches of banking and foreign exchange 
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regulations, fraud, and forgery. 
The following are examples of some of the 

types of evidence which Singapore Courts 
were requested to obtain: 

A. In Drug Trafficking Cases 
(1) Information relating to the foundation of 

drug syndicates. 
(2) Identification of members of such syn

dicates and their functions. 
(3) The participation of the accused persons 

in those syndicates. 
(4) The organisation of the syndicates and 

the countries in which they had con
nections. 

(5) Channels through which information 
was transmitted and the languages 
used. 

(6) Identification of code words used. 
(7) The means of transportation used for 

conveying drugs. 
(8) The involvement of accused persons in 

particular transaction (relating to specif
ic charges). 

(9) Identification of the master-minds and 
contacts involved. 

(10) Information on the origins and ultimate 
destinations of the drugs, and the routes 
taken. 

(11) The total quantities of the drugs in
volved. 

(12) Evidence to exclude tampering with the 
parcels containing the drugs by persons 
other than the accused persons. 

(13) Information given by the accused per
sons to witnesses as to the parcels' con
tents (to prove knowledge). 

(14) Bank documents to show transfer of 
funds believed to be proceeds from drug 
importations and laundering of those 
funds so as to subsequently use those 
funds to finance further drug importa
tions as part of an on-going conspiracy. 

B. In Cases of Breaches of Banlzing and 
Foreign Exchange Regulations 

(1) Public records maintained by the Regis
try of Companies. 
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(2) Bank accounts. 
(3) Solicitors' files. 
(4) Company Records and Correspondence. 

Such evidence was required to demon
strate fraudulent intent and moral culpabili
ty, by proving control of certain Singapore 
companies and access to their bank accounts 
by the accused persons. 

C. For Cases of Fraud 
Evidence was required to show that funds 

cOllected from the public were not used in 
the activities for which they were collected. 
Such evidence included: 

(1) Amounts of money transferred to Sin
gapore. 

(2) Bank accounts through which such 
amounts passed. 

(3) The tracing of particular sums of 
money. 

(4) What those sums were expended on. 

D. For Forgery Cases 
(1) Identification of fake documents issued 

in Singapore according to the instruc
tions of the accused which were submit
ted to the Customs of the other country 
by the accused or found in his premises. 

(2) Identification of genuine invoices in 
respect of the same transactions issued 
in Singapore which were not presented 
to Customs. These documents were 
found in the accused's premises. 

(3) Evidence that the prices in the docu
ments submitted to the Customs were 
not the actual prices. 

(4) Evidence that payments made on the 
genuine invoices were only for the goods 
specified therein and not for any other 
expense. 

(5) Identification of the person who dealt 
with the Singapore companies. 

(6) Production of the Singapore companies' 
office copies of the invoices involved. 

(7) Evidence of the payments received by 
the Singapore companies for the ship-

ments referred to in the invoices. 

Various special requests have been made 
in respect of such recordings of evidence. 
Representation by the prosecution and 
defence as well as by the forum or tribunal 
of the foreign country has been asked for. 

Singapore Courts have also been request
ed to fix early dates for hearings, to conclude 
such proceedings speedily and to transmit 
the notes of evidence recorded expeditious
ly. A wise type of request sometimes made 
asks that certain provisions of the request
ing country's laws be complied with in the 
recording. Singapore Courts have, for exam
ple been asked on occasion to ascertain the 
willingness of certain witnesses to testify, as 
such witnesses would not be required to do 
so unless they choose to waive certain rights 
and privileges they are given by the laws of 
the requesting country. Other examples in
clude compliance with certain specified pro
visions of the criminal procedure code or 
evidence rules of the requesting country. 

Such laws have to be clearly spelled out 
in the letters of request together with a con
cise explanation of how compliance is to be 
effected, as a Singapore Court cannot be ex
pected to be conversant with foreign proce
dures and laws. A special request cannot be 
acceded to if it contravenes or is inconsistent 
with Singapore laws. Such requests may be 
also not be granted if they directly offend 
against Singapore Constitutional rights or 
human rights recognised by Singapore or 
public policy. Foreign political offences are 
specifically excluded from such assistance by 
Singapore lawS. 

Part IV: The Approach 
to Be Taken by the Courts 

It had been pointed out earlier that a Sin
gapore COUlt is required to take the evidence 
requested "in the like manner as if the wit
ness were giving evidence on a charge 
against a person for an offence against the 
law in force in Singapore." Apart from spe-
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cial requests for certain provisions of foreign 
laws to be complied with, there may also be 
practices requested which, while not pro
hibited by Singapore law, are not normally 
adopted by Courts in Singapore. Examples 
of such practices are instances when evi
dence is tape-recorded before being tran
scribed and certified, and when foreign 
counsel and members of foreign tribunals 
who are not members of the Singapore Bar 
seek permission to ask questions and to be 
heard in the proceedings in Singapore. 

As long as such matters do not conflict 
with local laws, constitutional or other recog
nised human rights, and public policy, it is 
suggested that the request of the country in 
which the evidence is to be used should lJe 
acceded to. Since it is not a local court !Jut 
a court of the requesting country that is go
ing to consider the effect of such evidence, 
the procedures of the latter should always be 
accommodated as far as pos!5ible. In this con
nection, it has been held in England, that 
while the evidence on the examination can 
only be taken there in the English way, the 
English rules as to admissibility need not be 
strictly followed where the answers to the 
questions may reasonably be supposed to 
throw light on the questions at issue. 6 Rules 
on admissibility govern the use to which the 
evidence is to be put and since this use is by 
the foreign tribunal, a local court should pro
ceed to have the evidence recorded first, 
without concerning itself with the purpose 
to which such evidence is later going to be 
put. After the evidence has been transmit
ted, the foreign tribunal can, if it thinks fit, 
exclude such evidence from its deliberations, 
after applying its own rules on admissibili
ty. Furthermore, effect should also be given 
to the rules of evidence of the foreign court, 
if known. 7 

Part V: The Role 
of the United Nations 

The hitherto infrequent use of the availa
ble procedures for obtaining useful evidence 
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from other countries points to the fact that 
much can be done in the international arena 
to facilitate this aspect of criminal justice. It 
is suggested that the UN could playa major 
role in making its members aware of the 
availability and benefits of such evidence, in 
encouraging more extensive and universal 
usage and in coordinating and regulating 
such usage so that the evidence thereby ob
tained can be put to practical use in the re
questing countries. 

Perhaps the most fundamental objection 
that could be mad~ against the use of evi
dence recorded by a foreign tribunal is that 
of crmstitutionality. In Singapore, for exam
ple, judicial power is vested in the Supreme 
Court and the Subordinate Courts by virtue 
of Article 93 of the Constitution, and under 
Article 9 (1) no person shall be deprived of 
his life or personal liberty save in accordance 
with law. Section 195 of the Criminal Proce
dure Code grants every person accused be
fore any criminal court the right to be 
defended by an advocate, and sections 188 
(2) and 180 (1) of the same Code provide that 
witnesses called by the Prosecution may be 
cross-examined by or on behalf of the ac
cused person. Where evidence is taken over
seas by a foreign court, the accused person 
may be and is often undefended or even ab
sent, and may thus be denied the fundamen
tal rights mentioned above. It is for this very 
reason that England does not generally uti
lise evidence recorded abroad (See Part II 
of this paper). Any evidence taken while an 
accused person is deprived of his fundamen
tal rights cannot be used in judicial proceed
ings and any such evidem:'~ which has found 
its way into the records may have to be ex
punged. 

Another possible ground of objection that 
may be raised is that of jurisdiction. The 
court making the request may have no pow
er to do so under the laws of the requesting 
country or the court requested to record the 
evidence may not have authority to do so un
der the local laws. An instance of this last 
category took place in Singapore when the 
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Authorisation of the Minister was quashed 
by the High Court. (Details of this case are 
provided in my specific case report). 
Problems may arise if the wordings of the 
respective laws are inappropriate. The law 
enabling the local court to record the evi
dence may, for example, refer to "orders" 
for such evidence while the law of the re
questing country may provide for "requests" 
to be made but not "orders." In the case of 
Commonwealth countries, the local laws may 
limit applications for such evidence to cer
tain colonial statutes. Difficulty will arise if 
the requesting country has repealed such sta
tutes and/or replaced them with enactments 
passed after independence was obtained. To 
take yet another example, the laws of the 
respective countries may differ as to which 
authority of the requesting country (e.g., 
court, foreign ministry, etc.) should issue the 
request or which authority of the requested 
country the request or application should be 
directed to. In addition, questions of whether 
the offence for which evidence is sought is 
political in character (and therefore not one 
in which another country would render as
sistance under universal extradition practice) 
and which authority would be the proper one 
to determine this issue may arise. 

A third area of difficulty lies in the 
procedural differences in the various legal 
systems of countries. The form of oath or af
firmation administered for the taking of evi
dence varies widely, and the form used in 
one country may not be acceptable in 
another. The mode of examination of the wit
nesses may also present problems. Some of 
these are closely related to the question of 
representation. If representation by mem
bers of the foreign tribunal, prosecution and 
defence is allowed, problems relating to the 
substance of the evidence sought would at 
least be alleviated. There would remain, 
however, issues pertaining to the methods by 
which the attendance of witnesses is to be 
enforced, the rights of such witnesses to re
fuse or decline to answer questions put to 
them and the formalities involved in the 

waiver of such rights, the types of questions 
witnesses may be asked, and the sanctions 
for giving false evidence or refusing to give 
evidence. 8 

In addition to publicising a scheme for in
ternational cooperation in the recording of 
evidence and urging members to participate 
in it on the basis of reciprocity, the United 
Nations could formulate a draft code to pro
pose appropriate domestic legislation to give 
effect to such a scheme so as to take care 
of the technical difficulties which arise (some 
of which have been highlighted above). It is 
suggested that, for reasons which have al
ready been given in this paper,9 the proce
dures, forms, and rules of evidence of the 
requesting country should be made to pre
vail in such proceedings. Any criminal or 
penal sanctions involved should, however, 
remain the prerogative of the country re
quested. The draft code could also safe
guard human rights in providing for the right 
of the accused and his counsel to be present 
and to be heard at any such proceedings at 
the expense of the requesting country, and 
provision for representation by the prosecu
tion and members of the relevant tribunal of 
the requesting country can also be made. 
The English objection to the use of evidence 
recorded abroad which was voiced in R v Up
ton St. Leonard's (Inhabitants) 10 may thus be 
overcome, and countries which traditional
ly place high values on human rights may be
come less reluctant to utilise such avenues 
for obtaining additional evidence. Accused 
persons would also be afforded opportunities 
to lodge preliminary objections against such 
proceedings being conducted on jurisdiction
al grounds such as, for example, where the 
accused person alleges that the offence for 
which he is being tried is political in 
character. 

It is therefore to be hoped that the United 
Nations will, in time to come, playa greater 
role in fostering cooperation among member 
states in this aspect of criminal justice. 
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Coping with New Forms of Criminality: the Zambian Experience 

by Winter Archim Nymnawita Kabwiku * 

Introduction 

Zambia is an independent sovereign state 
located in Central Africa. It attained its po
litical independence from Great Britain in 
1964 after 70 years of colonial rule. It covers 
a land mass of roughly 750,000 square 
kilometres (about the size of Japan). It has 
a population of about 7.6 million inhabitants, 
and has a National Police Force whose 
present strength is about 9,000 officers. 

Due to the inherited lop-sided development 
which is biased in favour of urban centres, 
there has been an unprecedented movement 
of rural masses into urban areas. This 
phenomenon makes Zambia not only one of 
the most urbanised countries in the region, 
but also one of the most industrialised out
side the Republic of South Africa. Zambia 
follows an administrative structure that is 
based on the British system. English is the 
official language. 

The Extent of Crime in Zambia 

The everyday cry by the national leaders, 
the clergy, the mass media, and the various 
wings of law enforcement about the rapidly 
increasing rate of crime in Zambia is to all 
intents and purposes not an empty observa
tion; for apart from these utterances, the 
Zambia Police Force, as one of the Law En
forcement Agencies, has in its possession, 
statistics on crime that tends to prove that 
indeed crime in Zambia has and is still in
creasing in alarming proportions. However, 
in attempting to analyse these crime statis-

• Senior Superintendent, Section in Charge of General 
Crime, Zambia 

tics, there is a need to caution ourselves on 
their dependability. This is so because it has 
been recognised world wide by social scien
tists and other criminologists that although 
statistics appear to mean well they nonethe
less do not tell the whole or true story about 
the volume of crime (Radzinowicz 1977, 
Hood and Sparks 1978). In other words, 
statistics are said to reflect only upon those 
criminal acts which have been reported to 
and recorded by the Police but dismally fail 
to show the volume of the unrecorded crime 
or dark figures which could be five times 
higher than what is actually portrayed. Fur
thermore, official crime statistics are as we 
are aware influenced by, among other vari
ables, decreases or increases in Police man
power, which is the main determinant of how 
the Police might react to given situations. 

Despite these limitations, however, official 
crime data at the moment, supplemented by 
surveys of victimisation and self reported 
criminal activities by criminals appear to 
form the only comprehensive sources 
through which the incidences of crime can 
be measured and estimated. Given such 
statistics therefore as indicated in Table 1, 
the Zambia Police Force is of the view that 
contrary to the data which appears to give 
an impression of diminishing criminality 
from 1985 to 1988, in which, in 1985 the 
police recorded a total of 147,742 crimes 
dropping to 125,408 cases in 1988, the real
ity of the situation, as adduced by the stated 
victim surveys and self reports by criminals 
as read with official data, is that not only 
does Zambia have a crime situation but that 
the changes in its shades also require dras
tic adjustments in policing methods to cope 
with the scourge. In order to analyse the 
problems that have created such a phenome-
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Table 1: Recorded Crimes against Police 
Strength, and Population 1964-1988 

Police Total 
Year Population Strength Crime 

Recorded 

1964 3,385,465 5,838 64,753 
1970 4,188,432 8,002 101,400 
1975 4,877,447 9,569 106,453 
1980 5,679,808 10,837 153,343 
1985 46,000,000 -10,000 147,742 
1986 +6,000,000 -10,000 146,165 
1987 +6,000,000 -9,000 137,563 
1988 7,600,000 -9,000 125,408 

Source: Zambia Police Annual Reports 

non perhaps there is a need to look at the var
ious intervening variables that have brought 
this up. 

1. Ceo-political Factors 
Zambia shares its borders with eight (8) 

neighbours within the region. These are: 
Tanzania, Zaire, Angola, South West Afri
ca (Namibia), Botswana, Malawi, Zimbabwe, 
and Mozambique. Due to her liberal laws, 
abundant natural resources and her strong 
support for the liberation movements, cou
pled with the relative peace that prevails in 
the land, three issues appear to have 
surfaced: 

First, Zambia appears to be the one coun
try in the region that has borne the brunt of 
the refugee problem in that it provides sanc
tuary to the largest number of refugees' from 
Mozambique, Angola, Namibia and Malawi 
on account of discords in these countries. 
The current figure is pegged at over 
150,000. Due to their status, many of them 
are unable to find gainful employment. 

Second, because of her strong support for 
the liberation movements, there has been an 
increase over the years in the importation, 
and exchange of firearms by the refugees 
and freedom fighters, many of which have 
found their way into the hands of criminals. 
Cases in point are that during the Zimbab-
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wean and Mozambican liberation wars, Zam
bia saw an increase in murder and robbery 
cases prior to 1980. 

Third, due to the discovery of precious and 
semi"precious stones as well as abundant fau
na, (elephants and rhinos) coupled with very 
weak immigration laws, a number of foreign
ers from West Africa and Kenya have come 
onto the scene, and appear to have taken 
control of the entire trafficking of ivory, and 
drugs as well as the illegal foreign currency 
markets. In other words, drug barons and 
other syndicates have sprung up to share the 
spoils. 

2. Economic Factors 
Fifteen years ago, the economies of the in

dustrialised world began to decline and Zam
bia's mainstay too followed the international 
pattern as prices of her main stay, copper, 
hesitated and then collapsed, e.g. in 1978 a 
ton of copper fetched £1,000 but by 1980 it 
fell to below £900. The effect of this fall on 
the performance of the Zambian economy 
was both immediate and traumatic. Indus
tries shrank with the result that several per
sons ended up being squeezed out of the 
employment market. This too was followed 
up by general malaise and inertia in the pub
lic service. 

To compound the situation, the country's 
Balance of Payments were sharply eroded as 
the oil bill rose from the hitherto Pounds 75 
million per year before 1975 to an all time 
high of Pounds 240 million for the same 
quantity in the subsequent years. In addition, 
the Zambian economy is basically not only 
a mono one but import-oriented to fuel its in
dustries. It also has a weak informal sector 
to cushion the formal one. Many industries 
tried to grapple with this phenomenon but 
found no relief and declined further into a 
state of disarray. 

3. Police Strength 
The incidence of crime in Zambia can also 

best be understood if one looks at police 
strength vis-a-viz the general population. As 
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can be seen, from Table 1, the population as 
well as the crime rate have been increasing 
steadily from 1964 to date. The general pic
ture with regard to police strength is one of 
massive decreases. The implication of such 
figures is that when aggregated together 
with other variables; even with the best of 
intentions, the police force is not in a posi
tion to provide its citizens with qualitative 
service. To compound the situation, there is 
the question of lack of logistical support and 
the size of the area in geographical terms to 
be covered, in that not only is the number 
of officers so few, but being a territorial 
force; a disproportionate ratio occurs in 
which too feN officers are expected to police 
abnormally large areas. The consequences 
are that many crimes are committed which 
go unreported and uninvestigated. 

4. The Miasma of School Drop-outs 
Zambia's school system is based on the 

British model which prepares young men 
and women for formal employment only as 
clerks, technicians etc. Due to this fact, the 
process that at certain early stages in the 
school system, specific quotas must drop out 
of school due to a lack of places, e.g. at both 
primary and secondary junior levels, the 
drop out rate is 60%. With this state of af
fairs, coupled with the fact that the econo
my is in a state of stagflation one finds that 
in the main, our school system churns out 
citizens who are both ill-equipped for em
ployment in a competitive economic environ
ment, and faced with an economy that cannot 
absorb them. The result is delinquency. 

For instance, it has conclusively been 
found over the years that the increasing rate 
of Grade VII drop-outs has resulted in many 
of them becoming "Mishanga" boys 
(cigarette selling boys/street boys), whose ac
tivities range from petty juvenile crimes to 
the control and sales of essential commodi
ties which are in short supply. In a study of 
juvenile delinquency by some researchers in 
Zambia in regard to the cases refened to the 
Department of Social Development, over 

98% of juvenile delinquents had not proceed
ed beyond junior high school, and only 37% 
had attended school at the time of arrest. 

5. Population Factors 
Zambia's population growth rate accord

ing to the WorId Bank (1986) Report, is es
timated at 3.6% per year, whilst the GDP has 
been growing at the rate of - 2.8% in 1982 
to a mere 0.6% in 1986. Indications are that 
unless something close to a miracle occurs 
to cause this trend to reverse, the country 
is heading for disaster. The effect this has 
had on over-all devebpment is that l not only 
has it outstripped the provision of goods and 
services, but has also brought about a 
ploriferation of slums in urban areas, thus 
placing more strain on an already besieged 
economy. 

6. Inappropriate Monetary Policies 
From about 1975, Zambia entered into a 

marriage of convenience with the IMF and 
the WorId Bank. These two institutions 
came up with economic prescriptions which 
they stated would restructure Zambia's econ
omy and generate productivity. What fol
lowed, rather than improve the economy, 
was a series of cunency devaluations which, 
in an import oriented economy, finally, 
reduced the currency unit to nothingness, 
e.g. whereas in 1975 the Zambian Kuacha 
was 1:1 with U.S.$, by 1988 it was U.S.$l 
to 16 ZK. Although in 1987, Zambia had to 
divorce herself from the IMF and W orId 
Bank programmes, the damage had already 
been done, as inflation is running at a very 
high rate. Arising out of this chaos, a cur
rency black market has sprung up under the 
control of foreigners, at which U.S.$l 
fetches ZK 70. 

General Overview 

Against this background, Zambia has wit
nessed a lot of social, cultural and economic 
adjustments which in turn have had a pro
found bearing on the nation, and the gener-
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al rhythm of development, requiring law 
enforcement agencies to adjust their 
methods in order to cope with new forms of 
criminality. Arising out of this gloomy pic
ture, how is the Zambia Police Force coping 
with new trends of criminality? In attempt
ing to answer the question, a few examples 
that appear to be pertinent will be given. 

Specific Crimes 

1. The Drugs Problem 

(A) Cannabis 
This is a natural plant which grows wide

ly in Zambia. It has been smoked by people 
from time immemorial. Traditionally, it was 
smoked for its supposed improvement in 
vigor, and energy for hard chores. Migrants 
from South Africa and early miners spread 
its abuse. Up until 1984, cannabis cultivation 
and marketing were within tolerable propor
tions. After that date to the present, there 
has been a sharp demand for it in overseas 
markets like the United Kingdom and South 
Africa, resulting in its widespread cultiva
tion, illicit marketing and general trafficking. 
T!1e proceeds acquired are used to purchase 
motor vehicles from South Africa and Bot
swana which are later sold on the Zambian 
markets at exhobitant prices thus weaken
ing further an already precarious economy. 

(B) Mandrax (Methaqualone) 
Unlike cannabis, mandrax trafficking is of 

a recent origin. Although it first made its ap
pearance onto the Zambia scene around 
1982, it generated more interest around 
1984. From that date, the country suddenly 
began to witness unprecedented forms of 
high standards of living even among the un
employed who could not explain the sources 
of their funds. Exhaustive investigations led 
to the discovery of massive importations 
from India and West Germany of this drug 
whose destinations were South Africa and 
London, thus Zambia served as a transit 
point with a large number of middlemen of 
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Indian origin (see Appendix A). The scourge 
became so lucrative that a lot of people 
joined onto the band wagon considering that 
one tablet fetched between US$4 to US$8. 
The funds, generated in the case of canna
bis, were laundered through the purchase of 
motor vehicles from South Africa and Bot
swana which are later imported into the 
country and sold at exhobitant prices owing 
to the scarcity of motor vehicles in Zambia. 
Other methods of laundering take the forms 
of purchasing foreign currency on the black 
markets, purchasing government trophies, 
precious stones and the like which are then 
exported overseas. The major controllers of 
these markets are mainly foreign nationals 
of Kenyan, and Senegalese origin. The im
pact of these acts on the Zambian economy 
and general crime is quite devastating. 

Government Response 
Being concerned with the serious implica

tions drugs create on the over-all develop
ment of any society, and bearing in mind that 
the Police Force appeared constrained at 
several levels, including having weak laws, 
the Government, on recommendations from 
the Police Leadership, came up with a three 
pronged approach to resolve the issue: 

(a) It gave directives to the Police Force to 
set up an Anti-Drug Team, based at 
Police Headquarters, and promised mas
sive support. Although this was done, 
lack of adequately trained supportive 
manpower, logistics, coupled with exist
ing weak laws made it difficult for the 
Police to create any impact on the 
scourge. 

(b) The lessons learnt from (a) above led to 
the complete review of the whole issue, 
in which a new Bill was proposed which 
appears to be in line with other progres
sive nations' laws. It calls for the forfei
ture and seizure of assets derived from 
drug trafficking. It is likely to come into 
force in August, 1989. 

(c) Allied to (b) above, the training and re-
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training ,::f a new cadre of officers from 
all wings of the Defence and Security 
Forces has led to the creation of an "Anti
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic En
forcement Commission" under the direct 
supervision of the Minister of Home 
Affairs. 

2. Robbery 
This form of crime ranks third in regard 

to frequency and seriousness. The country 
on average records at least 15 to 20 cases per 
week. The most notorious area affected is 
the Copperbelt which forms Zambia's main 
industrial base, and has the largest popula
tion density. The area also shares a very 
wide border with Zaire. The modus operai
di used by criminals involves the mounting 
of false road blocks by armed gangs on the 
main high ways, using various types of fire
arms mostly from neighbouring Zaire, and 
a few from within. Items stolen are mainly 
motor vehicles, household goods and food
stuffs. 

Countermeasures 
Operationally, the Police have reactivated 

and better equipped the Anti-Robbery 
Squads with fast vehicles and increased 
Manpower for patrol, mostly on the notori
ous Ndola-Mufulira highway. At the politi
cal level, more bilateral talks have been 
undertaken to try to legalise cross border 
trade with Zaire as well as to find ways on 
how to recover the stolen items and also ex
tradite the criminals. Despite these meas
ures, the problem is still thorny. 

3. Motor Vehicle Thefts 
This also forms one of the most worrisome 

crimes in the country, owing to the incon
veniences the victims are subjected to as well 
as the serious financial losses on the state
run insurance company. There is an average 
of 3 motor vehicles stolen everyday in Lusa
ka (Capital City). Though the figures might 
not mean much by western standards, it 
must be analysed in the context that Zam-

bia as a whole has a shortage of motor trans
port. The culprits modus operandi has 
shifted from the hitherto crude form of by
passing the use of the ignition system by cut
ting the wires, to the use of duplicate keys 
which are obtained by thieves through the 
connivance with car washers, garage 
mechanics and key cutters. Most motor ve
hicle thefts are sponsored by foreigners who 
appear to have ready markets in Zaire, Tan
zania and Burundi. 

Countermeasures 
The Zambia Police Force has introduced 

a few measures which appear to be paying 
dividents: 

(a) Introduction of a Policy of contraction on 
business registarion in which the licens
ing and establishment of key cutting en
terprises has been reduced. 

(b) Police permits are required for any key 
that is to be cut. 

(c) Increased security awareness 
programmes on T.V., Radio and the 
Dailies. 

(d) At the political level, more bilateral and 
multi-lateral agreements between govern
ments in regard to information exchange 
and extradition of fugitives. 

4. Burglary 
Due to the depressed economy which gives 

rise to low productivity in industry, almost 
everything is in short supply. There is a 
thriving black market where one can get any
thing. This crime forms the highest among 
all property crimes reported to the Police and 
most items stolen fall within the range of all 
house-hold goods, that is, Television Sets, 
Videos, Hi-Fi Systems, car types etc. All 
residential areas are at risk. The losses in fis
cal terms run into millions of Zambian 
Kwacha. 

Countermeasures 
(a) There has been a proliferation of securi

ty committee formation in the suburbs 
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taking the form of vigilante or neighbour
hood watch schemes. These are resident 
directed, but come under the direct su
pervision of the Police Stations in the 
areas concerned. 

(b) Sting operations on enterprises that are 
suspected to be in league with criminals 
are quite frequent, mostly in high densi
ty residential area, where the low income 
groups reside. 

5. White Colla?' C1'ime 
The incidence of white collar criminality 

is increasingly causing a lot of concern to the 
police and the general public. White collar 
crime is generally defined by criminologists 
as that type of crime which is committed 
mostly by the rich/upper class or the well to 
do, in society by virtue of their privileged po
sitions in trade, high office, etc. Examples 
of white collar crime could be: fraud, embez
zlement, tax-evasion, insider dealings on the 
stock markets, etc. 

In Zambia, the pervasiveness of this 
scourge has provided a major threat to the 
society and prosperity of the country. The 
Kanyama Disaster Scandal, TIKA Mine 
Scandal, Wine Gate, TAW Scandal etc., 
form good examples of the growth or emer
gence of white collar crime. 

Countermeasures 
Mindful that most of the perpetrators of 

these crimes are highly placed members of 
the society and that suspects have access to 
the best legal practitioners, coupled with the 
fact that the police force is not adequately 
equipped to handle those cases, the Govern
ment established two autonomous institu
tions which enjoy similar powers like the 
police force and are under the same Minis
try of Home Affairs. These are: 

The "Anti-Corruption Commission" 
headed by a High Court Judge, and the 
"Special Investigations Team for Econo
my and Trade" commonly referred to as 
SITET. 
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Although it is hard to measure their impact 
on the over-all crime situation in the absence 
of data, supportive wings of the Govenment, 
and the police in particular will achieve much 
in the fight against crime especially when 
one takes into account the heavy fines they 
impose. 

All in all, it would not be an over statement 
when we reiterate that since depressed econ
omies bring with them many problems for 
law enforcement agencies, what is required 
on the part of the latter is to modify its per
ception of issues and attempt to devise bet
ter ways of handling the scourge. 
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Appendix A 

Seizures Arrests 

1986 49 17 

1987 236 236 

Nationality 

14 Zambians 
1 Indian 
1 Malawian 
1 Zimbabwean 

227 Zambians 
1 Briton 
1 Indian 
1 Kenyan 
3 Zimbabweans 
1 Yugoslav 
1 Malawia!1 
1 Tswana 



Crime Prevention and Critninal Justice in 
the Context of Development-The Current Trend of and 

the Countermeasures to Computer Crimes 

by Shin;"i Ogawa * 

1. Introduction 

As modern society became highly devel
oped and much more complicated, a system 
which could transmit, accumulate and anal
yze various information quickly and correctly 
became necessary. The development tele
communications technology printing, copy
ing and the like have realized such a system. 
As the core of this system, computers are 
sustaining the development of society. Con
temporary society would not be able to ex
ist without computers. 

On the other hand, some types of crimes 
which the traditional criminal justice system 
could not foresee have emerged with the de
velopment and popularization of computers; 
they are called computer crimes. Various 
problems have been occurring concerning 
the application of criminal law to computer 
crimes. Many difficulties have been found in 
the prevention, investigation and punishment 
of computer crimes because they are com
mitted with the background of highly special
ized knowledge which is not familiar to most 
lawyers. But neglecting efforts to prevent 
computer crimes would result in not only dis
trust of criminal justice, but also the break
down of computerized society and the ob
struction of proper societal development. 

In Japan, computer crimes tend to occur 
frequently. As a countermeasure to this ten
dency, the Penal Code was amended in 1987. 
But some problems have been left unsolved 

* Public Prosecutor, Tokyo District Public Prosecutors' 
Office, Japan 

and require future solutions. Summarizing 
these situations will be useful for examining 
the relation between the development of so
ciety and the role of criminal justice. 

2. Functions of Computer and 
Computer Systems 

The development of computers began with 
the desire for an automatic calculator. First, 
automatic calculators which were pro
grammed by punched paper tape were in
vented in 1944. In 1946 a computer which 
was operated by a processing circuit with 
vacuum tubes was invented. In 1949 a com
puter containing an operating program was 
invented, and the first commercialized com
puter was made in 1950, which could record 
and analyze date. Since then the operating 
capabilities of computers have advanced 
markedly with the attendant capacity to 
process data. Parts of memory and process 
units have evolved from vacuum tubes to 
transistors, ICs, LSIs and VLSIs. Comput
ers made in the 1980s were called comput
ers in fourth generation. They are multi
functioned electronic devices with which var
ious intelligence functions can be processed. 

The facilities of a computer are classified 
into 5 facilities; in-putting, memorizing, proc
essing, out-putting data and controlling itself. 
Each facility is carried out by each unit. Con
trol, memory and process units are usually 
put in one black box called a CPU. Other 
units are classified into in-put, out-put and 
assisting memory units. Assisting memory 
units can memorize enormous data by mag
netic tape, magnetic disk, magnetic drum or 
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optical disk. 
The data communicating system is the one 

in which a central computer and many ter
minals in distant places are connected by 
communicating lines. With this system, data 
can be put in from each terminal to the cen
tral computer and can be put out from the 
central computer to each terminal. Data can 
be exchanged simultaneously between dis
tant places by :his system, so it is called the 
on-line real time system. By the data com
municating system, it also becomes possible 
for many users who live in distant places and 
have terminals to use the central computer 
at the same time. Such a system is called the 
time-sharing system. 

For the data communicating system, tele
phone cables have mainly been used in Ja
pan. Data translated into electric signals are 
transmitted through them. In order to trans
mit further date, laser beam and optical fiber 
cables have been utilized. Data communicat
ing services are rapidly becoming popular. 
And networks which connect central large
scale computers and many personal comput
ers in private companies and homes are also 
being established in Japan. 

3. The Spread of Computers in Japan 

In Japan, the on-line real time system has 
become familiar since the Japan National 
Railway adopted it for the reservation sys
tem in 1960. Banking has become on-line 
too. That means that all terminals in all 
branches of one bank are connected to a cen
tral computer in a computer center; ledgers 
are memorized into an assisting memory unit 
in the computer center; all customers are 
able to deposit or withdraw their money 
through more than 20,000 cash dispensers 
set up all around Japan with their CD cards. 

Almost all companies have computerized 
their business such as management of per
sonnel, salary, quality control, stocking, sell
ing, delivering, information about customer, 
financing and the like. In public offices, com
puters are used for the administration of sta-
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tistics, criminal records, drivers licences, 
registration of cars, social insurance, taxes, 
resident registration and the like. The 
popularization of personal computers for in
dividual use is surprising. Networking of 
these computers is also advancing. 

4. Situation of Computer 
Crime in Japan 

In the context of the computerization of so
ciety, it may be natural that computer-related 
crimes are occurring. Crimes which have 
emerged following the spread of computers 
and which are committed by abusing com
puter facilities or attacking their wealt points 
are called computer crimes. Computer 
crimes have most frequently occurred in the 
United States. In Japan, computer crimes are 
beginning to occur as frequently as those in 
the U.S. 

Crimes which are committed by drawing 
others deposits from CD machines with sto
len or acquired CD cards are the most com
mon computer crimes. Nearly 1,000 such 
crimes are investigated by the police every 
year. But their means are very simple Crim
inals only have to supply the 4 key numbers 
of CD cards such as the date of the owner's 
birthday. The complexity of computer crime 
are not revealed in these cases, and such 
cases will not be analyzed in this report. 

The number of computer crimes except for 
these CD crimes as reported, are noted in the 
attached table. During a 15 year period from 
1971 to 1986, 75 computer crimes were re
ported. In these crimes, 51 cases occurred 
during the most recent 5 years, from 1981 
to 1986. And in 1986 the number of comput
er crimes reached 17, the highest number 
during these 15 years. It is apparent that the 
number of computer crimes is increasing 
rapidly. 

But the actual number of computer crimes 
committed each year is considered to be far 
larger than the reported number. Computer 
crimes can be committed secretly, and one 
of their distinguishing features is that they 
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are very difficult to detect. The rate of the 
reported number is estimated to be only 
15%, in comparison with the amount of dam
age estimated from the result of one sam
pling research. 

5. Classification of Computer Crime 

By analyzing reported computer crimes 
and computer facilities, computer crimes are 
classified into 4 categories from the aspect 
of how computers are related to those 
crimes. These categories are as follows: 

A. Abusing the Facilities of a Computer for 
Illegal Purpose 

Crimes which are committed by utilizing 
computers, by means of inputting false pro
grams or data, or of altering or erasing al
ready inputted programs or data. 

B. Destruction of a Computer or a Computer 
System 

Crimes of destroying the computer itself, 
attached units, communicating facilities and 
so on, and those of destroying or erasing soft
ware such as programs or data. 

C. Unauthorized Acquisition or Leaking 
of Data 

Crimes of unauthorized acquisition or leak
age of data which are being processed 
through the computer, which are being trans
mitted to be inputted to the computer or 
which are accumulated in assisting memory 
units. 

D. Unauthorized Use of Computers 
Crimes of processing one's own informa

tion by using others' computers without per
mission and without paying any fee. 

Computer crimes are also classified from 
the aspect of how computer facilities are 
abused in each crime. Important categories 
of this classification are as follows: 

E. Manipulation of Computer Data 
Operating a computer wrongly by input-

ting forged or altered data. This is an easy 
and common way to commit a computer 
crime. Almost all Japanese computer crimes 
were committed in this way. 

F. Trojan Horse 
Building a secret program which, after in

sertion into the operating system, processes 
in accordance with ones illegal purpose in its 
operating system. 

This method can be carried out by special
ists such as computer programmers who can 
gain access to computer systems easily and 
who have specialized knowledge and tech
niques. Such crimes are very difficult to dis
cover because the secret program is hidden 
in enormous programmed orders and be
cause the ordinary program works proper
ly. If the secret program is designed to erase 
itself after completion, there will be few op
portunities to discover such a crime. 

Secret programs can be designed to take 
away a slice of an asset from each source 
(salami technique). For example, a special
ist can build a program by which fractions 
of interest less than the minimum currency 
unit in many accounts are taken away and 
are gathered in an account of a fictional 
name. In this way a large amount of money 
can be collected secretly because each depo
sitor does not care about such slight losses. 

Secret program also can be scheduled to 
work at peculiar time, for example, at 3 
o'clock in the afternoon 2 years after it was 
set (logic bomb). 

G. Data Leakage 
Data leakage means taking out data ob

tained by illegal measures from a computer 
system. Several illegal measures to obtain 
data are imaginable. One of these measures 
is scavenging. It consists of reading all mem
ories in a computer after one job was fin
ished. Data can also be obtained by wiretap
ping a communicating line. And also data can 
be obtained by observing the motion of reels 
of magnetic tape or by recording the sound 
of a printer. 
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H Simulation and Modeling 
Computers can be used for planning and 

performing a crime. A complex white-color 
crime might be simulated on a computer be
fore it is committed. 

6. Instances of Computer Crimes in 
Japan and Problems 

of Applying the Penal Code 

A. Instances of Destruction of a Computer 01" 

a Computer System 
In 1975 Feb. a punch-telex room of a ma

chinery company where a lot of magnetic 
tapes were stocked was blown up by a time 
bomb which was set by a radical leftist 
group. Many magnetic tapes were deformed 
by the heat of the explosion. One staff was 
seriously injured and this company suffered 
enormous damage. In this case the offenders 
were indicted for attempting homicide and 
violation of rules on control of explosives. 
(Case 1) 

In May 1978, one main communicating ca
ble and two branch cables, which were bu
ried 3 meters under the ground and which 
connected a relay station and an aviation con
trol center, were cut by a radical leftist 
group. By this destruction the aviation center 
suddenly could not communicate with air
crafts, airports and radar basis so that the 
functions of controlling aviation stopped. In 
this case the offenders have not yet been 
identified. (Case 2) 

If a computer system becomes the target 
of destruction, an important social function 
would break down and the damage to socie
ty would become enormous. It might cause 
a social panic. Computerized society is 
obliged to face the serious threats of such 
crimes. To counter these threats, the secu
lity system should be strengthened urgently. 

From the aspect of applying the Penal 
Code to the physical destruction of comput
er systems, as in these cases, there is no 
problem. But a computer system might be 
destroyed not only by a physical measure but 
also by.' Ltering or erasing the program or the 
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data. If such a case had happened before the 
amendment of the Penal Code in 1987, such 
provisions as "Destruction of Things" (Ar
ticle 261), "Destruction of Documents" (Ar
ticle 258, 259), "Obstruction of Business" 
(Article 233) and "Forgery of Documents" 
(Article 155, 159) would have been examined 
for applicability to the case. But each provi
sion has some difficulty with application. 

First, about the application of "Destruction 
of Things," it is questionable whether alter
ing or erasing memory recorded on magnet
ic devices can be recognized as destruction 
of things, because magnetic tape itself is not 
destroyed at all when its memory is de
stroyed. 

Secondly, about "Obstruction of Business," 
punishable obstructions have been restrict
ed to cases of spreading false rumors, the use 
of fraudulent means, or the use of force. It 
is questionable whether such a crime would 
fulfil those conditions. In addition to that, the 
punishment of imprisonment and forced 
labor for not more than 3 years or a fine of 
not more than 200,000 yen was thought to 
be too slight compared with the serious re
sults of computer destruction. 

Thirdly, about "Destruction of Docu
ments" and "Forgery of Documents," it is 
questionable whether magnetic tape, disk 
and the like can be recognized as documents. 
In the traditional interpretation, the contents 
of documents were required to be visible and 
readable. Stating on each document, the per
son who was responsible for the contents, 
was also required. But the contents record
ed on magnetic devices are neither visible 
nor readable, and usually the person who is 
responsible for the contents is not recorded. 

Because of these defections of the Penal 
Code, it has been very difficult to punish 
criminals if such computer crimes were com
mitted. 

B. Instances of Unauthorized Acquisition or 
leakage of Data 

N publishing company of an economic 
magazine had made a list of its over 82,000 
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readers and recorded it in magnetic tapes as 
data. An unauthorized copy of these tapes 
were sold for 820,000 yen to B company 
which publishes English conversation teach
ing materials yen. It was discovered in Feb
ruary 1971 because B company sent direct 
mail to all readers. The offender has not yet 
been identified, (Case 3) 

In this case, the applicability of "Larceny" 
(Article 235) to the act of copying other's 
tape should be examined. And the applica
bility of "Purchase of ill-gotten Goods" (Ar
ticle 256) to B company should also be exa
mined. 

If the offender had stolen and sold the orig
inal tape itself, such an act would have been 
apparently recognized as Larceny. But he co
pied the original one. If he removed it from 
the place is kept in order to copy it, Larceny 
is applicable to his act. But if he copied it 
without removing it, it is difficult to recog
nize this act as Larceny, because the provi
sion of Larceny is interpreted as protecting 
physical possession of property. 

It is impossible to apply Article 256 to B 
company even if it knew that the tape was 
copied without permission, because the copy 
itself is not recognized as "ill-gotten goods" 

International Telegram and Telephone 
Company (the initials of its Japanese name 
are KDD) is offering an international data 
transmission service called Venus P. An 
American electrical goods company used this 
service in order to exchange data about stock 
between the head office in U.S. and its 
branch office in Japan. In 1985 a password 
of this company was used several times with
out permission, and data stocked in the data
bases of other American companies were put 
out. A computer belonging to a Japanese ma
chin elY company also received unauthorized 
access from West Germany through the line 
used for Venus P service. A computer of Hi
Energy Physics Laboratory of the Ministry 
of Education also received unauthorized ac
cess from West Germany and Switzerland. 
(Case 4) 

These cases are instances of so-called 

hackers. Hacking is an act of getting un
authorized access to other's computer data 
or programs, and accessing, altering or eras
ing the data or t:.he program. Punishments 
vary with the motives and consequences of 
the acts. Under present criminal law, access
ing of data or programs which is not accom
panied with altering or erasing them is not 
punishable. It has not been resolved wheth
er such peeping should be prohibited as a 
crime. 

C. Instances of Abusing Computer Facilities 
for Illegal Purposes 

A female staff of S bank and her lover con
spired to obtain a large amount of money by 
abusing the on-line system. First, she opened 
an account with S bank under a fictional 
name. After that, in March 1981, she input 
false data so that 180,000,000 yen was trans
ferred to the account by the terminal in her 
office. After that she left the office, went to 
as many branches of S bank as she could, 
and withdrew 130,000,000 yen. With this 
money the two left the country. (Case 5) 

This is a typical case committed by abus
ing computers. The important features of 
computer crime is that large amounts of 
money can be obtained easily. But the es
sense is the same as that of traditional fraud, 
breach of trust or embezzlement. There is 
no difficulty to apply those provisions to such 
cases. 

In such cases the false data is recorded in 
a memory unit. But it is questionable wheth
er "Forgery of Documents" is applicable, be
cause magnetic tape and the like might not 
be recognized as documents. 

D. Instances of Unauthorized Uses of 
Computers 

o university had allowed its staffs and stu
dents to use its large-scale computer through 
telephone lines. A manager of a computer 
shop obtained, by chance, a registration 
number and a password of one university 
staff who visited the shop. He gained access 
to the computer with this registration num-
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ber and password, and displayed its data on 
a personal computer in his shop in order to 
advertise its facilities. He used the universi
ty's computer without permission for 46 
hours. Of course, he did not pay the fee 
which was estimated to be 160,000 yen. 

This is a typical case of unauthorized use 
of a computer. Although using the comput
er offers economic advantages, according to 
Japanese Penal Code, stealing economic ad
vantages is not punished. So, unauthorized 
use of a computer cannot be punished under 
the present statute. 

7. Countermeasures to Computer Crimes 

A. Amendment oj the Penal Code in 1987 
There were many problems concerning the 

Japanese Penal Code in preventing and 
punishing computer crimes, as has already 
been described. To counter the increase of 
computer crimes, some new provisions were 
added to the Penal Code in 1987. Some of 
problems were resolved by this amendment. 
The outline of the amendment is as follows: 
(Newly enacted provisions have not been 
added to the material "CRIMINAL STA
TUTES I") 

a. The act of causing an untrue entry to 
be made in the original of an officially au
thenticated electromagnetic record was add
ed to Article 157. The act of submitting such 
records was also added to Article 158. 

b. The act of making electromagnetic re
cords, without good reason, which are to be 
submitted to administer the affairs of anoth
er, and which pertain to a right, duty, or cer
tification of a fact, for the purpose of caus
ing an error in the administration of affairs, 
was added as Article 161-2. 

c. The act of obstructing the business of 
another by destroying a computer or elec
tromagnetic records, or by inputting false in
formation or wrong commands into the com
puter, or by having the computer not work 
in accordance with its instruction by other 
means, was added as Article 234-2. The 
maximum term of imprisonment was length-
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ened to 5 years, and the maximum fine was 
raised to 400,000 yen. 

d. The act of obtaining an economic advan
tage, by making untrue electromagnetic re
cords by means of inputting false informa
tion or wrong commands into the computer, 
or by submitting false electromagnetic re
cords about obtaining, losing, or changing 
the right of property to the administration of 
the affairs of another, was added as Article 
246-2. 

e. The act of destroying electromagnetic 
records was added to Article 258 and 259. 

As described earlier, cases of unauthorized 
leakage, access, and use have not been re
solved yet. These problems should be re
solved while considering such points as the 
necessity and effectiveness of the criminali
zation and effectiveness of the security sys
tem. 

B. The Computer Security System 
In addition to implementing criminal pro

visions, strengthening the security of com
puter systems against computer crimes is 
also important. Many measures have been 
suggested and carried out by computer 
users. Some important instances are as fol
lows. Computer crimes should be prevent
ed by the cooperation of the criminal justice 
system and the computer security system. 
And for investigation of computer crimes, it 
is indispensable to scrutinize how the com
puter security sYStr·.i.l was carried out and 
why it could not prevent them. 

a. Restricting entry into the computer 
room by an identification card, a password, 
fingerprint or the frequency of voice and so 
on. 

b. Preserving magnetic tape, disk and the 
like in a strongly-built depot outside the com
puter room. 

c. Encoding data which are transmitted 
through communicating lines. By arranging 
different keys for encoding and for decoding, 
an offender could not read data if he obtained 
keys for encoding. 

d. Making clear designations of authority 
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and responsibility among staff. 
e. Carrying out the inspection of the com

puter system itself, which includes comput
er machinery and its operating program, 

apart from the inspection of business or ac
count by certified public accountant, which 
is already carried out in every company. 

Table: Number of Computer Crimes Except CD Crimes Reported in Japan 

Altering or Unauthorized Destruction Illegal 
Acquisition Inputting Total Year Erasing of Usage of of of Data or False Data Number Program Computer Computer Program 

1971 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1972 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1973 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1974 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1975 0 0 1 0 2 3 
1976 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1977 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1978 0 0 0 1 3 4 
1979 0 0 0 0 3 3 
1980 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1981 0 3 0 1 6 10 
1982 0 0 0 1 5 6 
1983 0 0 0 2 4 6 
1984 1 1 0 2 8 12 
1985 0 0 0 1 9 10 
1986 0 1 2 1 13 17 

Total 5 3 10 56 75 
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SECTION 3: REPORT OF THE COURSE 

Summary Report of the Rapporteurs 

Session 1: Major Crimes Affected 
by Development or Affect
ing Development, and 
Countermeasures against 
Them 

Chairperson: Mr. You Sung-Sao (Korea) 
Rapporteur: Mr. Shinji Ogawa (Japan) 
Advisors: Mr. ]tsuo Nishimura 

Mr. Masakazu Nishikawa 

In trod uction 

Nowadays it is commonly recognized that 
crime has deep roots firmly embedded in the 
characteristics of offenders and victims and 
influenced by numerous external factors sur
rounding the crime. These external factors 
involve economic, political, social, cultural, 
and environmental elements of human soci
eties. These elements not only affect the 
type, incidence, motivations, methods and 
results of crime, but are similarly affected by 
the occurrence of crime. Accordingly, devel
opment, which is undertaken to improve the 
welfare of people and change these elements, 
is inevitably interrelated with crimes. 

Such factors as lack of employment, insuf
ficient supply of housing, commodities, and 
foods, low educational level and so on, which 
can be seen in underdeveloped societies gen
erate a large number of crimes. These crimes 
can be decreased by heightening the stand
ard of people's life through development. 
However, the process of development is 
often accompanied with many undesirable 
socio-economic changes such as inequality in 
income distribution, disparate sector growth, 
rapid urbanization, unmanageable population 
increase, unprecedented social mobility, 
fractured family ties and disintegration of 
community ties. These changes, which are 
conductive to crime, may result in an explo-
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sive increase in crimes which generate a so
cial climate of insecurity and fear. Societies 
would be obliged to increase expenditures on 
crime prevention and control activities. 
These burdens reduce expenditures on wel
fare programmes which would cause further 
increase of crime. Consequently, social de
velopment itself may be invalidated by this 
vicious circle. Furthermore, the situation is 
exacerbated by such problems as environ
mental problems, technological advancement 
of criminality, illicit economic activities, col
lusion of government authorities and eco
nomic activities, which occur relating to de
velopment. In this sense, it is quite obvious 
that societies which have not sufficiently im
plemented countermeasures against crimes 
interrelated with development will not be 
able to achieve equitable, sound and suffi
cient development. 

On the unanimous understanding about the 
interrelated dimensions of crime and devel
opment, we concentrated on crimes which 
pose the most serious threat to proper social 
development, and subsequently we dis
cussed the circumstances and possible coun
termeasures to these major crimes. From 
this point of view, we concentrated on five 
categories of crime as follows: 

1) Environmental Offences 
2) Economic Crimes 

1. Computer Crime 
2. Large Scale Fraud 
3. Infringement of Intellectual Property 
4. Smuggling 
5. Tax Evasion 
6. Corruption 

3) Drug Crime 
4) Illegal Immigrants 
5) Terrorism 

While the stages and the aims of develop-
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ment differ from country to country, these 
crimes are, in our opinion, the major ones 
which are causing serious problems during 
the process of development. These crimes 
can be classified as those affected by devel
opment or those affecting development. 
However, it should be stressed that crimes 
affected by development, also, to some ex
tent, affect development and embody an in
teractive cycle. 

Environmental Offences 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Environmental offences include any kind 

of offence which causes environmental de
struction, such as pollution of air, water, soil, 
the destruction of tropical forests by indis
criminate deforestration, and the destruction 
of ecosystems by indiscriminate hunting or 
fishing. 

Environmental offences are the most 
salient crimes affected by development, be
cause they have concomitantly appeared 
with the mass consumption of natural re
sources, e.g. forest, minerals, petroleum, 
water, and the mass produr.tion of waste ma
terials including various artificial chemical 
compounds. On the other hand, environmen
tal offences could critically impact develop
ment, if environmental hazards endanger 
public health and safety, and engender dis
trust and discontent with the social system 
and development. Therefore, it is necessary 
to include preventive measures within devel
opment plans to ensure positive and harmo
nious nevelopment. 

Until quite recently, environmental 
offences had been referred to as domestic 
problems. However, nowadays it is recog
nized that these offences cause global envi
ronmental crises such as destruction of the 
ozone layer by freon gas, intensifying the 
greenhouse effect by increased carbon diox
ide emission and precipitating acid rain by 
nitrogen oxide build up. Indiscriminate 
deforestration and hunting are often incited 
by consumers outside the country in ques-

tion, usually those of developed countries. 
These characteristics of environmental 
offences require global countermeasures and 
the responsibility of each nation to maintain 
a clean and healthy environment. 

B. Countermeasures 
Environmental problems have mainly been 

discussed from the aspect of administrative 
control and prevention. However, consider
ing the baneful influences on life and health 
of the public, environmental destruction 
must be deterred also by penal sanctions. If 
any offenders were not punished when such 
serious results as deaths or serious injuries 
of many people were caused by contaminat
ed waste materials discharged by gross negli
gences of some factory workers, the trust of 
the public in the criminal justice system 
would evaporate. On the contrary, by impos
ing proper penal sanctions in such cases, use
ful side effects can be expected, such as en
lightenment about the importance of main
taining a healthy environment, and 
prompting sincere efforts by each company 
to grapple with environmental pollution. 

However, many difficulties will emerge if 
special consideration is not used when apply
ing penal sanctions to such cases. For exam
ple, provisions concerning death caused by 
negligence. which is stipulated in almost all 
Penal Codes will face difficulties. Firstly, it 
is difficult to prove causation between the 
discharge and the result, since the waste ma
terials are indirectly taken into the human 
body through many different means. Second
ly, it is difficu1t to prove whose behavior 
caused the discharge, because several work
ers' behaviors are usually involved in such 
cases. Thirdly, it is difficult to prove a work
ers' foreseeability of the outcome, because 
they are usually ordinary employees who do 
not have any special knowledge. Fourthly, 
it is more difficult to punish management 
who ignored the prevention of the discharge, 
since they do not handle the discharging de
vices by themselves. Fifthly, it is impossible 
to punish the company itself without special 
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regulations. Sixthly, it is very difficult to pre
vent such tragic disasters beforehand, since 
these provisions require the occurrence of 
death or injury of a person as a condition of 
application. 

In order to expect efficient preventive ef
fects, such countermeasures should be exa
mined. 

(1) Special laws which regulate administra
tive controls should be enacted. Concerning 
administrative controls, all sources which 
discharge waste materials, including facto
ries, houses, cars, should be the principal ob
jects of control. For factories, the density and 
the total quantity of waste should be limited 
and responsible executives in charge of pol
lution prevention should be selected to 
delineate clear responsibilities. For machin
ery which generates engine exhaust such as 
cars, proper standards should be imposed on 
manufacturers, and old cars which cannot 
fulfill these standards should be prohibited. 
As for households, it is difficult to impose ob
ligations on each household; therefore, harm
ful materials should be removed from house
hold commodities such as detergents during 
the process of manufacturing. 

Penal sanctions for violations of these ad
ministrative controls should be included in 
these administrative laws. To enact these 
sanctions, legislations should seek: 

-to punish a juridical person and the man
agement; 

-to punish an offender regardless of death 
and injury of the public; 

-to punish an offender on the condition that 
his dangerous behavior specified in regu
lations is proved, without any evidence 
that the effect, e.g. the danger to the health 
of the public, was caused by his behavior, 
e.g. discharging harmful materials prohib
ited by law. 

Besides these administrative laws, it is 
necessary to consider enacting penal laws 
which should be applied when danger to life 
or health of the public is actually caused and 
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which has far severer punishments com
pared to administrative laws. A juridical per
son and the responsible management should 
be considered punishable by such laws. 

(2) Considering that special knowledge and 
techniques are required to investigate these 
cases, it would be necessary to create spe
cial sections in the police and prosecution de
partment in charge of investigation and 
prosecution of such cases. They should keep 
close contact with administrative divisions in 
charge of preventing environmental hazards. 
By inspecting the drainage or the exhaust of 
factories randomly and secretly, the factories 
violating legal standards may be detected. 

(3) Environmental problems cannot be pre
vented by merely punishing the companies 
or the managers of factories. The largest 
cause of pollution is waste materials from the 
household. This situation will not improve 
without heightening the consciousn~s of 
people through school education, public re
lations campaigns coordinated with mass me
dia, and activities of volunteer groups in 
communities. 

(4) Since investing in equipment to purify 
waste materials would undoubtedly burden 
developing countries, technical and econom
ic assistance should be provided by develop
ed countries, because one nation's environ
mental degeneration fast becomes a global 
environmental problem. We share the same 
planet. International cooperation, e.g. ex
change of information, is necessary for pre
vention and investigation of some environ
mental offences, e.g. international pollution, 
indiscriminate deforesting, indiscriminate 
hunting and so on. 

Economic Crimes 

Development of national and internation
al economic activity has increased crime re
lated to economic life. As social development 
is strongly correlated with economic devel
opment, damage by these crimes has been 
a serious threat to societies. 

Although these crimes are usually called 
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"economic crime," the concept differs from 
country to country. We did not try to create 
a definition of "economic crime," because 
our aim is to examine practical countermeas
ures against them. However, its common 
characteristics are extracted as follows: 

(1) It is committed to acquire illegal econom
ic profits by abuse of trust or power; 

(2) It is committed secretly by sophisticated 
measures, which sometimes require spe
cial knowledge, so it is very difficult to 
detect; 

(3) It endangers not merely individual inter
ests but also the whole or at least one sec
tor of economic order; 

(4) Its victims tend to become collective and 
anonymous. 

Computer Crimes (Economic Crimes-l) 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Technologically computers and computer 

systems are the core of contemporary socie
ty, enabling the further development of a de
veloped society. The age in which comput
ers were utilized only for solving multi
quadratic equations has already passed, and 
nowadays computers are permeating daily 
life. bank systems, traffic control systems, 
almost all office work of corporations and 
government are managed through comput
erization. 

Computer crimes are committed by utiliz
ing computer facilities or by attacking the 
c:omputer system's vulnerable points. Need
less to say, they are crimes which were cre
ated by development, and it should be 
stressed that they may seriously hamper de
velopment. 

Computer crimes may be categorized as 
follows: 

(1) Abusing computer facilities for illegal 
purposes: crimes committed by inputting 
false programmes or data, or by altering 
or erasing already input programmes or 
data; 

(2) Destruction of computers or computer 
systems: crimes dealing with destroying 
computers or their peripherals; 

(3) Unauthorized acquisition or leakage of 
data: crimes of acquiring or leaking data 
from computers or computer systems; 

(4) Unauthorized use of computers: crimes 
of processing one's own information by 
use of other's computers without permis
sion and without paying any fee. 

Among these categories, category (1) is the 
most common activity to acquire illegal prof
its. A typical case in category (1) is when a 
staff member of a bank inputs false data 
transferring money to an account opened un
der a fictitious name with the intention of ac
quiring the money from the account. Anoth
er typical case is when a computer program
mer inserts a secret programme which 
commands the computer to send an amount 
of money to an account into an operating 
programme. This secret programme can be 
designed to erase itself after completion. Cat
egory (2) will be committed to destroy social 
facilities, commonly traced to the activities 
of terrorists. If a central computer or a main 
communication cable were destroyed, it 
might cause social panic. And the same re
sults can be caused by erasing or altering 
programmes or data without physical meas
ures. Relating to category (3) and (4), it 
should be warned that such crimes can be 
committed with a personal computer in the 
home by use of a computer communication 
system. 

From this analysis, such characteristics of 
computer crime as follows are extracted: 

(1) Computer crimes could easily cause an 
enormous amount of damage as well as 
social disorder; 

(2) Computer crimes are very difficult to de
tect, and even if they are detected it is 
more difficult to identify offenders. 

The diffusion of computers through the so
ciety differs from country to country. Devel-
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oped countries whose social systems com
pletely depend up on computers show an in
creasing concern with computer crimes. On 
the other hand, in some developing countries 
where computerization has just begun, only 
recently have they become aware of its omi
nous potential. These countries should ex
amine and prepare appropriate countermeas
ures as soon as possible, because they may 
confront similar problems later on and be
cause computer crimes can be committed 
anywhere by use of international communi
cation cables. 

B. Countermeasures 
Prevention of computer crime should be

gin by making it more difficult to commit. 
In this sense it is very important to tighten 
the computer security system. Concrete 
countermeasures should be examined as fol
lows: 

(1) Tightening the security of locations 
where computer hardware is installed, 
namely, making the facilities secure 
from intruders from outside, restricting 
entrance into the facilities and allowing 
entry of reliable persons by use of pass
words, fingerprints, voiceprint, and so 
on; 

(2) Tightening the security of supplemen
tal memory units and memory media 
such as magnetic tapes or disks, e.g. 
preserving them in study depots to pre
vent them from being taken out; 

(3) Tightening the security of computer ter
minals, namely, restricting the usage of 
computer terminals except for a limit
ed number of reliable persons; 

(4) Carrying out Access Control, namely, 
continuously supervising the operation 
of computers in order to find out ex
traordinary operations simultaneously; 

(5) Carrying out the inspection of the com
puter system itself, which includes com
puter machinery, operating programmes 
and data periodically and unperiodically; 

(6) Establishing organizational security, 
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namely by establishing a dual-checking 
system where the job of one staff mem
ber is checked by another staff member; 

(7) Employees who are permitted to have 
access to computers should be careful
ly selected, educated and auditted, and 
as their artificial, and controlled environ
ment is isolated sometimes inducing 
anti-social character, their working con
ditions, social status, and payment 
should be checked; 

(8) Enlightening people about computer 
technology and potential problems 
through school education, public rela
tions, and the like. 

From the criminal justice system, such 
countermeasures as follows should be exa
mined: 

(9) When traditional criminal provisions are 
applied to computer crimes, there may 
be distinct difficulties. Therefore, it is 
necessary to examine the applicability 
of existing provisions and enact new 
provisions if incompatibility is evident; 

(10) Considering that special knowledge is 
necessary to understand computer sys
tems and to investigate computer 
crimes, it is necessary to train investi
gators who have enough knowledge to 
clear such cases. 

Large-Scale Fraud (Economic Crimes-2) 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Although there is not a clear definition of 

"Large-Scale Fraud," this crime category 
was discussed as a newly emerging phenom
ena in developed countries in the context of 
economic development. One fraud case 
which occurred in Japan was introduced and 
will suffice as a model case. This crime was 
committed by a fraudulent company for 5 
years from 1981 til11985, swindling more 
than 200 billion yen from more than 4,000 
victims under the pretext of selling gold. Al
though this company had only a little gold, 
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it deceived the victims under the pretext of 
storing gold for customers and handed them 
certificates. To avoid customers' requests to 
return the gold, salesmen promised to pay 
15% interest annually. This company em
ployed nearly 9,000 skillfully trained work
ers and had 2 head offices and many branch 
offices in the centers of major cities. This 
case was the most notorious, but several sim
ilar cases have occurred in Japan rousing so
cial comment. 

Major characteristics of "Large-Scale 
Fraud" can be indicated as follows: 

(1) The culprits pretended their acts were le
gitimate and attracted customers through 
mass media, and they established offices 
in expensive and conspicuous locations. 
Consequently it became difficult to dis
criminate between them and legitimate 
businesses; 

(2) Victims were indiscriminately collected; 
consequently the number of victims and 
the amount of damage became enormous. 
Although these cases involve victims 
from the entire age-range, the aged pop
ulation, over 60, and females occupy a 
large percentage of victims; 

(3) These cases tend to reproduce "Copycat" 
cases, and it is very difficult to eliminate 
them. 

As already mentioned, these crimes 
emerged in the context of development. So
cial factors which bore them are indicated as 
follows: 

(1) Economic development has brought 
about an increase in disposable income. 
However, low economic growth rates, 
dwindling welfare budgets, rapidly accel
erating population growth of aged people, 
increasing prices for commodities and 
real estate inter alia, have compelled a 
high rate of savings. Consequently many 
people become susceptible to occasions 
of profitable investment in order to pre
pare for tteir retired life; 

(2) As economic activities have become high
ly complicated and their situations are in
fluenced by many national and interna
tional factors, it is becoming very difficult 
for ordinalY people to understand the 
complexity of the economic system. 

In this sense, these crimes are instances 
of crime affected by development. By now, 
these crimes have become a familiar prob
lem for developed countries. However, it is 
also necessary to examine countermeasures 
to these cases in developing countries as 
well, because such cases would emerge also 
in developing countries according to the eco
nomic development. 

B. Countermeasures 
It is very difficult to prove these fraudu

lent activities before the companies go out 
of business, because as long as interests rates 
are payed to consumers, the customer is not 
alerted to any wrongdoing or illicit activity. 
When at last they realize that they have been 
deceived, the company will have already de
clared bankruptcy. Consequently, as the 
criminal justice system is powerless to pre
vent this type of fraud, special countermeas
ures should be proposed as follows: 

(1) Requiring licenses issued by government 
authorities for certain kinds of business 
which may be a vehicle for fraud, 
researching thoroughly qualifications of 
applicants, inspecting their businesses 
continuously, and cancelling licenses 
when fraudulent activities are revealed; 

(2) Expanding rights and protections of con
sumers, e.g. strengthening the cooling-off 
system, obliging companies to deposit a 
certain amount of money as security for 
compensation; 

(3) Providing consumers with various oppor
tunities for counselling about business 
practices; 

(4) Enlightenment of people about possible 
fraudulent activities through the mass 
media. 
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Infringement of Intellectual Property (Econom
ic Crimes-3) 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Requests from developed countries to en

large the legal protection of intellectual prop
erty are becoming stronger in the context of 
economical and technological development. 
These causes can be indicated as follows: 

(1) As ccnsumers, who have already been 
supplied with abundant commodities now 
attach importance to intangible elements 
e.g. service, software, producers concen
trate their funds to create new services 
and software. However, these business
es are becoming a high risk, because if 
these products are incompatible with con
sumers' tastes, producers are left with un
sold products and investp.~·._;:t costs. 
Therefore, the value of intangible prod
ucts are becoming very high; 

(2) Recently emerged industrial activities, 
such as computer programming or bio
technology, require legal protection for 
their products, which are quite similar to 
traditional intellectual property; 

(3) Opportunities to counterfeit intellectual 
properties in developing countries where 
they are not fully legally protected are in
creasing in the context of expanding in
ternational trade. 

Responding to su~h requests, some coun
tries have widened the protections of intel
lectual property, criminalized infringements 
of intellectual property, and have been strug
gling against counterfeiting. These crimes 
not only affect technological and economic 
development within the country, but if such 
crimes are not prevented effectively, in
fringed upon countries might refuse to trans
mit other technologies and it might cause 
stagnation of international trade. 

However, some developing countries resist 
the requests of developed countries, stress
ing that expanding the protection of intellec
tual property can inhibit domestic industry, 
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because almost all intellectual properties can 
be monopolized by developed countries, 
which might refuse to offer know-how or 
might request to pay expensive royalty to de
veloping countries. Actually, the extent of in
tellectual property protections and the type 
of the protection vary from country to coun
try. The attitude toward imposition of penal 
sanction for infringement of intellectual 
property differs too. In Costa Rica there are 
no specific penal sanctions on record. In Tan
zania penal sanctions are imposed only on 
the infringement of trademark, and in India 
and Kenya penal sanctions are not imposed 
on the infringement of patents. 

These conflicts should be resolved through 
international organizations, such as WIPO 
(World Intellectual Property organization) or 
GATT. 

In any case, the importance of enforcing 
criminal regulations is increasing in the coun
tries where the infringement of intellectual 
property is a criminal offense. However 
there are many difficulties involved with in
vestigating these cases. For instance, coun
terfeiting of video game products in Korea 
revealed the problems with protecting intel
lectual property. 

(1) As almost all counterfeiting companies 
are home-industry type and work in small 
apartments, it is very difficult to identify 
counterfeiters. 

(2) Although they counterfeit electronic 
circuits and memory chips, they camouflage 
the counterfeiting by changing the general 
features of printed circuit boards. Conse
quently it becomes very difficult to discrim
inate whether they are counterfeits or not. 

(3) There remains the traditional notion 
that counterfeit is not a vice in society. 

(4) National interest in nurturing industries 
in their infancy and the need to retain good 
relations with foreign countries often conflict 
in investigation stage of these cases. 

(5) Some large-scale companies are trying 
to evade the punishment by producing coun
terfeited memory chips in foreign countries 
and by disguising the products as if produced 
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in these countries. 

B. Countermeasures 
To counter such problems, the following 

countermeasures are proposed: 

(1) Arranging special squads which possess 
basic knowledge about intellectual prop
erty in charge of the detection and the in
vestigation of these crimes; 

(2) Prompt international cooperation for the 
investigation of these crimes. For exam
ple, if information about counterfeited 
products are not provided promptly from 
foreign companies to investigative agen
cies, the c01.mterfeit activities will remain 
undetected; 

(3) Heightening the punishments for these 
cases, e.g. lengthening the maximum 
term of imprisonment and raising the 
maximum amount of fine. Imposing a 
high amount for fines not only up on the 
individuals involved but also up on man
agement collaborating in the illegal activ
ities. For this purpose, the forfeiture of 
all equipment utilized for counterfeit ac
tivities should be considered; 

(4) Publicly announcing the name of corpo
rations which violated these laws; 

(5) Enlightenment of people about the impor
tance of intellectual property and the con
sequences of its infringement. 

However, international consensus about 
intellectual property is indispensable to the 
resolution of this problem. To reach consen
sus, the balance must be met between the 
need to protect intellectual property and to 
support enterpreneurial efforts while sup
porting the essential technology transfer to 
developing countries. Any solution must sat
isfy both needs. 

Smuggling (Economic Crimes-4) 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Commonly, smuggling is defined as the act 

of importing or exporting prohibited goods, 

or of importing or exporting goods without 
paying the duties imposed on them. 

Smuggling clearly impairs the develop
ment process of developing countries as well 
as developed countries, because, the smug
gling of prohibited goods, e.g. drugs, weap
ons, may hurt the health and the security of 
the public, and the smuggling of other goods 
deprives the national government of income 
from custom duties. Also it may hamper the 
industrial development of developing coun
tries, if the same kind of commodities as do
mestic products are smuggled in from devel
oped countries in large quantities and these 
commodities appear on the market with bet
ter quality and lower prices out-competing 
legitimate businesses and displacing labor. 
Regarding this point, it should be considered 
that recent technological progress tends to 
widen the technological disparity between 
developed countries and developing coun
tries and such a tendency is increasing smug
gling cases. 

Smuggling similarly can occur because of 
the tight prohibition on importation or on ex
portation of some commodities to prevent do
mestic industries. It can also happen because 
of the huge price disparities among coun
tries, and socio-economic imbalance within 
a single country where foreign "lu.xury" 
items are in demand. However it is clear that 
the causes or factors that contribute to the 
rise of smuggling, cannot be determined with 
any degree of certainty. The effect of one 
factor can be different from that of another, 
and that the effect of some factors differ over 
time. 

All kinds of commodities can be the object 
of smuggling and the number and kind in
crease in accordance with economic devel
opment. Neither developing countries nor 
developed countries desire smuggling, be
cause it ruins the basis of international com
merce. In the case of developing countries, 
smuggling not only destabilizes the smooth 
functioning of their countries, but also ad
versely affects the financial and economic de
velopment. 
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B. Countermeasures 
(1) As measures of smuggling cases be

come more sophisticated, investigative tech
niques must be upgraded to keep pace with 
the sophistication. Regarding commodities 
traded in the market without certificates of 
payment of custom duties, the routes of their 
trade should be continuously monitored with 
maximum effort toward utilization of this in
formation. Coast guard services should be 
improved with the proper equipment and 
personnel. 

(2) Heightening the punishment imposed 
for these cases should be examined. All 
equipment used for smuggling as well as 
smuggled commodities should be forfeited, 
and all profits which smugglers acquired be
fore arrest should be forfeited too. 

(3) International cooperation in training in
vestigators and exchange of information 
about smuggling must be actively used for 
mutual benefit. 

(4) Enlightenment of society about the ad
verse effects of smuggling should be encour
aged. 

Tax Evasion (Economic Cl'imes-5) 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Tax evasion is also one of crime catego

ries which seriously affects development. 
The most serious menace caused by vio

lations of tax-law is that they cause black 
market transactions and create a black mar
ket economy. The black market siphons 
m.oney from economic activities, so called 
"white money economy," and circulates it 
in the underground "black money econo
my," where legal controls are absent. These 
phenomena may cause serious effects to na
tional socio-economic development. 

(1) They may cause tremendous loss of na
tional revenue, which may obstruct the suf
ficient functioning of government. 

(2) They may result in inequitable taxation. 
As the result of honest taxpayer dissatisfac
tion, tax evasion may become rampant. As 
the motives for tax evasion can be seen only 
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in the wealthy classes and the poor classes 
do not have anything to evade, they may 
widen the gap between both classes, which 
may become one cause of social disorder. 

(3) Since the unaccounted for money can
not be invested through lawful channels, a 
good part of it is spent in lavish consump
tion and unproductive uses, contributing to 
inflation, which funds criminal activities. In 
other words, measures of tax evasion often 
utilize these underground funds and they 
function as a hotbed of crime. Crime most 
closely related with tax evasion must be cor
ruption: money acquired by tax evasion 
sometimes is handed to governmental offi
cers as bribes to evade the exposure or for 
personal gain. 

(4) General moral fibre as a whole may be 
adversely affected. 

In this sense, the prevention and the de
tection of tax evasion cases are serious con
cerns for both developing countries and de
veloped countries. Ensuring sufficient na
tional revenue is vital for development in 
countries in the former stage and for sustain
ing public welfare in the case of countries in 
latter stage. Whether they are mainly adopt
ing the direct tax system or the indirect tax 
system, this problem remains an important 
one. 

However, the detection and the investiga
tion of tax evasion cases are practically very 
difficult. The factors which cause the diffi
culty can be cited as follows: 

(1) Many people do not have a strong sense 
of civic pride and do not perceive that 
evading tax is a violation of citizens' 
duties for the nation. They tend to feel 
that the amount of money they could 
manage to evade paying shows their 
cleverness. Such problems of low moral
ity can be seen in many countries; 

(2) Corporate documents and activities have 
multiplied and increased in complexity in 
accordance with economic development. 
Consequently, it becomes very difficult to 
examine thoroughly the accounts of cor-
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porations without special knowledge 
about corporate financial management; 

(3) In the context of this labyrinth, the meas
ures to evade paying taxes have become 
sophisticated and very difficult to detect. 
In some cases, companies evaded tax un
der the guidance of licenced tax accoun
tants. And as managers are very keen to 
minimize the tax payments, ingenious 
measures are promptly imitated by many 
managers; 

(4) As tax evasion is closely related to cor
ruption, political pressure may obstruct 
the investigation of a tax evasion case. 
And when tax officers themselves are 
corrupted by black money, there is little 
hope that tax evasion cases will surface. 

B. Countermeasures 
(1) Needless to say, the most important 

countermeasure for improving the tax sys
tem is ensuring equitability, reducing com
plexity and preventing evasion. To prevent 
untrue reports about capital management 
and earnings, periodical audits by licensed 
accountants should be made obligatory. 

(2) In many countries a special department 
in the tax office is in charge of the detection 
of tax evasion cases and they inform public 
prosecutors of the offenders after they de
tect the cases. Such an investigating system 
is appropriate considering the complexity 
and difficulty of pursuing unlawful income. 
As tax evasion cases are hotbeds of crime 
and the success of investigation of these 
cases are the entrance gate to the detection 
of other major crimes, investigative depart
ments of tax evasion cases should be 
strengthened as soon as possible. These de
partments must possess these characteris
tics: high ability to detect hidden money by 
collecting and analyzing evidence; independ
ence from political interference; integrity and 
high morality. 

To attain these goals, careful recruitment 
of officers, high-level training, and strength
ening the responsibility of public prosecutors 
to investigate these crimes should be pro-

posed. Other countermeasures to corruption 
cases as discussed hereafter should be ap
plied to prevent corruption of these investi
gators. 

(3) Heightening of punishment for tax eva
sion cases should. be examined, too. To the 
offenders of serious crimes, proper term of 
imprisonment should be imposed in addition 
to fines. Furthermore, confiscation of a large 
percentage of the evaded tax money, e.g. 5 
times the amount of money evaded, should 
be imposed to deprive illegal profits and to 
recover national revenue. 

(4) Morality of the public about payment 
of tax should be strengthened through pub
lic relations which teach that tax is used to 
sustain public life and tax evasion may 
reduce expenditures for welfare. 

Corruption (Economic Crimes-6) 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Corruption is also one of crime categories 

which seriously affects development. 
The concept of. corruption includes all 

forms of dishonest gains in cash, kind or po
sition by persons in government and those 
associated with public and political life, 
which is much wider than the concept of 
bribery. 

Corruption is causing serious social prob
lems in many countries including both devel
oping countries and developed countries. In 
some developing countries, the corruption is 
prevalent among many governmental offi
cers and politicians. Frequently the people 
cannot receive governmental services with
out offering bribes. Even in developed coun
tries, corruption cases involving influential 
politicians have sometimes caused political 
changes. These situations may lead to the 
disorientation and stagnation of societies by 
such reasons as the following: 

(1) Con-uption in government is related to the 
inequitable execution of law. It may er
ode people's b-ust in the equity of govern
ment and the sincerity of governmental 
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officers and may generate a social con
sciousness 'that condones bribery and 
false notion that execution of law follows 
payment. Contempt, distrust and antipa
thy to government inevitably obstructs 
the proper execution of law, and may 
hinder governmental development plans; 

(2) Corruption of politicians or influential 
governmental officers causes their coali
tions with some entrepreneurs, which 
may change the national development 
plans partial to them. Such development 
plans would result in the distorted socie
ty which increases people's antipathy and 
social disorder; 

(3) The government is deprived of a large 
amount of revenue or expenditure as a re
sult of corruption cases. Consequently, 
they cause the loss of national revenue 
and obstruct the functioning of the gov
ernment. 

Social factors which are responsible for 
widespread corruption are extracted as fol
lows: 

(1) In some developing countries, the rem
nants of feudalism still exist, where heads 
of local governments continue to believe 
that it is within their authority to collect 
tributes; 

(2) In some developing countries, the salaries 
of government employees have been kept 
at a low level, although they have vast 
powers in matters relating to the grant
ing of licenses, permits and quotas. In 
combination with other factors such as in
flation, they make good use of their posi
tion to earn money. These behaviors er
ode their sense of morality and obligation; 

(3) In some countries, one major reason for 
political conuption is ascribed to the cost
ly election system, which is thought to re
quire enormous expenditures for an elec
tion campaign. 

B. Countermeasures 
(1) In order to weaken the prevalence of 
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conuption, the responsible factors should be 
eliminated as much as possible. For exam
ple, such countermeasures as strengthening 
the morality of people, increasing the sala
ries of governmental officers, improving the 
election system and so on should be exa
mined. 

(2) Considering the serious menace caused 
by corruption cases, heightening the punish
ment of these cases should be examined. Not 
only longer-terms of imprisonment, but also 
heavy confiscation should be applied (0 these 
cases. 

(3) Almost all corruption cases are commit
ted secretly and they seldom have any wit
ness. Consequently we usually have to de
tect them through the scrutiny of enormous 
documents, especially those of tax evasion 
cases as already described. Besides, inves
tigative agencies often have to confront 
strong political interference. 

To eliminate these difficulties, it is neces
sary to organize a special investigation team 
for these cases which possesses high inves
tigative ability and political independence. 
Such an investigative team is realized in 
many countries, e.g. in Japan and Korea a 
special investigative section of the public 
prosecutors office usually takes the initiative 
for the investigation of these cases. In Indo
nesia the authority to investigate corruption 
cases is also allocated to the public prosecu
tor, while in the Philippines the Ombudsman 
named Tanodbayan has the independent au
thority to investigate and prosecute, and in 
Tanzania the special investigation team, 
Anti-Corruption Squad, is organized under 
direct presidential authority. In Nepal an 
anti-corruption department and another high
ly powerful constitutional body, namely the 
Commission to Prevent Abuse of Power, are 
organized to deal with corruption and other 
economic crime strictly. 

(4) To inspect the honesty of governmen
tal officers, they should be obligated to 
report their assets periodically. To make this 
system effective, such measures as follows 
should be implemented: widening the scope 
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to family members, relatives, related com
panies; examining the accuracy of reports, 
and arranging punishment for intentional and 
unintentional omissions. 

Other Economic Crimes 
Concerning problems relating to Econom

ic Crimes, we also discussed recent activi
ties of several gangster groups, and it was 
indicated that activities of gangster groups 
are multiplying and are spreading into the 
field of Economic Crime. For example in Ja
pan they sometimes intervene into compen
sation problems of traffic accidents or con
flicts between debtor and creditor by use of 
intimidation, or they sometimes manage fi
nancing companies or real estate companies 
and commit illegal activities such as compel
ling extremely high interest rates, pressing 
their requirement by use of intimidation, and 
the like. Against these tendencies, some 
countermeasures were suggested as follows: 

(1) Strict investigation of these crimes and 
punishing the masterminds severely; 

(2) Continuous collection of information 
about their activities; 

(3) Providing various opportunities for coun
selling, e.g. telephone counsel network, 
by police and practicing attorneys for cit
izens being disturbed or threatened by 
gangster groups; 

(4) Requiring licences from government or 
local government to manage financing or 
dealing of real estate, researching thor
oughly applicant qualifications, and can
ce1ling the licences when relationships be
tween manager and gangster groups are 
uncovered; 

(5) Creating organized citizens' activities to 
expel gangsters from society. 

Drug Offences 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Drug offences are undoubtedly one of the 

most serious crimes which obstruct sound 
development of society. Needless to say, 

drug addiction causes serious mental and 
physical disorders in addicts and its spread 
throughout the society results in social de
generation as public health and safety is en
dangered, and crimes committed under the 
influence of drugs increase. It should be 
stressed that drugs very easily spread 
throughout the society because of their 
strong attraction and habit-forming qualities. 
In many countries drug abuse is showing the 
tendency to become widespread among 
younger generations including juveniles, and 
it is causing serious anxieties about the fu
ture of each country. 

Every effort should be made to extinguish 
any drug abuse from society. However, ef
forts have been confronted with brutal resist
ance by gangster groups, because drug 
trafficking is their largest income source. 
They resort to violent measures to protect 
their profits and the tactics are escalating 
day by day. In many countries, governmen
tal officials, jurists, policemen and others 
who challenge the drug trade have been as
sassinated. On the other hand, these gang
sters corrupt many governmental officials to 
evade governmental restrictions. We must 
win this battle against these gangster groups 
engaged in trafficking of drugs by utilizing 
all possible measures. 

Drug trafficking is committed on a world
wide scale, as drugs are skillfully smuggled 
and spread from producing countries to al
most all countries by drug-traffickers. This 
means that efforts to prevent drug abuse in 
one country would not bear any fruit with
out international cooperation in fighting 
against drugs. In this sense, the recent situ
ation can be described as a ' 'World War 
waged against drugs." 

Furthermore, the treatment of many drug 
addicts is also a serious concern for society. 
On one hand, it should be recognized that 
drug addicts are the source of demand for 
drugs and therefore cannot escape respon
sibility for the drug crisis. On the other hand, 
they must be guided back to society to re
sume life as an ordinary citizen. In order to 
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attain these goals it must be understood that 
addiction stems from such factors as frag
mentation of the family unit, break down of 
traditional customs, declining aspirations and 
hope, and stress from social life. 

B. Countermeasures 
When considering countermeasures 

against drug offences, it should be recog
nized that drugs are subject to market prin
ciples; namely supply and demand. Even if 
minor battles are won against drug traffick
ers, we will not be able to expel drugs from 
society unless the demand for drugs sub
sides. Accordingly, in order to win a victory 
over drugs, appropriate countermeasures 
must be undertaken to decrease the demand. 

(1) Countermeasures against Demand 
1) Rehabilitation programmes for drug ad

dicts should be positively carried out in all 
countries because reducing the number of 
drug addicts is the only measure to reduce 
the demand for drugs. In countries where the 
usage of drugs is criminalized, rehabilitation 
of the offenders should run parallel Twith pun
ishment. The capacity of rehabilitative insti
tutes, including governmental and volunteer 
ones, should be sufficient to cope with the 
number of addicts. All necessary services to 
rehabilitate drug addicts, e.g. medical treat
ment, counselling, moral education, voca
tional training, should be available as a com
prehensive approach. 

2) Considering the serious struggle against 
drug syndications, criminalization of drug 
abuse is worth examining. In some countries 
where the usage of drugs is criminalized, e.g. 
Korea and Japan, strict enforcement of se
vere penalties has rendered results evi
denced by the arrest of drug addicts. 

3) Enlighting people about the dangers of 
drug use and addiction is also important. As 
many drug addicts begin the use of drugs as 
a result of curiosity, informing them of the 
dangers of drugs may thwart the increase of 
drug addicts. Enlightenment programmes 
should include school education, nationwide 
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campaigns through mass media, and any 
other useful measures. 

(2) Countermeasures against Supply 
1) Investigation of drug-related activities 

should be carried out strictly and thoroughly. 
Drugs are transported from producing 

countries to consuming countries by air, sea 
or road and they are usually concealed skill
fully. To detect these drug traffickings, ef
fective inspections of persons and goods 
moving internationally should be performed 
regularly. To cope with the increase of per
sons and goods moving across borders and 
with skillful concealment, officers in charge 
of inspection should be equipped with tech
nical devices such a'"l X-ray detectors or 
trained drug-detecting dogs. These inspec
tions should be done at all the transit points. 

To detect drug manufacturers, special task 
forces in investigative agencies should be or
ganized in accordance with necessity. Since 
drug syndications may resist severely, mem
bers of these forces should be trained and 
well equipped. 

As a measure against cultivation of coca 
leaves, cannabis, and opium poppies, these 
plantations should be destroyed promptly, 
and if necessary, military forces should be 
utilized to attain this purpose. In some coun
tries the planting of cannabis was tradition
ally permitted. However, the planting of can
nabis should be subplanted, in these coun
tries, with crops that are economically 
feasible. 

2) Utilizing the banking system is neces
sary for drug syndications. Money is circu
lated through bank accounts under false 
names in order to ensure sufficient and liquid 
money for drug dealing while avoiding or 
minimizing taxation, to finance their illicit ac
tivities. In order to uncover these drug trans
actions, a system of identification is required 
for certain large currency transactions and 
these transactions should be reported auto
matically by banks to investigative agencies. 
By investigating these reports, investigative 
agencies could effectively identify these drug 
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syndications. 
3) Punishment of drug-related activities, 

including possession, trafficking, importa
tion, exportation, manufacturing or cultiva
tion of drugs should incur harsher punish
ment including the death penalty which 
should by introduced and applied to danger
ous trafficking cases. Also severe punish
ment should be applied to corruption cases 
related to drug syndication and to attacks 
upon criminal justice organizations. 

4) All of the profits acquired through drug
related activities should be confiscated. How
ever, drug lords may scatter their assets among 
various countries or may transfer their as
sets nominally to their near relatives to evade 
confiscation. As countermeasures against 
these evasions, the possibility of adopting the 
following measures should be examined: con
fiscating the offender's assets in other coun
tries by the use of sentences decided in an
other country; confiscating another person's 
assets on the condition that he or she knew 
at the time of acquisition of said assets that 
they were originally purchased with the prof
its they were obtained from drug trafficking 
and that the nominal possessor did not pay 
a substantial price for them. 

Illegal Immigrants 

A. Problem and Analysis 
As the measures of transportation improve 

and economic relationships between coun
tries become intertwined, the number of 
migrants from developing countries to devel
oped countries tends to increase. On the one 
hand, abundant information about develop
ed countries offered by improved interna
tional communication stimulates people's 
desire for a higher standard of living, and on 
the other hand, the wide disparities in wage 
and exchange rates tempt them to migrate 
to developed countries. Although these phe
nomena can be commonly seen in many 
countries, developed countries' policies to
ward foreign laborers differ by country, and 
each situation of immigrants influences each 

crime situation. 
The countries which opened their labor 

market to foreign laborers, e.g. F.R.G., are 
suffering from an increase in crime caused 
by social factors related to the increase of im
migrants. On the other hand, countries which 
maintain strict restrictions on foreign 
laborers, e.g. Japan, are facing a rise in ille
gal activities involving the smuggling and ex
ploitation of foreign laborel's. 

The latter phenomena involving those who 
illegally immigrate from East and South Asi
an countries to Japan for economic reasons 
are rapidly increasing. A number of these im
migrants are women from Thailand, Korea, 
and the Philippines among others. Gangster 
groups are coordinating their transport to Ja
pan. These gangster groups tempt women 
to work in Japan by playing on their desire 
to gain high incomes. Although all necessary 
procedures, including forged passports, to 
enter Japan are arranged by the gangster 
groups, the jobs promised them do not exist 
and they are compelled to pay back the 
charge of immigration after arriving in Ja
pan. Consequently, they are forced to work 
as prostitutes under the supervision of mem
bers of the gangster groups and they are sub
ject to exploitation by these groups. 

Such gangster groups activities should be 
extinguished by strict investigation and pun
ishment because of the following reasons: 
These gangster groups infringe upon the 
women's fundamental rights taking advan
tage of their powerless position and reluc
tance to complain to the police because they 
are in violation of immigration laws; these 
activities are one of the major income 
sources for these gangster groups which is 
extended to other activities, 

However, the present posture of investi
gative agencies is insufficient. Even if such 
a prostitution ring is detected, the gangster 
groups in the countries from which the 
prostitutes originate are not exposed because 
of the lack of international cooperation. In
vestigation of these cases usually results in 
unsatisfactOlY termination and only the man-
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ager of the prostitution club and a few mem
bers who supervised the prostitutes are 
prosecuted. In order to extinguish such hu
man trades, effective international coopera
tion is necessary. 

B. Countermeasures 
(1) In countries where women are recruit

ed, governmental license should be required 
to manage recruitment of women for employ
ment in foreign countries. The applications 
of new companies and already licenced com
panies should be carefully examined. For ef
fective control of these recruiting companies, 
interviews of these women in Japan should 
be carried out. 

(2) Underground recruiting activities car
ried out without governmental license should 
be suppressed by strict investigation and 
punishment. In order for effective investiga
tion to take place, international cooperation, 
e.g. exchange of information about gangster 
groups, and cooperation on securing evi
dence, should be promptly enhanced. 

(3) Enlightenment of the people in coun
tries from which women originate should be 
expanded to inform them of actual conditions 
and activities of gangster groups. 

Terrorism 

A. Problem and Analysis 
Problems and countermeasures related 

with subversive activities motivated by ideol
ogies were discussed under this topic. How
ever, we did not to try to settle a definition 
of terrorism because even the United Na
tions has not been able to arrive at a univer
sally agreed upon definition of terrorism. 
There was a strong opinion that all subver
sive activities including the ones committed 
by organized gangster groups should be in
cluded under this term. However, we exclud
ed the ones not motivated by ideologies from 
our discussion, because crimes committed by 
gangster groups are discussed under other 
items and we want to clarify this point. 

Terrorism is one of major obstructions to 
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development. Terrorists are aware that by 
hindering development and causing malfunc
tions of society, they can access power. On 
the other hand, it should be noted that the 
frequency and lethal impact of their crimes 
have been increasing in recent years against 
the background of socio-economic develop
ment and internationalization. Their impor
tant features can be described as follows: 

(1) Their activities have been becoming in
ternationalized because travel between 
different countries has become easier. 
Their attacks may be decided on and pre
pared in a country other than one where 
they are actually carried out, and weap
ons and explosives necessary for the at
tacks may be transported across nation
al boundaries before they a:'e carried out. 
In recent years, closer ties have been es
tablished among different terrorist 
groups; 

(2) The terrorist operations are either spon
sored, organized, encouraged, directed or 
materially and logistically supported by 
a state for the purpose of intimidating an
other state, person or organization. T~1f'3e 
situations are known as "state ten'orism'; 

(3) A global system of competitive arms sales 
makes modern weapons more easily 
available to terrorist groups; 

(4) A high degree of cooperation between 
terrorist groups and organized crime 
groups seems to have occurred on certain 
occasions in recent years, for example, 
linking drug trafficking with arm smug
gling; 

(5) Mass communications assure instantane
ous publicity for terrorist acts which is 
one of their main objectives. 

B. Countermeasures 
(1) The most basic and important point to 

consider about countermeasures against ter
rorism is to recognize that all acts of terror
ism are crimes by nature, irrespective of 
their motivations, because they are commit
ted by violent measures which cause lethal 
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consequences. Therefore, terrorists who 
commit those crimes must be strictly inves
tigated, prosecuted, and convicted if found 
guilty, regardless of their motivations or ob
jectives. 

(2) In the context of recent activities of ter
rorists, international cooperation for effec
tive prevention and investigation has become 
very important. International cooperation 
should be enhanced in the fields of informa
tion exchange, securing evidence, determin
ing the jurisdiction, extradition of the 
offenders, and so on. 

Regarding extradition, the political offence 
exception should not bar extradition for 
crimes of terrorist violence under existing in
ternational conventions. 

The establishment of a uniform standard 
of penalties to be imposed on terrorists in dif
ferent countries should be considered in or
der to eliminate inequalities. 

(3) To counter the "state terrorism," coun
tries who violate international law and resort 
to terrorist violence should be effectively 
curbed by the international community, and 
the United Nations should develop mecha
nisms for the control of such behavior. 

(4) Contemporary societies rely on various 
technological and scientific means and their 
important faculties are centralized to sever
al spots, e.g. nuclear plants communication 
cables, computer centers and the like. If 
these spots were destroyed by a terrorist at
tack, it would cause devastating conse
quences. These vulnerable targets should be 
secured and protected by appropriate meas
ures. 

(5) Weapons, ammunition and explosives 
should be effectively controlled by appropri
ate regulations in respective countries. 

(6) Victims and witnesses of terrorism 
should be effectively protected from attacks 
or intimidations of terrorists. 

(7) Governments should encourage the es
tablishment of guildelines for the mass me
dia to control the following: sensationalizing 
and justifying terrorist violence; dissemina
tion of strategic information on potential tar-

gets; and dissemination of tactical informa
tion while terrorist acts are taking place. 
However, these guidelines should not be in
tended to restrict the basic human right of 
freedom of speech and information. 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

Through our discussion, it was reaffirmed 
that crimes have a very strong correspond
ence with development and that establishing 
efficient and appropriate countermeasures to 
crimes is a necessary condition for success
ful development. These countermeasures 
vary in response to the specific crimes. How
ever, some common characteristics can be 
extracted from these countermeasures. They 
are as follows: 

(1) Criminal justice systems must pay suffi
cient attention to the changes in the crime 
situation in terms of social development 
and it has to establish appropriate coun
termeasures, including legislation, and 
correct prediction of criminal situations; 

(2) Collaboration of criminal justice and ad
ministration has become very necessary. 
Criminal justice systems cannot realize 
the prevention of crime without effective 
cooperation with administrative depart
ments. This means that cooperation of 
both agencies has become important; 

(3) Special knowledge about science, tech
nology, economy, and the like become in
dispensable for proper investigation and 
trial. Securing officers who have special 
knowledge and cooperating with univer
sities is becoming important. On the other 
hand, it is also important to upgrade the 
quality of ordinary officers who work in 
criminal justice organization; 

(4) Enlightenment of people about new kinds 
of crime has become very important to 
uphold people's security; 

(5) International cooperation has become 
very important. 

These characteristics will occur commOl1-
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ly in countermeasures against other crimes 
interrelated with development, so we think 
that these characteristics are recommenda
ble as general indices of countermeasures 
against these crimes. 

Session 2: Search for a Comprehen
sive and Integrated Ap
proach to Fair and 
Effective Crime Preven
tion Policies and Strategies 
with Special Emphasis on 
the Protection of the 
Rights of Victims and the 
Incorporation of Such 
Policies and Strategies 
into Overall National De
velopment Plans 

Chai1person: Mr. David Kipkoech Kimeto 
(Kenya) 

Rapporteur: N!r. A11hur Edmonds (iVJalaysia) 
Advisors: Mr. Kzmihiro Horiuchi 

Mr. Yutaka Nagashima 

Introduction 

With the quickening pace of industrializa
tion and urbanization and with significant im
provements in communication and 
transportation, attendant changes are seen 
taking place in the socio-cultural, economic 
and political fabric of nations. The impact of 
development has been quite marked in some 
countries especially in the areas of societal 
norms and social behaviour and more signifi
cantly in the area of a rapidly expanding liti
gious conscious society. 

Along with the general improvement in liv
ing standards and the quality of life of peo
ple, certain undesirable socio-economic 
trends have surfaced exposing the pitfalls, 
gaps and inadequacies of policy formulation, 
strategies, approaches, and direction in na
tional development planning. This has left in 
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its wake a depression in the cherished ideals 
and objectives of socio-economic develop
ment spelt out in development programmes. 

With lopsided intersectoral development 
and rapid urbanisation, the rural-urban 
migration continues unabated. Differential 
value orientations and the value conflict aris
ing there-from, social disorganisation has 
come to stay in major towns and cities. 

The spectrum of this disorganisation, com
pounded with the problems of economic in
equality and marginalisation, are influencing 
the growing phenomenon of social conflict 
and of decent living. Together these condi
tions are contributing to the current trend of 
increasing criminality, including that of 
juvenile criminality as seen in many coun
tries. It is not only crimes of opportunity that 
are on the increase but also an uptrend is not
ed in commercial and corporate related 
crimes, computer crimes and in the threat 
posed by syndicated criminal activities. 
These crimes together with the growing 
trend of trans-national criminality can se
verely impair the orderly development of so
ciety and gravely jolt the foundations of 
democratic institutions. 

Industrialization has brought in its wake 
issues of environmental concern. Air and 
water pollution and the indiscriminate and 
illicit discharge of industrial waste and nox
ious material into rivers and seas are enc1an
gering public health and essential marine life. 
This concern for environmental issues has 
grown in light of the inadequacy of adminis
trative and legal instruments to effectively 
counter these situations at the expense of 
victims in particular and society in general. 

In many coulri.ries the growth of crime is 
caused by deteriorating socio-economic con
ditions leading to poverty, unemployment, 
lack of proper housing, the absence of educa
tional opporhmities and health services. Dys
functional development has become 
criminogenic in some countries resulting in 
individuals, groups and segments of the 
population becoming victims of this disturb
ing development. 



EFFECTIVE CRIME PREVENTION POLICIES 

In the discourse of cO~ltemporary criminol
ogy the protection of the rights of victims has 
become a matter of much attention and em
phasis. Its manifestation is currently seen in 
international bodies urging and criinino10gist 
advocating that nations give due emphasis 
to take adequate measures to reflect the 
same in national development plans for the 
more effective protection of rights of victims 
and more so for the criminal justice systems 
to be sensitive and responsive to these rights. 

Issues Identified 

The discussion group, after much deliber
ation and review of existing literature on the 
subject and other related resource materials 
including the report of the "Seventh United 
Nations CongTess on the Prevention of Crime 
and the Treatment of Offenders" with spe
cial reference to the "Declaration of Basic 
Principles for Victims of Crime and Abuse 
of Power" and the country papers present
ed by participants, reached consensus and 
identified 3 central issues that were consi
dered substantial enough to cover the sub
ject and yet specific enough to be relevant 
indicators to practical action. These issues 
are: 

(a) The significance of Inter-agency Coordi
nated Action; 

(b) The adequacy of laws to protect victims; 
and 

(c) Juvenile Delinquency and the protection 
of juvenile rights. 

The group, referred to the definition of 
"Victims" contained in the Declaration of 
Basic Principles for Victims of Crime and 
Abuse of Power and cited it in the discus
sions that subsequently followed. A victim 
has been defined as "a person who individu
ally or collectively has suffered harm, includ
ing physical or mental injury, emotional 
suffering, economic loss or substantial im
pairment of their fundamental rights, 
through, acts or omissions that are in vio1a-

tion of all1aws (and recog11ised internation
al norms relating to human dignity and 
fundamental rights for which no penal pro
visions exist) operative within member 
states." 

The issues enumerated above were so con
densed as to concisely cover the many facts 
of the topic consistent with the above defi
nition. 

The Significance of 
Inter-Agency Coordinated Action 

It has been very appropriately pointed out 
that crime should not be treateLl as an iso
lated problem to be dealt with by simplistic 
and fragmentary methods but rather a::: a 
complex and multidimensional phenomenon 
requiring systematic strategies and differen
tiated approaches by the criminal justice 
system. 

Furthermore, the formulation of crime 
prevention policies within the overall frame
work of economic and social planning neces
sitates an integrated approach in which 
urbanization, population movement, educa
tion and social welfare programmes must be 
taken into account. Running parallel to this 
approach must therefore be the need for 
inter-agency coordinated action for the for
mulation of systematic and effective crime 
prevention policies and strategies in relation 
to national development planning. 

Coordinated activity is not a new concept 
altogether and has been acknowledged as 
crucial to the development process and yet 
coordinated working relationships leaves 
much to be desired. Government agencies 
are noted for their lack of mutual consulta
tion and the tendency to work in a disjoint
ed manner. Even so, issues pertaining to the 
inter relationships of activities and functions 
in the "areas of legislation, law enforcement, 
the judicial process, the treatment of 
offenders and juvenile justice" have been 
treated in isolation. This inconsistency is 
seen as a sad reflection of the functional 
aspects of the criminal justice systems 
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prevailing in many countries. Ministries and 
agencies charged with these crucial respon
sibilities do not seem to be able to organize 
amongst themselves in a systematic and sus
tained manner. Even if they do relate, it is 
on an ad-hoc basis of limited utility and thus 
lacks conscious application to put into proper 
perspective the preventive element into de
velopment plans. 

The Adequacy of Laws 
to Protect Victims 

It has been acknowledged that the primary 
basis for the protection of the rights of vic
tims is the existence of sufficient penal sta
tutes and subsidiary legislation to effectively 
deal with offenders. It is within this legal 
framework that a victim is recognized as a 
victim and is so brought into the judicial 
process through which he shall have 
recourse to justice and the enforcement of 
his fundamental rights. 

It was accepted that there are in existence 
sufficient laws in most countries to cover a 
wide spectrum of wrong doings and omis
sions. However the inadequacy of penal pro
visions and legislation were noted in 2 areas 
and. they are: 

(a) The absence of legal provisions for some 
form of restitution, benefit payment or 
compensations to victims of crime and 
other statutory violations; and 

(b) The inadequacy of punishment in relation 
to the nature and gravity of offences. 

Compensation and Restitution 
to Victims of Crime and 

Other Statutory Violations 

It is seen that the "victim" turns to the 
criminal justice system for help. However 
the role of the criminal justice system vis-a
vis the victim appears especially in the for
mal setting to be restricted to view the vic
tim as an active participant only in so far as 
it helps the system find the perpetrator of the 
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crime without adequately providing for some 
form of restitution for the injury and suffi
cient protection from further violations. The 
only recourse the victim has in such circum
stances is by way of civil proceedings, the 
process of which is time consuming and a 
financial burden to the victim. 

Some countries have enacted compensa
tion and other protection related laws to pro
tect the rights of victims. 

In Japan, the "Crime Victims Benefit Pay
ment Law" was enacted in 1981. Under this 
system, if a person is killed or seriously in
capacitated by the deliberate act of a second 
person, the government pays benefits to the 
surviving members of the victims family or 
to the physically incapacitated person. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
"Victim Protection Act" came into force in 
1987. This law provides for the victim to en
force restitutional claims against the offender 
under civil law within the scope of criminal 
procedure. 

In the U.S.A., the "Federal Victim and 
Witness Protection Act" came into force in 
1982. This act improves the position of vic
tims in criminal procedure. The act makes 
it a requirement that a "Victim Impact State
ment" be prepared and presented to the 
court. This statement contains information 
on the consequences of the offense for the 
crime victim taking into account the finan
cial, social, physical and psychological 
damages suffered as a result of the violation 
of the law. This enactment provides for 
offender-restitution as a penal sanction. 

Reference was also made to the provisions 
contained in the Criminal Procedure Code of 
Malaysia and Fiji. Section 426 of the Malay
sian Criminal Procedure Code states, "the 
court before which a person is convicted of 
any crime may in its discretion make an ord
er for the payment by him of a sum to be 
fixed by the court by way of compensation 
action to any person, or to the representa
tives of any person injured in respect of his 
person, character or property by the crime 
or offence for which the seutence is passed." 
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This provision has rarely been invoked. 
Another victim protection related law in 

Malaysia is the "Abduction and Criminal In
timidation of Witnesses Act 1947 (revised 
1977)". This Act provides for increased 
punishments for the offences of abduction 
and criminal intimidation in certain circum
stances. Whoever abducts any person and 
whoever commits criminal intimidation, 
impeding the course of justice or with intent 
to impede the course of justice may be 
punished with imprisonment for not more 
than 14 years and 10 years respectively. 

Sections 161 and 162 of the "Fijian Crimi
nal Procedure Code" provides for compen
sation to the victim from the fines imposed 
on the offenders by a court of law. However, 
the courts exercise discretion on this matter. 

Inadequacy of Punishment 
in Relation to the Nature 
and Gravity of Offences 

Discussion 0'1 this aspect reflected the con
cern of participants as it was felt that exist
ing punishment provided for certain sensitive 
offences not commensurate with the nature 
and gravity of these offences. It was ob
served that criminal justice systems do not 
respond fast enough to recommend new laws 
or amendments to existing laws for enhanced 
punishment in respect of certain offences 
that are generating bitter sentiments and 
public outcry. 

Economic, commercial and syndicated 
crimes are in this category. Existing penal 
sanctions to counter effectively the rising in
cidence of these crimes are inadequate and 
are in need of review. These crimes can ad
versely affect the financial, social and polit
ical stability of countries if measures to 
counter this phenomenon are not attended 
to promptly. 

Attention is also focused on environmen
tal related laws. In view of the characteris
tics of growing industrialization, technology 
and scientific progress, special protection 
should be ensured in matters pertaining to 

public health, the environment and in defin
ing the criminal responsibility of offenders. 
The urgency for this protection is a reality. 
The "Minamata Disease" outbreak in Japan 
was due to the contamination of water and 
marine life caused by the indiscriminate dis· 
charge of industrial waste into the sea. The 
second case in point is the "Bhopal Disaster" 
in India. These two cases should suffice to 
reinforce this urgency. 

In Japan, national governmental organs 
acting in concert concentrate on preventing 
pollution before it occurs through measures 
such as maximum limits on industrial emis
sions and effluents and strict limits and regu
lations governing hazardous industrial waste 
disposal. Criminal sanctions are authorized 
against those 'responsible for environmental 
pollution hazardous to public health even 
though no deaths or injuries actually occur. 

There is a concern also for the threat posed 
by computer fraud. Aware of this develop
ment, Japan amended its Penal Code in 1987 
inserting relevant provisions to effectively 
deal with computer crimes. Some of the 
amendments include: 

-the act of obstructing the business of 
another by the destruction of computer or 
electro-magnetic records or by inputting 
false information or wrong commands into 
the computer or by having the computer 
not work in accordance with its instruc
tions by other means the maximum term 
of imprisonment was enhanced to five 
years and the maximum fine was raised to 
400,000 yen; and 

-the act of obtaining an economic advantage 
by making untrue electro-magnetic 
records by means of inputting false infor
mation or wrong commands into the com
puter or by submitting false electro
magnetic records about obtaining, losing 
or changing the right of property to the ad
ministration of the affairs of another. 

Law Reform Commissions have been es
tablished in some countries as in Kenya, 
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Tanzania and Fiji to review existing laws and 
to recommend better laws and effective le
gal provisions and procedures compatible 
with current realities and in keeping with so
cietal developments and changes. 

For the criminal justice system to have any 
significant impact on the protection of vic
tims' rights in relation to social development 
it must become more aware of its external 
environment for example: changing social 
trends and demographic patterns. 

Juvenile Delinquency and 
the Protection of Juvenile Rights 

It has been accepted by every authority as 
virtually self-evident that anti-social be
haviour of youths, without positive and time
ly intervention and response from relevant 
authorities, will be carried over into adult ac
tivities. There appears to be a correlation be
tween the victimization of children and their 
subsequent adult conduct as offenders vic
timizing others ("The Victimization Spiral"). 
There is considerable agreement to the fact 
that delinquents are not born as such but 
rather, are products of "Culture and En
vironment" and of "Sociological and Psycho
logical Conditioning" that eventually gives 
way to adult criminality. 

It was therefore seen as imperative that 
protecting juveniles and young persons from 
falling victims to criminogenic situations be 
the top most priority on the agenda of crimi
nal justice agencies and the basis of crime 
prevention policies in relation to socio
economic planning. This priority was viewed 
not only from the stand point of neutralising 
thE: "Victimization Spiral" but also from the 
perspective that the survival of a culture is 
dependent on children and as a group, chil
dren represent the future. The future de
velopment of a strong and stable society 
would therefore require that children and 
youths be brought up in suitable circum
stances and environment and to be accord
ed opportunities to actively participate in 
community life. 
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Factors Influencing 
Juvenile Criminality 

Critical factors that were identified and 
unanimously agreed upon as seedbeds for 
juvenile criminality include: 

(a) domestic violence and unstable homes; 
(b) poverty and poor living conditions as ob

served in some developing nations; 
(c) public apathy to the re-socialization of re

habilitated juveniles, seen both in de
veloping and developed countries; 

(d) the peculiarities of the criminal justice 
system: it was noted that in Kenya, chil
dren below the age of 4 years are admit
ted to prison accompanying their mothers 
convicted of crimes. Those being the for
mative years of a child this situation will 
undoubtedly have negative psychological 
effects in the latter years of the child. The 
child is indirectly criminalised and ac
quires the tendency to develop a prison 
sub-culture at an early stage of his life; 

(e) unsatisfactory education strategies in the 
face of changing realities and societal sen
sitivities including the heavy pressure on 
students for scholary achievements: it 
was pointed out that in one country, many 
do not attend school because education
al policies and school curriculum set by 
the central agency are not compatible 
with regional needs and realities. It was 
also indicated that frustrated and disap
pointed students, because of poor grades 
and the stigma associated with failure, 
have a tendency to resort to criminal be
haviour; 

(f) the influence of mass-communication giv
ing rise to value conflicts conducive to 
juvenile criminality; and 

(g) the rapid social-cultural changes: the 
problems of rural-urban migration is seen 
in this context and the erosion of family 
ties. 
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Suggestions-A Guide 
to Practical Action 

Having considered the issues very broad
ly, we outline below the following sugges
tions to cover salient points of general 
interest and utility to serve as a guide to 
practical action. These suggestions are not 
so categorised as to run parallel to the issues 
because of the interrelationships and link
ages of these suggestions to one another, and 
must, as such, be appreciated in their totali
ty and as a whole, taking into account the 
multifarious facets of the subject matter. It 
must be mentioned that these suggestions 
should also be read in the context of a coun
try's development priorities and public poli
cy given the constraints and limitations of 
scarce economic and social resources. 

a) Merging Similar Functions 
To coordinate effectively the activities and 

programmes of the criminal justice system 
it is seen expedient that the components of 
the system performing similar and related 
functions come under one roof. This would 
avoid duplication of effort and prevent the 
waste of scarce managerial resources. It has 
been noted that in some countries, the treat
ment and rehabilitation of juvenile offenders 
are carried out by the Prisons Department 
and also the Social Welfare agencies work
ing in isolation. This type of administrative 
arrangement requires an urgent review. 

b) Improving Communication through Inter
Agency Transfers, Etc. 
Another aspect for serious consideration 

in the area of better coordination within the 
criminal justice agencies and all other agen
cies within the administrative machinery of 
the government is in the matter rel~.ted to 
inter-agency transfers, job rotation, and the 
exchange and attachment of personnel on a 
predetermined basis. This practice will aid 
in sensitizing personnel to exposing them to 
the needs of different organizations enabling 
them to relate better in the conduct of their 

working relationships. Furthermore, it will 
contribute to mutual appreciation and under
standing of strategies and programmes and 
of departmental objectives in relation to na
tional socio-economic development objec
tives thus providing for better unity in 
direction. 

c) Establishing Working Relationships and Im
proving Rapport through Committees and 
Associations 
Countries may also consider establishing, 

on a formal basis, a kind of forum to bring 
together the administrators of the compo
nents of the criminal justice system, on a 
regular basis, for consultations and for the 
mutual exchange of views. 

It was mentioned that in Thailand there is 
a proposal to establish a Law Center in one 
of the leading universities. The functions of 
this proposal are: to provide guidelines for 
a more meaningful working relationship 
amongst components of the criminal justice 
system; to carry out research work in crimi
nal justice administration; and to organise 
and conduct international seminars on mat
ters incidental thereto. 

d) Establishing Crime Prevention Councils 
The formalisation of crime prevention 

councils either at the national level or region
al level is not only seen as a significant fo
rum that can bring criminal justice 
administrators together but also as a sys
tematic organization bringing these adminis
trators into formal contact with members of 
the public and private agencies including so
cial and voluntary bodies and more impor
tantly, the community to relate better in the 
fight against crime. The effectiveness of the 
crime prevention council is seen in the fol

lowing areas: 

-council members relating and cooperating 
with policy makers in evolving rational 
crime prevention policies and strategies; 

-the effective coordination of preventive ac
tivities by the police and other related 
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crime prevention agencies; 
-to make aware to the community, their role 

in crime prevention; 
-initiating research on crime trends and 

evaluating them; and 
-in the area of planning and implementation 

of prevention programmes. 

In Singapore, The National Crime Preven
tion Council has been established and ap
pears to be functioning well coordinating the 
efforts of the community, associations, the 
public and plivate sectors in the fight against 
crime. 

e) Sensitizing the Components of the O'iminal 
Justice System through Tmining 
It is also seen as desirable that the com

ponents of the Criminal Justice Systems play 
a much more active role to sensitize its per
sonnel to the functions of the System in con
nection with the protection of the inalienable 
rights of society in relation to national de
velopment goals and aspirations. The Malay
sian delegate mentioned that the Royal 
Malaysia Police in conjunction with the Na
tional University of Malaysia, has initiated 
a diploma level Police Science training 
programme for senior police personnel. The 
core subjects of this programme include 
criminal justice administration, criminology, 
forensic science, law and research methodol
ogy. The objective of this programme is not 
only to provide specialized training in crime 
control but also to upgrade the level of 
professionalism of the police service in the 
context of national development. It was felt 
that this training programme should be ex
tended to the other components of the crimi
nal justice system in Malaysia and perhaps 
the future participation of foreign students 
be considered. 

In Fiji, the Police Service Commission, 
with the cooperation of the University of the 
South Pacific, has made available a degree 
course on management to police personnel. 
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f) Proactive Response to Effective Cdme 
Prevention Stmtegies and for Better Legal 
Provisions and Safegum'ds 
It has been observed that the promulgation 

of new legal sanctions and the initiation of 
effective crime prevention strategies have al
ways been an exercise after a tragic incident 
has occurred or wherein a situation has so 
developed as to threaten the peace and secu
rity of nations. Criminal justice response in 
this respect has traditionally been of the 
"Reactive Type." It is therefore deemed ex
pedient that criminal justice administrators 
remain sensitive to global issues and occur
rences, appreciating them and taking posi
tive steps to initiate provisions to address 
such eventualities should they occur. They 
should be "Proactive" in their vision and ac
tions to ensure the vitality of the climinal 
justice system. 

g) Crime Impact Statement 
Countries may consider, the incorporation 

of crime prevention strategies in develop
ment programmes by preparing "Crime Im
pact Statements" summarizing the 
criminogenic potential of new social and eco
nomic development plans and outlining the 
criminal justice system needs that the im
plementation of development programmes 
will generate. 

It was indicated that Japan, in the initial 
stage of her industrialisation and develop
ment strategy, practiced a form of social 
defense system through which teams consist
ing of national planners and reseachers ana
lysed crime trends correlatively with social 
changes and development. Strategic social 
programmes were then prepared and con
stituted a integral part of her national de
velopment. 

It) The Creation of Legislative Pac7wges 
The increase in economic and commercial 

crimes, syndicated crimes and environmen
tal violations and other new trends of crimi
nality have been observed as running parallel 
to socio-economic development and change. 
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Arising from this change in phenomenon has 
been the need to criminalise acts and omis
sions which culpably expose the life or health 
of human beings or property to potential 
danger. The need for restitution provisions 
are matters of urgent criminal justice pru
dence. In this context, "Integrated Legisla
tive Packages" combining socio-economic 
programmes with new legislation or with 
amendments to existing laws could be con
sidered by countries for its potential utility 
in the development process. 

i) Rights of Victims-Other Considemtions 
Countries should also examine the possi

bility of establishing ombudsmen, legal aid 
bureaus or public complaints bureaus 
through which genuine complaints against 
government agencies are investigated and 
for these bureaus to ensure that such com
plaints are entertained promptly and to pro
tect victims from crime and malpractices. 

Assistance should also include medical and 
psychological help and countries may also 
consider other forms of arbitration and medi
ation procedures in which the parties in
volved can resolve their own conflicts with 
the aid and mediation of the criminal justice 
system. 

j) UNAFEl's Contribution 
UNAFEI, since its establishment in 1962, 

has fully devoted itself to its main task of 
promoting international cooperation and un
derstanding in crime prevention and the 
treatment of offenders. It has since conduct
ed 83 related courses in which a total of 
about 1,900 persons representing 66 coun
tries have participated. 

UNAFEI has also initiated several joint 
regional seminars bringing together criminal 
justice administrators to examine and iden
tify problematic issues confronting criminal 
justice administrations in respective coun
tries and further sensitizing them to the in
tegrated nature of solutions required to 
overcome related problems. UNAFEI fur
ther more encourages the establishment of 

alumni associations in member countries. 
This association may be looked upon as a 
useful informal branch of the criminal justice 
system to further promote understanding 
and cooperation amongst components of the 
system. UNAFEI was proud to note that in 
1988 the UNAFEI alumni in Bangladesh on 
their own initiative organized a seminar on 
"Criminal Administration and Juvenile 
Justice in Bangladesh." A similar seminar 
was also held in Sri Lanka. Countries may 
wish to consider the same. 

Protecting the Rights of Juveniles 

It has been acknowledged that urbaniza
tion, industrialization, the erosion of tradi
tional values, weakening of community 
support systems, the growing influence of 
the mass media and the inability of the edu
cation system to respond to new challenges 
in the socialization of young people are some 
of the socio-economic factors influencing the 
rising incidence of juvenile criminality. It has 
therefore been suggested that social policies 
addressing these issues should be based on 
"social reconstruction through planned de
velopment with an accent on the welfare of 
juveniles. " 

a) Compuls01Y Education 
Compulsory education is one such major 

area that countries should consider serious
ly if social policies are to have any bearing 
on juvenile criminality and welfare. In Japan, 
compulsory education is enshrined in her 
constitution. Compulsory education is seen 
to upgrade the level of literacy making for 
an enlightened society and the development 
of a trained and knowledgeable work force 
so very essential for national development 
considerations. In a similar vein, vocational 
training for youths must also be considered. 

b) Community Based and Non-Institutional 
Treatment 

In the Rehabilitation and Correctional 
aspects of juvenile delinquency, there is a 
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need for countries to intensify community 
based and non-institutional treatment with 
emphasis placed on the potential value of 
young persons in society. In addition to pub
lic rehabilitation and treatment agencies, 
voluntary organisations and private concerns 
should be encouraged to come forward to 
supplement and complement the efforts of 
public agencies to eliminate environmental 
factors generating delinquency and to assist 
probation officers in the dissemination of in
formation on ideas and policies regarding 
prevention and rehabiiitation to the public. 
By actively involving volunteer workers, the 
criminal justice system can be successfully 
integrated into formal social control systems. 
Community Based rehabilitation schemes 
must include physical, mental, and psycho
logical training, as well as academic rehabili
tation including spiritual guidance. It has 
been accepted that effective community 
based treatment makes for improved youth 
relations within the community and that in 
the long run it influences the reversal of 
trends of juvenile criminality and recividism. 

c) Expertise and Professionalism in Juvenile 
Delinquency Management 
Another significant aspect is the expertise 

and professionalism of the personnel tasked 
'.:0 manage juvenile related matters. In Japan, 
full-time psychologists and sociologists are 
attached to all cOlTectional and rehabilitation 
facilities. The professional approach adopt
ed by these specialists in the appreciation of 
the psychological make-up of juveniles and 
the analysis of the causal factors of juvenile 
criminality, facilitates the formulation of 
comprehensive programmes for the treat
ment of juveniles. 

d) The "Beijing Rules" 
These rules should also be considered in 

the context of effective juvenile manage
ment. Some of the propositions that this in
strument spells out are: 

-sufficient attention should be given to posi-
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tive measures involving mobilization of 
resources, such as the family, volunteers 
and community groups to promote the 
well-being of juveniles; 

-juvenile justice should be an integral part 
of the national development processes of 
each country; 

-efforts should be made to provide neces
sary assistance such as lodging, education, 
vocational training and employment to 
facilitate the rehabilitation process; 

-with regard to institutional treatment, 
measures have to be taken to provide care, 
protection, education and vocational skills 
to assist offenders in assuming construc
tive and productive roles in society; and 

-efforts are to be taken to provide semi
institutional arrangements such as half
way houses, educational homes and other 
centers to assist juveniles in their re
integration into society. 

In Japan, fourteen government ministries 
and agencies share a concern and responsi
bility for proper guidance, nurture, protec
tion and rehabilitation of juveniles. The 
formulation of fundamental policies and 
goals by these ministries and agencies, based 
on the recommendations of the Youth 
Problems Commission, are coordinated by 
the Youth Development Headquarters under 
the Management and Coordination Agency. 
The Youth Development R.Q. promotes con
sultations among ministries and agencies on 
important juvenile issues and the adjustment 
of budget items on juvenile matters. 

In Malaysia, youth activities arE: aimed at 
fostering unity among youths of various eth
nic groups as well as inculcating discipline 
and self-reliance. These activities include the 
provision of skill training for unemployed 
youths at the various youth training centers. 
Financial assistance is provided for youths 
who are trained to set up their own business
es and undertake agricultural activity. There 
are about 24 youth associations in Malaysia 
coordinated at the national level by the 
Malaysian Youth Council. A National Youth 
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Cooperative Movement was established in 
1976. Its aim is to mobilise youths in eco
nomic activities which include housing and 
property development, import and export, 
distribution of products and activities such 
dS advertising, brokerage and insurance. 

It is imperative that integrated policies for 
the sound nurture of children and youth be 
developed and reflected in social plans en
compassing the indispensable need to 
strengthen the spiritual, mental and physi
cal attributes of children and youths. 

Conclusion 

Three major issues were discussed in re
lation to the multifaceted nature of the sub
ject. The discussion of these issues were 
centered around 5 themes, namely: 

- The integration of the criminal justice sys
tem into the development machinery of 
countries; 

-The establishment of an efficient and ef
fective system of criminal justice adminis
tration sensitive and responsive to 
contemporary socio-economic develop
ment, changes and societal needs; 

- The adaptation of the criminal justice sys
tem to the concept of restitution to encom
pass victims and society; 

-The question of what countries can do to 
prevent juveniles from not becoming vic
tims of society; and 

- The need to approach issues not merely 
from the standpoint of "protecting" 
juveniles and victims of crime but more 
significantly from the perspective of pro
tecting the "rights" of juveniles and 
victims. 

It must be understood that this subject is 
a complex jig-saw puzzle with no simple 
straight forward solutions, further complicat
ed by different national perceptions, priori
ties and stages of development. This 
discussion and the suggestions afforded 
herein is yet another attempt to fit a piece 

into this incomplete puzzle and another ef
fort in the continuous search for a compre
hensive and an integrated approach to 
effective crime prevention policies emphasiz
ing the rights of victims in relation to de
velopment goals. 

Session 3: The Response of the Crimi
na.l Justice System to 
Development a.nd Human 
Rights 

Chairpersons: M1'. Parvataneni Sai Vam 
Prasad (India) 

Rapporteur: M1', Eric Alfredo Chirino San
chez (Costa Rica) 

Advisors: M1', Norio Nishimum 
M1', Akio Yamaguchi 

Introduction 

Trends in criminality can be viewed as a 
response to social conditions or in the con
text of urbanisation and industrialisation 
seen in most developing countries, The b'an
sition from a primarily agricultural society 
to an industrially developed one is not easy, 

Economic development means, among 
other things, social change, Population pro
files, family patterns, income levels and 
other such indicators change with develop
ment. These changes together alter the value 
system, evolving "Anomie', 

The effect of "Anomie" on individuals and 
criminality in a developing country is visible 
and one can find empirical data in support 
thereof, Juvenile delinquency and female 
criminality are examples of changed values 
in a traditional society, 

The effect of "Anomie" on the society as 
a whole in most third world countries is no 
better, Depending on the stage of develop
ment the degree may differ but the basic 
maladies remain the same, Bureaucratic cor
ruption, inadequacy of housing, medical 
care, nutrition and education, mounting ex-
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ternal debt and more importantly a criminal 
justice system that is unresponsive or slow 
to respond to the aspirations of the people, 
are but a few of the problems in a develop
ing economy. 

It is very difficult to understand the 
response of the Criminal Justice to develop
ment and to human rights, unless we take 
into consideration the situation of each coun
try, its culture, history, and problems derived 
from the stage of its development. 

It would then be possible to discuss the 
current action of the Criminal Justice Sys
tem and how this action is affecting the pos
sibilities of development of a country and 
human rights issues in each country. This 
discussion would be incomplete without the 
economic, political and societal approach. 

The Response of the Criminal Justice 
System to Development 

The concept of development cannot be 
viewed merely as economic development, 
because development does not consist of ac
quiring big factories or better highways. On 
the contrary, this concept is related to hu
man beings, the final objective of any socie
tal organisation. 

It may be agreed that the term "develop
ment" refers to the dynamic process within 
the society which gives rise to improvements 
in the overall quality of life and circum
stances of living of the entire community in 
the economic, social, political, technological, 
defense and security fields. 

It may also further be agreed that develop
ment does not produce per se crime, but it 
is true that development, in terms of urbani
sation, and industrialisation brings about a 
certain increase in the officially reported 
crime; because of social disorganisation and 
erosion of traditional and spiritual beliefs. 

Every country is passing through different 
stages of development, and from this point 
of view, the effects of development are 
different in each country. 

Sometimes the stages of development can 
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be related with the increase in crime com
mitted by people in high ranking positions 
affecting the Public Economy and the En
vironment. In other cases, certain stages of 
development can produce tendencies of 
crime unknown in previous stages of de
velopment. Generally speaking, the break
age of social institutions, a by-product of 
development, can produce and increase in 
crime, especially female criminality and 
"white collar" crime. The migration from 
rural areas to urban areas produces unem
ployment in some areas of development, af
fecting the future of large sectors of the 
population, who eventually take to a crimi
nal career. 

In discussing how the different agencies 
of the Criminal Justice System are respond
ing to the dilemma of development, the Panel 
explored the activities of such agencies and 
examined better ways of solving the appar
ent inefficacy of the Criminal Justice System. 
The Judicial SysLem is an instrument of so
cial justice that establishes ways of solving 
conflicts. Nevertheless, social contradictions 
and conflicts generated by haphazard devel
opment may bring about a Judicial System 
that can be an agent of increasing inequali
ty. To illustrate: social oppression is deepen
ing as a result of the support given by the 
state to the most powerful. The result is in
creasing victimization of the most underpriv
ileged sectors and groups, due to their social 
a~d cultural vulnerability. 

Response of the Police 
to Development 

The response of the Police to development 
varies from country to country depending on 
the stage of development and existing legal, 
social, political and cultural framework. The 
response of the police to development has 
not kept pace with overall development. Ur
banization and industrialization led to the 
breakdown of family ties, resulting in vari
ous subcultures and increased criminality. 
The police response to eradicate the increase 
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in criminality is inadequate. 
Other forms of criminality, namely "white 

collar" crimes and those associated with the 
environment, which are typical of the de
velopmental process, need to be also dealt 
with by the police in ways other than tradi
tional forms of crime. Special Investigating 
Bureaus need to be organized to tackle these 
crimes. 

The use of the police by the political ex
ecutive and the economically well-to-do per
sons in the country as tools of oppression 
needs to be checked. 

The problem of the police today in most 
developing countries is that of its credibili
ty. To improve credibility the police ought 
to become closer to the people and make 
themselves acceptable by their conduct and 
actions. In order to make the police effective 
and acceptable, there is a need for the 
government to formulate an overall strate
gy/policy regarding crime prevention with a 
clear enunciation of the role of the police, 
specifically as an instrument of social change 
which alone could facilitate development. 

A vigilant cadre of senior officers is a 
definite safeguard against abuse of power by 
the subordinate staff at the cutting edge lev
el. Police-community relations can improve 
if the latter is involved more actively in the 
affairs of the former more so in regards to 
crime prevention programmes. In order to 
improve the acceptability of the police and 
improve its credibility, the need for stream
lining the existing formal and non-formal 
channels of grievance redress is immediate. 

The Response of the Judiciary 
to Development 

In developing countries, the Judiciary must 
be an instrument of social change and there
fore it must respond to social change, in the 
context of development. This situation is 
very difficult in developing societies, where 
access to protection under the judicial sys
tem is not effective for the most under
privileged sectors. In fact their is a lack of 

knowledge about the judicial system. The 
resources of the system are often primarily 
centered in urban areas to the detriment of 
rural or remote areas, the language used in 
the Judicial system is different from the lan
guage used by the natives, there is difficulty 
in understanding the system because of lack 
of education and procedures are costly and 
difficult for low income people. In most 
cases, justice delayed is justice denied, because 
of the pendency of cases in courts, eroding 
the confidence of the public in the judiciary. 

Another problem is the one which relates 
to the independence of the Judiciary and the 
accountability of the Judiciary. Special atten
tion must be paid.to the actions of the police 
in investigation of crimes committed by 
judges. This is necessary in view of the pos
sibility of such investigation being affected 
by outside influences or by the very inhibi
tion of the investigating agency, considering 
the higher status of the judiciary. 

Necessary amendments to existing sta
tutes may be needed to evaluate the action 
of the Judiciary. Also, it would be useful to 
involve the traditional institutions related 
with conflict-solving processes. This could 
solve the problem of pendency of petty cases 
in Courts, especially in rural areas. Village 
Courts could playa useful role on the model 
of those in Philippines, Thailand and India. 
In urban areas, People's Courts (Lok Adalats 
in India) or the Justice of the Peace System 
can be used to clear up pendency of cases. 

For the investigation of transnational 
crimes, the implementation of Model Courts 
could be a good solution. 

Regarding the problem of the indepen
dence of the Judiciary Vis-a-Vis the neces
sity of community participation, the 
institution of the jury is defined as the best 
way of having the community involved in the 
process of sentencing, although the jury has 
been found to be very difficult to use and to 
control. But this is not the only way. The 
public must take a leading role in the scruti
ny of the actions of the Judiciary. But, this 
scrutiny must be part or the daily concern 
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of public opinion. It is not necessary to cre
ate new public institutions to overlook the 
Judiciary (this in fact could potentially vio
late the Constitution of a country). It means 
that community participation is understood 
as a more complex approach; that of conflict
solving with informal means and informal so
cial controls. 

The Response of the Prosecution 
to Development 

Wherever pn?'Secution is distinctly 
separate from pollee, there is a need for 
greater coordination between the two. 

The action of the Prosecutor's Office is 
necessary for the protection of the poor and 
of the underprivileged sectors of the popu
lation. The actions of this office in dealing 
with this issue should be analyzed from the 
point of view of the Human Rights perspec
tive. In some countries, like India, the Prose
cutor works as a representative of the 
interests of the investigating agency, viz., the 
police. The action of the prosecutor has to 
do more than accomplish only those duties 
related to the activity of investigating and 
punishing crimes. In most countries, the duty 
of the prosecutor is understood in this per
spective and it would follow that he has to 
protect the society from the most important 
problems such as: economic crimes, environ
mental crimes and the access of the poor to 
the criminal justice system. 

The activities of the Prosecutor's Office 
should be checked by the community and the 
Judiciary. The Community Committees have 
shown their importance in countries like 
Thailand and such examples may be fol
lowed by other countries. It is better not to 
have ad hoc agencies working in this field 
because supervision has to be complete and 
is a matter of institutional concern. It would 
also be useful if a unit inside the prosecutor's 
office checks its day to day activity. In coun
tries like Japan, in which the Prosecutor's 
Office exercises powers of dropping a case, 
this possibility must be fully explored. 
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The Response of the Correctional 
System to Development 

The Penitentiary is facing a crisis from 
budget crunchs. There is no space for more 
people in prison. The institutions are over
crowded in most countries. The ministry 
concerned does not have an adequate budg
et to buy more beds, food, tools, etc. In fact, 
budget is reduced each year and there is lit
tle hope of a raise in the near future. Speak
ing in general terms, this situation is due to 
the absence of any clear criminal justice poli
cies. It is necessary that there be a systemat
ic approach to the crime problem. This 
approach must take into account the idea of 
management needed to cover various 
aspects and stages involved in the formula
tion of such policies. Management is not only 
an idea of planning, but is something more 
global referring to the environment, the 
problems, and the practices of the mechan
isms of control of the criminal justice system. 

The Problem of the Penitentiary is not go
ing to be solved by merely building new pri
sons, since they are going to be filled with 
more prisoners anyway. The actions of the 
Police and the Judiciary have to be studied 
in relation to the Correctional Institutions. It 
is this reality which is causing the current 
problem. 

Prisons in developed countries offer "soft" 
possibilities for the prisoners which are im
possible for a common man in most develop
ing societies. But this is not the only 
problem. A definition of con'ection is the bas
ic problem in any coherent analysis of the 
current situation of the correctional institu
tions. If we have a definition of correction 
related with punishment as a retribution for 
society, the prison is going to be the monu
ment committed to deterrence and control. 
But, if the concept of correction is well un
derstood as a possibility of showing a per
son the reasons for being a victim of the 
action of the Criminal Justice System, we are 
going to view the prison as a means of re
habilitation. 



RESPONSE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

The correctional institutions are not dis
charging their functions, they only receive 
the people detained by the police or sen
tenced by the judge. They are not develop
ing a policy of open door to show the actual 
situation, their mistakes and their willing
ness to correct themselves. 

The high number of recidivists indicates 
that the correctional institutions are Bot solv
ing the problem of the deviant or the crimi
nal behaviour. Here, we have another 
possibility for the participation of the com
munity, The Japanese community-based 
treatment system is characterized by the ex
tensive participation of volunteers. The Na
tional Service Scheme in India covering 
undergraduates could be utilised to supple
ment the efforts of the probation officer for 
the offenders to rehabilitate. The problem of 
employment, however, remains unsolved. In 
Saudi Arabia, the Social Welfare and Labour 
Ministry is in charge of helping people find 
a job after completing their sentences. The 
community contributes money to look after 
the family of the convict during his incarcer
ation. The companies offer jobs to the con
victs released not only on their own initiative 
but mainly on account of the overpowering 
influence of religion. For foreign nationals, 
after the punishment they are deported to 
their countries. 

Other solutions include the possibility of 
self employment or rural employment pro
grams and bank loans to promote economic 
activities. In countries with huge tracts of 
land, like Zambia, the Government has a pro
gram of settlers in order to give the released 
prisoners an opportunity of becoming land 
owners and leading a decent life. 

It is felt to be important to develop new 
plans and programs for finding persons pre
pared for the work of probation and to in
crease the number of volunteers in these 
activities. 

Regarding the diversification of communi
ty treatment, the experience in the United 
Kingdom is very interesting. Community 
service is used for those first offenders who 

have committed minor offenses. This pro
gram involves 100 to 600 hours of work by 
the offender for the community, and the pro
gram does not interfere with the daily rou
tine of the person. The person must 
voluntarily do the work and any work must 
be related to the community like gardening, 
repair work etc. If the person willingly 
agrees with the program, the success rate is 
very high. The probation officers supervise 
this work. Under this program, the offenders 
live at home enabling them to lead a normal 
life. This program has the advantage of be
ing less stigmatizing, cheaper and flexible 
than institutional methods. The system is 
also in vogue in Australia and in the U.S. 

Regarding participation of the public in the 
resolution of correctional problems, it would 
be very useful to follow the U.N. Standard 
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners. Important among these rules is 
the visit of public officers to the prison to 
check the prison conditions, which possibly 
can educate the public about Correctional In
stitutions and vice versa. 

It is important to involve the public and to 
alert them about the problems facing Conec
tional Institutions. The public includes lead
ing personalities, human rights activists, 
teachers, priests, housewives etc. 

Development involves people and this me
ans changes according to the necessities of 
the people. We have to open the doors of the 
Criminal Justice System to the public to pro
mote its credibility. 

The Response of the Criminal Justice 
System to Human Rights 

By Human Rights, we mean not only po
litical and civil rights but also economic, so
cial and cultural rights. Political and civil 
rights protect a people by law against cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment, recognize 
the right of every person to life, liberty, 
privacy and security, prohibit slavery, 
guarantee the right to a fair trial and 
safeguard against arbitrary arrest or deten-
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tion. They also uphold the freedoms of 
thought, conscience and religion, the free
dom of opinion and expression, the right of 
peaceful assembly and of emigration, and 
freedom of association. Economic, social and 
cultural rights call for better living conditions 
for a people by acknowledging every person's 
right to work, to fair wages, to form and join 
trade unions, to social security, to adequate 
standards of living and freedom from hun
ger, and to health and education. 

While these human rights are enshrined in 
the constitution or penal code of most coun
tries, in reality they are violated in several 
WHYS, sometimes by the velY agencies of the 
Criminal Justice system who uphold them. 
There is an "inner" wheel within the "offi
cial" wheel of the Criminal Justice System, 
which operates as a tool of intimidation and 
repression of the poor and weaker sections 
of the society. It is of serious concern to all 
right thinking people who value human 
rights. 

The situation gets worse when a govern
ment justifies the acts of the "inner" wheel 
of the Criminal Justice System in the name 
of national security. Development is hollow 
if it is accompanied by a high coefficient of 
Btate violence as exemplified by "missing" 
people, murders and mayhem. Economic 
crimes, environmental crimes and crimes 
against human rights are increasingly no
ticed in developing countries, hampering 
equitable distribution of wealth. 

The developing nations must recognize hu
man rights as an integral relevance to de
velopment. This alone would facilitate the 
emergence of a New International Econom
ic Order and the removal of economic in
justice. However, even human rights cannot 
be considered absolute and are subject to 
"reasonable" restrictions by the state. The 
reasonability of these restrictions determine 
the credibility of the state in the context of 
human rights. 

Human Rights are fundamental and inter
dependent. As such, equal attention should 
be given to the full implementation and pro-
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tection of all these rights. The realization of 
political and civil rights is dependent on so
cial and economic development in the follow
ing three ways: 

a) The availability of human or material 
resources 

b) The benefits of human rights to a people 
would improve with the social and eco
nomic progress made 

c) Economic and social development pro
mote political stability and relatively 
democratic forms of government, which 
support human rights. 

The dilemma of humau rights for the 
criminal justice system begins with the le
gal definitions of crimes as related to prevail
ing political, social and economic conditions 
Qf a country. Within the parameters of these 
definitions, the people (the poor and the 
weak), continue to go through the "revolv
ing door" of the system again and again. 

At times, the principle of legality viz., 
"Nullum crime sine praevia lege, nullum 
poena sine praevia lege" (there is no crime 
or punishment without previous law) is vio
lated because the definition of the act pro
hibited is vague. It affords opportunity to the 
agencies of the Criminal Justice system to 
abuse their power. 

There is no dearth of laws in any country. 
The need is not so much for new legislation 
as meaningful implementation of existing 
laws, with the Scope of action of the Crimi
nal Justice System clearly defined. New laws 
or amendments to law with a continued, 
wooden-headed approach of the agencies of 
the Criminal Justice System would prove 
counterproductive. 

The difficulties of developing countries in 
terms of protection of human rights stem not 
only from the acts of the Criminal Justice 
System itself, but also other factors such as 
concentration of wealth and political power 
in the hands of a few. It leads to criminalisa
tion and its resolution is effected by adopt
ing a holistic or analytic approach. The 
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government might not shift its' responsibili
ty to agencies of the Criminal Justice Sys
tem but should bring about an overall 
improvement in the living standards of the 
people and social conditions facilitating 
change for the better. 

The procedure regarding arrest without 
warrant has a direct bearing on the human 
rights of citizens. Police arrest without war
rant in cases of flagrant offence, attempt to 
commit an offence or when one is found in 
suspicious circumstances indicating intention 
to commit an offence by possession of 
weapons, etc., likely to be used in the com
mission of an offence or when there are 
reasonable grounds to suspect that a person 
has committed an offence and is about to ab
scond or when a police officer is obstructed 
in discharge of his duty or a conditionally 
released offender commits any breach of 
conditions of release. Effective departmen
tal supervision and an active press preclude 
any misuse of the above powers. 

A special law entitled "National Security 
Act" in some countries provides for the ar
rest of a person by an administrative order 
of the district magistrate in those cases when 
the subject is considered a threat to the secu
rity of the state or to the maintenance of pub
lic order. Any excesses in the exercise of this 
power are checked by the statutory scruti
ny of the detention order by the Advisory 
Board of the government and judicial review. 

Some laws relating to hazardous criminals 
smack of authoritarianism and violate human 
rights. Further unauthorised detention of 
members of the public for questioning, giv
ing evidence or use of third degree methods 
all need to be checked. Living conditions in 
correctional institutions also need to im
prove. More than anything else, the attitude 
of the functionaries of the Criminal Justice 
System must change. 

Epilogue 

It is time that the Criminal Justice System 
opened up to the public. Then and ouly then 

would it be accepted and trusted. Commu
nity involvement must overcome the red tape 
or status quo approach. 

It is also seen that the agencies of the 
Criminal Justice System work in isolation. 
The police do not see beyond their own 
noses. The Prosecutor washes off his hands 
once the Judge takes over. The Judge does 
not know what happens to the offender af
ter he is sentenced. The four walls of the pri
son have no doors and windows to let in fresh 
air. The probation functionary is more of a 
bureaucrat. It is therefore necessary to have 
inter-departmental coordination within the 
Criminal Justice System. To be useful, such 
coordination efforts should be institutiona
lised and then the response of the Criminal 
Justice System to the community could be 
positive. 

Session 4: International Cooperation 
in Criminal Justice Ad
ministration 

Chai1person: M,'. Julieto P. Roxas (philippines) 
Rapporteur: Mr. Tseng Cheng Kuang Fran

cis (Singapore) 
Advisors: Mr. Shigemi Satoh 

M1: Fumio Saitoh 

Introduction 

The members of the Group consist of two 
administrators, a District Judge, a Public 
Prosecutor, a Maritime Safety Officer, and 
a Police Director, from different countries 
having a kaleidoscope of legal systems, back
grounds, circumstances and national objec
tives. All the members are, however, 
involved in the administration of criminal 
justice and crime prevention, and each pos
sesses, to some extent, working experience 
in international affairs. 

The Group was invested with the task of 
examining international cooperation in crime 
prevention and criminal justice, and the role 
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of the United Nations in this field. Towards 
this end, the Group was required, in accor
dance with the discussion guide, to discuss 
the extent of implementation of the related 
articles of the Guiding Principles for Crime 
Prevention and Criminal Justice in the Con
text of Development and aNew International 
Economic Order set out in the Seventh Unit
ed Nations Congress on the Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, and 
the impediments and the related problems in 
implementing those Guiding Principles. 

The Group unanimously endorses the 
Guiding Principles, and has therefore elect
ed to base this Report on the impediments 
involved in the implementation of those Prin
ciples. Accordingly, this Report will deal 
with topics which were selected by the 
Group for discussion on the basis of the in
formation available to its members. In the 
first section, this Report will mention new 
forms of crime which have relevance in the 
context of development, and in the second 
section, the Group will go on to recommend 
modalities of international cooperation and 
measures which it feels might be useful in 
dealing with problems encountered in com
bating such crimes. 

Section I: New Forms of Criminality 

a) General 
Almost all countries in the world today are 

confronted with new dimensions of crime of 
such magnitude and sophistication that law
lessness threatens to over-run humanity un
less governments and heads of states start 
coordinating their efforts and pooling their 
resources to find new and equally sophisti
cated means of halting the advance of crime. 

Due to vast and rapid improvements in 
science and technology, the once-formidable 
dimensions of the globe have been reduced 
to easily accessible proportions. This has in 
turn facilitated the formation of criminal as
sociations and afforded greater opportunities 
for illegal activities to be carried out. Crimi
nal syndicates now increasingly extend their 
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nefarious operations overseas. 
Such activities affect world commerce and 

threaten political stability. They restrict cul
tural and economic development. Hence, 
there is a driving need for action to be taken 
to put down crimes of this nature. However, 
the lines defining legal responsibility for and 
jurisdiction over these crimes are often 
blurred, especially where developing coun
tries are concerned. There is therefore a 
need for a more vigorous campaign world
wide to emphasise the urgent requirement 
for greater cooperation between countries in 
order to counteract these new founs of 
crime. 

b) Drugs 
The abuse of addictive drugs is encoun

tered around the world, and has been stead
ily increasing in intensity. The trade in drugs 
is frequently connected to the underworld, 
and complicated and sophisticated methods 
for smuggling and trafficking have been de
vised, enabling such trade to flourish. 

Various types of drugs are favoured by 
consumers from country to country. In 
Japan, for example, stimulants and cannabis 
are most problematic, while Singapore has 
most of its problems with heroin, a narcotic 
drug. The main drugs abused in the Philip
pines are amphetamines (a stimulant drug 
commonly called "shabu") and cannabis; in 
Sudan opium and cannabis are predominant 
in the illegal drug trade. 

In the Philippines, the major mode of 
trafficking i~ by foreign vessels which trans
port raw materials produced in the Philip
pines to other countries fnr processing. It is 
also suspected that drugs are being carried 
out of the country by airline staff. Amongst 
the countermeasures suggested for this are 
stricter surveillance on foreign vessels enter
ing Philippine ports and thorough searches 
on airlines staff both on leaving the Philip
pines as well as upon arrival at their desti
nations. 

In Singapore, while "ant traffickers" and 
couriers have been arrested, it has been 
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found that by and large, the masterminds of 
drug operations managed to escape detection 
mainly because they had taken precautions 
to conceal their identities from the pushers 
they employed. Therefore, while there were 
close ties between the Singapore and the 
Malaysian police, and while the Singapore 
police would be only too willing to cooper
ate in the investigation of drug offences with 
the police of other countries, such channels' 
had not been utilized all that frequently in 
the past. Similarly, Sudan had direct police 
to police contacts with Saudi Arabia and 
Egypt, and with other countries through In
terpol, but arrests of drug king-pins have 
been rare. This is in spite of the presence of 
a Saudi Arabian investigator stationed in 
Sudan when the occasion demands. 
However, Sudan is normally only used as a 
transit point on drug routes and is not one 
of the usual destinations for supplies of 
drugs. 

There are three elements to be dealt with 
in the war against drugs: (1) producers, (2) 
traffickers, and (3) consumers. It is consi
dered that there is at present, unnecessary 
delay and red tape involved in the obtaining 
of information on drug offences and 
offenders, and that insufficient effort is made 
on the part of countries which receive such 
information to follow up with prompt and ef
fective investigations so as to arrest 
offenders who may be within their bound
aries. The establishment of more lower lev
el channels of communication for quicker 
and more effective transmission of investi
gation information and more concerted ac
tion by countries against the various 
elements involved in the drug trade are 
therefore called for. 

In respect of law enforcement and rehabili
tation of addicted consumers, it is considered 
that countries may benefit from an exchange 
of information on the methods used. In Sin
gapore, Drug Rehabilitation Centres have 
been set up to handle rehabilitation. Here, 
the "cold turkey" form of treatment is the 
most frequently used method, and there is 

an aftercare service provided to integrate ad
dicts back into society after being cured of 
their addiction. The vigour of the efforts on 
the part of this country in dealing with the 
drug problem is reflected in the establish
ment of a special agency, the Central Nar
cotics Bureau, to combat such crimes, the 
use of the death penalty to deter traffickers, 
stiff presumption clauses in the drug laws in 
respect to the p<Jssession of more than cer
tain amounts of specified drugs, and the sub
jecting of addicts under rehabilitative 
treatment to regular urine tests for prolonged 
periods with the object of keeping them 
away from drugs until they have had a 
chance to rid themselves of their addictions. 

In the Philippines, Drug Rehabilitation 
Centres are maintained separately by the 
Ministry of Justice and the Philippines Con
stabulary/Integrated National Police. Admis
sion to such centres is by order of the Court 
made on a petition filed and supported by a 
determination by the Dangerous Drugs 
Board stating that the subject is addicted to 
drugs. Private rehabilitation centres also ex
ist in the Philippines, and there is a Narcot
ics Command specially set up to handle drug 
offences, but sanctions are not as severe as 
in Singapore. The maximum penalty for 
trafficking, for example, is not death but life 
imprisonment, in view of the recent abolition 
of capital punishment. 

In Japan, special rehabilitation is provid
ed for drug addicts in prisons, but no drug 
centres exist separately for this purpose. 
Serious cases are referred to mental hospi
tals for treatment instead. Although there is, 
as in the case of Singapore, sophisticated 
equipment available for urine tests and drug 
analysis, there is no death penalty provided 
for trafficking, which is punishable by a max
imum sentence of life imprisonment. En
forcement of drug laws is mainly the job of 
the police, and additionally, the Health and 
Welfare Ministry, the Maritime Safety 
Agency and other authorities. 

There are two governmental Rehabilita
tion Centres under the Ministry of the Interi-
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or in Sudan. These form part of the prison 
premises, and admission is by a court order 
made at the time when sentence is passed 
on a drug offender, or or: a voluntary basis. 
When admission is by a court order, the 
length of stay is determined by the judge. 
Sudan law provides for trafficking to be 
punishable with death, but the equipment for 
drug tests is not sophisticated. 

c) Illegal Immigrants 
Because means of transportation are now 

highly developed, people are able to travel 
to other countries easily. This has caused an 
increasing incidence of illegal entry into cer
tain countries. In Japan, for example, there 
has been an influx of unauthorized entries by 
nationals of certain Asian countries. Such im
migrants may produce false or forged docu
ments for the purpose of gaining entry. Male 
illegal immigrants mainly come to Japan to 
work as laborers and female immigrants are 
notably brought in by organised syndicates 
for the purpose of prostitution. To give 
another example, Sudan has been receiving 
large numbers of migrants from neighbour
ing countries. Up till now, Sudan has been 
treating such migrants as refugees and ab
sorbing them, but this has taken a toll on the 
security and infra-structural services of the 
country and Sudan now intends to treat such 
migrants as illegal immigrants and, with the 
help of UNHCR, to repatriate or resettle all 
those who cannot be integrated locally. Lo
cal integration has often proven difficult in 
the case of Japan, where cultural and lan
guage differences almost always place obsta
cles in the path of integration. Singapore, on 
the other hand, is faced with the problem of 
illegal migrants from less developed coun
tries who mainly go there to work in the con
struction industry. Because these illegal 
immigrants come from the same stock as for
eign workers who work there legally, it is 
difficult to detect such offences. 

To deal with this problem, Singapore had 
introduced mandatory minimum sentences 
which include caning for certain immigration 
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offences. This appears to have been effec
tive in deterring such crimes. Japan, 
however, is unable to utilise such penalties 
for the purpose of deterrence because of con
stitutionallimitations, and the influx of ille
gal immigrants promises to be the biggest 
security problem faced by this country in 
about ten years' time. This is due in no small 
measure to the fact that the migrants who 
enter the country illegally are from the low
er classes of society in their own countries. 
A similar threat confronts Sudan, where it 
has been found that such migrants have 
played active roles in smuggling activities, 
thus robbing the country of much-needed 
customs duties, as well as in the trafficking 
of arms which has had far-reaching effects 
on violent crime in the country. 

It is therefore recommended that the UN 
should assist in this area by the encourag
ing countries of which such immigrants are 
nationals, to be more responsible in matters 
of repatriation, in preventing their nationals 
from leaving their shores illegally, and in 
stamping out "white slave trade" organiza
tions which may exist within their telTitories. 
The UN may also wish to recommend the 
universal adoption of machine-readable pass
ports which, it is felt, will greatly assist in 
the detection of illegal immigrants who pass 
through immigration check-points with false 
or forged passports. 

d) Economic C1'ime 
Fraud, insurance-related crimes (especially 

those connected with shipping insurance), 
computer crimes, copy-right and other in
tellectual property right infringements have 
become increasingly common, in both deve
loped and developing countries. At present, 
channels for obtaining evidence and investi
gation information from foreign countries are 
fraught with delay, red tape and lack of com
munication; but such information and evi
dence may be essential to the successful 
prosecution of offenders. In addition, the 
very nature of economic crimes is such that 
foreign evidence and information is frequent-
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ly involved. 
There is thus a pressing need for interna

tional cooperation to facilitate the obtaining 
and transmission of information and evi
dence. This, it is suggested, may most effec
tively be done by simplifying diplomatic 
procedures for processing requests. 

Section II: Modalities 
of International Cooperation 

a) General 
The continuing growth of crime cannot be 

efficiently controlled unless there is greater 
international cooperation toward this end. 
Combined efforts should not be limited to the 
exchange of information but should include 
honest compliance with existing internation
al agreements as well as the adoption of more 
multilateral and bilateral treaties to achieve 
the same. 

At present, it is felt that some countries 
treat their international obligations with in
difference, and do not comply with the spirit 
of their international contracts, thus enabling 
criminals to escape apprehension and to 
propagate their illegal activities from their 
sanctuaries within those countries. There is 
therefore an urgent necessity to review ex
isting mechanisms and if necessary to modify 
them or to replace them with more effective 
provisions or instruments to counteract the 
menace to society posed by such criminals. 

b) Extradition 
Legal systems concerning extradition can 

roughly be classified into two categories: the 
Anglo-American Law system and the Con
tinental Law system. Those countries with 
common law systems will not extradite fu
gitives unless they have an extradition treaty 
with the requesting country, and will extra
dite even their own nationals in accordance 
with the territorial principle, if they have a 
treaty with the requesting country. On the 
other hand, those countries with civil law 
systems will extradite foreigners without any 
treaty, but will refuse to extradite their own 

nationals, emphasizing the protection of their 
nationals. Countries such as the United 
States, the United Kingdom, the Philippines, 
Singapore and Australia have the former sys
tem, while France, West Germany, Switzer
land, Brazil, etc., have the latter system. 

Although ] apan belongs to the civil law 
system category, there is in existence one ex
tradition treaty between this country and the 
United States of America. This treaty was 
entered into in order to enable the USA to 
reciprocate in matters of extradition. There 
have only been five cases or extradition to 
Japan so far: two were from the USA, 
another two from France, and the last one 
from Switzerland. There have been several 
fugitives who were extradited from] apan to 
other countries. Sudan, on the other hand, 
embraces the Anglo-American system, and 
has entered into treaties with Arab League 
countries as well as with Africa. Extradition 
of fugitives both to and from Sudan has been 
carried out. In the case of the Philippines, 
however, no extradition treaties have been 
adopted. Since this country utilises the com
mon law system, it is accordingly unable at 
present to extradite any fugitives. However, 
criminals are often "deported" to the coun
tries where they are wanted if they have vio
lated the laws of the Philippines. 

The difference between the two legal sys
tems sometimes prevents extradition. There 
may be three obstacles concerning extra
dition. 

Firstly, where a country adopts the latter 
system, unless it has appropriate extradition 
treaties, it cannot expect extradition from 
Anglo-American Law countries. 

Secondly, every country with an extradi
tion system will have a provisional detention 
system in order to prevent fugitives from es
caping before requests can formally be made 
through diplomatic channels. Although the 
police in some countries can arrest fugitives 
provisionally for a short time without any 
warrant, a permit by the court is required in 
advance of the provisional detention in other 
countries like Japan. Some requested coun-
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tries ask the requesting country to show 
probable cause for suspecting that the fugi
tive has committed the offence for which ex
tradition is requested, and the requesting 
country has to lodge a formal request for ex
tradition within a certain period after the 
commencement of the provisional detention. 
Such evidence, including any translations 
that may be necessary, is sometimes very 
difficult to obtain, and occasionally the re
quest has to be abandoned after considering 
the gravity of the offence. 

The third obstacle is that some countries 
like Japan retain capital punishment, while 
others have abolished it. Requested countries 
without the death penalty may refuse to ex
tradite fugitives to requesting countries hav
:ng capital punishment, unless the requesting 
countries undertake not to punish the fugi
tives with death. Since only the court can 
made such a judgement, the investigative 
anthorities are not in a position to undertake 
sHch a decision. We are therefore caught in 
a dilemma in that the more serious the crime 
a fugitive commits, the more difficult it will 
be to have him extradited. 

The United Nations could assist in this 
area by encouraging more extensive adop
tion of extradition treaties. 

c) Investigation and Judicial Assistance 
The channels of assistance in investigation 

can roughly be classified into diplomatic 
channels and inter-agency channels like the 
IePO-Interpol channeL The latter are usual
ly used because of their rapidity and simplic
ity. However, the former channel may 
sometimes be used if the investigation as
sistance involves the exercise of compulso
ry powers on the part of the authorities of 
the requested country. 

Investigators are sometimes dispatched 
abroad with the permission of the foreign 
governments or authorities concerned. It is 
generally considered that an investigator 
cannot exercise authority abroad unless the 
foreign government concerned allows him. 
The extent to which each government will 
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allow foreign investigators to exercise 
authority in local territory varies widely. 
Roughly speaking, common law countries 
are generous in this respect, while civil law 
countries like Japan deny the exercise of 
authority by foreign investigators. Unlike 
common law countries such as Singapore 
and the Philippines, however, Japan has 
domestic laws empowering local investiga
tors to render investigation assistance to for
eign countries, subject, of course, to the 
usual principles governing extradition 
matters. 

Where evidence is required from foreign 
witnesses who are unable or unwilling to 
come to court to testify, judicial assistance 
may be requested from the courts of the 
country in which those foreign witnesses re
side. This procedure could sometimes be 
useful to obtain information or evidence 
where the police of the foreign country are 
unable to assist. The courts of the foreign 
countries may be requested to record evi
dence from the witnesses there and to trans
mit such evidence to the court of the 
requesting country for use in criminal 
proceedings. Evidence recorded abroad can 
and has been used in Japan, but Singapore, 
the Philippines and Sudan do not have 
domestic laws enabling such evidence to be 
utilised. 

While procedures for obtaining such evi
dence are available, they have only been 
used infrequently. While, for example, 
Japan, Singapore and the Philippines all pos
sess the necessary legal machinery to render 
judicial assistance, the experience of Singa
pore and Japan has shown that not all that 
many requests have been received from 
other countries for such assistance. This 
points to the fact that the UN could playa 
major role in making countries more aware 
of the availability and benefits of such evi
dence, in encouraging more extensive and 
universal usage, and in coordinating and 
regulating such usage so that the evidence 
thus obtained can be put to practical use. 

There may be many obstacles in using 
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such evidence. Under the constitutions of 
many countries, a person accused of a crime 
is given a right to be present at the trial and 
to be defended by a legal practitioner of his 
own choice. If the accused person is not 
present or is undefended while such evidence 
is recorded, the evidence may have to be re
jected. Problems as to jurisdiction may also 
arise. The recording court may not have the 
jurisdiction to record such evidence, as was 
held to be the case in Singapore when a re
quest was received from Australia, a Com
monwealth country. There may also be 
differences in laws, rules of evidence and 
criminal procedure, the forms of oaths ad
ministered, methods of enforcing the atten
dance of witnesses, and the sanctions for 
giving false evidence or refusing to give 
evidence. 

It is suggested that in addition to pUblicis
ing a scheme for international cooperation in 
the recording of evidence and urging coun
tries to participate in it on the basis of 
reciprocity, the UN could formulate a draft 
code to propose appropriate domestic legis
lation to give effect to such a scheme so as 
to take care of the technical difficulties which 
may arise when countries try to extend such 
cooperation to one another. 

Recommendations and Conclusion 

It would appear that at present, crime 
prevention and criminal justice tend to lag 
behind the other more visible aspects of eco
nomic and social development. This failure 
on the part of developing countries to 
respond to the challenge of criminality will, 
if left unrectified, adversely affect the 
progress of development and could undo or 
undermine many of the benefits which de
velopment brings. 

The Group is of the view that internation
al cooperation in the undermentioned areas 
could playa major role in reversing the up
ward trend of crime witnessed worldwide. 
Firstly, countries need to collaborate to sup
press the profits of crime. Methods have to 

be devised whereby countries can act 
together in order to confiscate funds derived 
from criminal activities as well as to prevent 
the laundering of such funds. It is foreseea
ble that on its own, a solitary country would 
be powerless to suppress such profits, as the 
criminals would be in a position to send their 
ill-gotten gains abroad for disposal or dis
guise. Secondly, close ties between countries 
would always be welcome in the concerted 
fight against crime. Further extradition 
treaties and conventions are the obvious in
dication in this regard. Thirdly, more com
prehensive mutual investigation and judicial 
assistance would be called for. Advice from 
international bodies such as those set up by 
the UN would obviously prove invaluable in 
achieving this, as countries may not be able 
to foresee obstacles if left on their own. 

It would appear that the Council of Europe 
has already taken what might be considered 
to be the first step in this direction. A Euro
pean Convention on Mutual Assistance for 
the Seizure and Confiscation of Proceeds of 
Crime is now in the stage of preparation, and 
other conventions such as the European Con
vention of Extradition (1959), the European 
Convention on Mutual Assistance in Crimi
nal Matters (1959), the European Convention 
on the Transfer of Proceedings in Criminal 
Matters (1972), and the European Conven
tion on the Validity of Criminal Judgements 
(1970) have since been ratified by many 
countries in Europe. While many of the 
measures contained in these conventions 
may not be capable of being applied among 
Asian countries which do not enjoy the mutu
al trust and similarity of legal systems which 
exist in and among European nations, it is 
considered that these conventions may serve 
a useful purpose as models for similar ar
rangements in Asia. It is also understood that 
the UN is in the process of preparing a model 
extradition treaty and a draft convention for 
mutual assistance in investigation and judi
cial matters. 

It is not within the scope of the terms of 
reference for this Group to examine in de-
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tail whether the various European Conven
tions and the draft UN agreements are 
capable of fully achieving what they have set 
out to do. However, this Group is of the opin
ion that the mere fact that the United Na
tions bodies have started to recognise that 
crime prevention and criminal justice must 
be linked to overall socio-economic develop
ment is a giant step forward in the right 
direction. This needs to be followed by close 
cooperation between states, of which honest 
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compliance with international obligations un
dertaken must be an essential ingredient. For 
unless the problems of the internation;Jl com
munity as a whole are treated as i-nsevera
bly intertwined, there may be reluctance on 
the part of some states to support such 
schemes, a state of affairs that will under
mine the infrastructure of international 
cooperation in this area and inevitably lead 
to failure. 
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The Role of the Victim in the American Criminal Justice Process 

by LeRoy L. Lamborn * 

Although the juristic conception is that a 
crime is an offense against the state, 1 and 
the state generally bears the responsibility 
for the criminal justice process and usually 
may proceed with or dismiss a case regard
less of the wishes of the victim, 2 this is not 
the whole story. As one victim put it, "Why 
didn't anyone consult me? I was the one who 
was kidnapped, not the State of Virginia." 3 

The victim, as the person directly affected 
by the crime, is not merely curious about the 
case, as a member of the general public 
might be if it receives sufficient publicity. 
Nor, in contrast to the ordinary citizen, is the 
victim merely interested in seeing that in 
general, justice is done to defendants, vic
tims, and society. Although some victims 
want to put the crime entirely behind them 
and therefore have no interest in participa
tion in the criminal justice process, 4 others 
have a strong desire to be involved-to be 
informed, to be present, and to be heard. 5 

Their interests are several. 6 

The Victim's Need for Involvement 

First, the victim may have an interest in 
ensuring his safety by informing the judge 
considering the pretrial release of the 
accused 7 or the sentence for the convicted 
offender 8 of his threats against the victim. 
Second, the victim may have an interest in 
obtaining restitution from the offender by in
forming the sentencing judge of the impact. 
of the crime. 9 Third, the victim may have an 
interest in seeing that the person responsi
ble for his victimization is found guilty and 
that an appropriate sentence is imposed. 10 

* Professor of Law, Wayne State University Law 
School, U.S.A. 

He may want to feel involved in "his" case 
and ensure that the full story of the crime 
is told. Fourth, the victim who was not pres
ent during the commission of the crime
such as a parent of a murdered child ll-may 
have an interest in learning as much as pos
sible about it by personal observation dur
ing the criminal justice process. 12 Fifth, the 
victim may have an interest in preserving his 
privacy and protecting his reputation. 13 Fi
nally, the victim may have an interest in pro
viding moral support during the testimony 
of a friend or relative who is also a victim. 14 

Fulfillment of these interests of the victim 
may require that he be informed, be present, 
and be heard. 

The participation of the victim in the crim
inal justice process may aid his recovery. 15 

It may also increase his satisfaction with the 
criminal justice system and provide an incen
tive for continued cooperation with it. 16 

Moreover, the victim's participation may re
sult in the receipt by the prosecutor, the jury, 
and the judge of important information that 
is otherwise unavailable. The interests of the 
victim in participation in the criminal justice 
process must, however, be balanced against 
the constitutional right of the accused to a 
fair trial and the societal interest in the effi
cient operation of the system. Thus, the po
tential for disruption, 17 delay, 18 prejudice, 19 

and expense involved in victim participation 
must be assessed. 

The Victim's Right to Be Informed 

Societal recognition of the legitimacy of 
the victim's interests is evidenced by the re
cent legislation in virtually all states of the 
United States that grants him rights to be in
formed, to be present, and to be heard that 
are more extensive than those of a member 
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of the general public. 20 Statutes in many 
states recognize the interests of the victim 
in being informed 21 by requiring that the po
lice or the prosecutor inform him of the avail
ability of emergency and medical services, 22 
the extent of available police protection, 23 
the right to seek restitution from the 
offender,24 the availability ot compensation 
from the state, 25 the stages of the criminal 
justice process, 26 his role therein, 27 any right 
to legal counsel,28 and the source of further 
information about his rights. 29 Statutes also 
require that the victim who so requests be 
informed of significant events in the crimi
nal justice process, such as the status of the 
investigation, 30 the apprehension of the ac
cused, 31 his pretrial release, 32 the prosecu
tor's decision not to prosecute, 33 the convic
tion,34 sentence,35 transfer to a community 
residential facility, 36 parole,37 release from 
a mental institution,38 and escape 39 of the 
offender and the reversal of his conviction. 40 

The Victim's Right to Be Present 

Legislation in many states of the United 
States also requires that the victim who so 
requests receive advance notice of judicial 
proceedings,41 their cancellation, 42 appellate 
review,43 parole board hearings,44 the 
offender's application for a pardon,45 and 
even his execution. 46 This information facili
tates the exercise of the victim's right as a 
victim or as a member of the general public: 
to be present. Moreover, legislation in some 
states abolishes or modifies the traditional 
rule that bars the victim who is a witness 
from the criminal trial except when he is tes
tifying.47 In some of these states the victim 
may be present at the trial after his testimo
ny; 48 in some, the judge is granted the dis
cretion to allow him to be present,49 and in 
some, the victim is given an absolute right 
to be present. 50 

The Victim's Right to Be Heard 

Recognition of the interests of the victim 
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in being informed and present during the 
criminal justice process is accompanied by 
a concern that his views be heard. 51 Thus, 
recent legislation in some states of the Unit
ed States requires that the prosecutor con
sult with the victim regarding the pretrial 
release of the accused 52 and plea negotia
tions, 53 and Department of Justice guidelines 
call for officials to consult the victim regard
ing several steps in the criminal justice proc
ess. 54 Moreover, in some states the judge is 
required to hear and consider the victim's 
views regarding the defendant's pretrial 
release 55 and the acceptance of a plea agree
ment. 56 These statutes do not imply that the 
victim's wishes are automatically to prevail. 
They must, however, be heard. The victim's 
views must also be heard at later stages of 
the criminal justice process. The vast major
ity of states provide for a "victim impact 
statement"-a special report to the sentenc
ing judge or a portion of the regular presen
tence investigation report that indicates the 
physical, psychological, and financial impact 
of the crime on the victim. 57 This statement, 
which may be written by the victim, the pro
bation officer, the prosecutor, or the victim 
advocate, is helpful in the determination of 
an appropriate order of restitution. Many 
states also provide for a "victim statement 
of opinion" -a report to the judge of the vic
tim's views regarding the appropriate sen
tence. 58 In most of these states the statement, 
of. opinion may be made by the victim in per
son at the sentencing hearing. 59 Finally, 
many states grant the victim the right to 
present a written statement to the parole 
board regarding the release of the offender, 
and several states allow the victim to make 
an oral statement at parole board hearings. 60 

Thus, in recent years many states have 
recognized the legitimacy of the victim's par
ticipation in the criminal justice process by 
enacting legislation that grants him the right 
to be informed of certain matters, facilitates 
his presence at certain proceedings, and 
grants him the right to be heard on certain 
issues. 
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Legislative Nullification of 
Victims'Rights 

Although the typical victims bill of rights 
asserts that the victim has certain "rights," 61 
it virtually nullifies them by the vagueness 
of its language, 62 by extending them only "to 
the extent reasonably possible cmd subject 
to available resources," 63 by providing no en
forcement mechanisms,64 or by specifying 
that no cause of action arises for violations 
thereof. 65 Use of the term "right" in this con
text is deceptive. This deception is evi
denced by studies that indicate that many of
ficials responsible for the implementation of 
these "rights" routinely ignore them. For ex
ample, although a New York statute requires 
that the police inform victims of their right 
to apply for compensation from the state, one 
study indicates that only twenty-five percent 
of the claimants learn of the program from 
the police, and another found that only three 
percent of the victims who are aware of the 
compensation program were informed of it 
by the police. 66 A third study indicates that 
the requirement of form letters to inform vic
tims of their rights is also ineffective, with 
fifty-seven percent of the felony victims not 
remembering receiving such a letter. 67 
Moreover, a study of the compliance of Tex
as officials with statutory requirements con
cerning victim impact statements indicates 
that some prosecutors were unaware of or 
unresponsive to their duty to distribute im
pact statement forms to victims, that only a 
small percentage of judges considered the 
statements in determining sentences, and 
that the parole board received only thirty-six 
percent of the statements that were complet
ed. 68 Finally, a study of official compliance 
with the victims bill of rights in South Caro
lina indicates that fifty-one percent of crime 
victims had never heard of the state compen
sation fund, that only fifteen percent of the 
victims received prior notice of plea agree
ments, that of the victims who knew about 
sentencing hearings only sixty-two percent 
were given the opportunity to make an im-

pact statement, and that only fifty percent 
of the victims who knew that their assailant 
was eligible for parole were notified in ad
vance about parole hearings. 69 

Judicial Nullification of 
Victims' Rights 

Victims and their advocates are frustrat
ed not only by the failure of many officials 
to implement the victims bill of rights but 
also by determinations by the United States 
Supreme Court that some of the legislation 
enacted in their behalf is unconstitutional be
cause it interferes with the rights of the ac
cused. For example, in Booth v. Mmytand the 
Court invalidated the use of victim impact 
statements at jury sentencing in capital 
cases, finding that they raise issues that are 
ilTelevant to the offender's sentence and thus 
violate the Constitution's prohibition against 
cruel and unusual punishments. 70 Moreover, 
in Cov v. Iowa the Court found that the place
ment of a screen between the accused and 
the child witness during her testimony in a 
sexual abuse trial violated his constitutional 
right to confront the witnesses against him 
"face to face." 71 This ruling casts doubt on 
the constitutionality of the statutes in most 
states that allow the use of videotaped depo
sitions and closed-circuit television in such 
cases in order to minimize the trauma of the 
victim. 72 Finally, in Young v. United States 
ex ret. Vuittoiz the Court exercised its super
visory authority to hold that "counsel for a 
party that is the beneficiary of a court order 
may not be appointed as prosecutor in a 
[criminal] contempt action alleging a viola
tion of that order." 73 Although the Court re
lied on its supervisory authority to avoid 
reaching any constitutional issues, 74 Justice 
Blackmun would hold that the practice con
demned is a violation of due process 75 and 
Justice Scalia raises the issue of "whether 
the Constitution's vesting of the executive 
power in the President forbids Congress 
from confelTing prosecutory authority on pri
vate persons." 76 
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In Young, the Court reiterated its long
standing concern for the impartiality of the 
prosecutor: 

In Berger v. United States, this Court de
clared: 

"The United States Attorney is the rep
resentative n0t of an ordinary party to a 
controversy, but of a sovereignty whose 
obligation to govern impartially is as com
pelling a.s its obligation to govern at all; and 
whose interest, therefore, in a criminal 
prosecution is not that it shall win a case, 
but that justice shall be done. As such, he 
is in a peculiar and very definite sense the 
servant of the law, the twofold aim of 
which is that guilt shall not escape nor in
nocence suffer." 

This distinctive role of the prosecutor is 
expressed in Ethical Consideration (EC) 7-
13 of Canon 7 of the American Bar Asso
ciation (ABA) Model Code of Profession
al Responsibility (1982): "The responsibil
ity of a public prosecutor differs from that 
of the usual advocate; his duty is to seek 
justice, not merely to convict." 77 

Young therefore raises the issue of wheth
er the proposals to extend the role of the vic
tim in the prosecution of criminal cases 78 

would constitute a violation of the constitu
tional right of the accused to an impartial 
prosecutor. 

The Constitutionalization of 
Victims'Rights 

The frustration of victims and their advo
cates with official noncompliance with the 
victims bills of rights and with the Supreme 
Court's nllings invalidating legislation enact
ed in their behalf, coupled with a desire for 
a symbolic recognition of victims' rights at 
least on a par with those of the accused, has 
led to a movement for the amendment of the 
United States Constitution and the constitu
tions of the individual states. 79 In 1982 the 
President's Task Force on Victims of Crime 
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proposed that the Sixth Amendment to the 
United States Constitution be amended by 
the addition of the following phrase: "Like
wise, the victim, in every criminal prosecu
tion shall have the right to be present and 
to be heard at all critical stages of judicial 
proceedings." 80 

Although this proposal has not been adopt
ed, the interest engendered by it has prompt
ed the amendment of the constitutions of 
several states and movements to amend 
those of several more. 81 These constitution
al amendments vary considerably from state 
to state, with some emphasizing a diminu
tion of the rights of the accused rather than 
the enhancement of the rights of the vic
tim, 82 some granting no rights to victims but 
merely authorizing the legislature to 
act, 83and some apparently having only sym
bolic value. 84 Yet some of the constitutional 
amendments address the issue of victim par
ticipation in the criminal justice process, Witll 

Florida, for example, providing the follow
ing: 

Victims of crime or their lawful repre
sentatives, including the next of kin of 
homicide victims, are entitled to the right 
to be informed, to be present, and to be 
heard when relevant, to the extent that 
these rights do not interfere with the 
rights of the accused. 85 

These amendments raise more issues than 
they resolve, 86 and are too recent for assess
ment of their impact. Their adoption does, 
however, show a frustration with the current 
state of the law and a concerted effort to im
prove systemic response to the victim's need 
for involvement. 
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mented: "I had to go. It was my responsibili
ty to Andy and Pam. It would be evidence of 
their having been alive and loved." Id. 

11. Dorothea Morefield, whose son was mur
dered, commented: 
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I can accept a great deal of ignorance and 
a great deal of lack of awareness-but to be 
told that I am not a real victim when I have 
lost something that is more precious to me 
than my own life, I will not tolerate. If you 
feel you are not dealing with real victims when 
you deal with homicide survivors, just call me. 

J. Lord, supra note 10, at 90. 
12. See J. Amernic, ViCtims: The Orphans of Jus

tice (1984); President's Task Force Report, 
supra note 3, at 80. Such an interest is not sat
isfied by seeing a brief portion of a trial on 
a television newscast, reading the incomplete 
newspaper accounts, or even studying the 
two-dimensional and delayed trial transcript. 

13. See Gittler, supra hate 6, at 142-43; see also 
S.C. Code Ann. §16-3-1530(F)(2) (Law. Co-op. 
1985) ("A victim or witness has the right to 
retain counsel with standing in court to rep
resent him in cases involving the victim's rep
utation.' '). 

14. See President's Task Force Report, supra 
note 3, at 80; J. Stark & H. Goldstein, The 
Rights of Crime Victims 67 (1985); see also, 
e.g., Cal. Penal Code §868.5 (West Supp. 
1990) (allowing child victim of sex offense to 
choose two family members, one of whom 
may be witness, to be present for moral sup
port during child's testimony unless attend
ance would pose substantial risk of affecting 
testimony; testimony of family member who 
j: witness must precede that of child, who 
must be excluded from courtroom at that 
time); ct. Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. §178.571 
(1986) (allowing prosecuting witness in sex of
fense prosecution to "designate an attendant 
who must be allowed to attend the preliminary 
hearing and the trial during the witness' tes
timony to provide support. The person so 
designated must not himself be a witness in 
the proceedings. "). 

15. Otto & Kilpatrick, Constitutionally Guaran
teed Participation in Criminal Proceedings for 
Victims; Potential Effects on Psychological 
Functioning, 34 Wayne L. Rev. 7 (1987). 

16. Id.; see also Victims, supra note 5, at 176-78; 
Hudson, supra note 9, at 29-30. But see Da
vis, Victim/Witness Noncooperation: A Sec
ond Look at a Persistent Phenomenon, 11 J. 
Crim. Just. 287 (1983); Gittler, supra note 6, 
at 145-49. 

17. See Annotation, Exclusion of Public from 
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State Criminal Trial in Order to Prevent Dis
turbance by Spectators or Defendant, 55 
A.L.R. 4th 1170,1174 (1987) ("The excluf:ion 
from the courtroom of particular spectators 
or the public generally has been held in a num
ber of cases not to violate the right to a pub
lic trial, where such action was taken to re
strain or prevent prejudicial comments, laugh
ter, demonstrations, applause, crying, shaking 
of the head during a witness' testimony, and 
unspecified disturbances by spectators.") (ci
tations omitted); see also Illinois v. Allen, 397 
U.S. 337 (1970); American Bar Association, 
Standards for Criminal Justice: Special Func
tions of the Trial Judge §6-3.10 (2d ed. 1978): 
Annotation, Emotional Manifestations by Vic
tim or Family of Victim During Criminal Tri
al as Ground for Reversal, New Trial, or Mis
trial, 31 A.L.R. 4th 229 (1984); Annotation, 
Disruptive Conduct of Spectators in Presence 
of Jury During Criminal Trial as Basis for 
Reversal, New Trial or Misbial, 29 A.L.R. 4th 
(1984). 

18. See Heinz & Kerstetter, Pretrial Settlement 
Conference: Evaluation of a Reform in Plea 
Bargaining, 13 Law & Soc. Rev. 349, 365 
(1979) (finding decrease in time required for 
closing of case when victim is involved in 
pretrial settlement conference). 

19. See Lamborn, supra note 2, at 157-60. 
20. See National Organization for Victim Assist

ance, Victim Rights and Services: A Legisla
tive Directory 1988 (1989); see also Morris v. 
Slappy, 461 U.S. 1, 14 (1983) ("In the admin
istration of criminal justice, courts may not 
ignore the concerns of victims."); S.C. Code 
Ann. §16-3-1530(F)(1) (Law. Co-op. 1985) ("A 
victim has the right to participate in the crim
inal justice process directly or through rep
resentation. "). 

21. See Victim and Witness Protection Act of 
1982, 18 U.S.C.A. §1512 note at 198 (West 
1984); President's Task Force Report, supra 
note 3, at 60; see also B. Forst & J. Hernon, 
The Criminal Justice Response to Victim 
Harm 4-5 (National Institute of Justice, Re
search in Brief 1985) (indicating that victim's 
interest in being informed exceeds interest in 
participation). 

22. E.g., Mich. Camp. Laws Ann. §780.753(a) 
(West Supp. 1990); see also Minn. Stat Ann. 
§611A.02 (West 1987). 

23. E.g., Utah Code Ann. §77-37-3(1)(a) (1990). 
24. E.g., Mich. Compo Laws Ann. §§780.756 

(l)(b), 780. 766(2) (West Supp. 1989). 
25. E.g., id. §780.753(b). 
26. E.g., id. §780.756(1)(a). 
27. E.g., Utah Code Ann. §77-37-3(1)(b) (1990). 
28. E.g., S.C. Code Ann. §16-3-1530(c)(9) (Law. 

Co-op. 1985). 
29. E.g., Mich. Compo Laws Ann. §§780.753(c), 

756(1)(e) (West Supp. 1990). 
30. E.g., R.T. Gen. Laws §12-28-3(1) (Supp. 1988). 
31. E.g., id. §§12-28-3(1}, (2). 
32. E.g., N.D. Cent. Code §12.1-34-02(3) (1990). 
33. E.g., Utah Code Ann. §77-36-7 (1990). 
34. E.g., Mich. Camp. Laws Ann. §780.763(1)(a) 

(West Supp. 1990). 
35. E.g., id. §780.769(1)(a). 
36. E.g., id. §780.769(1)(c). 
37. E.g., id. §780.771(3). 
38. E.g., Minn. Stat Ann. §611A.06 (West 1989); 

see also Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §36-541.01(B) 
(West 1986). 

39. E.g., Mich. Compo Laws Ann. §780.170 (West 
Supp. 1990). 

40. E.g., N.Y. Exec. Law §646(3)(d) (McKinney 
Supp. 1990). 

41. E.g., Mich. Camp. Laws Ann. §780.756(2) 
(West Supp. 1990). 

42. E.g., R.I. Gen. Laws §12-28-3(4) (Supp. 1988). 
43. E.g., Fla. Stat. Ann §960.00l (l)(d)(3) (West 

1985). 
44. E.g., Mich. Camp. Laws Ann. §780.77J (West 

Supp. 1990). 
45. E.g., Wis. Stat Ann. §950.04 (West Supp. 

1989). 
46. E.g., La. Rev. Stat Ann. §46: 1844(A)(11) 

(West Supp. 1990) ("In cases where the sen
tence is the death penalty, the victim's fami
ly shall have the right to be notified of the 
time, date, and place of the execution, and a 
representative of the family shall have the 
right to be present.") 

47. Lamborn, supra note 2, at 160-71. 
48. E.g., Mich. Camp. Laws Ann. §780.761 (West 

Supp.1990); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. §7.69.030 
(Supp. 1990). 

49. E.g., Ca1. Penal Code §1102.6 (West Supp. 
1990); Ga. Code Ann. §38-1703.1 (Supp. 
1989); Md. Ann. Code art. 27, §620 (1987). 

50. E.g., Ala, Code §§15-14-50 to -57 (Supp. 
1990); Ark. R. Evid. 616; Or. Rev. Stat. 
§40.385 (1987). 
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51. See President's Task Force Report, supra 
note 3, at 65-66. Although some of the statutes 
concerning the victim require only that he be 
allowed to make a statement, e.g., Mich. 
Compo Laws Ann. §780.765 (West Supp. 
1990), others specify that the victim's views 
are to be considered by the decision maker, 
e.g., CaL Penal Code §3043 (West 1982) (re
quiring parole board to consider victim state
ment of opinion); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. 
§§2929.12(A), 2929.14(A), 2947.051(A) (1987) 
(requiring judge to consider victim impact 
statement in sentencing). 

52. See, e.g., Fla. Stat. Ann. §960.001 
(l)(e) (West SuPP. 1990); id. §903.047(2) 
(West 1985). 

53. See NOVA Legislative Directory, supra note 
20, at 12 (1989); e.g., Victim and Witness PlO
tection Act of 1982,18 U.S.C.A. §1512 note 
at 198 (West 1984); Mich. Compo Laws Ann. 
§780.756(3) (West Supp. 1990). South Caro
lina requires that the prosecutor solicit and 
consider the views of the victim regarding 
whether an accused should be admitted to a 
pretrial diversion program. S.C. Code Ann. 
§17-22-80 (Law. Co-op. 1985); see also Minn. 
Stat. Ann. §611A.031 (Supp. 1990). 

54. The Attorney General's Guidelines for Vic
tim and Witness Assistance state: 

Consistent with the interests of justice, De
partment officials should consult victims of se
rious crimes to obtain their views and provide 
explanations regarding the following: 

1) The release of the accused pending judi
cial proceedings and the conditions thereof; 

2) The decision not to seek an indictment 
or otherwise commence a prosecution; 

3) The proposed dismissal of any or all 
charges, including dismissal in favor of State 
prosecution; 

4) Any continuance of a ju.dicial proceeding; 
5) The proposed terms of any negotiated 

plea including any sentencing recommenda
tion to be made by the prosecutor; 

6) The proposed placement of the accused 
in a pretrial diversion program; 

7) The proposed proceeding against the ac
cused as a juvenile defendant; 

8) Restitution as described in Part IV; and 
9) Presentation to the court of the victim's 

views regarding sentencing. 
It is recognized that consultation servicef; 
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must be limited in some cases to avoid endan
gering the life or safety of a witness, 
jeopardizing an ongoing investigation or offi
cial proceeding or disclosing classified or 
privileged information. 
48 Fed. Reg. 33, 774 (1983). 

55. E.g., N.Y. Exec. Law §647(1) (McKinney 
Supp. 1990). 

56. E.g., Ind. Code Ann. §35-35-3-2 (West 1986); 
Minn. Stat. Ann. §611A.03(1) (West 1987); 
R.I. Gen. Laws §12-28-4.1 (Supp. 1988); see 
Kan. Stat. Ann. §19-717 (1981) (providing that 
if prosecuting witness employs attorney to as
sist prosecutor, judge may not dismiss prose
cution over objection of private attorney with
out hearing). 

57. NOVA Legislative Directory, supra note 20, 
at 9-10 (1989); McLeod, Victim Participation 
at Sentencing, 22 Crim. 1. Bull. 501 (1986); 
see, e.g., Fed. R. Crim. P. 32 (c)(2)(C); Mich. 
Compo Laws Ann. §780.763(3) (West Supp. 
1990); Uniform Law Commissioners, Model 
Sentencing and Corrections Act §3-204 
(1978); see also President's Task Force 
Report, supra note 3, at 33,76-78; U.S. Dept. 
of Justice, Victims of Crime: Proposed Mod
el Legislation ch. II (1986) hereinafter Model 
Legislation; E. Villmoare & V. Neto, supra 
note 4; Rubel, Victim Participation in Sen
tencing Proceedings, 28 Crim. L.Q. 226 
(1985-86). 

The Alaska Supreme Court has held that 
even in the absence of legislation providing 
for a victim impact statement "the presen
tence report should contain basic information 
pertaining to the victim or victims of the 
crime." Sandvik V. State, 564 P. 2d 20, 23 
(Alaska 19'17). The Maryland Court of Ap
peals has held that even in the absence of leg
islation the judge has the discretion to allow 
an oral impact statement by the victim. 
Lodowski V. Sate, 302 Md. 691, 490 A. 2d 
1228 (1985). 

58. NOVA Legislative Directory, supra note 20, 
at 10 (1989); see, e.g., Mich. Compo Laws 
Ann. §§780.763(3)(d), 780.765 (West Supp. 
1990). 

59. NOVA Legislative Directory, supra note 20, 
at 10 (1989); see, e.g., Mich. Compo Laws 
Ann. §780.765 (West Supp. 1990). 

60. NOVA Legislative Directory, supra note 20, 
at 12 (1989); see, e.g., Mich. Compo Laws 
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Ann. §780.771 (West Supp. 1990); see also 
President's Task Force Report, supra note 3, 
at 83-48; Model Legislation, supra note 57, ch. 
III. 

61. See, e.g., Mich. Compo Laws Ann. §§780.751 
to .911 (West Supp. 1990). 

62. See, e.g., S.C. Code Ann. §16-3-1530(A)(2) 
(Law. Co-op. 1985) ("A victim or witness has 
a right to be treated with dignity by human 
service professionals who provide basic assist
ance."). 

63. S.C. Code Ann. §16-3 1530 (Law. Co-op. 
1985). 

64. See, e.g., Mich. Compo Laws Ann. §§780.'?51 
to .911 (West Supp. 1990). But see Minn. Stat. 
Ann. §§611A.72 to .74 (West 1987 & Supp. 
1989) (establishing "crime victim ombuds
man"); Miss. Code Ann §99-36-7 (Supp. 1988) 
(establishing a "victim assistance coordina
tor," whose duty is "to ensure that a victim, 
guardian of a victim, or close relative of a de
ceased victim is afforded the rights granted" 
by the victims bill of rights). 

65. See, e.g., Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 258B, 
§10 (West Supp. 1989) ("Nothing in this chap
ter shall be constmed as creating a cause of 
action on behalf of any person against any 
public employee, public agency, the common
wealth or any agency responsible for the en
forcement of rights and provision of services 
set forth in this chapter.' '); d. Utah Code Ann. 
§77-37-5(4) (Supp. 1990): 

If a person acting under color of state law 
willfully or wantonly fails to perform duties 
so that the rights in this chapter are not 
provided, an action for injunctive relief may 
be brought against the individual and the gov
ernment entity that employs the individual. 
Failure to provide the rights enumerated 
above does not constitute cause for a judg
ment for monetary damage or an attorney's 
fee. 

See generally P. Schuck, Suing Govern
ment: Citizen Remedies for Official Wrongs 
(1983). 

66. Hudson, supra note 9, at 57. 
67. E. ViIImoare & V. Neto, supra note 4, at 3. 
68. Texas Crime Victim Clearinghouse, The 

Report of the Crime Victim Clearinghouse to 
the 71st Legislature 19, 21, 24 (c. 1988). 

69. Tidwell, Victims' Rights and Services in 
South Carolina: The Dream, the Law, the Re
ality, 4 Networks 6-7 (June 1989); see also 
S.C. Code Ann. §§16-3-1530-16-3-1540 
(Law. Co-op. 1985). 

70. 482 U.S. 496 (1987); see also South Carolina 
v. Gathers 109 S. Ct. 2207 (1989). 

71. 487 U.S. 1012 (1988). 
72. See Note, The Use of Videotaped Testimo

ny of Victims in Cases Involving Child Sexu
al Abuse: A Constitutional Dilemma, 14 Hof
stra L. Rev. 26 (1985). But see Maryland V. 

Craig, 110 S. Ct. 3557 (1990). 
73. 481 U.S. 787, 809 (1987). 
74. Id. at 809 n. 21. 
75. Id. at 814-15. 
76. Id. at 816 n. 2 (citation omitted). 
77. Id. at 802-03 (citation omitted). 
78. See, e.g., Welling, Victims in the Criminal 

Process: A Utilitarian Analysis of Victim Par
ticipation in the Charging Decision, 30 Ariz. 
L. Rev. 85 (1988). 

79. See generally Lamborn, supra note 2. 
80. President's Task Force Report, supra note 3, 

at 114. 
81. See, e.g., Cal. Const. art. I, §28(d), (e), (f) 

("Right to Tmth-in-Evidence"; "Public Safety 
Bail"; "Use of Prior Convictions"). 

82. See Cal. Const. art. I, §28; Fla. Const. art. I, 
§16(b); Ga. Const. §2-1106(f); Mich. Const. 
art. I, §24; R.I. Const. §23; Tex. Const. art. 
I, §30; Wash. Const. art. 3, §35. 

83. See, e.g., Mich. Const. art. I, §24 ("Crime vic
tims, as defined by law, shall have the follow
ing rights, as provided by law: .... "). 

84. See, e.g., Cal. Const. art. I, §28(c) ("All stu
dents and staff of public primalY, elementa
ry, junior high and senior high schools have 
the inalienable right to attend campuses which 
are safe, secure and peaceful. "); R.I. Const. 
§23 ("A victim of crime shall, as a matter of 
right, be treated by agents of the state with 
dignity, respect and sensitivity during all 
phases of the criminal justice process .... "). 

85. Fla. Const. art. I, §16(b); see also R.I. Const. 
§23 ("Before sentencing, a victim shall have 
the right to address the court regarding the 
impact which the perpetrator's conduct has 
had upon the victim."). 

86. See Lamborn, supra note 2, at 172-220. 
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Victimology: Basic Theoretical Concepts and Practical Implications 

by Hans Joachim Schneider* 

1. Victimological Concepts and 
Victim Definition 

Victimology is an academic discipline, but 
at the same time, it is a modern social move
ment (victim movement). There are two fun
damentally different theoretical approaches 
to victimology as a science: 

-One approach-based on the work of 
Beniamin Mendelsohn (1956) -sees victi
mology as an independent academic dis
cipline, concerned equally with victims of 
crime, of accidents and of natural catas
trophes. 

-A different approach-first developed by 
Hans von Hentig (1941, 1948)-considers 
victimology to be a subdiscipline of crimi
nology, whose aim it is to study victim
offender interaction in crime causation as 
well as within crime control processes. 

Not only do the two approaches contain 
different research areas, but they also start 
from different theoretical assumptions and, 
in some cases, lead to different practical im
plications. Since victims of rape, mining dis
asters, traffic accidents, earthquakes and ra
cial prejudice differ essentially with respect 
to the conditions of their victimizations
however similar the psychological damages 
suffered may occasionally be-the approach 
which defines victimology within the scope 
of criminology seems more acceptable (Heike 
lung 1985; Thomas Hillenkamp 1987, 941). 
After all, it is an altogether different matter, 

* Director and Professor, Department of Criminology, 
University of Westfalia, Federal Republic of Germany 
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whether one falls victim to an unintentional 
accident or whether one is injured by a cul
pable offense (Gilbert Geis, Duncan Chappell, 
Michael W Agopian 1986, 224). The victimo
logical concepts and typologies postulated by 
a victimology defining itself as an independ
ent academic discipline are so varied that the 
conclusions reached become too general and 
meaningless. 

The development of victimology as a sci
ence is accompanied by the world-wide 
spread of a social movement aiming to 
reduce human suffering and to improve the 
situation of crime victims. Not infrequently, 
this movement uses the tragic nature of vic
timization to arouse peoples' emotions. The 
aim of victimological research is also to im
prove the victim's legal position and to pre
vent criminal victimization, which consti
tutes an emotionally charged experience and 
thus can hardly be considered exclusively in 
rational terms. Victimologists are. 1 iowever, 
anxious to distinguish themselves from the 
popular victim movement (e.g. "National Or
ganization for Victim Assistance" in the 
USA, "Weisser Ring" in the Federal Repub
lic of Germany), since these movements' 
emotionality sometimes leads to their ad
vocating regressive criminal policies with the 
sole aim of controlling criminality by means 
of repressive measures. Indignation about 
victims being allegedly discriminated against 
by victimologists and concepts such as hos
tility against victims (Kurt Weis 1982; 
Wiebke Steffen 1987) are not helpful in aca
demic discussions, since victimology is as 
much a factual science as criminology, and 
not a normative discipline. 

Victims are persons who are afflicted by 
social deviance or criminal acts. There is no 
crime without a victim (Stephen Schafer 
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1977,95; contrary to Edwin Schur 1965). Al
though doubt may exist as to whether drug 
addicts, alcoholics and prostitutes are 
offenders or victims (see contributions in 
Donal E. J MacNamam, Andrew Karmen 
1983), in any case it is all too easy to forget 
the possibility of self-victimization. Relatives 
of victims may be co-victims. Types of vic
tims include individual victims, collective 
victims, organizations, the state, the legal 
community, and international order. Organ
izations are victimized more frequently than 
individuals (Albert J Reiss 1981). Although 
victims of corporate crime, being collective 
victims, are often anonymous and less social
ly visible, there is no "volatilization of vic
tim quality" (different opinion: Gt'lnther Kais
er 1988, 471). After all, victimizations do not 
only occur among individuals, but also be
tween individuals and organizations, be
tween organizations (e.g. computer crime), 
between individuals or organizations and the 
state or the legal community or the interna
tional order (Hans Joachim Schneider 1987, 
754-558). 

2. The Development of Victimology 

Criminology is a child of the Enlighten
ment ("AufkHirung") and of Rationalism, 
and emerged with Cesare Beccaria's treatise 
entitled "On Crime and Punishments" 
(1764). Key concepts of note were the prin
ciple of individual culpability, the commit
ment of criminal procedure to constitution
al principles, the causation of crime as a re
sult of rational considerations and of the free 
will of the offender. The classical school's 
crime-oriented approach of the eighteenth 
century was challenged by the offender
orientation of the positivist theory at the end 
of the nineteenth century and the beginning 
of the twentieth century. One of the most in
fluential proponents of this new approach 
was Cesare Lombroso, who attempted to ap
ply the research methods and findings of 
both the natural and social sciences of the 
nineteenth century to criminology in his book 

"The Delinquent Man," first published in 
1876. The positivist school taught that the 
criminal's behavior was determined by his 
physical, mental and social characteristics 
and that the most important task was to as
sess a criminal's dangerousness and to assign 
the appropriate treatment. 

The modern school of criminology, which 
emerged after the Second World War, sees 
both crime causation and crime control as so
cial and interactional processes involving 
offender, victim and society. The process of 
crime causation consists of a social and of an 
individual process. The social process deter
mines the contextual framework. The indi
vidual process involved in crime causation 
occurs to a large extent between the offender 
and people in his immediate social vicinity, 
particularly between him and his victim. The 
process of reaction to or control of crime is 
partly a social process (penal legislation) 
which precedes the individual causation 
process, and partly an individual process (en
forcement of penal legislation) which follows 
the individual causation process. Modern 
criminology is not a static but a dynamic dis
cipline. Criminology discovered the reaction 
to crime and deviant behavior (Edwin M 
Leme17; 1951), but refrained from overem
phasizing this reaction, as, for example, the 
labeling approach does. Following the work 
of Ge01-ge Herbert Mead (1863-1931), the 
modern socio-psychological school of crimi
nology rather emphasized interaction, includ
ing the action, the reaction and the reaction 
to the reaction. It was in the same tenor that 
Hans von Hentig wrote his "Remarks on the 
Interaction of Perpetrator and Victim" in 
1941, which introduced victimology as a field 
of research. The modern socio-psychological 
school of criminology is concerned with re
lationships, roles, attitudes and interactions. 
This approach differs fundamentally from 
that of the multiple factor approach, which 
focuses on the offender. According to the lat
ter approach, all causal factors become op
erative only after they have passed through 
the "transformer" of psychological factors, 
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of offender motives (Hermann Mannheim 
1965, 202). Instead of exploring the 
offender's motives, victimological research 
investigates the interaction between the 
criminal and the victim. This is clearly ex
pressed by Hans von Hentig(1948, 384, 436): 
"In a sense victims shape and mould their 
criminals. . .. The collusion between per
petrator and victim is a fundamental fact of 
criminology. Of course there is no under
standing or conscious participation, but there 
is interaction and an interchange of causa
tive elements." 

The international symposia in Jerusalem 
(1973), Boston (1976), Munster (1979), To
kyo/Kyoto (1982), Zagreb (1985) and Jeru
salem (1988) have promoted victimology con
siderably. In 1979 the "World Society of Vic
timology" was founded in Munster, where 
it still maintains its headquarters today. In 
the years from 1981 to 1987 the Council of 
Europe in Strasbourg sponsored the drafting 
of the foHowing three documents by a Select 
Committee of Experts, aiming to apply the 
victimological theories and research findings 
to the enforcement of penal legislation in 
practice: 
-A European Convention for the Compen

sation of Victims of Yiolent Crimes, 
- Recommendations of the Council of Min

isters concerning the Position of the Vic
tim in the Framework of Criminal Law and 
Procedure, 

-Recommendations of the Council of Min
isters concerning Assistance to Victims 
and the Prevention of Victimization. 

At the "7th United Nations Congress on 
the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment 
of Offenders" held in Milan in 1985, the 
United Nations turned its attention to the 
problem of crime victims. The General As
sembly issued a declaration concerning the 
position of crime victims and victims of pow
er abuse. Many countries have recently en
acted victim protection laws, two of which 
are noted here. In the United States the Pres
ident's Task Force on Crime Victims pres-
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ented a series of legislation recommenda
tions in 1982. In the very same year the Fed
eral Victim and Witness Protection Act was 
passed. In the Federal Republic of Germa
ny the first law to include victim interests 
was the Opjerentschaedi-gungsgesetz (Victim 
Compensation Act) passed in 1976. At the 
55th Annual Meeting: of the Deutsche?' 
]uristentag (German Legal Association) held 
in Hamburg in 1984, the legal position of the 
victim in criminal proceedings was dis
cussed. On 1 April 1987 the first victim pro
tection act came into force, improving the po
sition of crime victims in criminal proceed
ings. Victim assistance programs are 
currently being developed world-wide (see 
Leo Schuster 1985 for a summary of the sit
uation in the Federal Republic of Germany; 
see also Edwin Kube 1986). 

3. Victimological Theory 
and Methodology 

The basic theoretical concepts employed 
by victimologists are identical to those used 
in criminological research. Only a combina
tion of middle-range theories can explain 
criminal victimization. One of these theories 
is the theory of social disorganization, which 
attributes increased victimization to societal 
disintegration and to the destruction of so
cial relationships. One particular variant of 
this theory applied to child abuse is the the
ory of social deprivation, of social isolation, 
which regards the disturbed emotional and 
social atmosphere within the abusive family 
as the central problem of child abuse. This 
atmosphere is determined largely by the 
quality and quantity of personal interaction 
within the family, as well as by the long
standing social relationships and contacts to 
persons outside the family, for example, to 
neighbors and friends. The theory of social 
isolation has been tested and proven empir
ically (James Garbarino, Gwen Gilliam 1980). 
Another theory of value to victimologists is 
the theory of social learning, which consid
ers human learning to be an active, cogni-
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tive process of mental digestion of previous 
experiences. A victim learns victimogenous 
behavior from a model. The victim learns the 
appropriate attitude and how to play his/her 
role. This can be seen, for example, in the 
case of marital violence. The higher the lev
el of violence the partners noticed between 
their parents as children, the higher the lev
el of violence in their own marriage situation 
(Murray A. Straus, Richard f. Gelles, Suzanne 
K. Steinmetz 1980,101-109). A girl who was 
beaten by her parents is all the more likely 
to accept to be beaten by her husband (Rich
ardf. Gelles 1979, 101). The subculture the
ory is also important for victimology. Victim 
behavior, roles, attitudes and neutralization 
techniques are learned from the verbaliza
tions, models and value notions of the vic
timogenous subculture to which one belongs 
(Donald R. Cressey 1983). People learn to en
dure violent behavior, for example, with the 
support of a group within a violent subcul
ture (Marvin E. Wolfgang, Franco Ferracuti 
1967). The final theories of relevance to vic
timology are the theory of symbolic interac
tion and the theory of victim careers. Vic
timization is the result of an interactional 
process between offender and victim. The 
victim violates social preconceptions of ap
propriate behavior. As a result of his failure 
to comprehend the situation, the offender 
misinterprets the victim's behavior. The 
crime is committed. The victim is defined as 
such by reactions to the criminal victimiza
tion and during his interaction with the crim
inal justice system. Repeated victimization 
with the ensuing reaction to it can increase 
the probability of a repeated victimization 
(recidivist victim, victim career). 

Victimological research employs empirical 
methods to study the process of victimiza
tion and to carry out victim surveys. Repre
sentative household samples may be made 
whereby family members are interviewed as 
to whether the household or any of its mem
bers have suffered damage resulting from a 
criminal act (victimization surveys, see Mi
chael f. Hindelang 1982). Such victimization 

surveys (dark field studies) have been car
ried out in many countries in recent years 
(see the summary in Hans Joachim Schneid
er 1987, 203-207). In the Federal Republic 
of Germany, for example, surveys have been 
effected in G6ttingen (Hans-Dieter Schwind 
1975), Bochum (Hans-Dieter Schwind, Wil
fried Ahlborn, Rudiger Weys 1978) and Stutt
gart (Egon Stephan 1976). Victims whose vic
timizations are known to the criminal justice 
system call be questioned about their victimi
zations and their reactions to it (Joanna 
Shapland 1986; Shapland, Jon Willmore, 
Peter Duff 1985). Studies of the above kind 
are all designed to investigate the frequen
cy, development and distribution as well as 
the extent of damage and the risk of crimi
nal victimization. They attempt to examine 
the spatial and temporal factors related to 
victimization and the behavior pattern of vic
tims. They seek to uncover the relationship 
between offender and victim, to answer 
questions such as whether the fear of crime 
is a victimogenous factor or the result of vic
timization, and they examine the reactions 
experienced by the victim in his intimate so
cial sphere and in his dealings with the crim
inal justice system as a consequence of his 
victimization. 

We can quote some of the findings of such 
empirical studies here as examples: The vic
tim is the "gatekeeper" to the criminal jus
tice system. It is his report to the police 
which usually initiates criminal procedure. 
Although the victim's cooperation is vitally 
necessary in order to produce evidence dur
ing the criminal procedure, he is often treat
ed with indifference. Victims complain that 
they are treated without consideration to
ward their emotions and that they are not in
formed about the development or outcome 
of the criminal procedure. Victims do not 
wish to make decisions affecting the crimi
nal justice system but they would appreci
ate being approached as partners and asked 
for advice. They do not want the offender 
to be punished as severely as possible but 
they would like to receive restitution for the 
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damage they suffered. The offender should 
assume his responsibility toward them and 
not resort to excuses. The victim wishes the 
court to acknowledge the fact that he has 
been victimized and is entitled to restitution. 
Victims of violent crime often suffer consid
erable psychological and social damage. 
Such injuries are often aggravated by the re
sponse to their victimization (secondary vic
timization). If the victim is unable to cope 
mentally with his criminal victimization, this 
can later contribute to the development of 
psychosomatic and neurotic disorders or to 
the development of socially deviant, delin
quent or criminal behavior. A large number 
of offenses committed by friends or relatives 
of the victim within his social vicinity (e.g. 
sexual abuse of children), resulting in severe 
psychologicai damage, are never reported 
and remain undetected. 

4. The Victim during 
the Stages of Victimization 

4.1 The Victim Prior to the Victimization 
Process 

The focus here is on discovering the vic
timogenous risk factors which promote vic
timization, with the aim of preventing such 
situations occurring. We can differentiate be
tween three major factor groupings: 

-Spatial and social factors stress the aspect 
of opportunity. Unlike criminal geogra
phers, criminal ecologists examine the in
teraction between environmental space 
and architectural construction on the one 
hand, and human experience (victimiza
tion, fear of crime) on the other. Human 
behavior shapes the environment; it affects 
the landscape and influences construction, 
which, in turn, influences, changes, inten
sifies and motivates human behavior. Ar
chitectural design and urban planning can 
promote the formation of interpersonal re
lationships conforming to social norms. 
But they can also result in residents not de
veloping any territorial sense, in their fail-
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ing to recognize and use their residential 
environment as a communal area, and in 
their failing to be interested in what hap
pens in their community environment. The 
environmental design approach ("defensi
ble space" approach) emphasizes the im
portance of segmentation and of opportu
nities for visual surveillance, so that resi
dents perceive their houses and residential 
neighborhoods as their own and identify 
with them. Gigantic, neglected and imper
sonally designed buildings cannot be de
fined as one's own. It is also for this rea
son that they are increasingly subject to 
vandalism. 

- Person-oriented factors are used to exam
ine the possibility of the existence of vic
tim proneness and victim disposition. 
There are no "born victims." Still, ac
quired physical, psychological and social 
characteristics (e.g. weaknesses, han
dicaps or injuries) can influence the victim
offender interaction considerably. Victims 
are often socially or psychologically dam
aged prior to their victimization and have 
come to adopt a victim attitude and a re
duced desire to defend themselves. The at
tention of a potential offender is drawn to 
a potential victim by the latter's extreme 
physical, psychological or financial attrac
tiveness. 

- The most important victimogenous factors 
are those related to behavior which in
creases the risk (lifestyle, exposure mod
el). The potential victim neglects, either 
consciously or unconsciously, safety pre
cautions and exposes himself repeatedly, 
consciously or unconsciously, to vic
timogenOl:s risk situations. A house or an 
apartment, for example, is particularly 
likely to be burglarized if residents are fre
quently away for extended periods of time, 
either working, engaging in leisure activi
ties or taking a vacation, and do not ar
range for it to be guarded or watched over, 
and if they do not even try to give the im
pression of the house or apartment being 
lived in (see, for example, b'win Waller 
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1982). 

The discovery of victimogenous risk fac
tors cannot mean that victimologists support 
an ideology purporting self-defense or ad
vocating a regression to a fortress mentali
ty, vigilantism and self-help. Victimologists 
are far more interested in strengthening in
terpersonal relationships and making poten
tial victims aware of the risk of vic
timogenous situations, so that they take at 
least some of the precautionary measures 
they can reasonably be expected to meet. 

4.2 The Victim in the Situation of Prim my 
Victimization 

A victimological analysis of the injurious 
situation is designed to provide potential vic
tims with advice regarding appropriate be
havior in an immanent victimogenic situa
tion. Criminal offenses develop in interaction 
processes belween offender and victim. Dur
ing these processes potential victims and 
offenders are not only acting and reacting, 
but also defining and interpreting their be
havior, their attitudes and their roles. They 
explore the "meaning" of their own behavior 
and that of their interactional counterparts. 
They develop an image of themselves and 
of the other person. In order to define the 
contributory causation (not the contributory 
guilt) of the criminal victim for the criminal 
offense two concepts have been developed: 

-The concept of victim precipitation (i.e. a 
crime that was facilitated, caused and 
precipitated by the victim) concentrates on 
the extent to which the potential victim 
contributes to his own victimization by 
provoking, inducing or facilitating the 
criminal offense. This approach was devel
oped by Marvin E. Wolfgang (1958) on the 
basis of an empirical study involving 588 
homicides. Wolfgang discovered that in 
200/0 of the cases analyzed, two potential 
offenders found themselves together in a 
homicidal situation and that it was only 
chance which determined who became the 

victim and who the offender. 
-In the concept of neuh'alization techniques, 

of anticipated rationalizations, the victim's 
"cooperation" only exists in the mind of 
the offender, only in his motivation proc
ess. He pretends not to perceive his vic
tim, who is, for him, the actual felon; the 
victim deserves his victimization. 

By utilizing the concepts of victim precipi
tation and functional responsibility under 
criminal law (Stephan Schafer 1977, 160/161), 
an attempt was made to incorporate the con
clusions into the victim-oriented aspects of 
criminal law dogmatics (see, for example, Tlro
mas Hillenkamp 1986; Bernd Schunemann 
1986). The concept of functional responsibil
ity under criminal law stresses the fact that 
the potential victim is obliged not to promote 
his own victimization. Especially in prevent
ing and controlling petty crime, e.g. shoplift
ing, the following possibilities are being con
sidered: 

-If a victim contributes to his own victimi
zation, then he can be denied protection 
under criminal law so that he refrains from 
doing this. If, for example, a store owner 
facilitates shop-lifting considerably by ad
vertising and failing to provide the neces
sary supervision of his merchandise, then 
he should not be allowed to pass on to the 
criminal justice system the expenses he 
saved by refusing to provide informal con
trol. 

-Victim responsibility can be taken into ac
count in the selection of the kind and 
severity of the penal sanction. 

4.3 The Victim and the Reaction to His 
Victimization 

In reacting to primary victimization the 
victim must cope with the event psychologi
cally and socially. It is also important that 
the victim should take part in the social con
trol process to an appropriate extent and that 
he is not subjected to secondary victimiza
tion (Bel'nhm'd Villmow 1985). As a result of 
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the criminal offense the victim can suffer 
short-term as well as long-term psychologi
cal and social damage which must be pre
vented by implementing victim treatment 
programs. Crisis intervention methods serve 
to help the victim cope with the trauma of 
his victimization mentally and integrate it 
into his personality (Mike Maquire, Claire 
Corbett 1987). 

Victim assistance programs prevent sec
ondary victimization, which can occur as a 
result of people in the victim's close social 
vicinity and large institutions (e.g. hospitals, 
mass media and the criminal justice system) 
reacting in an inappropriate manner to the 
primary victimization. The crime victim is 
emotionally affected by the offense. He is 
sometimes confronted with insensitive and 
unreasonable questions. He is often made to 
feel a lack of sympathy and human warmth. 
In large organizations the victim is some
times treated anew as an object due to the 
impersonal atmosphere and the anonymity. 
Victim support schemes help to avoid sec
ondary victimization in that they sensitize the 
public and those people who come in contact 
with the vicdm following his primary victimi
zation by making them aware of the mental 
and social damage suffered by the victim as 
the result of the offense. At the same time 
information and counseling services prepare 
the victim for the criminal proceedings, 
which tend to be very distressing, both so
cially and mentally. 

The crime victim needs to be adequately 
involved in the criminal justice system to en
sure that he is not discouraged from fulfill
ing his task in crime control, and to aid the 
resocialization of both victim and offender by 
bringing them together in an attempt at con
ciliation. Ever since Kaiser Karl V issued his 
Criminal Code in 1532 it has been increas
ingly the state and society only who have 
presented the claim to inflict punishments. 
The victim's role in crime control has almost 
completely disappeared from social con
sciousness. This role must be reintroduced 
by implementing the following reforms: 
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-The crime victim must be assigned a par
ticular legal status in the criminal proceed
ings. He must be met with respect, and not 
merely be made the object required to es
tablish the truth of the matter. Moreover, 
he must be given a say. This will make 
criminal proceedings more humane and at 
the same time more effective. While, on 
the one hand, the constitutional or proce
dural rights of the defendant must not be 
unduly curtailed, the defendant is on the 
other hand not entitled to have the victim 
turned merely into an object needed for es
tablishing the truth-as has been the case 
in the past. Rather, criminal proceedings 
should be concerned with settling the 
offender-victim conflict. 

-Formal criminal proceedings should be 
preceded by an informal procedure de
signed to mediate, conciliate and compen
sate. Such a procedure is especially suita
ble in those situations where there is no 
doubt as to the offender's guilt and where 
all those involved in the proceedings agree 
to use the informal procedure. Such pro
cedures serve to motivate not only the vic
tim, but society as a whole to participate 
in the process of formal crime control. To
day's formal criminal proceedings "steal" 
the conflict from those involved, that is, 
from the victim and the offender (Nils 
Christie 1977, 1981, 1986). The offender 
is denied the possibility of being forgiven 
by his victim. Victim and offender are not 
permitted to meet on a personal basis. This 
can be altered by a mediation, arbitration 
and compensation procedure ending with 
an arbitral award or settlement which is 
binding on all parties. Such a procedure is 
also particularly suitable for economic 
crimes, as the culpable company's restitu
tion constitutes an extremely effective 
criminal sanction (john Braithwaite 1984). 

-Creative restitution made by the offender 
must become a sanction in its own rights. 
Making reparations is more than compen
sating for the damage-it makes the 
offender assume responsibility for his of-
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fense. The victim's pain and suffering are 
acknowledged by the offender-and also 
by the court. Both offender and court ac
knowledge the victim's value as a human 
being, a value which the offender had de
nied him. The American Victim Protection 
Act of 1982 charges the court to give pri
ority to examining and delivering repara
tory sanctions. If it does not avail itself of 
this possibility, the reason must be clear
ly stated in the verdict. 

-Finally, the material settlement covering 
damages and the immaterial victim
offender reconciliation are necessary for 
the imprisoned offender to comprehend 
and cope with his criminal act in the cor
rectional institution (Radiger Weij3 1985). 
One of the reasons for the present crisis 
in and the public unpopularity of correc
tional treatment is that it only focuses its 
attention on the prisoner's rehabilitation 
and fails to consider the victim's interests 
altogether. We shall never regress to the 
inhumane and ineffective methods of re
taliatory punishment; more imperative is 
the further development of the current sys
tem of correctional treatment, something 
which can be achieved if this system con
tributes to reconciling the victim-offender 
conflict. The convicted prisoner faces up 
to his social obligations by means of the 
restitution. He is sensitized to his victim's 
situation. By making reparations to the vic
tim and by entering into reconciliation with 
him the offender can on his own free him
self of his guilt and at the same time he 
learns peaceful conflict settlement strate
gies. Such a victim-oriented penal ap
proach obviously requires changes in the 
system of correctional treatment and a re
orientation in the thinking of the correc
tional staff. They would no longer just help 
and advise prisoners but would act more 
as mediators between offender and victim. 
To assume such a mediating role requires 
a great deal of tact and caution. All the 
same, experiments are already being con
ducted with offender-victim conciliation 

programs within the system of corrections 
(Heinz Mitller-Dietz 1985; Paul Brenzi!?ofer 
1982) and as an alternative to incarcera
tion (Marl? D. Yantzi 1985), Young bur
glars are brought together with their vic
tims under the supervision of social wcrk
ers, who organize the communicative 
meetings. A change in attitude has been 
documented for both, victims and 
offenders, following their conversations. 
The victims' trauma resulting from the vic
timization was eliminated and their fear of 
crime disappeared. They no longer per
ceived the offenders as "monsters" but as 
young people with problems. The juvenile 
offenders came to realize the extent of 
damage they had inflicted. They had never 
imagined how traumatic the victimization 
was for their victims. By meeting their vic
tims personally and seeing the pain they 
had inflicted they were resocialized. 

5. Opportunities and Dangers for 
and Resulting from 

Victimological Research 

Victimological research can be of assist
ance in recording and understanding crimi
nal offenses. This leads to an expansion in 
the body of knowledge in this field. It facili
tates a more civilized and humane interac
tion with the victim of crime, with the 
offender, and between the two. It serves to 
increase the effectiveness of social control 
in general. 

An "overemphasis on the victim" can, 
however, lead to criminality being drama
tized and emotionalized, which in turn could 
endanger the success of resocializing the 
offender. It would run counter to victimolog
ical research findings if they were employed 
to support a retaliatory penal system, which 
is both ineffective and inhumane. Victimol
ogy does not accuse victims. Victimology is 
a factual science. When the expression' 'vic
tim precipitation" (not victim culpability) is 
used, the intention is simply to develop 
victim-oriented prevention programs. Under 
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criminal law "victim precipitation" is usually 
of hardly any importance at all, and when it 
is of some relevance than only to determine 
the sanction. An unlimited extension of the 
concept of "victim" does not enrich the body 
of knowledge. The insight that offenders are 
victims of the society is one-sided and leads 
nowhere. The distinction between pro-victim 
and anti-victim victimologists (Kurt Weis 
1982, Wiebl?e Steffen 1987) should be dis
carded. At least, I have no knowledge of any 
anti-victim victimologists. Hostile attitudes 
should be abandoned, not reinforced, in or
der to create a more peaceful society. 
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From Criminal Policy to Victim Policy-New Tendencies in the 
Reform of Criminal Law, Critninal Procedure and Corrections 

by Hans Joachim Schneider* 

I. Victimologically Significant 
Theoretical Developments and 
Empirical Research Findings 

l. Victim%gical The01Y 
In the 18th century the classical school of 

criminology, extensively influenced by the 
enlightenment (Aufldarung), was particular
ly concerned with the rational cause of crimi
nal offenses and the constitutionality of 
criminal procedure; the stress was placed on 
the offender's culpability. This approach was 
challenged toward the end of the 19th cen
tury by the positivist school of criminal law, 
which, in attempting. to apply research find
ings from the natural and social sciences at 
the time to criminal justice, emphasized the 
criminal etiological aspect of the offender 
and his "personality disorder"; in criminal 
political terms, the positivists underlined the 
particular importance of the felon's danger
ousness and his treatment. Inner
psychological conflicts were crucial to the 
psycho-analytical understanding of crime 
causation. During and following the Second 
World War there was a radical change in the 
criminological approach to crime causation: 
The causation of mass crime was ascribed 
to social and interpersonal processes; crimi
nallaw and procedure came to be seen mere
ly as instruments for comprehensive social 
control. Crime is the result of interpersonal 
conflicts and the destruction of social bonds. 
Criminalizatios and victimization are k!arned 
in processes of social and interpersonal in-

* Director and Professor, Department of Criminology, 
University of Westfalia, Federal Republic of 
Germany 

teraction, with people not only learning 
modes of behavior, but also acquiring atti
tudes and rationalizations for their behavior; 
offenders learn offender behavior, offender 
attitudes, offender roles; victims learn vic
tim behavior, victim attitudes, victim roles. 
Victimological theory is based on a socio
psychological concept of crime causation. 
The offender-victim relationship is by no 
means always merely a relationship between 
a perpetrator and a sufferer. Hans von 
Hentig 1 spoke of a "real mutuality in the 
connection between perpetrator and victim," 
whereby often "the relationship is not entire
ly unilateral," in many cases "the victim 
shapes and moulds his criminal. The collu
sion between perpetrator and victim is a fun
damental fact of criminology. Of course there 
is no understanding or conscious participa
twn, but there is interaction and an inter
change of causative elements." 2 

2. Victimological Research Findings 
Since the 1960s, world-wide victimologi

cal research 3 has produced the following 
three major findings of importance to crimi
nal policy: 4 

-The crime victim is the "gate-keeper" to 
the criminal justice system. It is not the 
police, but rather the victim, who, by 
reporting the crime, initiates criminal 
proceedings in most cases. Criminal vic
timization is, of course, much more wide
spread than was previously generally as
sumed. Only a fraction of offenses commit
ted comes to the attention of the criminal 
justice system. Many crimes are not 
reported by victims. The reasons for this 
failure to report are complex: the victim 
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gains nothing by reporting the crime (for 
example, stolen goods are not returned, 
there is no restitution); he fears the 
offender's revenge; he has no faith in the 
criminal justice system; he is himself in
volved in the offense (victim precipitation). 
Victims with 8. personal relationship to the 
offender (i.e., for example, friends, rela
tives, intimate partners) tend to report 
their victimization less frequently than vic
tims who do not know their offender. 

-Victims of violent crimes often suffer se
vere psychological and social damage as 
a result. 5 Such damage is often intensified 
by the response to their victimization 
(secondary victimization). When victims 
fail to cope with their criminal victimiza
tion psychologically, this can lead to the 
development of psychosomatic or neurot
ic disorders or can contribute to the cau
sation of social deviation, juvenile 
delinquency or adult criminality. Many 
offenses involving persons in close social 
relationships (for example, the sexual 
abuse and maltreatment of children), 
which can produce severe psychological 
damage, are not reported and remain
uetreated-in the dark field. 

-Although the victim's cooperation is cru
cial for the realization of evidence during 
tlle criminal proceedings, he is treated with 
indifference. 6 Victims complain that they 
are met with insensitivity and that they are 
not informed about the course and out
come of the criminal proceedings. Victims 
do not want to be involved in decision
making within the criminal justice system. 
They do, however, want to be treated as 
partners and asked for advice. Victims are 
not intent on seeing offenders punished as 
severely as possible. They do, however, 
wish to receive restitution for the harm or 
injmy they suffered. Offenders should ad
mit their responsibility toward victims and 
should not resort to excuses. The court 
should acknowledge the fact that victims 
have been victimized and that they have 
done a special service for society in terms 
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of social controL 

3. C?'iminological Research Findings on 
em'eel's, Treatment and Deterrence 

At the same time as attention was direct
ed to crime victims, the following three 
emjJirica 1 criminclogical research findings 
were established, which in terms of crimi
nal policy point in the same direction as 
those indicated by victimological studies: 

-Recent criminological birth cohort studies 7 

and prospective longitudinal research 
studies 8 have led to the conclusion that the 
great majority of crimes, and especially of 
violent crimes, are committed by compara
tively few people with a record of repeat
ed criminality and violence. Offenders who 
regularly committed serious criminal 
offenses had themselves usually been vic
tims of previous violations of the law 
(victim-offender sequence). The likelihood 
of recidivism grows with every arrest and 
conviction. People come to assimilate how 
to be offenders and victims. The most 
reliable predictor of juvenile delinquency 
ar.·~_ adult crime has been shown to be 
parental harshness and brusqueness 
toward a son. Fathers with a record of con
victions for violence were more likely to 
have sons who committed violent crimes. 
The likelihood of recidivism increased with 
every subsequent conviction for a violent 
offense. 

-Research into recidivism after imprison
ment 9 came to the conclusion that the 
treatment of prisoners in correctional in
stitutions does not prevent or exclude 
recidivism to a higher degree than mere 
custody does. This can be traced to a num
ber of causes: If crime is the culmination 
of 15-20 years of misguided and defective 
socialization, criminal attitudes will not be 
unlearned overnight in the social isolation 
of a prison. In a penal institution, which 
has to be run on the principles of security 
and order, it is extremely difficult for cor
rectional staff to create a social at-
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mosphere that is not dominated by 
criminal models and values and in which 
a socially acceptable normative lifestyle 
and behavior can be practiced. Prisoners 
victimize each other socially, psychologi
cally, sexually and physically (through the 
use of violence). The main reason for the 
failure of the treatment practice in penal 
institutions so far has been the fact that the 
correctional system has failed to involve 
crime victims and society in this treatment 
process. 

-Empirical research into deterrence 10 has 
shown that the direct deterrent effect of 
criminal legislation and enforcement (nega
tive general prevention) is of lesser impor
tance in crime prevention than the indirect 
influence on the population by means of a 
life-long process of socialization (positive 
general prevention) oriented also to crimi
nal law norms. Empirical criminological 
research has shown clearly that the direct 
deterrent effect of penal legislation and en
forcement cannot be estimated to be as 
high as originally assumed. As a general 
rule, successful citizens can easily be de
terred because they have too much to lose 
and tend to be bound by their success to 
the social system in which they live. On the 
other hand, offenders are usually unsuc
cessful in their socially conformed careers 
and therefore difficult to deter, since they 
have lost all hope and believe that by com
mitting criminal offenses they can only 
gain. 

A positive function of criminal legislation 
and enforcement is to aim at evoking and 
strengthening the population's faith in the 
law and their willingness to adhere to legal 
norms. 11 The criminal law fulfills its value
creating and value-maintaining role by 
providing the everyday interactive socializa
tion process with value judgments. How par
ents and other important identification 
figures react to norm violations is crucial for 
the development of a sense of justice in the 
psyche of children and adolescents. Child-

rearing methods characterized primarily by 
the use of punishment and power, employ
ing harsh and frequent corporal punishment, 
produce, at best, a superficial, outward will
ingness to conform to the norms; they can 
also lead to aggressive modes of behavior 
toward weaker persons. "Laissezfaire" 
methods of child rearing do not generate any 
sense of justice at all. Rather than orienting 
itself to professed abstract norms and rules, 
the development of an independent, internal
ly controlled sense of justice presupposes the 
presence of an actively law-abiding model. 
Rather than being satisfied with simply ex
ercising their superior authority and power 
in the event of a dispute and providing pos
sible, prefabricated conflict solutions, par
ents and teachers, having established a 
relationship with their children or pupils 
based on emotional warmth and acceptance, 
are obliged to discuss seriously and sincere
ly with their children or pupils on an intellec
tual and emotiDnallevel. This presupposes 
the following three points: 

- Firstly, they must make clear to their chil
dren or pupils why it is necessary to observe 
the norm violated. 
- Furthermore, they must point out to their 
children or pupils the extent of suffering and 
anguish experienced by the injured party, i.e. 
by the victim, as a result of the norm vio
lation. 

-Finally, parents and teachers must them
selves observe those generally binding 
norms, and show their children or pupils 
that they can conduct and resolve their 
own conflicts among themselves openly 
and peacefully. 

4. Results from Compamtive Criminology 
Comparative criminological studies 12 have 

made clear the great importance of the in
formal social control exercised by families, 
schools, neighbors, professional and recrea
tional groups in the prevention and control 
of crime. The ten nations with the lowest 
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crime rate in the world, although including 
countries with distinctly different economic 
and social structures such as Nepal, Japan, 
the German Democratic Republic, Switzer
land and Saudi Arabia, exhibit three common 
characteristics: 

-Community consciousness and the 
citizens' willingness to accept responsibil
ity facilitate the peaceful regulation of con
flicts in the community. Mutually accepted 
regulation of conflicts in turn produces 
value agreement and social cohesion. 

- The decay of communities and the deteri
oration of social relationships are minimal. 
Juvenile subcultures and socially disor
ganized areas, for example, in industrial 
conurbations, have not developed. Social 
relationships within social groups and be 
tween social groups are more or less un
damaged. 

-The criminal justice system is well in
tegrated into the community. The commu
nity is involved in defining and solving 
crime, and in charging, sentencing and 
punishing offenders. The community sup
ports its criminal justice system; the crimi
nal justice system seeks to be integrated 
into its community. 

Many people assist the police in an 
honorary capacity, for example, as probation 
assistants or in correctional institutions. 
Police officers live in the suburb or neigh
borhood where they work, and seek contact 
with the citizens. Police information and 
counselling offices in schools attempt to de
velop a trust relationship between the pupils 
and police officers. 

5. Implications jar C1'iminal Policy 
All these empirical research results pro

vide the following principles for the reform 
of criminal law and procedure: 

-It is imperative that crime victims are ac
corded their own legal position within 
criminal procedure. Victim support and as-
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sistance schemes must prevent crime vic
tims from suffering socially and 
psychologically a second time-suffering 
caused by the formal reaction of the crimi
nal justice system or by the informal reac
tions of social groups, such as their family 
or neighborhood. Victim treatment pro
grams must be designed to therapeutical
ly treat the victim's social and 
psychological damage suffered as a result 
of the criminal offense itself. 

-Resolving interpersonal conflicts must be 
practiced right from childhood. This can 
be done daily by learning how to reach 
mutually acceptable conflict solutions in a 
peaceful manner, by using democratic 
child-rearing methods and democratic 
"punishment." Criminal justice practices 
can provide a model for such a democrat
ic child-rearing and educational approach 
by focusing on the restitution of victim 
damages and by facilitating the implemen
tation of an informal pre-trial arbitration 
and mediation procedure. In this way ac
cord can be established between the two 
conflicting parties. The use of restitution 
as an independent penal sanction together 
with arbitration and mediation procedures 
can contribute considerably to the develop
ment of an internally controlled, indepen
dent sense of justice. For constitutional 
reasons, however, formal criminal proce
dure must remain the final instance for 
conflict resolution. 

- Using punishment to clarify one's 
authori.tative position is just as ineffective 
in everyday child-rearing as it is in crimi
nal procedure and corrections. Offender
oriented treatment in correctional institu
tions is inadequate and is increasingly los
ing the support of the general public. The 
approach must be developed to include 
creative restitution. The rational and emo
tional coming to terms of the offender with 
his criminalization and of the victim with 
his victimization, helped and advised by 
criminal justice, is indispensable for the de
velopment of a sense of justice in the two 
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parties involved and in society. Byactive
ly involving honorary volunteer workers 
the criminal justice system can be success
fully integrated into informal social control 
systems. 

II. Criminal Policy Development 
on International and National Levels 

Continuous theoretical and empirical de
velopments in criminology over the last forty 
years have moved the Council of Europe and 
the United Nations to take an interest in vic
timological activities, which constitutes ini
tial steps in the right direction. At the same 
time, some nations have passed victim pro
tection acts, thereby ushering in a reorien
tation in criminal policy. The victim 
protection laws enacted in the USA and in 
the Federal Republic of Germany shall serve 
here as examples. 

1. Victimological Activities of the Council of 
Europe 
In March 1981, the Council of Europe's 

European Commission on Crime Problems 
in Strasbourg passed a motion to establish 
a Select Committee of Experts on Victims 
of Crime and on Criminal and Social Policy. 
The task of this expert board was to formu
late recommendations for the improvement 
of the protection for victims of crime. The 
Select Committee set to work at the begin
ning of 1982, after the motion of the Euro
pean Commission on Crime Problems had 
been approved by the Council of Ministers. 
Initially, it drew up the European Convention 
on the Compensation of Victims of Violent 
Crimes. 13 Then it compiled the Recommen
dations for the Improvement oj the Position of 
the Victim in the Framework of C1'imil1al Law 
and Procedure. 14 Finally, the Select Commit
tee developed proposals-this work was 
completed in the spring of 1987-conceming 
the improvement and extension of victim 
support and treatment programs currently 
operating in the various member states. The 
Recommendations for the Improvement of the 

Position of the Victim in the Framework of 
Criminal Law and Procedure were approved 
by the Council of Ministers of the Council of 
Europe on 28 June 1985. 

The Select Committee had, during its five 
years of consultations, attached particular 
importance to ensuring that victims receive 
reparations for the physical, material and so
cial damages suffered as a result of criminal 
offenses and that they are not subject to fur
ther damage as a result of either the formal 
or the informal reaction to their victimiza
tion. They wanted to encourage the victim's 
faith in the criminal justice system and moti
vate him to participate in criminal justice. 
The following five major findings of the 
Select Committee were accepted by the 
Council of Ministers of the Council of Eu
rope, which subsequently formulated them 
as recommendations and passed them on to 
the member states. The five major findings 
were as follows: 

- The Select Committee advocates state 
compensation for victims of violent crimes, 
and also restitution of victim damages by 
the offender in the form of an independent 
and individual penal sanction. 

-Secondary victimization of crime victims 
should be minimized by conducting police 
and court interviews as sensitively and as 
tactfully as possible. The victim's special 
personal and social situation must be taken 
into account. His human rights must not 
be violated nor his human dignity 
oifended. 

- The Select Committee concedes victims' 
modest rights regarding access to informa
tion during criminal proceedings. They are 
to be informed, for example, whether and 
in what manner they can receive compen
sation from the state or restitution from the 
offender. 

-Crime victims and their dependents are to 
be protected from excessive publicity, 
harassment and acts of revenge. 

-Finally, the Select Committee strongly 
supports the collection of data and the idea 
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of informing the population about its crimi
nal victimization. It also encourages state 
and private victim support and treatment 
programs. 

The Select Committee could not see its 
way free to granting victims participation, 
decision-making, control or mtervention 
rights (right of appeal and right of admission 
to evidence) in criminal proceedings. Victims 
should by all means have been accorded at 
least the right to be heard. The support for 
arbitration and mediation procedures was 
only very half-hearted. Member states are to 
examine the advantages of such a procedure. 
The European experts were against more 
far-reaching recommendations as they feared 
the victim's "vengeance instinct" (the need 
for satisfaction) and a curtailing of defen
dants' rights through the dismantling of con
stitutional safeguards, and because they did 
not want to burden criminal justice agencies 
excessively or even overload them. The 
crime victim's supposed "vengeance in
stinct" is a prejudice of society, which is in
validated by empirical victimological 
research. Many of the proposals for improv
ing the legal position of crime victims in 
criminal procedure contained nothing to 
justify the fears that defendants' rights could 
be curtailed. The real issued was the hinder
ing effect of victim protection for the 
defense, an issue which is not welcomed by 
defense lawyers. Criminal prosecution 
agents must not be unburdened at the ex
pense of crime victims; otherwise in the end 
it will be crime control which suffers as a 
result. 

2. Victimoiogical Activities of the United 
Nations 
In recent years the United Nations has also 

been concerned with the issue of how to im
prove the situation of crime victims. The 7th 
United Nations Conference on the Preven
tion of Crime and the Treatment of 
Offenders, held in Milan from 26 August to 
6 September 1985, recommended to the 
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General Assembly of the United Nations that 
it pass a Declaration of Basic Principles of 
Jitstice for Victims of C1'ime and Abuse of Pow
er. 15 The substance of the document is large
ly attributable to the activities of the World 
Society of Victimology with its headquart
ers in Munster (Federal Republic of Germa
ny). The efforts of this society concerning 
the adoption of a declaration concerning vic
tims' rights by the United Nations had be
gun back in 1982 during the 4th International 
Symposium on Victimology in Tokyo and 
Kyoto, 16 and had been continued in Dubrov
nik Yugoslavia, in 1984 and 1985 at the in
ternational workshops on victims' rights, and 
in Zagreb 17 at the 5th International Sympo
sium on Victimology. The declaration binds 
the member nations of the United Nations 
to unconditionally recognize the rights of vic
tims of traditional crime and of crimes con
stituting the abuse of political and economic 
power, and to introduce measures guarantee
ing victims' protection, the reparation of 
damages suffered, and humane treatment. 
The declaration was adopted by the Gener
al Assembly of the United Nations on 29 
November 1985. 18 

The resolution of the General Assembly of 
the United Nations comes to the same con
clusions as the document presented by the 
Council of Europe in terms of state compen
sation for victims of violent crimes, restitu
tion of victim damages by the offender, the 
prevention of secondary victimization, the 
protection of victims from excessive pUblic
ity and acts of vengeance, the collection of 
victimological data and the population's in
formation on the risks of criminal victimiza
tion, and lastly in terms of the promotion of 
victim support and treatment services. Yet, 
in the following four important points it sur
passes the recommendations of the Council 
of Europe: 

-Under the influence of the developing 
countries the resolution places more em
phasis on the introduction of arbitrRtion 
and mediation procedures. 
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- The rights of crime victims to receive in
formation relating to, and especially their 
right to be involved in, court proceedings 
have been extended considerably. Victims 
are to be given orientation as to their role 
in proceedings and regarding the extent, 
the schedule, the course and the judgments 
in proceedings. They are to be given the 
opportunity to express their opinions and 
concerns at points in time during proceed
ings set aside specifically for this purpose. 
Their opinions are to be weighed and their 
concerns taken into consideration by the 
court. 

- Environmental crimes are to be penalized 
by the court issuing restitution orders 
stipulating reparation of damages by way 
of restoration of the environment to its 
original state, the reconstruction of the in
frastructure, and the replacement of the 
communal facilities destroyed. 

-Victims of power abuse are to receive com
pensation from the state whose represen
tatives caused the damage suffered by the 
victim. The onus of proof that the civil ser
vants concerned were not acting in the per
formance of their duties rests with the 
state in whose name they acted. Succes
sor states are to be liable for abuses of 
power by their representatives in the 
predecessor state. 

3. Victim Protection Act in the United States 
oj America 
On October 1982, a federal law was passed 

in the United States protecting victims and 
witnesses, 19 which improved the position of 
victims in criminal procedure. 20 It is based 
largely on the recommendations of an expert 
committee 21 set up by the President of the 
United States in April 1982. The act contains 
five noteworthy innovations: 

-Investigation reports presented to the 
court must contain information on the con
sequences of the offense for the crime vic
tim, especially the financial, social, 
physical and psychological damages 

suffered as a result of the violation of the 
law (Victim Impact Statement). 

-Penal provisions for acts constituting acts 
of intimidation or vengeance against the 
victim have been extended and tightened. 
Furthermore, the court can, during penal 
proceedings, issue restraining and protec
tion orders to prevent possible intimidation 
and harassment to which crime victims 
may be exposed. 

-The most important improvement is the 
provision of offender restitution as a penal 
sanction in its own right. Should the court 
fail to make use of this sanction, its rea
sons for doing so must be presented in 
written form. Before this provision was in
troduced, offender restitution could only 
be ordered as a condition of probation for 
a suspended sentence. Consequently it had 
up to then remained the exception rather 
than the rule that the victim's restitution 
interests were considered in North Ameri
can trials. Judicial restitution orders are 
executed by either the state itself or by the 
victim designated and this is effected in the 
same manner as in the case of judgments 
made in civil proceedings. For the victim 
this provision constitutes an improvement 
over the "condition of probation" provision 
insofar as in the event of the offender 
violating the conditions of the restitution 
order, previously the victim had to rely on 
the court to revoke probation, which did 
him little good and was only seldom 
pronounced, as the courts and probation 
officers feared that such a revocation 
would endanger the offender's rehabili
tation. 

-The act includes the rights of crime vic
tims to obtain access to information and 
counseling. Guidelines concerning these 
rights were issued by the Attorney General 
of the United States. 22 Of particular note 
are the rights of participation for victims 
of serious crimes. They stipulate that a 
prosecuting attorney's office must consult 
the victim if the defendant is to be released 
during criminal proceedings. 
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-The problem of what should happen with 
the financial gains accrued by an offender 
from the sale of his story to the mass me
dia is mentioned in the act but not 
resolved. The Attorney General has to 
report to Congress solely on judicial pos
sibilities. New York State and other U.S. 
states have laws 23 stipulating that such 
gains must be deposited at the Department 
of Justice. Under certain conditions the 
laws allow for crime victims to be granted 
access to such deposited gains. 

4. The Victim Protection Act (Op/erschutz
gesetz) in the Federal Republic of Germany 
On 1 April 1987, the First Law for the Im

provement of the Position of the Injured 
Party in Criminal Procedure (Victim Protec
tion Act), which was enacted on 18 Decem
ber 1986 24, came into force in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. The way was paved 
for this legislation during discussions at the 
"55th Conference of German Lawyers' 25 
held in Hamburg on 26-27 September 1984; 
discussions were launched by a detailed 
report 26 and a debate conducted in academ
ic literature. 27 The act in general lacks a bas
ic victimological concept. Although a few 
isolated pointR have improved the legal po
sition of the victim in the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, these "improvements" are, 
however, largely ineffective and inadequate. 
They only demonstrate that the legislator 
wanted to do "something" for crime victims 
without abandoning the conventional, one
sided, ineffective concept of crime preven
tion and control with its orientation toward 
offense and offender. Of the changes to the 
law, the following four exemplify this fact: 

In order to protect the victim more effec
tively than was previously the case, from dis
criminative questioning during criminal 
proceedings, witnesses may, dUl1ng cross ex
aminations, only be asked about details con
cerning their "private life" when this is 
indispensable for establishing the truth. Ac
cording to the old law, these limitations were 
valid only for facts which could "bring dis-
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credit upon" the victim or one of his rela
tives. The legislator was unable to push 
through further limitations of the victim's ob
ligation to give evidence, such as the in
troduction of provisions prohibiting the 
presentation of evidence concerning partic
ular subject matters (as exist in some U.S. 
and Australian states)28, as the legislator 
claimed that these would curtail the rights 
of the defendants. 29 This view is inappropri
ate. In rape trials, for example, it is not un
usual for the defense to adopt a 
"victim-blaming strategy," a strategy 
designed to incriminate the victim, a strate
gy with which the victim cannot cope, 
neither emotionally nor socially. It is true 
that false evidence may sometimes be given 
in rape cases, but no more frequently so than 
concerning other criminal offenses. 30 
Although it is almost a routine matter for the 
sexual past of the victim in rape trials to be 
publicly discussed, this cannot be justified 
from any point of view. Victims with a sex
ual history can also be raped and can also tell 
the truth during criminal proceedings. It is, 
therefore, unnecessary for the defense to 
adopt an incriminating, victim-blaming 
strategy in order to establish the truth in 
court; its only aim is to prejudice the court 
and the public against the victim emotional
ly, and it often causes injury to the victim 
in an unjustified manner. The proper way of 
establishing the credibility of a witness's evi
dence in case of doubt is to obtain the ex
pert opinion of a psychologist. Introducing 
a restriction on the admission of evidence 
concerning the past sexual conduct of a 
raped witness thus in no way limits the rights 
of the defendant; it simply protects the vic
tim from unnecessary injury and makes it 
more difficult for the defense counsel to give 
his case the appearance of irrefutability to 
the public at the expense of the victim. Fi
nally, by restricting the evidential subject 
matter, the general public's sensationalism 
would fail to be catered to-and rightly so. 

The Federal German Victim Protection 
Act has also extended the group of potential 
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joint plaintiffs. Persons whose inalienable 
rights have been violated as a result of par
ticular criminal acts may now appear in 
criminal procedure as joint plaintiffs in con
junction with the prosecuting attorney; this 
applies, for example, to persons who were 
raped, were held hostage or whose lives were 
threatened by a homicide attempt. The new 
legislation is of questionable value,31 as it 
misinterprets the victimological concept-a 
concept which does not emphasize strength
ening the victim's case in contentious crimi
nal proceedings, which would, so to speak, 
only heighten the offender-victim conflict. It 
would have been better, therefore, if the Fed
eral German legislator had decided to in
troduce a procedure of arbitration and 
mediation, which would allow the parties in
volved to work their interactional distur
bance through, supported and administered 
by the court, the prosecuting attorney and 
the defense. 

Furthermore, in order to exercise his 
rights, the victim may, under the Victim Pro
tection Act, avail himself of an adviser to pro
tect him better against encroachments by the 
court or the prosecuting attorney. Although 
the introduction of such a "victim attorney" 
in the interest of victim protection is a great 
step forward, it would nevertheless have 
been better to anchor more extensive and 
precise provisions against secondary victimi
zation in the Code of Criminal Procedure it
self. The restriction of evidential subject 
matter during the examination of witnesses 
as mentioned above is such a provision. Fur
ther injury to the victim in criminal proceed
ings can best be avoided by treating him not 
just as an object instrumental to establish
ing the truth, but rather by listening to his 
concerns, by noting his anxieties and by con
sidering his concerns and anxieties when 
passing judgments. 

Lastly, the Victim Protection Act also con
tains a number of alterations to the so-called 
"adhesion procedure" (Adhtisiolls~'e}fahren), 
which enables the victim to enforce restitu
tional claims against the offender under civil 

law within the scope of the criminal proce
dure. The aim of these alterations is to facili
tate the practical application of this 
procedure; a procedure which has so far 
gained close to no practical acceptance in 
Federal German criminal justice. 32 The new 
provisions are, however, too limited and will 
consequently fail to stimulate the planned 
use of offender restitution in criminal proce
dure practices. The petitioning litigant is, for 
example, entitled to apply for legal aid; fur
thermore, basic and part judgments (Grund
und Teilmteile) are to be permissible in the 
future. The legislators have foregone the op
portunity of obliging courts to inform poten
tiallitigants about the option of the adhesion 
procedure. Furthermore, they did not delete 
the provision in the Federal German Code of 
Criminal Procedure, according to which 
criminal courts can dispense with a dedsion 
on the petition of a crime victim if they are 
of the opinion that "settlement could not be 
reached within the scope of criminal proce
dure." As legislators have left courts with 
this loophole, offender restitution in crimi
nal procedure will remain the exception 
rather than the rule. Such a restitution hear
ing and judgment is advantageous for the 
crime victim, as this relieves him of the psy
chological and financial burden of filing a 
complaint in a court of civil law. Of course, 
the crime victim would have been served 
best if offender restitution had been in
trodu~ed as a penal sanction in its own right. 

Federal German criminal law and proce
dure have detached themselves from the 
reality of the offender-victim conflict reso
lution to such an extent that they permit not 
even modifications to their own offense- and 
offender-oriented sanctioning principles, and 
are, therefore, partly responsible for their 
own overloading. 

5. Results of Cd11linal Policy Develop11lmzfs 
New theuretical and empirical criminolog

ical findings have precipitated a mpvement 
in the area of criminal policy-making. This 
involves not only compensating victim 
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damages by way of victim support and treat
ment programs, thereby preventing further 
victimization, but includes not treating the 
crime victim simply as a piece of evidence 
of instrumental utility in criminal procedure, 
by obliging the court to listen to and consider 
his concerns and opinions, and take into ac
count and acknowledge the injury suffered 
by him. Only when the criminal justice sys
tem takes the victim's restitution needs into 
consideration will it be able to count on his 
trust and cooperation. The conflict must not 
be "stolen" 33 from those involved in the con
flict, that is, the offender, the victim and 
those persons in their immediate social vi
cinity; the formal criminal procedure
constitutionally necessary as it may be in 
many cases-creates distance 34 and thus 
hampers the resolution of conflicts. It con- . 
tributes to the stigmatization of both 
offender and victim. It is necessary, there
fore, to provide for an informal arbitration 
and mediation procedure as an intermediate 
pre-trial procedure in which the parties in
volved can resolve their own conflict with the 
aid and mediation of the criminal justice sys
tem. Such a procedure can form an impor
tant learning experience and can have a 
modelling effect on the peaceful resolution 
cf everyday conflicts. It can be instrumen
tal in improving the integration of the formal 
social control, i.e. the criminal justice sys
tem, into the informal social control exer
cised in social groups such as the family, 
school, neighborhood, and professional and 
recreational groups. 

Ill. Possible Future Reorganization 
of Criminal Procedure, 

of Legal Reactions to Criminal 
Offenses, and of Corrections from 

a Victimological Viewpoint 

1. Restitution as a Creative Personal and So
cial Achievement 
The entire criminal justice system must be 

adapted to the concept of restitution, which 
extends the offender-oriented treatment ap-
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proach to encompass victims and society. 
Restitution must be seen as an interactional 
process between offender, victim and socie
ty which resolves criminal conflicts and cre
ates harmony between the parties involved. 
This does not simply involve a monetary pay
ment and a few perfunctory apologetic re
marks. Restitution is a creative process, a 
personal and social achievement, requiring 
a considerable psychological and social effort 
on the part of the offender toward confession 
and remorse and toward assuming his 
responsibility for his offense to society and 
his victim. From this process-if it reaches 
a successful conclusion-the offender, the 
victim and society will emerge changed and 
matured as a result. The offender repents his 
action by facing up to its harmful conse
quences and by being forgiven by his victim; 
he is absolved without personal humiliation. 
He loses his criminal stigma and can take 
again his place in society as a member en
joying equal status. The victim receives
as far as possible-restitution. Having suc
cessfully made the personal effort of forgive
ness he is able to overcome the psychological 
and social damages suffered as a result of the 
offense, which allow him to come to terms 
with the trauma of his victimization. 

The use of restitution, the solution of the 
criminal conflict and the reconciliation 
process involving the offender, the victim 
and society create a sense of justice in soci
ety, something far more important for crime 
control than deterring the population in 
general with penal legislation and enforce
ment. Restitution calls for an alteration in the 
goals of the criminal justice system in its en
tirety. The police, district attorneys and 
courts no longer solely concentrate their ac
tivities around the offer: -:ler. Probation 
officers and corrections personnel no longer 
just help and give guidance to offenders in 
their charge but also have to assume the role 
of mediator between the offender, the vic
tim and society. The concept of restitution 
thus demands not only an increased effort on 
the part of the offender, but also of the vic-
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tim and of society, especially with regard to 
their social control function. 

On the one hand, restitution is objected to 
on the grounds that it is an additional sanc
tion and, on the other, that it is no sanction 
at all, as the offender is obliged under civil 
law to make restitution payments anyway. 
Both mutually contradictory objections, 
which are at times presented simultaneous
ly, fail to recognize the essential nature of 
restitution, which in fact does not just con
sist of making monetary payments, but is es
sentially concerned with giving both the 
offender and the victim an opportunity to 
come to terms with the offense in the man
ner described above. The argument that res
titution is utopian, as the offender is not 
prepared to make amends and the victim un
willing to forgive, is also unfounded. Empir
ical research has shown that crime victims 
have a less punitive, often even a more con
ciliatory, attitude than non-victims. 35 

Offenders can be more easily persuaded to 
accept and acknowledge burdens aimed at 
redressing the victim damages they have 
caused, than to endure cuts in their quality 
of life, cuts, the sense of which, for instance, 
in the case of.fines and prison sentences, is 
of an abstract nature and thus difficult to ap
preciate. Finally, the argument that most 
offenders are incapable of making full pay
ments is not convinr.ing, because restitution 
is not concerned with full financial compen
sation but rather with the demonstration of 
the offender's reparatory will, for which sym
bolic restitution in the form of personal serv
ices or deeds and clarifying conversations are 
sufficient. 

2. Arbitration and Mediation Procedure 
This procedure, first proposed by the Law 

Reform Commission of Canada 36 and con
ceived as a pre-trial diversion procedure, in
volves the offender and victim coming face 
to face and attempting to resolve their con
flict themselves in an informal procedure un
der the supervision and mediation of a judge 
and 'Nith the assistance of a district attorney, 

a defense lawyer and, in some cases, an ex
pert. This procedure can only be made use 
of if there is not doubt as to the guilt of the 
offender and if all parties involved have 
given their consent to it. This arbitration and 
mediation procedure, which concludes with 
an award or settlement binding on all par
ties, has been recommended,because it 
strengthens the informal control by training 
conflict resolution among those involved 
themselves, supported by the criminal justice 
system. Such a procedure has been proposed 
for various categories of offenses, which 
have in common the fact that they cannot be 
effectively controlled by the formal criminal 
procedure. It is therefore imperative to pro
vide not only for basic provisions but also for 
special procedural norms for particular 
categories of offenses when implementing 
the regulations for conducting this 
procedure. 

Offenses such as spouse and child abuse, 
marital rape, and the sexual abuse of chil
dren, i.e. offenses involving persons in im
mediate social contact, are so (';eldom 
reported for a number of reasons: The vic
tims are dependent on the offender, they 
want or have to show consideration for the 
offender, the offender will be extremely stig
matized as a result of the criminal proceed
ings, and a trial ending in a conviction usually 
results in the family's dissolution. In view of 
the fact that the victim can suffer severe psy
chological damage, which can produce a 
criminogenic effect, it is unacceptable to so
cially suppress such offenses in the commu
nity by simply ignoring them. The 
arbitration and mediation procedure lends it
self here, as it is designed to restore inter
personal relationships and concludes with an 
award or settlement which provides for the 
control of the criminal conflict by social 
workers who offer guidance to, and monitor 
developments among, family members and 
among persons in immediate social con
tact. 37 In the Netherlands another course has 
been taken to control child abuse: 38 Social 
workers involved within the framework of a 
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system of medical referees have been suc
cessful in their attempts to treat abused chil
dren. In Israel they have adopted yet another 
approach for controlling sexual abuse of chil
dren: 39 Young victims of sexual abuse are 
questioned in their accustomed environment 
by youth interrogation officers who then ap
pear as substitute witnesses for the children 
before the court. Both these methods are in
ferior to the arbitration and mediation proce
dure from a constitutional standpoint, as the 
medical referees are active outside the crimi
nal justice system and the youth interroga
tion officers cannot provide direct evidence. 

So-called petty offenses, such as shoplift
ing, theft from cars, bicycle theft and light 
property damage (vandalism) often remain 
in the dark field of unreported and undetect
ed crime. Attempts to control petty crime in 
the Federal Republic of Germany by means 
of punishment orders* or by having the dis
trict attorney suspend criminal proceedings 
-with or without conditions-on the grounds 
of insignificance have been largely unsuc
cessful. These approaches are designed to 
prevent petty crime from becoming the first 
step on the road to juvenile delinquency as 
a result of its stigmatizing effect. This ter
mination practice has been criticized on the 
grounds that it violates the principle accord
ing to which prosecution of an offense is 
mandatary for the district attorney (Legalitiit
sprinzip), that the attorney's office exercises 
judicial power, and that rather than having 
a general or ~pecific preventive effect it has 
a negative influence on the population's 
sense of justice and can give rise to vigilan
tism. 40 Such petty crime can also be con
trolled better by way of an arbitration and 
mediation procedure, as it takes the above 
mentioned objections into account, and does 
not brand the offender. It does, however, 

* StraJbrjdzl: order imposing punishment (fine or im
prisonment up to three months) issued by the AlIlts· 
ricl1trt (municipal judge) at the request of the district 
attorney without previous trial. 
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leave petty crime within the jurisdiction of 
criminal law and contributes to the develop
ment of norm consciousness. 

Finally, the arbitration and mediation 
procedure can be applied to corporate and 
environmental crime when committed by 
companies whose offenses cause damage to 
a large number of crime victims (victim di
lution), as formal criminal procedure is too 
slow, too time-consuming and too inflexible 
for the sanctioning of such offenses. In the 
case of corporate crime the offense and the 
offender, namely the company, are easily 
identified. What is difficult to identify is the 
individual criminal liability within the com
pany. Punishing corporate executives who 
have committed economic and environmen
tal crimes with fines and short-term prison 
sentences has no specific or general preven
tive effect. Therefore, it is much more effec
tive to hold corporations themselves liable 
and to oblige them to undertake restitu
tion. 41Damage reparation is usually so ex
pensive for corporate offenses that it alone 
serves as a deterrent. Establishing the in
dividualliability of single offenders within a 
company is, in comparison, a blunt sword in 
the fight against environmental and econom
ic crime committed at corporate level; the in
numerable victims of such crimes do not 
benefit at all from it. 

3. Offender- Victim Restitution Projects 
The criminal justice system represents 

only one-albeit important-area of social 
control. Formal criminal legislation and 
procedure can have a n.egative effect on 
offenders and victims (labeling). In order to 
avoid these disadvantages, attempts are be
ing made in many countries to deal with 
criminal conflicts outside the criminal justice 
system (diversion) and with the aid of volun
tary officers, since juvenile delinquency and 
adult criminality manifest themselves in
creasingly the further the offender becomes 
entangled in the net of the criminal justice 
system. Originating in North America, 42 the 
informal diversion procedure has been wide-
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ly adopted in the practice of criminal justice 
relating to juvenile offenders in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. It has also gained im
portance in the sanctioning of adult crime. 
Offender-victim restitution projects 43 are a 
from of diversion model experiments. The 
juvenile court support scheme attempts, for 
example, to mediate meetings between 
offenders and victims, allowing them to 
come together personally in a dignified man
ner and to reach an agreement concerning 
the restitution of damages, which often 
results in the suspension of criminal proceed
ings. 44 An example of this type of project is 
the Canadian offender-victim restitution ex
periment in Kitchener (Ontario): 45 Juvenile 
burglars on probation meet their burglary 
victims under the mediation and supervision 
of probation officers who proceed with sen
sitivity and psychological skill. By bringing 
offenders and victims together, not just for 
one meeting but for several meetings in an 
extended process, the offender realizes the 
full extent of the material, social and psycho
logical damage he has caused. No longer is 
his victim an abstract person, fading in his 
memory. He can no longer suppress and ra
tionalize his offense. Having met his 
offender, the victim has '·humanized" his 
offender image. The offender is no longer an 
abstract "monster" for the victim, but a 
young man in tangible form with problems 
shared by many young people. Rather than 
being excused, the offender must be pre
pared to take full responsibility for his 
offense and to make material restitution. 
Criminological research accompanying res
titution experiments with juvenile offenders 
in the United States has been very success
ful. 46 

4. Restitution in Correctionallnstitutions 
The Code of COlTections (Strc;Jvollzugsgese/z 47

) 

in the Federal Republic of Germany has 
almost completely excluded the victim per
spective. The belief was that the prisoners' 
socializ(ltion deficits can be remedied by sub
jecting them to offender-oriented treatment, 

obviously without realizing that the develop
ment of a sense of justice on the part of the 
offender and the general population depends 
on the prisoner coming to terms with his 
offense intellectually and emotionally. It has 
become clear from many interviews with pri
son inmates in Germany and abroad that 
they know next to nothing about their vic
tims and that they consider the retribution 
for their offense as completed following their 
term of imprisonment. Their recollection of 
the offense had faded over time. 

Prison inmates in correctional institutions 
must not be subject to personal degradation 
in the guise of "guilt compensation" or 
"penitence," such degradation being inter
nalized and weakening the already reduced 
feeling of one's own value, and leading to the 
hardening of the criminal self-conception. 
They must rather learn normative accepta
ble behavior, attitudes and roles. Such treat
ment can only be successful in the sense of 
the formation of an internalized sense of 
justice, if the reasons for the necessity of 
abiding by the norms are made clear to the 
prisoner and if he faces his offense and the 
victimization of his victim honestly and self
critically. By gaining an insight into the con
sequences of the offense perpetrated on his 
victim, the offender learns how to come to 
terms with the offender-victim conflict and 
to deal with it emotionally. The sensitizatio!1 
of the prisoner to the damages suffered by 
the victim resulting from his action must not, 
however, be confused with a return to 
retaliatory correctional forms. 

Prospective meetings between prisoners 
and their victims must be prepared as care
fully and cautiously as possible in order not 
to be "'lrongly interpreted as a confrontation
al experience, as during criminal proce
dure. 48 The special situation of the victim, 
namely his psychological stress, must be 
taken into account. A face-to-face encounter 
between the victim and the offender is a 
highly delicate emotional experience for 
both. Extreme care must be exercised in this 
situation. The open correctional institution 
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Saxerriet-Salez in Switzerland has been run
ning an offender-victim restitution program 
for years. 49 Of course, face-to-face encoun
ters between both parties are not always 
necessary for successful offender-victim res
titution. In order for prisoners to be able to 
affect material reparation, the long-term aim 
must be to pay them acceptable wages for 
their work, allowing th<>m to organize their 
debts and make restitution payments in full. 
Yet, even full material restitution is not al
ways and absolutely indispensable. Often the 
victim's only concern is that the prisoner 
demonstrates his good will. The immaterial 
reconciliation between offender and victim 
is more important and at the same time more 
difficult. Not every crime victim is prepared 
to engage in discussions or is capable of talk
ing to the offender. In this case symbolic res
titution, that is symbolic reconciliation, is 
acceptable and can be achieved, for exam
ple, not by having prisoners meet their own 
victims, but by letting them become ac
quainted with crime and its consequences 
from the standpoint of victims in prisoner 
discussion groups attended by crime victims 
willing to converse. By engaging in victim
oriented role plays within the framework of 
social training, offenders could also develop 
a lasting sensitivity for the concerns of crime 
victims. 

5. Criminal Policy and Considerations of the 
Role of the Victim in Crime Causation 
Offenses are committed in interpersonal 

processes in which the victim is by no me
ans always inactive and passive. Two vic
timological concepts have given rise to 
current penological discussions concerning 
the evaluation of the role of the victim in 
crime causation: 

-According to the concept of victim precipi
tation,50 in numerous cases the victim is 
directly involved with the commission of 
the offense, that is, a "direct, positive ac
celerator of the crime." The victim facili
tates the offense; he triggers off the 
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offense; he precipitates the offense; he pro
vokes the offense. 

-According to the model of functional 
responsibility,51 the offender and the vic
tim are interactively and complementari
ly responsible for their behavior. Victims 
should prevent their own victimization. 
They must avoid victimolgenic situations 
in which they can easily be victimized. 

On the basis of these two concepts, at
tempts have been made to draw the follow
ing criminal law conclusions: 

-By using administrative orders and the 
threat of administrative and criminal 
penalties, potential victims are to be com
pelled to prevent their own victimization. 
In order to cut shoplifting opportunities to 
a minimum, it has been suggested, for in
stance, that potential victims, that is, re
tail and department stores, be obliged to 
organize their displays, sales areas and 
sales staff so that it is easy to monitor all 
activity, and to always keep at least a mini
mum number of sales and security person
nel on duty. 52 

- Potential victims are, in particular cases, 
to assume the social control themselves. It 
has heen proposed, for instance, that in the 
event of shoplifting with damages not ex
ceeding DM 500 in value, the injured party 
can, in addition to regaining the stolen 
goods and receiving a restitutive monetary 
payment, demand a fine of not less than 
DM 50. 53 Formal social control exercised 
by police, district attorneys and courts 
sha1l be ruled out ill such cases. 

- The victim shall not be accorded criminal 
protection if he has failed to take appropri
ate protective measures himself. 54 Victim 
protection restriction, however, should not 
apply to offenses involving violence. 55 

Finally, in selecting the kind of penal sanc
tion, or at the very least in setting its severi
ty, the court should take the victim's 
culpability into .ccount. 56 Only this final so-
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lution to the problem of assessing the role 
of the victim in crime causation under crimi
nallaw deserves support. 57 Combating crime 
by punishing victims must be rejected. 
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Victims' Rights in European Penal Procedure Laws 

by Hans Heiner Kuhne * 

Mter its scientific adoption by Mendelsohn 
and v. Hentig the general victimology actu
ally started with a 50-year delay, but then, 
however, rapidly led to many world-wide 
successes. In the meantime, the criminolog
ical paradigm has been changed from the 
offender-oriented to a victim-oriented view. 
The victim has now achieved adequate scien
tific attention. Comparatively new in the vic
timological discussion, however, is the 
problem of victimization by procedure. Up 
to now the victim with his or her damages 
caused by the offense has been the focus of 
discussion. The visible results of violent 
offenses like rape, robbery, and bodily inju
ry made the necessity of additional help evi
dent. Victimology always has been trying to 
compensate this deficiency. 

On the other hand, the so-called secondary 
victimization by procedural law is less sen
sational, occurs much more hidden, and 
moreover effects totally different objects of 
legal protection. While primary victimization 
is characterized as violation of the objects of 
legal protection described in criminal sta
tutes, victimization by procedure relates to 
things hard to comprehend, like human dig
nity, psychology of fear and realization of 
satisfactionary needs. It is not a question of 
violation of law, but of the withholding of po
sitions which might be legal positions. This 
is difficult because there is a lack of descrip
tion and verification in law and in fact, per
taining to the withheld positions. Which 
procedural duties of participation for exam
ple can be expected of the victim? Which 

* Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Trier, Fed
eral Republic of Germany 
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rights to participate should be granted in ord
er to enable the criminal procedure to fulfill 
its appeasement-function not just by convict
ing the offender but above all by compensat
ing and satisfying the victim? 

In the Western tradition, procedural rules 
are focused on the clarification of circum
stances (facts). Only passing reference is 
made to victims' interests. Criminal proce
dure has been monopolized governmentally 
to avoid endless reciprocal acts of revenge, 
and to protect those victims being too weak 
for revenge or for asking for indemnification. 
The substitutional activities of justice in Eu
rope have thereby for centuries being as
sumed to sufficiently guarantee the victims' 
rights. With the beginning 80's of our cen-

. tury we started asking if this assumption was 
true. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany the 
discussion started with the paper of J ung 1 

on the Criminal Law Teachers' Convention 
in 1981. In 1983 the parliamentary group of 
the Social Democratic Party already in
troduced a "Bill for a Better Protection of 
Sexual Assault Victims" into the Federal 
Parliament. In 1984 the 55th German Jurists 
Convention in Hamburg discussed the legal 
status of victims in the criminal procedure, 
in May 1985 the Federal Attorney General 
(Minister of Justice) presented the "Outline 
of a First Statute Pertaining to the Victims' 
Rights in Criminal Procedure," in 1986 (on 
January 31st) the chancellor of the Federal 
Republic of Germany sent a draft of a new 
law concerning the "Improvement of the 
Victims' Position in the Criminal Procedure" 
to the President of the Federal Council which 
was confronted by a bill from July 1985 
about the same subject submitted by the 
parliamentary group of the Social Democrat-
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ic Party. On April 1st 1987 the so-called 
"Victims of Crime Protection Act" (Opfer
schutzgesetz) was finally put into effect. 

Besides the generally advancing percep
tion of victimological concerns, the rapidity 
of this development can be explained by the 
fact that an increasing alienation of justice 
and population has been noticed as well as 
criticized in the Federal Republic. The 
claims of procedural victimology met with 
the new political idea of the need for a more 
popular administration of public power. The 
criminal procedure by politicians was looked 
upon as an easy field to demonstrate good 
will so far. 

To that extent procedural victimology 
mainly expresses a common problem of 
modem technocratic societies. In the concep
tion of a participatory democracy-contrary 
to the just representative one-expertism 
and professionalism are facing suspicion. 
There is an increasing request for controll
ing the mainly governmental experts by par
ticipation of the affected citizens. 2 This 
socio-political dimension of procedural vic
timology cannot be discussed here but had 
to be mentioned because of its importance 
for the acceptance of procedural victimolo
gy in Germany. 

An other aspect of avoiding secondary vic
timization of crime victims, the compensa
tion of damages, has for a long time been 
handled as a mere problem of civil proceed
ings. The victim could assert his or her 
damages like any other civil action at a civil 
court. Not until later was it realized that this 
usually was not helpful. Because of the 
offender's lack of assets the title mostly 
could not be enforced. Victims did not ob
tain compensation and additionally had to 
pay for the costs of litigation. Victim com
pensation acts or schemes-effective in the 
FRG since 1976-are trying to help. The 
government pays for damages caused by 
criminal offenses and hereby helps the vic
tim to avoid a risky claim. In the following, 
these two aspects of victim's rights shall be 
represented in the context of the central Eu-

ropean criminal procedures, which are in al
phabetical order: Austria, Federal Republic 
of Germany, France, Great Britain, Italy, 
Spain and Switzerland (only the cantons of 
Bern, Zurich and Solothurn).3 

The following positions of victims in a 
criminal procedure arE. conceivable: 

Victim's Rights 
(Rights to obtain information) 

1. Information about course of procedure, 
hearings and last decisions of an instance 

2. Right to inspect files 
3. Right to be present and participate in the 

proceedings. 
4. Right of interrogation 

(Rights to initiate) 
6. Right to apply 
6. Right to summon 
7. Right to prosecute 

a) dispositively 
b) exclusively 

8. Right to discontinue the prosecution 
9. Right to appeal 

Victims' Duties 
10. Duty to be present (going beyond wit

nesses duties) 
11. Toleration of public in court 
12. Duty to testify as a witness 

Victims' Protection Rights 
13. Right to have an adviser 
14. Release from costs 
16. (Partial) exclusion of the public 
16. Limitation of public media reports 

regarding the procedure 
17. Privilege from testifying 
18. Protection against content and manner 

of questions 
19. Right to pursue compensation in the 

criminal procedure 
20'. Priority and security pertaining crime 

caused claims for damages 
21. Compensation by government, respec

tively, by the sources of public authority. 
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Only some of the above mentioned items 
need a short explanation. The right to prose
cute (figure 7) means all initiative compe
lences placing the victim on an equal level 
with the public prosecutor, like the German 
"Privatklage' , (private prosecution), "Ne
benklage" (victim as joint plaintiff) and the 
"Strafantragsrecht," which is the formal de
mand of an injured party as a presupposition 
for the prosecution of the offender. The right 
to discontinue the prosection (figure 8) can 
be explained as the victim's right to finally 
deadlock the prosecution without the help of 
the public prosecutor or the court, like in 
Spain, where the victim can interrupt 
proceedings by condonating the offender at 
any time before final judgment. This could 
also be called negative right of prosecution. 

Figure 14, release from costs, is crucial for 
the realization of victims' rights. Asking for 
costs-e.g. general procedural costs, costs 
for legal adviser, costs for summoning 
witnesses-would mean to put another bur
den onto the victim. If the victim is poor, the 
demand for costs leads to a de facto denial 
of participatory rights. 

Figure 20 points out the victim's privilege 
of his or her civil claims to those of the state 
(costs of the proceedings, utilization of con
fiscated objects and values) thus improving 
his or her chances for getting a payment or 
compensation by the offender. 

The above listed items only represent a 
crude outline of classified characteristics. 
Each individual position is imaginable within 
a great number of different variations which 
actually can be discovered in the legal sys
tems of the mentioned European countries. 
Those offenses, for example, which guaran
tee Strafantragsrecht, this is exclusive in
itiating rights to the victim, are different 
from country to country (rape, bodily inju
ry, sexual assault, libel) and there are also 
differences as to the preconditions of being 
privileged from testifying and of excluding 
the public. The right to claim damages in the 
criminal procedure (adhesive procedure) re
mams absolutely theoretical in the FRG 
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whereas the statutes guarantee practical 
relevance in other codes of criminal proce
dure, such as France and Spain. The exam
ples could be multiplied. A synoptical and for 
that reason necessarily shortened presenta
tion will be given at the end of this lecture. 
The following discussion of some central 
regulations shall be reserved for general con
siderations which will then refer to detailed 
problems of the countries. 

With the "initiating victims' rights," which 
start the procedure and guarantee participa
tion during the preliminary investigations, it 
is evident, that especially Italy and Spain are, 
more than Germany, integrating exclusive 
victims' rights to improve victims' protec
tion. Not the principle of reducing the 
caseload but the protection of victims' priva
cy from unwanted acts of public prosecution 
is the reason for granting the right to exclu
sively initiate the criminal procedure. A 
broad spectrum of sexual assault delinquen
cy or delinquency typically originating from 
social relationships cannot be prosecuted 
against the victims' will. On the other hand, 
the potential danger of offenders making fur
ther reprisals against the victim seems to be 
assessed to a lower extent in these countries 
in comparison to German law. Either way is 
imperfect and dangerous. The victim given 
the right to decide on public prosecution is 
well off in case he/she prefers the case not 
being prosecuted. The stress of a trouble
some hearing as witness, and danger to 
privacy by public proceedings can be avoid
ed. Yet this privilege turns to become a bur
den as it might incite the perpetrator to 
threaten the victim or to manipulate his/her 
decision in favor of the perpetrator. There 
is no in-between method which demonstrates 
that granting procedural rights to victims of 
crime must not necessarily be helpful to the 
victim. 

The procedural laws of Austria, Switzer
land and France are giving much more par
ticipatory rights to the victim during the 
preliminary examinations. In France this is 
a necessary consequence of the "action 
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civile," which from the beginning 
procedurally integrates the victim as a plain
tiff for his or her damages-a solution, which 
is not adoptable to the German criminal 
procedure without broad changes of its struc
ture. On the other hand, Austria and Swit
zerland with their more comparable 
procedural laws are showing, that a stronger 
integration of the victim during the prelimi
nary examinations is quite possible. 

Considering to what extent the preliminary 
examinations usually are already determin
ing the evidence related parts of the 
proceedings 4-often without being correcta
ble in trial-it seems useful to strengthen the 
victim's position by ceding participatory 
rights during this early course of procedure. 
But as the same is current for the defendant, 
an extension of these rights of victims must 
run parallel with the corresponding disposi
tion over the defendant's rights. 

This turns our attention to another crucial 
problem of procedural victimology. Improv
ing victims' rights must not lead to a deteri
oration of defense rights. The philosophy of 
enlightenment finally helped the creation of 
penal proceedings reigned by the idea of fair 
trial in Europe. The assumption of innocence 
made the accused a subject with its own 
rights instead of a mere object of interroga
tion and condemnation. All achievements 
which make criminal procedure fair, which 
embody the rule of the law, are results of the 
standpoint looking upon the accused as an 
innocent person until he/she definitely is 
found guilty by a court's decision. 

It would be dreadful if the idea of 
procedural victimology endangered these 
basic rights having being accomplished in a 
more than 100 years struggle of European 
history. That is why every proposition of 
granting victims new procedural rights has 
to be checked thoroughly as to its conse
quences for the defendant's rights. If a new 
victim's right has such a negative influence, 
there remain two possibilities. Either the 
defendant's position is compensated accord
ingly or it should be forgotten. A good ex-

ample can be found in the German Victims 
of Crime Protection Act. There the victim 
is granted a lawyer in any position of the 
proceedings. This made it evident that a 
defendant without the help of an advocate 
facing the prosecutor and the victim assist
ed by a lawyer would fall back to a position 
of a rather helpless object of proceedings. To 
avoid this the German Victims of Crime Pro
tection Act made a defence council impera
tive as soon as the victim used his/her right 
to have a legal adviser. 

Finally it should be mentioned that the in
creased liability to pay for the costs, caused 
by the more intensive participation (as espe
cially provided in the procedural statutes of 
Switzerland) may privilege or discriminate 
certain social groups. Especially in times 
when social problems are reflected in a law
related way it is legitimate to combine a right 
to proceed with a financial risk in order to 
guarantee the individual's careful consider
ation before exercising his or her right. 
However, this must not lead to a de facto 
denial of rights. Certainly the legal aid sta
tutes of European procedural laws protect 
the most indigent people. However, those 
who are well to do but not rich, like the up
per lower class and the lower middle class, 
are seriously concerned by costs caused by 
the procedural participation. 

Victim's participation in trial is extensively 
guaranteed in the procedural codes of the 
Romanic countries and even comes close to 
a trial pursued by parties in spite of the 
general principle of public prosecution. It is 
interesting that the victim's role of being 
quasi-party in the procedure in France, Ita
ly and spain is shaped more effectively as it 
is the case in the English pattern of a real 
party-trial. 

Yet, it as well has to be mentioned that the 
Romanic countries are reducing the 
procedural rights of victims as soon as seri
ous crimes are prosecuted. To that extent 
the German situation before the "Victims of 
Crime Protection Act" was similar, where 
private prosecution (Privatklage) accessory 
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prosecution of the injured party (Nebenk
lage) were limited to petty offences. 

As far as the victim's part as a witness is 
concerned, victims' rights are comparable in 
the procedural codes of the countries men
tioned above. They resemble the German 
standard, reminding the judge to be cautious 
and to treat the witness/victim well-as far 
as the search for truth may allow this. It is 
evident that this conflict between victims' 
protection and truth-finding has not yet been 
solved by strict and non-ambiguous regula
tions. In any rape case, for example, all over 
the world this problem reveals ardent 
relevance. Examining whether the alleged 
victim did agree to the sexual intercourse, 
necessarily comes down to victimizing ques
tions. 5 The way of asking may be held in a 
proper tone by control of the court. Yet the 
girl remains offended by being distrusted 
and regarded as a potential liar, and an inde
cent, lewd person. 

The English statutory regulations regard
ing the limitation of media about presence 
in tTial have been adopted to the German law 
in a similar way. Moreover the German law 
has found formulations not only to enable the 
court to exclude the public but giving the vic
tim (and other procedural participants) the 
right to make the court exclude the public 
as soon as privacy or secret information 
(mostly related to business activities) are 
touched. The use of information from pub
lic proceedings is generally unlimited in Ger
man law, however. Only civil law provides 
a bit of protection. Infringements of perso
nality's rights give reason for damage claims 
(immaterial damages). Though German me
dia normally are reluctant in publishing 
names of accused and related persons, there 
should be a legal regulation of these 
problems. 

Whereas the German "Victims of Crime 
Compensation Act" provides compensation 
in a similar or even better way than other Eu
ropean countries, there are comparably bad 
conditions to claim further damages from the 
offender. The latter is not at all without 
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relevance in comparison with the former. 
Wide areas of possible damages (damages 
for pain and suffering, immaterial damages) 
are excluded from governmental compensa
tion, because the "Victims of Crime Com
pensation Act" is limiting damages to bodily 
and economical injuries caused by an unlaw
ful assault against the person. Furthermore 
the Victims of Crime Compensation Act con
tains reasons for refusal which are unknown 
in a civil proceeding. That is why in spite of 
the "Victims of Crime Compensation Act," 
there is a significant need for support of vic
tims in asserting their claims. 

Whereas the German "Adhasionsver
fahren" (pursuing of a damage claim in a 
criminal procedure, adhesive procedure) 
does not have the intended practical 
relevance-it does not work at aIlG-the 
French "action civile" is much more effec
tive. It replaces what has only been codified 
in an unsatisfying way by the German 
Privatklage (private prosecution), Nebenk
lage Uoint prosecution) and Adhasionsver
fahren (adhesive procedure). 

Although there are ::ertain differences be
tween the French and German criminal 
procedural codes, a historically conditioned 
structural similarity can be pointed out. Fur
thermore many actual deviations of the 
French law are those, which up to the newest 
history were in the same or in a similar man
ner parts of the German criminal procedural 
law. The French investigating judge, for ex
ample, whose function is mostly comparable 
to the German judge for preliminary inves
tigations, or the jury system at the cour d'as
sises and the German "Schwurgericht" 
which existed until 1974, are examples. Of 
course the modern German criminal proce
dure does not know the juror whose compe
tence is limited to the verdict of guilty or not 
guilty. Nevertheless especially the "action 
civile" points out how different procedural 
rules can be worked out in spite of general 
identity. There is no need for a direct tak
ing over of the "action civile," having grown 
and being tested in France for a long time. 
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But it is instructive to realize that this kind 
of extensive integration of victims into the 
criminal procedure in order to improve their 
chances to obtain damages from the 
offender, is obviously working in a legal sys
tem which is closely related to our German 
law. As this can also be assumed for the 
other two Romanic procedural codes, this 
should cause the legislator to think about im
provements. 

As a result of the comparing view it can 
be stated that the consideration of victims' 
rights is not at all a new paradigm. Especially 
the Romanic procedural codes have known 
things for a long time which have been raised 
as new demands in the German victimologi
cal discussion. The procedural laws of Aus
tria and Switzerland are also containing 
many of these allegedly new demands. 

Taking all this for granted we get the im
pression that procedural protection of vic
tims' rights has been dispersed in European 
procedure codes. Taking all of these items
notwithstanding the different kind of legal 
systems-the victim's position is highly satis-

factory. It seems to me that a lacking con
centration on the victims' interests made 
European procedure laws forget the whole 
core of victim directed safeguards, once 
upon a time known all over Europe. The new 
victimological discussion could lead to a 
revival of old ideas, newly made up to the 
situation of modern times. 

Notes 

1. Jung, ZStW 1981, p. 1157 
2. The discussion on whether or not lay judges 

are helpful in penal proceedings is reigned by 
the same problems, see: Kuhne, ZRP 1985, p. 
237. 

3. For more details see Kuhne (editor): Opfer
rechte im StrafprozeE. Ein europaischer Ver
gleich, 1988, passim. 

4. Weihrauch, Die Verteidigung im Ermittlungs
verfahren, 1989, p. 2. 

5. KUhne/Ammer, Kriminologie der Notzucht, in: 
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On Top: I. Nishimura (Faculty), Nishikawa (Faculty), Schneider (Visiting Ex
pert), Zvekic (Visiting Expert), Shiddo (Visiting Expert) 

4th Row: Tsumura (Staff), Hirao (Staff), Tokuda (Staff), Maeda (Staff), 
Takashima (Staff), Endo (Stat), Echizen (Staff), Asano (Chief Cook), 
M. Sato (Staff), Igarashi (JICA Coordinator), Kai (Staff), Shimizu 
(Staff), Komiya (Staff), Iizuka (Staff), Watanabe (Staff), Matsumo
to (Staff) 

3rd Row: Soetjipto Jr., Kurokawa (Japan), Yotoriyama (Japan), Kitagawa 
(Japan), Horita (Japan), Ogawa (Japan), Tomiyama (Japan), Tseng 
(Singapore), Kabwiku (Zambia), Edmonds (Malaysia), Prasad (In
dia), Nand (Fiji), Pattamasingh (Thailand), Hasegawa (Japan) 

2nd Row: Enomoto (Japan), Kitazawa (Japan), Roxas (Philippines), Mwanyi
ka (Tanzania), Kanoknark (Thailand), You (Korea), Bhattarai 
(Nepal), Concepcion (Philipines), Imura (Japan), Hutadjulu (Indone
sia), Mohemed (Sudan), Binfoiz (Saudi Arabia), Kimeto (Kenya), 
Chirino (Costa Rica) 

Seated: Fix (Linguistic Advisor), S. Sato (Faculty), N. Nishimura (Faculty), 
Mrs. Soetjipto, Mr. Soetjipto (Visiting Expert), Sugihara (Director), 
Mukherjee (Visiting Expert), Tsitsoura (Visiting Expert), Horiuchi 
(Deputy Director), Yamaguchi (Faculty), Nagano (Chief of Secretari
at), Nagashima (Faculty), F. Saito (Faculty) 




